


This aridification should be unlike any climate

state that exists in the instrumental record.

Direct Aromatic Coupling
Linking two aromatic rings is a key reaction in

organic synthesis that generally requires one

coupling partner to be modified with a halide

and the other appended with an electropositive

group, such as boron or tin. 

Stuart and Fagnou (p. 1172;

see the Perspective by Ellman)

describe a palladium catalyst

that promotes the direct cou-

pling of benzene to indoles

without the need for any addi-

tional activating groups. The reaction proceeds

by C–H bond activation and proves remarkably

selective for the cross-coupled product; no ben-

zene or indole dimers are observed. High regio-

selectivity for bonding to the 3-carbon position

of a wide range of substituted indoles was seen.

Early Iron Deficit
The timing and processes of the formation of

the solar system can be mapped out by measur-

ing long-lived isotopes in meteorites. One such

system is 60Fe-60Ni, with a half-life of 1.5 mil-

lion years; 60Fe only forms in stars. Bizzarro et al.

(p. 1178; see the news story by Kerr) find that

differentiated meteorites show a very minor

deficit of 60Fe compared to Earth, Mars, and

chondrites. The authors suggest that the oldest

solar system material formed in the absence of
60Fe and that 60Fe was injected into the proto-

planetary disk about 1 million years after the

solar system formed. This material may have

come from a neighboring star, such as a particu-

larly iron-rich supernova.

Dark Heavy Dwarfs
When a massive galaxy collides with another, it

can jettison gas that subsequently clumps up to

form a crowd of surrounding dwarf galaxies.

Theoretical models predict that such tidally pro-

duced dwarfs should not contain dark matter, so

their gravity should tally with the stars and gas

within them. Bournaud et al. (p. 1166, pub-

lished online 10 May; see the Perspective by

Elmegreen) have used gas motions to measure

the masses of a series of dwarf galaxies lying in

a ring around a massive galaxy that has recently

experienced a collision. They find evidence for

dark matter within the dwarfs—double that

expected from the stars alone. If this extra mate-

rial is in the form of unseen cold molecular gas

originating in the massive galaxy, then it must

be more common than now thought and could

account for a part of the missing baryons in the

universe.

Drying the 
American Southwest 
The large human population and widespread

industrial and agricultural economies of the

southwestern United States and northern Mexico

depend on the cheap and ready availability of

water that may be affected by changes in precip-

itation, evaporation, groundwater storage, and

river flow as climate warms. Seager et al.

(p. 1181, published online 5 April) show that a

broad array of climate models agree that this

region will dry substantially during the next cen-

tury and that conditions as dry as those of the

Dust Bowl will become the normal ones in the

region. These changes would be caused by

atmospheric circulation patterns that create a

poleward expansion of the subtropical dry zones.

Engineering 
Herbicide Resistance
Engineering of crop plants to be resistant to

herbicides can allow agricultural strategies that

are kinder to the land, with reduced need to till

the earth. However, herbicides that are cur-

rently in widespread use are starting to lose

effectiveness because of increases in resistant

weed populations. Behrens

et al. (p. 1185; see the

news story by

Service) describe

how crop plants

can be engi-

neered to be

resistant to dicamba, a well-known environ-

mentally friendly herbicide. By transferring a

bacterial gene to the crop plants, the authors

engineered plants resistant to the herbicide.

However, for the time being at least, weeds are

not resistant and die back.

DNA Damage-
Response Teams
DNA damage is often a key event in triggering

malignancy (see the Perspective by Petrini).

Much of the cellular response to DNA damage is

mediated by two protein kinases, ATM (ataxia

telangiectasia mutated) and ATR (ATM and Rad3-

related). Matsuoka et al. (p. 1160) report a pro-

teomic screen that implicates more than 700

proteins in the cellular response to DNA damage

caused by ionizing radiation. Antibodies that

recognized the phosphorylated forms of peptides

containing consensus phosphorylation sites rec-

ognized by ATM or ATR were used to search for
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<< Coherent Single-Electron Source
Just as the availability of single photons has enabled the develop-
ment of secure communications via quantum cryptography, it is
expected that an electronic analog would allow similar quantum
coherent manipulations in an electronic circuit. Fève et al.

(p. 1169; see the Perspective by Giblin) have developed a coher-
ent single-electron source in which the electrons are emitted from
a quantum dot into a quantum-coherent two-dimensional conduc-
tor. The trigger is the application of a potential step to the quan-
tum dot. The source can also be used as an alternating-current
standard for possible applications in metrology.

Continued on page 1095
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This Week in Science 

previously unrecognized substrates. These results provide a resource for identification of previously
unrecognized proteins that function in control of DNA damage in mammalian cells. Three reports,
Wang et al. (p. 1194), Sobhian et al. (p. 1198), and Kim et al. (p. 1202), describe a complex of
proteins that interact with the breast cancer–associated tumor suppressor gene product BRCA1 and
implicate covalent modification of proteins by ubiquitination in regulating the functions of BRCA1
and its partners in the cellular response to DNA damage. A complex of BRCA1 with the protein Bard1
is known to have ubiquitin ligase activity. In the present work, BRCA1 formed a complex at sites of
DNA damage with RAP80, a protein with a ubiquitin-interacting motif domain, and RAP80 con-
tributed to localization of BRCA1 to sites of DNA damage. A third protein, Abraxas, appears to medi-
ate interaction of BRCA1 with RAP80. BRCA1 complexes also contained BRCC36, a deubiquitinating
enzyme. The DNA damage checkpoint that halts division of cells with damaged DNA was defective in
cells lacking RAP80. Thus, the BRCA1-Abraxas-RAP80 complex appears to target BRCA1 to sites of
DNA damage.

Marijuana and Developmental Damage
The effects of marijuana are mediated by cannabinoid receptors on neurons in the brain, and a causal
relationship between marijuana use during pregnancy and permanent cognitive deficits in the off-
spring has been identified. Berghuis et al.

(p. 1212) now define the molecular hierarchy that
controls marijuana actions within single neurons
and show that activation of cannabinoid receptors
by their natural ligands controls the establish-
ment of functional connections between neurons
in the brain. These findings define the cellular
context through which prenatal marijuana use
perturbs brain development.

Real-Life Transcription Factor Dynamics
Transcription factors bind to specific sites on chromosomal DNA to regulate gene expression. How
transcription factors find their target DNA is generally thought to occur through a combination of dif-
fusion through the cytoplasm as well as diffusion along DNA segments. Elf et al. (p. 1191) use sin-
gle-molecule techniques to study the specific and nonspecific binding of a model transcription factor,
the lac repressor, in living Escherichia coli. Lac repressor searching for an operator spends 90% of its
time diffusing along DNA. If the repressor does not find an operator within 5 milliseconds, it falls off
the DNA and diffuses through the cytoplasm to bind to another DNA segment. Such single-molecule
approaches will move us toward a quantitative understanding of biochemical processes as they occur
in living cells.

From Membrane Curvature to Fusion
Soluble NSF attachment protein receptor (SNARE)–dependent tethering and zippering of vesicles to
target membranes promotes vesicle fusion with target membranes. In the synapse, the relevant SNAREs
are synaptobrevin2, syntaxin1, and SNAP25, but synaptic vesicle fusion also requires other proteins.
Martens et al. (p. 1205, published online 3 May) show that SNARE-dependent tethering and zippering
is only part of the bilayer fusion mechanism—synaptotagmin is also needed. In cell-free experiments,
synaptotagmin-1 induced positive membrane curvature in a calcium-dependent manner, which made
the membrane more fusogenic and helped bring membranes into contact with each other.

Motor Motion Captured
Myosin V is a two-headed molecular motor that alternates the positions of its leading and trailing
heads to move unidirectionally along actin filaments in a “hand-over-hand” mechanism. Shiroguchi

and Kinosita (p. 1208) have now directly visualized this walking motion. Each head is attached to a
long and stiff neck. The adenosine triphosphate–dependent power stroke causes the neck of the lead-
ing head, which is bound to the actin track, to lean forward. The trailing head is lifted from the actin
track, and a free swivel connection at the neck-neck junction allows the lifted neck to undergo exten-
sive Brownian rotation in a diffusive search for the next binding site. The forward movement of the
leading neck moves the pivot point forward so that the unbound head lands at a forward site.

Continued from page 1093
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EDITORIAL

New Life for Systematics
EARLIER THIS MONTH, THE LAUNCH OF THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LIFE, AN ELECTRONIC 

database for the currently known 1.8 million species of the world, was announced. This coincides

with the tercentenary of the birth of Linnaeus, the Swedish scientist who laid the foundation

for modern systematics that predictively names and classifies organisms. At last, a complete

inventory of Earth’s biota is considered achievable. This goal has injected new life into the

notion of systematic science as the very underpinning of biodiversity conservation. But do we

need such systematics, and is a biodiversity inventory—probably at a cost comparable to that of

the human genome project—really essential for human and planetary well-being?

If contributions by thousands of taxonomists dating to Linnaeus are considered a collective

enterprise, then systematics is surely a “big science” that has forged a fundamental knowledge base

for all of biology. This discipline has provided not only scientific names that enable

meaningful organization and dissemination of vast information, but also a robust

foundation for comparative studies, with names ordered in a predictive

classification based on phylogenetic patterns inferred from fossil, DNA, and

other evidence. As Linnaeus said,“each object ought to be clearly grasped

and clearly named, for if one neglects this, the great amount of things will

necessarily overwhelm us and, lacking a common language, all exchange

of knowledge will be in vain.”

Currently, the Earth’s life inventory reflects a nearly global list for

birds and mammals, but not of plant species. And many regions on

Earth, especially in the Southern Hemisphere, remain poorly surveyed.

The deep sea, soil, forest canopy, and inaccessible terrain remain the

least explored habitats. Perhaps only 10% of fungi are named. Estimates

for most invertebrates and microorganisms, including bacteria and

archaebacteria, are even lower.

The good news is that with powerful molecular and computational

approaches, strategic training, f ield work, and accelerated programs of

documentation and data access in herbaria, museums, and DNA laboratories, a

complete inventory may be only a few decades away. This global effort will rely on new cadres

of young systematists circumscribing and classifying species at an unprecedented rate.

We need to complete this work, sooner rather than later, with priority on the most threatened

organisms and on those most relevant to human livelihoods. An obvious reason is to help avert a

looming extinction crisis by ensuring that species are named and conserved. Other pressing issues

such as climate change (for which we need to address a rapidly changing carbon cycle) require

assessing and encouraging plant diversity. It is time for a moratorium on further destruction of the

world’s wild vegetation and for much more science-based repair and restoration of what remains.

We also need new approaches to agricultural, urban, and suburban living that will ensure a sustain-

able future with biodiversity. Such efforts should emphasize locally appropriate, multipurpose

plantings. In fact, much of the information needed to support such new approaches already exists

in botanic gardens, museums, and the scientific literature. The Encyclopedia of Life will make

such information readily accessible to a broad range of users and hopefully promote integration of

conservation efforts and other collaborations. However, the Encylopedia will defeat its fundamen-

tal purpose if it conveys a sense of an inventory job completed. It is just the beginning for much of

Earth’s poorly documented biota, and generating the supporting systematic data remains essential.

There are many young scientists wanting to contribute to understanding the Earth’s bio-

diversity, but there are insufficient employment opportunities and teaching and research

resources in place to support their enthusiasm. This has to change if we are to encourage

future generations to explore the power of biodiversity to help us live sustainably.

We all would be immeasurably diminished if we sat idly by, witness to ongoing biological

extinction, in a changing world where rare species may be tomorrow’s salvation. Unless we curtail

devastation of our biosphere, support systematic science, and harness available data along the way

in global inventories and predictive classifications, life’s great tapestry will indeed unravel, to our

collective peril.
–Stephen D. Hopper

10.1126/science.1144898

Stephen D. Hopper is

director of the Royal

Botanic Gardens, 

Kew, UK.
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identified, even though the patients had flu-like

symptoms; this finding likely reflects the under-

representation of rhinovirus and enterovirus

sequences in the microarray tiles. — PDS

PLoS ONE 2, e419 (2007).

A P P L I E D  P H Y S I C S

Reversible Atomic Memories

A key requirement for quantum information pro-

cessing applications such as quantum communi-

cation or computation is the ability to reliably

store, manipulate, and retrieve a piece of infor-

mation, encoded, for example, in the polarization

state of a single photon. Among the many routes

presently being explored to achieve these goals is

cavity quantum electrodynamics (c-QED), which

entails trapping a single atom in a cavity and

inducing it to interact with a single

photon. In this vein, Boozer

et al. show that they are

able to imprint the state

of a single photon onto a

single trapped Cs atom,

store it for an appreciable

fraction of the lifetime of

the atom in the trap, and

then retrieve that informa-

tion again sometime later in

the form of another photon and send it on its way.

They verify that the whole process is coherent,

providing further support for c-QED–based sys-

tems as promising candidates for nodes in a

quantum information processing network. — ISO

Phys. Rev. Lett. 98, 193601 (2007).
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M A T E R I A L S  S C I E N C E

Superglues for Tissues

A long-standing issue in the development of regenerative 

tissues is their attachment and integration into the body. 

Adhesives for this purpose have often shown poor biocom-

patibility or insufficient bonding strength. Wang et al. have

devised an adhesive based on the biopolymer chondroitin 

sulfate (CS), a major component of the extracellular matrix of

cartilage. CS has shown anti-inflammatory activity, and aids in water

and nutrient absorption as well as wound healing. The CS was modified by

addition of both a methacrylate and an aldehyde group, allowing for cova-

lent bonding to both a biomaterial scaffold and a tissue surface. Current 

surgical options for grafting onto cartilage use sutures or tacks and thus 

create new defects in the tissue. In vitro tests showed that the CS adhesive

was easy to apply and did not damage the cartilage tissue. Contact of cells

with the adhesive in either the native tissue or a biomaterial matrix did not

reduce their viability. In vivo experiments in mice, rabbits, and goats showed that the CS

adhesive could attach and mechanically reinforce a cell-seeded hydrogel, and aid in the

integration and repair of damaged tissue (shown above left for a rabbit). — MSL

Nat. Mater. 6, 385 (2007).

B I O T E C H N O L O G Y

Straining Pathogen Sequences

Several methods have been explored as plat-

forms for the rapid detection of infectious

pathogens, including mass spectrometric analy-

sis of amplified nucleic acid sequences and sev-

eral microarray schemes. Most of these assays

have been tested against a small subset of

pathogens, and often do not resolve pathogen

subtypes or have the ability to identify emerg-

ing strains.

Lin et al. tested a microarray, the respiratory

pathogen microarray version 1 (RPM v.1),

against 424 nasal wash samples collected from

military personnel in the Washington, DC, area

from December 2004 to February 2005

(influenza season). Human DNA and RNA were

removed from these samples before carrying

out a single amplification step for viral and bac-

terial pathogen sequences and subsequent

hybridization against 20 pathogens (some of

which are represented by more than one strain).

Software-based reassembly of incomplete or

disconnected sequences improved the identifi-

cation of pathogens, with an accuracy >98%

compared to independent reference assays. In

the 58 specimens that contained multiple

pathogens, an increase was seen in bacterial

colonizers when viral infection was present. In

250 of the samples positive for influenza A,

nucleotide variations in the hemagglutinin

gene were identified that allowed a phyloge-

netic tree of strain evolution to be assembled.

In 14% of the samples, pathogens were not

C H E M I S T R Y

Boron Swap

In boron neutron capture therapy, the radioac-

tive decay induced by neutron collisions with 10B

nuclei is channeled toward tumor destruction.

Implementation of the technique remains chal-

lenging because of the need to devise boron

compounds that selectively concentrate in

tumors while remaining relatively nontoxic over-

all.  Moreover, 10B is one-fourth as abundant as

the heavier 11B isotope, which is inert to neutron

bombardment.  Thus, synthetic routes to various

candidate molecules are hampered by the need

for isotopic enrichment.

In a step toward improved efficiency,

Yinghuai et al. have found that ruthenium

nanoparticles can catalyze the isotopic exchange

of boron atoms from excess
10B

2
H

6
to the larger B

10
H

14

cluster.  They prepared the cat-

alyst by reduction of a metal-

locene precursor in a biphasic

mixture of ethylene glycol and

a trialkylphosphonium ionic

liquid (chosen because imida-

zolium systems can poison the

catalysis).  After six successive

treatments of the decaborane

with the catalyst and diborane, combined Raman

and mass spectral analysis were consistent with

~90% 10B enrichment of the larger cluster. The

mechanism is as yet unresolved. — JSY

J. Am. Chem. Soc. 129, 6507 (2007).
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B I O C H E M I S T R Y

Pulling on a Trailor Hitch

Building transmembrane gradients of small mol-
ecules, such as protons and alkali metal ions, is
the job of ion-transporting enzymes, which con-
vert adenosine triphosphate into an
electrochemical potential; this stored
energy is then used by coupled trans-
porters for the import of nutrients
and the export of waste materials.
Gram-negative bacteria feature
inner and outer membranes.
Members of the porin family
of membrane proteins reside
in the outer membrane and
allow small molecules to pass
across freely, but this makes it impossible to
establish electrochemical gradients. How
then do these bacteria transmit power to
the outer-membrane transporters (which
collect essential substances such as
vitamin B

12
and chelated iron)?

Using steered molecular
dynamics (for more, see
Sotomayor and Schulten,
Reviews, this issue, p. 1144),
Gumbart et al. have
looked at the interac-
tion between the 
barrel-like outer-
membrane protein
BtuB (the vitamin B

12

transporter) and the
inner-membrane protein TonB, which is known to
provide the energy that drives the inward trans-
port of many substrates across the outer mem-
brane. They start from a configuration that is
based on the crystal structure of a TonB fragment
in complex with the TonB-binding region of BtuB,
and find that pulling (computationally) on the
TonB portion does not distort it. Furthermore,
through a network of hydrogen bonds oriented
perpendicularly to the direction of applied force,
TonB holds tightly to one end of the BtuB lume-
nal domain, which plugs the barrel. Pulling
harder begins to unfold the plug and loosens it
enough to allow vitamin B

12
to squeeze by, but

the simulated forces are somewhat higher than
experimental measurements of what it takes to
unravel a protein. — GJC

Biophys. J. 92, 10.1529/biophysj.107.104158

(2007).

G E N E T I C S

Love Thy Neighbor

Genes not only direct the expression of traits
(phenotype) in an individual, but can also influ-
ence the phenotypes of neighbors. Mutic and
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Wolf have examined quantitative trait loci (QTL)
governing size, growth, and fitness in Arabidop-

sis and whether they affect an individual directly
as well as its neighbors indirectly. Of 15 QTL in
the former category, they found that 13 showed
indirect effects on the expression of traits in
nearby plants. Unexpectedly, most of the

pleiotropic effects were positively correlated
rather than opposite in sign, as might

have been expected on the
basis of competition for

resources. Facilitative or
mutualistic relationships could

involve interplant signaling, and
several of the loci did map in the

proximity of genes encoding com-
ponents in the ethylene and auxin
biosynthetic pathways. These results

suggest that for plants, the environ-
ment in which they grow, especially

the density of conspecific individuals, may
affect the genetic composition of the popula-
tion as a whole. — LMZ

Mol. Ecol. 16, 10.1111/j.1365-

294X.2007.03259x (2007).

I M M U N O L O G Y

Selecting the Thymic Rank 

and File

During their passage through the thymus, devel-
oping T cells are selected on the basis of their
capacity to recognize foreign antigens while
remaining tolerant of the body’s own con-
stituents. This is achieved in part through inter-
acting (in the thymic medulla) with specialized
epithelial cells that offer up small samples of self
proteins whose expression is largely restricted 
to other tissues. This supplemental expression 
of the self proteins is regulated by the transcrip-
tion factor Aire and contributes to preventing
autoimmunity.  

Rossi et al. used organ cultures derived from
fetal mouse thymus to ascertain that hematopoi-
etic cells already known to induce peripheral
lymphoid tissue, and aptly named lymphoid tis-
sue inducing (LTi) cells, also regulate the devel-
opment of a subset of medullary epithelial cells
and their expression of Aire. This depended on
the receptor activator nuclear factor–κB ligand
(RANKL), and autoimmunity-like symptoms
ensued after the transplantation of RANK-defi-
cient thymus into athymic mice.  Previous studies
have reported that another tumor necrosis factor
family member (lymphotoxin-α) is expressed in
LTi cells and has similar effects, so resolving the
contributions of each in regulating immunologi-
cal tolerance will be of interest. — SJS

J. Exp. Med. 204, 10.1084/jem.20062497 (2007).

Continued from page 1099
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Pulling (at the yel-
low ball) on TonB
(red) begins to
unravel the BtuB
plug (green/blue).
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RANDOMSAMPLES
E D I T E D  B Y C O N S TA N C E  H O L D E N

Country Cooking
A wood-burning stove that uses sound to 
generate electricity and refrigeration could 
one day make waves in developing countries.
That’s the hope of an international team
headed by engineer Paul Riley of the University
of Nottingham in the United Kingdom. 
This month, the U.K. government and the
U.S.’s Los Alamos National Laboratory in 
New Mexico awarded the team almost $4 million
to develop a Stove for Cooking, Refrigeration,
and Electricity (SCORE). The appliance would
rely on external combustion, such as a wood fire,
to heat one end of a tube of compressed gas,
inducing sound waves that can be harnessed to
generate enough electricity to power a light
bulb and a small refrigeration unit.

The principle isn’t new, but the technology
has been too expensive for general use, 
says thermoacoustician Steven Garrett of
Pennsylvania State University in State College.

The SCORE team
hopes to make it
cost-effective with
cheaper materials:
Compressed air
could replace high-
pressure helium,
for example. 
“If anybody can
pull this off, it’s
got to be these
guys,” says Garrett.
The device may 

not cut down on wood consumption, but tests
suggest that it will make use of up to 30% of 
a wood fire’s energy, much more than a typical
stove’s 7% efficiency.

Bring Out Your 

Dead … Elsewhere
Kenny Johns respects the dead. He just doesn’t
want them lying about near his airport. 

Last month, Provost Perry Moore of Texas
State University in San Marcos was finishing
plans to build a 7-hectare forensic anthro-
pology research field lab—a “body farm” 
that would use decomposing human remains 
to aid in the investigation of outdoor crime
scenes—less than a mile from the San Marcos
Municipal Airport. But now the university 
is scouting a new location in response to 
concerns that circling buzzards would threaten
aircraft there. Airport manager Johns notes
that one buzzard alone can easily destroy 
a small plane’s engine or shatter a larger 
one’s windshield. 

The body farm is
to be the cornerstone
for a new doctoral
program in forensic
anthropology, with up
to a dozen corpses in various states of
decomposition, says university
spokesperson Mark Hendricks. 
Texas State hopes it will open by fall
semester. If so, it will be the third in 
the nation, joining sites in Tennessee
(Science, 11 August 2000, p. 855) and North
Carolina. Forensic anthropologist Jerry Melbye
foresees no difficulty in obtaining research
material. “Many people are interested” in the
university’s new donation program, he says.

A New Destination 

For Dinomaniacs
Those plucky penguins—already passé. Whales
and polar bears—just fads. But dinosaurs have

kept their scaly grip
our imaginations. The
new DinoBase from the
University of Bristol in

the U.K. offers plenty of
information for everyone from

dino dabblers to devotees who want
to check whether there’s such an

animal as “Elvisaurus.” (There isn’t.)
A database holds vital statis-
tics—such as length, weight,

and time span—for several
hundred dinosaur species,
including Stygimoloch

spinifer (above), a 3-meter-
long herbivore from what is now

Montana. Its elaborate headgear might have
served as a weapon or as a lure for mates.
Visitors can tour a gallery of dino art or dig into
the site’s forum for announcements of fresh
finds and the latest on current debates, such as
whether commercial fossil hunters hurt or help
paleontology. >> dinobase.gly.bris.ac.uk

Better to Give Than to Receive

NET

WATCH

Many primates spend up to a fifth of their time going through one another’s fur. This grooming
behavior helps keep them healthy both physically and mentally—relaxing the animals and
helping cement social relationships. Now a study of the so-called Barbary apes finds that the
stress reduction benefits the groomers even more than the groomed.

A team led by primatologists Ann MacLarnon and Stuart Semple of Roehampton University in
London followed 11 female macaques on the Rock of Gibraltar over 2 months, recording
grooming behavior and collecting feces to analyze the stress hormone cortisol. The animals who
tended others the most—both in terms of time spent and number of animals groomed—had the
lowest cortisol levels, they report in the 7 June issue of Biology Letters. The busiest groomer, who
averaged almost 16 minutes per hour, had half the cortisol levels of one that only spent a few
minutes at it. 

For those on the receiving end, there was no correlation between cortisol levels and
grooming. The team suggests that more active groomers are less stressed because they have
stronger social support networks. Psychologist Robin Dunbar of the University of Liverpool in the
U.K. says, “This is a very timely study because we really don’t understand what makes grooming
so worthwhile for groomers.”
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NEWSMAKERS
EDITED BY YUDHIJIT BHATTACHARJEE

O N  C A M P U S
GLIB. When 23-year-old Chen Jia-Zhong
graduated from Northwest Normal University
in Lanzhou, China, with a bachelor’s degree
last summer, he found himself without a job.
Undeterred, he hit the Chinese academic 
lecture circuit.

Presenting himself as a “Harvard Ph.D.,” 
a “Loeb Scholar,” or a “Harvard professor”
working on brane cosmology—the idea that
the universe is confined to a hypersurface
(brane) within a higher-dimensional space—
Chen got himself invited to give seminars at a
half-dozen top Chinese institutions, including
the Yunnan Astronomical Observatory;
Shanghai Jiaotong, Fudan, and Donghua 
universities, all in Shanghai; and Zhejiang
University, whose Center of Mathematical
Sciences (CMS) made Chen a short-term 
visiting scholar, paying him a modest stipend.
Last month, after Chen’s credentials were ques-
tioned by an anonymous posting on a Chinese-
language electronic bulletin board, CMS issued
a statement saying it had asked Chen to leave
after verifying that his Harvard Ph.D. was 
“fabricated.” Faculty members at Harvard
University’s Laboratory for Particle Physics and
Cosmology, to which Chen claimed affiliation,
told Science they have no knowledge of him. 

However, Zhejiang University officials say
it was not Chen’s claimed Harvard connec-
tion that got their attention but rather the

MOVED TO ACT. A climatologist haunted by a killer flash flood in his hometown of Fort

Collins, Colorado, has been named an “Environmental Hero” for his role in building the

Community Collaborative Rain, Hail and Snow Network (CoCoRaHS). 

Nolan Doesken, Colorado’s state climatologist and a researcher at Colorado State

University, was at home the night of 28 July 1997 when it rained more than 35 centimeters in

5 hours. He assumed that the National Weather Service would alert people, but no one called

NWS to report the extreme rainfall, which wasn’t picked up by radar. “I could have done some-

thing, and I didn’t,” Doesken says about the flood, in

which five people died. “It was life-changing.” 

Within a year, Doesken had organized local citi-

zens to report precipitation in their backyards via the

Web—useful data not only when floods are looming

but also for climatologists studying drought and

water supply. Thanks to federal and state funding, the

network now includes 4000 volunteers in 18 states. In

December, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration gave him a $200,000 grant to keep

CoCoRaHS growing, and last month it honored him.

“People are thrilled to help scientists when you make

it easy for them to do that,” he says.

Milestones >>

Got a tip for this page? E-mail people@aaas.org

papers he wrote. CMS Director Liu Kefeng
says Chen has admitted his mistakes but
deserves a chance at pursuing actual gradu-
ate studies because he “is very devoted to
understanding cosmology.” 

M O V E R S
MSRI HEAD. Duke
University mathemati-
cian Robert Bryant
has been named
director of the
Mathematical
Sciences Research
Institute (MSRI) in
Berkeley, California. 

A differential
geometer, Bryant

served as chair of MSRI’s board from 2001 to
2004. He has also been a visiting professor 
at the institute, founded in 1982 and funded
primarily by the National Science Foundation.
“MSRI had an enormous influence on my own
career, so I think it can be a positive influence
on the developing careers of mathematicians
around the world,” says Bryant. He says he will
push to expand MSRI’s outreach in fields out-
side of mathematics, such as biology and
medicine, so as to improve the exchange
between the math and science communities. 

Bryant starts his 5-year term on 1 August,
succeeding David Eisenbud. 

DR. LINNAEUS, I PRESUME? Swedish
botanist Carl Linnaeus guaranteed himself
a place in scientific history when he founded
the field of taxonomy. This week, on the
300th anniversary of his birth, Linnaeus is
alive and well in public memory, thanks at
least in part to Hans Odöö.

A 54-year-old Swedish writer, Odöö has
built a successful second career imperson-
ating Linnaeus. Since 1994, he has given
2600 performances before audiences includ-
ing the Swedish royal family, scientists,
and schoolchildren. Last week, he donned
his Linnaeus costume for the opening of an
exhibition of erotic art at Leufsta Bruk, a
manor outside of Uppsala built in the
1740s by Charles De Geer, an entomologist
and friend of Linnaeus. “It’s a great honor
for you to meet me,” he announced, invok-
ing the scholar’s comically egoistic per-
sonality. “I wrote five autobiographies and
72 books, many of which I reviewed anony-
mously.” In a typical performance, Odöö
narrates anecdotes from Linnaeus’s life.

Odöö says stepping into Linnaeus’s
character has become second nature. For
example, Odöö reacts in mock anger when
somebody in the audience accuses him of
mistreating his wife: “Who told you that?
That’s false.” And he beams with pleasure
when somebody praises Linnaeus’s poetry.
“I feel like I’m trapped in Linnaeus,” says
Odöö, who began playing the botanist while
conducting tours at the Linnaeus Garden.
“Sometimes I’ll get in a cab to go to the
airport, in my normal clothes, and the driver
will say, ‘Ah, Linnaeus is traveling today.’ ” 

Pioneers
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Indonesia’s battle to ensure access to flu

vaccines that could save the lives of millions

of its citizens during a pandemic reached a

fevered climax earlier this week at the

World Health Assembly (WHA), the annual

meeting of member states of the World

Health Organization (WHO) in Geneva,

Switzerland. Supported by other developing

countries, Indonesia demanded action and

once again employed its valuable bargain-

ing chip: cooperation in a 55-year-old

global network of virus sample sharing that

acts as the cornerstone of the world’s

defenses against flu.

As Science went to press, a WHA com-

mittee had approved a draft resolution, ham-

mered out in 5 days of long and often tense

meetings, that called on WHO to do more to

help developing nations obtain access to

vaccines and proposed establishing an inter-

national working group to change the rules

of the virus-sharing system. (The draft was

widely expected to be approved by the entire

WHA on Wednesday.) “It was very, very,

very diff icult to reach an agreement,”

Indonesian Health Minister

Siti Fadilah Supari, who par-

ticipated in the negotiations,

told Science.

Under the Global Influenza

Surveillance Network, coun-

tries send virus samples from

the field to one of four WHO

centers in London, Australia,

Tokyo, and Melbourne. At

these sites, analyses of the

viruses help track viral evolu-

tion and resistance to drugs,

judge the risk of a pandemic,

and, most critically, guide the

development of vaccines.

Indonesia, a continuing

H5N1 hot spot, has rebelled

against the system, which

Supari describes as “very

unfair” because Indonesia

receives no guarantees about

access to pandemic vaccines

in return for participating in the surveillance

network. Nine Western countries currently

have influenza vaccine factories, but

experts say they won’t be able to produce

nearly enough vaccine for the entire world.

Indonesia is also angered that researchers in

other countries were taking out patents

based in part on Indonesian viruses.

In January, Indonesia pulled out of the

flu-sharing system, denying WHO new

influenza strains. That led to intensive talks

between the country and WHO officials—

and failed promises from Indonesia to

resume sharing. WHO, which shares

Indonesia’s concerns but says the country’s

actions are a “threat to global health secu-

rity,” has put forth several proposals to

improve access to vaccines. For instance, it

has developed a technology-transfer plan

that could eventually give some developing

nations their own flu vaccine manufacturing

capacity; in April, it awarded six coun-

tries—Brazil, India, Indonesia, Mexico,

Thailand, and Vietnam—a total of $18 mil-

lion in seed money to develop the necessary

plans. WHO has also proposed to form a

stockpile of H5N1 vaccine that could be

used in developing countries as needed, but

its size is uncertain.

At the start of the WHA, Supari announced

that Indonesia had resumed sharing influenza

viruses, and WHO confirms that the network

has recently received three samples. But

Indonesia also jumped on the opportunity of

the WHA to press its case. It pointed to the

1992 Convention on Biological Diversity,

which stipulates that a country has to share in

the benefits if others make use of its genetic

resources. Carlos Correa, an intellectual-

property expert at the University of Buenos

Aires, agrees that the convention applies to all

genetic resources, including viruses. “Indone-

sia has a fair claim,” he concludes. WHO is still

consulting legal experts about the issue, says

Assistant Director-General David Heymann.

The arguments about exactly what devel-

oping nations should get in return for their par-

ticipation in the flu surveillance network took

place behind closed doors in a “drafting

group” composed of several dozen countries.

Supari says the United States in particular

opposed Indonesia’s demands. (David

Hohman, the health attaché at the U.S. mission

in Geneva, was not available for comment.)

The draft resolution that finally emerged

late Tuesday afternoon calls on WHO mem-

ber states to keep sharing their viruses, but it

also asks WHO to take a range of measures to

ensure that developing countries can produce

their own vaccine and to guarantee “fair and

equitable distribution” if a pandemic occurs.

The resolution also calls for representatives

from 24 countries around the world to pro-

pose changes to the rules of the global sur-

veillance system that would benef it the

developing world. To address another sore

point, the group would have to ensure

increased participation of scientists from

developing countries in flu research and

wider recognition of their role.

Supari says Indonesia got most of what it

wanted. But David Fedson, a retired pharma

executive and a longtime advocate for pan-

demic preparedness, says the resolution

doesn’t do enough to address the fundamen-

tal problem: the scarcity of vaccine produc-

tion capacity. “If I were the minister of

health of Indonesia, I would not be satis-

fied,” Fedson says.            –MARTIN ENSERINK

With reporting by Dennis Normile.

Indonesia Earns Flu Accord 
At World Health Assembly

AVIAN INFLUENZA
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Standing her ground. Indonesian Health Minister Siti Fadilah Supari
says the current virus-sharing system is “very unfair.”
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Experts tracking the resurgence of yellow

fever across Africa worry about one sce-

nario in particular: simultaneous outbreaks

in several of the continent’s teeming mega-

cities. In Lagos, Nigeria, with its population

of 15 million, an estimated 4.5 million could

be infected, says Sylvie Briand of the World

Health Organization (WHO), and inter-

national stockpiles of vaccine

would be rapidly exhausted

f ighting the outbreak. And

that’s just for one city. 

An urban outbreak in Africa

would be “a catastrophe,”

says David Heymann, WHO’s

assistant director-general for

communicable diseases.

That’s why WHO and part-

ner agencies are launching a

major initiative to protect the

populations at highest risk

for yellow fever epidemics.

Announced at the World

Health Assembly last week

and kick-started with $58 mil-

lion from the Global Alliance

for Vaccines and Immuni-

zation (GAVI)—a public-

private partnership established in 1999 to

strengthen immunization and boost the use

of new and underused vaccines—the goal is

to immunize more than 48 million people in

12 West African countries over the next 5 years.

That should be enough, they hope, to

reestablish an immune barrier against this

often-fatal hemorrhagic fever.

To yellow fever expert Thomas Monath, it’s

a no-brainer. “This is a very small expenditure

that could save a great number of lives,” says

Monath, a partner with the Kleiner Perkins

Caufield & Byers venture-capital group. 

Transmitted by the bite of an infected

mosquito, yellow fever decimated New

Orleans and other cities in the early 1900s.

But thanks largely to vector control and the

introduction of a remarkably safe and effec-

tive vaccine, known as 17D, yellow fever has

disappeared from the developed world. But

within the tropical belt in Africa and South

America, it remains “a very dangerous dis-

ease, with a high lethality,” says Monath.

At first, the fever and chills can be rela-

tively mild and easily confused with other

tropical diseases. But about 15% to 20% of

patients progress to the so-called toxic phase,

when jaundice rapidly sets in, the kidneys fail,

and massive hemorrhaging from the mouth,

nose, and eyes begins. Roughly 20% to

50% of those with severe disease die. It is a

“horrible thing” to witness, says Monath.

In the French-speaking West African coun-

tries now considered at highest risk, wide-

spread vaccination campaigns between 1940

and 1960 virtually wiped out yellow fever. But

it came back with a vengeance in the 1990s,

after the campaigns had halted and a genera-

tion had grown up without immunity, says

Briand, project manager of the yellow fever ini-

tiative at WHO. At the same time, rapid urban-

ization and population movements have

brought susceptible people into closer proxim-

ity with infected mosquitoes such as Aedes

aegypti, an urban mosquito that breeds in water

jugs, discarded tires, and other urban detritus.

Since 2000, 18 countries in Africa have

reported cases of yellow fever. West Africa is

the hardest hit region, with worrisome out-

breaks occurring in four major cities. A 2001

outbreak in Abidjan, Côte d’Ivoire, required

immunizing 2.6 million people in 12 days, a

huge logistical challenge, says Briand. Yellow

fever’s exact toll is hard to measure, but WHO

estimates there are now up to 200,000 cases

a year, with 30,000 deaths.   

With the increasing threat, many at-risk

countries added yellow fever vaccine to their

package of routine childhood immuniza-

tions. But as outbreaks continued, it quickly

became clear that a strategy relying on rou-

tine immunization alone would take too long

to build up sufficient popula-

tion immunity, says Michel

Zaffran, deputy executive sec-

retary of the GAVI Alliance.

What’s more, adds Zaffran, lim-

ited supplies of vaccine have

been diverted from routine

immunization programs to deal

with emergencies. 

As part of the new initiative,

the GAVI Alliance will increase

the emergency stockpile from

6 million to about 11 million

doses a year. UNICEF will

negotiate with vaccine manu-

facturers to ensure production

of the 50 million or so doses for

the 12-country prevention cam-

paign. The GAVI Alliance will

foot the bill for the vaccine,

syringes, and half of the operational costs; the

12 countries have committed to raising the

rest of the money for the vaccination cam-

paigns, says Zaffran. 

It will take commitment, as these coun-

tries face other health problems including

cholera and meningitis, not to mention

malaria, tuberculosis, and AIDS, says

Briand. But yellow fever vaccine is one of

the best buys out there, she adds, as a single

dose of vaccine can confer immunity for

decades, perhaps a lifetime. “It is the most

effective vaccine we have,” agrees Monath.  

Already, the 12 countries, with technical

assistance from WHO,  have begun conduct-

ing risk assessments to help determine

which districts in each country are at greatest

risk and should receive priority vaccination.

At the World Health Assembly, other coun-

tries were asking whether they could be

included in the plan. That may be a possibil-

ity later on, says Zaffran, but first, “we need

to show it is working.” –LESLIE ROBERTS

Resurgence of Yellow Fever in Africa Prompts a Counterattack
INFECTIOUS DISEASE

An ounce of prevention. A man receives a vaccination against yellow fever during a
mass campaign in Agoto, 150 km northwest of Togo’s capital, on 23 February 2007. 
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Big Money for Little Stuff
With nanomaterials already a part of 
500 commercial products, the U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency (EPA) must make
sure the particles are safe. That’s the conclu-
sion of a report released this week by former
EPA assistant administrator J. Clarence Davies,
now advising the Woodrow Wilson Inter-
national Center for Scholars in Washington,
D.C. Davies urges Congress to allocate 
$50 million more a year for research on the
health and environmental impacts of nan-
otech and revise the Toxic Substances Control
Act. He also suggests a joint government-
industry nanoscience research institute and
that EPA launch its proposed voluntary pro-
gram to collect nanomaterials information
from companies.

“EPA needs to seriously consider the con-
structive and thoughtful changes that Davies
puts forward in his report,” says former 
EPA Administrator William Ruckelshaus.

–ROBERT F. SERVICE

Steep Learning Curve
The new French cabinet will feature a full min-
ister for research and higher education, a boost
from the previous junior minister status. That
indicates the growing political importance of
French science, researchers say, but the woman
to head the new position is a career politician
who’s virtually unknown among scientists.

Valérie Pécresse (below), 39, is a National
Assembly member for Yvelines, a suburban
department near Paris. She was an adviser to
former president Jacques Chirac and a
spokesperson for the
Union for a Popular
Movement, the party
of newly elected
president Nicolas
Sarkozy; in January,
she published a book
entitled Being a
Woman in Politics …
It’s Not That Easy!
Those may be
prophetic words,
some say, as Pécresse
will be charged with
a reform of the university system that is expected
to trigger protests (Science, 11 May, p. 819).

Immunologist Alain Trautmann, former
spokesperson of the movement Sauvons la
Recherche, says the scientific community had
hoped for someone with more experience in
science or science policy but adds that
Pécresse will get the benefit of the doubt.

–MARTIN ENSERINK

SCIENCESCOPE

Astrophysicists have long assumed that a

supernova played midwife to the solar sys-

tem. An exploding star could have collapsed

wispy interstellar gas and dust into a dense

swirling disk to get things started and loaded

it with the intensely radioactive aluminum

that cooked up chunks of the nascent solar

system. But on page 1178, a group of cosmo-

chemists presents evidence that the sun was

born into an even more brutal environment.

What’s rougher than a supernova next

door? A supernova that, before detonating,

blasts its neighborhood with eons’ worth of

energy in an astrophysical instant. Astro-

physicists think such behavior is typical of

stars dozens of times as massive as the sun.

And if one of those massive stars was so

close, our home system must have formed in

a dense, swirling cluster of stars. The new-

born solar system’s neighborhood would

have been “a much more violent and turbu-

lent” place than had been assumed, says the-

oretical astrophysicist Alan Boss of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington’s

Department of Terrestrial Magnetism.

The evidence for our violent beginnings

comes from some of the most precise isotopic

measurements yet of nickel in samples of

Earth, Mars, and meteorites. Martin Bizzarro

of the University of Copenhagen in Denmark

and colleagues had gone looking for signs of

radioactive iron-60 in the oldest meteorite

from an asteroid that had melted in the earliest

solar system. The iron-60 itself wouldn’t be

there. It was forged in the heart of a star and

spewed into the material that would become

the solar system after the star went supernova.

Then the iron-60 promptly decayed away into

nickel-60. So the researchers looked for the

nickel “ash” using a type of mass spectro-

meter that can ionize all the nickel in a

sample. That allows sensitive detection of the

isotopes following magnetic separation. They

also analyzed each sample many times to

drive down the analytical error.

To their surprise, Bizzarro and colleagues

did not find the expected extra dose of the iron-

60 marker. Instead, the samples contained less

nickel-60 than found in younger meteorites.

Apparently, the solar system’s shot of iron-60

had not arrived when this old meteorite solidi-

fied about a million years after the solar sys-

tem’s start. Yet radioactive aluminum-26—also

made in stars—had been there all along.

“Iron-60 and aluminum-26 don’t seem to

be coming into the solar system at the same

time,” says Bizzarro. “There’s only one stel-

lar environment that can do that: very, very

massive stars.” The bigger the star, the faster

it burns its hydrogen fuel. If it has more than

30 times the mass of the sun, a star will blow

away much of its outer layers—including its

aluminum-26—in the last million years of

its brief life of 4 million years or so. That

stellar wind could have driven the collapse

of interstellar gas and dust to form our sun

and the protoplanetary disk that once sur-

rounded it. Later, the massive star exploded,

spewing iron-60 from its deep interior.

The Bizzarro paper “has a great story to

tell … based on some truly spectacular

nickel-isotope data,” says cosmochemist

Meenakshi Wadhwa of Arizona State Uni-

versity in Tempe. There is a caveat, however.

Three other labs, including her own, have

analyzed similar samples with similar levels

of precision—albeit using a different data-

analysis approach—without f inding a

deficit of nickel-60 in the oldest samples.

Wadhwa still believes the authors make “a

pretty good case for the accuracy and preci-

sion of their data.” But you can bet that

“pretty good” won’t stop competing labs

from gearing up for more analytical runs.

–RICHARD A. KERR

Isotopes Suggest Solar System 
Formed in a Rough Neighborhood

GEOCHEMISTRY

Just like home? As massive stars (off top of image)
blast the Eagle nebula’s gas and dust, they may be
triggering formation of planetary systems.
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NEWS OF THE WEEK

Peter Agre wants to do something no Nobelist

has done before: get elected to the U.S. Sen-

ate. After a colleague disclosed it in a news-

paper op-ed column last week, the 2003

chemistry laureate confirmed that he is con-

sidering a run for the Senate seat now held

by Minnesota Republican Norm Coleman.

Agre, 58, plans to take leave this summer

from Duke University in Durham, North

Carolina, where he is a professor of cell biol-

ogy and vice chancellor for science and tech-

nology. He aims to test his welcome among

Democrats in Minnesota, his childhood

home, which he left 3 decades ago to pursue

a career on the U.S. East Coast. With no

campaign kitty, little public visibility, and no

political experience, he concedes that the

odds of winning a Democratic primary,

much less the general election in November

2008, are long. But he says that Minnesota

has promoted “some very unusual candidates

over the years,” including another student

at his high school, Jesse Ventura, the pro-

fessional wrestler who was elected governor.

The news that Agre is weighing a run for

the Senate came as a surprise to science pol-

icy leaders, some of whom were pleased.

“That he would even consider this is an

extraordinary public service, for which he

should be applauded,” said Neal Lane, for-

mer director of the National Science Foun-

dation and science adviser to President Bill

Clinton. “It’s pretty clear … that we’re in

dire need of serious leadership by people

who think that facts are important, that evi-

dence should be considered.” Lewis

Branscomb, professor emeritus of the John

F. Kennedy School of Government at Har-

vard University, thinks that Agre’s Nobel

credentials would enable him to “fight for

rational, fact-based policy decisions so

essential to the survival of democracy.” For-

mer Republican House Science Committee

chair Robert Walker says, “It’s always posi-

tive to have scientists involved,” adding that

many are uncomfortable with the compro-

mises required in public life.

Agre drew some media attention several

years ago when he helped his friend Thomas

Butler, a microbiologist at Texas Tech Uni-

versity in Lubbock, Texas, fight charges that

he had violated biohazard and accounting

regulations (Science, 19 March 2004,

p. 1743). Butler was convicted and sent to

prison—a “disgrace,” says Agre, who fig-

ures that he spent a large part of his Nobel

Prize money on Butler’s legal defense. Agre

also endorsed a 2004 report by the Union of

Concerned Scientists accusing the Bush

Administration of manipulating U.S. science

for political aims. His political views are left

of center, although within the mainstream

for Minnesota; for example, he favors uni-

versal health insurance, strong action to con-

trol carbon emissions, and more public aid

for poor women seeking abortions.

Political strategists say that the Minnesota

Senate race could cost candidates more than

$30 million. And two well-heeled candidates

are already seeking the Democratic nomina-

tion: political comic Al Franken and a popu-

lar Minneapolis attorney, Michael Ciresi.

Agre says he will spend the summer with

Minnesota voters to see whether his own can-

didacy “has traction or not.”

–ELIOT MARSHALL

Nobelist Eyes Minnesota Senate Seat
U.S POLITICS

Gloomier Prospects for Indo–U.S. Nuclear Pact
NEW DELHI—A landmark civilian nuclear

deal between India and the United States has

hit “a possibly fatal impasse,” says a

U.S. official. Sources in both capitals say

that negotiations to implement the agreement

are deadlocked over long-standing sticking

points, including India’s desire to retain the

right to reprocess spent nuclear fuel and to

conduct future nuclear weapons tests.

“We’re far apart, and the gap is far from

closing,” says a U.S. State Department offi-

cial. On 1 May, after the most recent round

of negotiations, State announced that its top

negotiator, Under Secretary R. Nicholas

Burns, would fly to India “in the second half

of May to reach a f inal agreement.” The

U.S. Embassy in New Delhi now says that

Burns has no imminent travel plans. 

The pact seeks to end India’s nuclear

pariah status. Under the deal’s terms, India

has designated civilian nuclear facilities to

be placed under international safeguards by

2014, in exchange for clearance to import

technology and fuel for its civilian nuclear

program. In March 2006, Indian Prime

Minister Manmohan Singh and U.S. President

George W. Bush hailed the accord as the

anchor of a new “strategic partnership.”

The mood on both sides has soured since

then. Indian scientists have assailed plans to

segregate the nuclear establishment into

civilian and military facilities. Critics also

contend that U.S. legislation would penalize

India over further nuclear tests (Science,

22 December 2006, p. 1863). Subsequent

negotiations on the “123 Agreement,” a

bilateral treaty that would spell out how to

implement the pact, have hit several snags.

The biggest bone of contention, sources

say, is India’s demand for an explicit

acknowledgment of its right to reprocess

spent nuclear fuel.

A coup de grâce for the pact may come

this summer, when India’s Supreme Court

hears a case from a metallurgist challenging

the legal basis of the 123 Agreement. The

petitioner is seeking full disclosure of all

agreement drafts on the grounds that “the

security, sovereignty, dignity and honour of

the country [are] likely to be jeopardized

and compromised” by the agreement. No

matter how the court decides, a happy end-

ing looks more elusive than ever. “There is

no place for change in the Indian position,”

says a top official at India’s atomic agency.

“If the twain does not meet, so be it.”

–RICHARD STONE AND PALLAVA BAGLA
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New experiment. Chemist Peter Agre may test his

popularity in one of the hottest U.S. races.
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Red Coral in the Red
The United States has proposed international
controls on the little-known trade of red coral,
a deep-water species found in the Pacific and
the Mediterranean.
The U.S. wants it
listed as threat-
ened at next
month’s meeting
of the Convention
on International
Trade in Endan-
gered Species
(CITES) in The
Hague, The Netherlands. This would force
importers and exporters of 27 species of
Corallium to seek CITES approval for each
transaction, “allowing us to learn more about
the trade,” says Lance Morgan of the Marine
Conservation Biology Institute in Glen Ellen,
California. The listing would also bring more
focus on destructive bottom-trawling meth-
ods historically used to gather this coral
prized by jewelers, he adds. Stephen Cairns, a
coral taxonomist at the Smithsonian Institu-
tion in Washington, D.C., says red coral is
“more valuable and depleted than any 
others,” such as the already listed black coral
and hard coral. –CHRISTOPHER PALA

A Northern Vision
Although short on specifics, Canada’s latest
S&T strategy suggests where the new Conserv-
ative government is headed. Unveiled by
Prime Minister Stephen Harper last week, the
110-page road map vows to focus government-
funded research in four broad areas: environ-
ment, natural resources and energy, health,
and information technologies. It emphasizes
a move to policies “more conducive to 
private-sector investment in R&D and com-
mercialization,” although it rules out new tax
credits, already among the most generous 
in the world.

The corporate emphasis disturbs Canadian
Association of University Teachers Executive
Director James Turk. “That’s not how good
research gets done, and that’s not how
research which has commercial benefits gets
done,” he says. But Michael Julius of the Uni-
versity of Toronto Sunnybrook Health Sciences
Center says the report “provides a policy
framework, and we’ve not had one.” Julius, a
research administrator, will chair a committee
established by the advocacy group Research
Canada to study the strategy, although the
government has not formally asked for input
on how to implement the plan.

–WAYNE KONDRO

SCIENCESCOPE

COLD SPRING HARBOR, NEW YORK—How

many genes are in the human genome?

Seven years ago, researchers were predict-

ing that our genetic code was anywhere

from 28,000 to 150,000 genes strong. Those

were the outliers in a betting pool organized

by Ewan Birney of the European Bioinfor-

matics Institute in Hinxton, U.K. Birney

predicted the answer would be in by 2003,

when the human genome was due to be fin-

ished (Science, 19 May 2000, p. 1146).  

He was wrong—and so was everybody

who bet. 

Today, the gene number is still “a mess,”

according to Michele Clamp, a computa-

tional biologist at the Broad Institute of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

Harvard in Cambridge, Massachusetts, who

spoke at the Biology of Genomes meeting

here earlier this month. The three databases

that track protein-coding genes can’t seem

to agree, giving totals of 23,000,

19,000, and 18,000 genes. The

real answer is 20,488—well

below the lowest guess—with

perhaps 100 more yet to be dis-

covered, Clamp reported. 

This count may hold up.

“I’ve looked at her data very

carefully,” says Francis Collins,

director of the U.S. National

Human Genome Research

Institute in Bethesda, Maryland.

“It’s a pretty good number.” 

In the classical sense, a gene is a

sequence of DNA that codes for a par-

ticular protein. For proteins to be pro-

duced, a gene must first be transcribed, a

process in which the cell makes a matching

RNA molecule that carries the gene’s

instructions to the centers of protein produc-

tion. Gene-prediction programs rely heavily

on identifying the so-called open reading

frames between the three-base codes that

start and stop transcription. But there’s been

an explosion of discoveries of confusing

RNA “genes”: transcribed sequences that

have a biological function but don’t produce

a protein. And at the meeting, Birney and

his colleagues reported f inding several

thousand other genes that also don’t code

for proteins, but researchers have no clues

as to what they do. 

Thus an open reading frame “is not

enough” to identify a gene that codes for a

protein, said Clamp: “It’s time to produce an

integrated catalog of protein-coding genes

based on the comparative evidence.”  

Clamp compared all the human genes in

a database called Ensembl with those cata-

loged for dog and mouse. In all, 19,209 were

the real, protein-coding McCoy, 3009 had

been erroneously put on the gene list, and

1177 remained ambiguous, she reported.

She rated the “geneness” of these left-

overs by comparing them to random

stretches of DNA. Almost all made the

grade with respect to a genelike proportion

of the bases G and C, but not for features

such as the distribution of short insertions

and deletions in their sequences. Overall,

1167 were “bogus” and lacked any inde-

pendent evidence that they coded for pro-

teins, she reported. She did a similar analy-

sis with the other gene databases, then

summed the unique genes of all of them to

get her final count. 

For Clamp to take a firm stand and call

for a reconciliation of differences among the

official gene-counters “was kind of brave

and a lot of hard work,” says Jim Kent of the

University of California, Santa Cruz. Now,

says Stephen Richards, a genomicist at

Baylor College of Medicine in Houston,

Texas, anyone who disagrees with this num-

ber “will have to prove her wrong.” 

–ELIZABETH PENNISI

Working the (Gene Count) Numbers:
Finally, a Firm Answer?

GENETICS
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Not even close. For a betting pool set up in 2000,
genome experts estimated the number of human
genes. Even the winning—and lowest—number,
26,000, was 6000 genes too high. 
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CONVENTIONAL WISDOM HAS IT THAT

biotech drugs have flourished while geneti-

cally modified (GM) crops have foundered

because of protests in Europe and elsewhere.

Not so. Biotech drugs are doing just fine

and, it turns out, so are GM crops. Last year,

10 million farmers in 22 countries planted

more than 100 million hectares with GM

crops. Over the past 11 years, biotech crop

area has increased more than 60-fold, making

GM crops one of the most quickly adopted

farming technologies in modern history (see

figure, p. 1115). Even the European Union

is beginning to embrace them, with six

E.U. countries now planting GM crops.

What’s behind this blossoming of trans-

genics? Oddly enough, a herbicide called

glyphosate. The compound is the world’s best-

selling herbicide by far, prized by farmers for

its safety and effectiveness at wiping out hun-

dreds of different kinds of weeds. That effec-

tiveness has not only convinced farmers to

make the switch but also prompted seed com-

panies to engineer crops to be impervious to

glyphosate’s effects. That has allowed farmers

to spray their growing crops to wipe out

encroaching weeds without fear of wiping out

their livelihood. The model has proven so suc-

cessful that of the transgenic crops planted

worldwide last year, approximately 80% were

engineered to be glyphosate-resistant (GR).

“The rate at which this technology has been

adopted floors me,” says Donald Weeks, a

plant biochemist at the University of

Nebraska, Lincoln.

But this success has sown the seeds of its

own potential demise. Much of modern

agriculture is now dependent on a single

chemical. “Glyphosate is as important to

world agriculture as penicillin is to human

health,” says Stephen Powles, who directs

the Western Australian Herbicide Resistance

Initiative in Perth. It’s an apt comparison,

because just as pathogens have grown

resistant to penicillin and other antibiotics,

weeds resistant to glyphosate have recently

begun sprouting and spreading around the

globe. For now, the scale of the outbreak

remains small. But agricultural experts

worry that herbicide-resistant weeds are

25 MAY 2007 VOL 316 SCIENCE www.sciencemag.org1114
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A Growing Threat Down on the Farm
Farmers have become dependent on a herbicide called glyphosate and

on crops engineered to resist it. Now, weeds are becoming resistant,

and researchers are scrambling for alternatives
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Superweed. Glyphosate-resistant

Johnsongrass in a soybean field in

northern Argentina.
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poised for their own takeover. “There is

going to be an epidemic of glyphosate-

resistant weeds,” Powles says. “In 3 to 4 years,

it will be a major problem.” If farmers and

seed companies lose their ability to rely on

glyphosate, it could cost them billions of

dollars in lost productivity. But the damage

will likely be more than monetary, as it

could also have a major environmental con-

sequence as well (see sidebar, p. 1116).

In the face of this threat, agricultural

researchers are mounting a multipronged cam-

paign to safeguard glyphosate and come up

with other options in case its effectiveness

withers. On page 1185, for example, Weeks

and his colleagues at Nebraska report that they

have developed the first transgenic crops

resistant to an alternative herbicide called

dicamba. Down the road, grow-

ers may soon switch transgenic

crops much as doctors select

antibiotics to stay one step ahead

of pathogens. But for now, the

fight is on to save glyphosate.

Fantasy league
The love affair between farmers

and glyphosate was kindled

long before biotech crops hit the

fields. In 1970, John Franz, a

chemist at Monsanto, discov-

ered that the compound acted as

a broad-spectrum herbicide,

capable of killing an enormous

variety of plants when deposited

on the leaves of young seed-

lings. Later, researchers found

that glyphosate wreaks its havoc

by inhibiting an essential plant

enzyme known as 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3

phosphate synthase (EPSPS). The enzyme

catalyzes an intermediate step in the construc-

tion of a trio of aromatic amino acids, which in

turn are vital for the production of key plant

metabolites. Without EPSPS, the plants are

starved of these metabolites and quickly

wither and die.

Just as enticing was what glyphosate does

not do. Although concerns have been raised

about the surfactants that are used alongside

glyphosate in most formulations, glyphosate

itself does not appear to affect animals and

insects, which don’t have EPSPS and rely on

their diet for the amino acids the enzyme helps

produce. And when sprayed on f ields,

glyphosate doesn’t readily leach into water

systems. Instead, it latches tightly to soil parti-

cles and degrades within weeks into harmless

byproducts. By contrast, herbicides such as

atrazine have been widely implicated in con-

taminating groundwater.

Monsanto began selling glyphosate in 1974

under the trade name Roundup. Sales

remained modest for years—until researchers

engineered GR crops to use in combination

with the herbicide. By 1983, researchers had

isolated a gene known as CP4 in bacteria that

synthesized aromatic amino acids through a

different route from that of the EPSPS in

plants. By 1986, they had spliced CP4 into

plants and shown that the plants could with-

stand the effects of glyphosate with no appar-

ent damage.

It was another 10 years before Roundup

Ready soybeans hit the market, but their

impact was dramatic. In 1995, U.S. farmers

used 4.5 million kilograms of glyphosate; they

now use 10 times that amount. “If I were play-

ing in an herbicide fantasy league, my first

pick would be Roundup Ready cropping sys-

tems with glyphosate, and I would let you have

the next three selections,” says John Wilcut, a

crop scientist at North Carolina State Univer-

sity (NCSU) in Raleigh.

Since 1996, Monsanto and other seed com-

panies have introduced GR canola, cotton,

corn, sugar beets, and alfalfa. The popularity of

the herbicide was further fueled when the com-

pound went off patent in 2000, which has trig-

gered a 40% price drop in the years since. That

combination produced a massive shift from tra-

ditional crop varieties to GR versions. In just a

5-year span, GR soybeans commanded 50% of

the land cultivated for soy in the United States,

and GR corn a 40% share. Today, GR soybeans

make up more than 90% of soybeans planted in

the United States, and corn more than 60%. By

comparison, organic agriculture accounts for

about 1% of cultivated land. “Farmers are nor-

mally very conservative,” says Weeks. “Clearly,

this was a real winner.”

Awaiting the inevitable
One effect of that winning combination has

been to slash the market for competing herbi-

cides. According to data from the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture (USDA), the prices of two

popular herbicides—chlorimuron and triflu-

ralin—have dropped 20% to 40% since 1998.

Over the same period, U.S. sales of all herbi-

cides, including glyphosate, have declined by

about $1 billion, nearly 20% of the industry

total. Faced with this shrinking market and the

glyphosate juggernaut, herbicide companies

have been backing out of the market. Nearly

20 herbicides with different mechanisms of

killing plants were sprayed on soybeans a

decade ago; now, farmers are increasingly

relying on glyphosate for most or all of their

herbicide needs. In a survey of 400 farmers in

the U.S. Midwest, for example,

researchers at Syngenta found

that 56% of soybean growers in

northern states and 42% in

southern states use glyphosate

as their sole herbicide. As a

result, “the selective pressure

for weeds to develop resistance

has been huge,” says Stephen

Duke, a plant physiologist at

USDA’s Agricultural Research

Service in Oxford, Mississippi.

“From a biological perspective,

this is inevitable,” adds Jerry

Green, a weed scientist with

DuPont Crop Protection in

Newark, Delaware.

For years, many researchers

doubted that plants would be able

to overcome their vulnerability

to glyphosate, because EPSPS

plays such a vital role in plant metabolism. One

1997 paper in the journal Weed Technology even

stated that “the complex mutations required for

the development of glyphosate-resistant crops

are unlikely to be duplicated in nature to evolve

glyphosate-resistant weeds.” Unfortunately, that

was written just after the first GR weeds were

discovered in 1996. Today, about a dozen differ-

ent varieties of weeds are known to have devel-

oped resistance. And the spread of resistance to

new weed species is increasing. Resistant weeds

have now been spotted in countries around the

globe, including the United States, Argentina,

South Africa, Israel, and Australia. According to

WeedScience.com, an international herbicide-

resistance tracking service, GR “horseweed”

was first identified in a Delaware field of

GR soybeans in 2000, and since then it has

turned up in 14 states as well as in Brazil

and China.

Again, like many microbes that evolve

to outwit antibiotics, it now appears that
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Success story. Over the past decade, herbicide-resistant varieties have come to

dominate the world market for genetically engineered crops.
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GR weeds don’t make a frontal attack on

glyphosate. According to Christopher

Preston, a weed-management scientist at the

University of Adelaide in Australia, one com-

mon resistance mechanism centers on the way

glyphosate moves within plants. In a presenta-

tion at a symposium on glyphosate resistance

held as part of the American Chemical Society

(ACS) meeting in March in Chicago, Illinois,

Preston noted that when glyphosate is sprayed

on the leaves of a susceptible plant, it is nor-

mally absorbed quickly and moves readily

throughout its tissues. Once inside, it accumu-

lates at the growth point in roots and stems and

kills the plants. However, when Preston and

his colleagues looked at a resistant form of

rigid ryegrass, they found that the glyphosate

accumulated in the leaf tips. The plant was

essentially steering the compound away from

areas where it could inflict lethal damage.

Preston’s team found a similar mechanism of

resistance in two populations of horseweed as

well, suggesting that glyphosate sequestering

could be a mode of resistance common to

many weeds.

For now, however, resistant weeds are still

the minority. According to the Syngenta sur-

vey, 24% of farmers in the northern portion of

the Midwestern United States and 29% in

the south say they have GR weeds. But only

8% say it’s a problem across all of their

acreage. Still, Syngenta’s Chuck Foresman,

who presented the data at the ACS meeting,

says, “the resistance issue is across the Mid-

west, South, and Southeast. Nobody is

exempt.” Crop scientists from Argentina,

Brazil, and Australia echoed growing concerns

about the problem in their countries as well.

What to do?

Fighting resistance is something of an uphill

battle, says Duke. At the moment, not all farm-

ers see resistance as a major issue, but by the

time they do, resistance may be so widespread

that it will be hard to combat. In recent

decades, when resistance to one herbicide has

spread, farmers have simply switched to

another. But glyphosate’s recent dominance of

the herbicide market has reduced work on

alternatives just when they are needed most.

“Weed control is shifting to herbicide-resistant

crops, and so are the research budgets,” Green

says. That’s bad news, NCSU’s Wilcut says:

“We need to have more of a diversity of herbi-

cides out there.” But there are no new silver-

bullet herbicides that are safe and broadly

effective waiting in the wings. “We are not

likely to get additional herbicide modes of

action,” Wilcut says.

With a multibillion-dollar market for herbi-

cides and transgenic seeds at risk, agricultural

researchers underscore the need to educate

farmers to use long-standard methods of com-

bating weeds, to preserve glyphosate’s effec-

tiveness as long as possible. Among these, says

Weeks, are traditional resistance-management

strategies of rotating crops and using a variety

of different herbicides to combat weeds, prac-

tices that hinder resistant organisms from gain-

ing a foothold in their fields. In many cases,

that’s likely to mean rotating in crops that don’t

rely on using glyphosate. 

Aside from proper stewardship practices,

most researchers feel that the best hope for

combating herbicide-resistant weeds is the

continued development of transgenic crops.

Nicholas Duck and colleagues at Athenix, a

crop sciences start-up in Durham, North

Carolina, for example, are developing crop

varieties that are resistant to even higher lev-

els of glyphosate. Planting them may allow

farmers to buy some time by applying heav-

ier doses of the herbicide to their crops, but it

could add to the selective pressure on weeds

to develop resistance.

Other companies, meanwhile, are pushing

crops resistant to herbicides other than

glyphosate. Bayer Crop Sciences, for example,

has already commercialized soybean and corn

seeds resistant to glufosinate, a herbicide that

kills plants by a different mechanism from

glyphosate’s. These crops, sold under the trade

Weeds resistant to the powerhouse herbicide glyphosate not only
threaten the livelihoods of farmers worldwide, but they could have 
environmental downsides as well. Among the worst, glyphosate’s disap-
pearance could increase the loss of topsoil, require farmers to switch to
more harmful herbicides, and force them to use more fuel to rid their
fields of weeds.

The current combination of herbicide-resistant crops and herbicide
use is hardly an environmental panacea. A 2003 farm-scale evaluation in
the United Kingdom, for example, found that the combination con-
tributed to a loss of biodiversity both by reducing the numbers of weeds
and by indirectly affecting insects that rely on those weeds for food. Many
governments have also been cautious about allowing the use of herbicide-
resistant crops for fear that genes that confer herbicide resistance could
spread far beyond agricultural fields.

Despite such concerns, many agricultural researchers now say
glyphosate-resistant (GR) crops have had widespread environmental

benefits, at least compared with the previously used alternatives.
“Glyphosate-resistant crop weed management systems are generally
safer to the environment than what they replace, and in many cases much
safer,” says Stephen Duke, a plant physiologist at the U.S. Department of
Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service in Oxford, Mississippi.

One of the biggest benefits of GR crops is their indirect impact on top-
soil. Modern farming encourages heavy topsoil losses because farmers
traditionally plow fields before planting seeds. Turning over the topsoil
buries many weed seeds that were present under 4 to 6 inches of dirt.
Although that reduces the likelihood that weeds will compete with emerg-
ing crop plants, it also dramatically increases the amount of topsoil that
washes away with rain and irrigation. 

By contrast, many farmers don’t plow their fields before planting 
GR crops. Instead, they simply plant seeds and spray glyphosate on their
fields shortly after their crops have emerged, wiping out their weedy com-
petitors. The upshot is that herbicide-resistant crops often require minimal
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GLYPHOSATE—THE CONSERVATIONIST’S FRIEND?

Backlash. Weeds that tolerate glyphosate are starting
to appear throughout the world.

Stop loss. Plowed fields (left) 
suffer much more soil erosion
than their no-till counterparts.
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name Liberty Link, have not done as well in

the market as glyphosate has because the

herbicide is more expensive yet less effec-

tive at killing a broad range of weeds. But if

GR crops continue to falter, Bayer could

find itself a beneficiary.

Dicamba, another cheap herbicide that

has been on the market for 4 decades, could

also emerge as a successor. Researchers in

Texas created dicamba-resistant plants in

2003 by adding the gene for an enzyme that

deactivates the herbicide. Seed companies

have never managed to develop varieties that

expressed enough of the enzyme to fully

protect the crops. But in their report in this

issue, Weeks and his colleagues managed

to do just that, developing soybeans that in

3 years of f ield trials proved

highly resistant to dicamba.

As with previous herbicide-

resistant crops, Weeks’s team engi-

neered their soybeans to express a

bacterial gene that confers resist-

ance, in this case by breaking

down the herbicide. But in an

ingenious twist, the Nebraska

researchers targeted the engi-

neered gene to be expressed in the

plants’ photosynthetic chloro-

plasts. The move offers two bene-

fits, Weeks explains. First, the

resistance-conferring enzyme

works better because it can swipe

the electrons it needs from the

steady stream generated during

photosynthesis. Also, like mito-

chondrial DNA, chloroplast DNA is inher-

ited through the maternal side. That means a

GM crop can’t spread resistance through

wind- or insect-carried pollen, which comes

from the male side.

Weeks says Monsanto has licensed the

technology and that it could be commercially

available within 3 to 4 years. If so, he says, it

could allow growers to rotate their crops

between varieties resistant to two different

herbicides. “It gives farmers an alternative to

the continual use of glyphosate-resistant

crops,” Weeks says. And the development of

herbicide-resistant crops won’t stop with

dicamba. “We have the technology today to

develop herbicide resistance to about anything

we want to,” Green says.

Another approach being pursued at

Monsanto and elsewhere is to combine, or

“stack,” genes for resistance to multiple

herbicides in the same plants. Researchers at

Pioneer HiBred, a division of DuPont, for

example, are working to create crops that are

resistant to both glyphosate and herbicides

that target a plant enzyme called acetolactate

synthase. ALS inhibitors have also been on

the market for years and face resistant weeds

of their own. And scientists elsewhere

announced last year that they plan to create

crops resistant to herbicides that inhibit

ACCase, an initial enzymatic step in lipid

synthesis that is critical to grasses.

In addition to stacking traits for resistance

to multiple herbicides, researchers at Pioneer

and elsewhere are looking to add

other traits to crops, such as heat

and drought resistance, increased

yield, and insect resistance. In

some cases, they hope to add

genes for novel nutrsients and

even pharmaceutical compounds.

“There is a tremendous oppor-

tunity to do this for the next gen-

eration of traits,” Duck says.

Although such efforts are still in

the early stages, he adds, “in the

future, everything is going toward

product stacks.” The question is

whether crops resistant to multiple

herbicides will prolong the life of

one of the farming community’s

favorite herbicides.

–ROBERT F. SERVICE
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tilling or no tilling at all. In March, at a symposium on glyphosate at the
American Chemical Society meeting in Chicago, Illinois, Pedro Christoffoleti
of the University of São Paolo in Brazil reported a recent study in South
America that found that growing soybeans with conventional tillage pro-
duced topsoil losses of 1.2 tons per hectare.
With GR crops planted with no-till practices,
those losses shrank to 0.2 tons per hectare, a
reduction of more than 80%. 

No-till agriculture saves farmers time and
money, and for that reason the practice has
grown dramatically with the rise of GR crops. In
one recent study, the American Soybean Associa-
tion in Washington, D.C., found that in just 
5 years from 1996 to 2001 when herbicide-
resistant soybeans first came on the market, the
area of soybean land farmed by no-till agricul-
ture in the United States increased from about
5 million hectares to more than 11 million
hectares, whereas conventional tillage dropped
from close to 8 million hectares to under 4 million hectares. By 2001, almost
all no-tillage soybeans were GR varieties. What is more, because no-till agri-
culture requires less tractor use, the practice reduces soil compaction and

cuts fuel use on farms. All those benefits could take big hits should the emer-
gence of GR weeds prompt farmers to abandon glyphosate, Duke says. 

Additional impacts could come as farmers switch to herbicides that are
more toxic to mammals. Gerald Nelson, an agricultural economist at the Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, and his col-
leagues have recently begun looking at the likely
impact of that shift. To do so, they used a common
yardstick, known as the LD

50
dose, to compare the

toxicity of various herbicides. The LD
50

dose is a
widely available measurement of the amount of a
particular compound required to kill half of a pop-
ulation of rats in lab studies. When the researchers
looked at the effect of switching from GR crops to
conventional seeds with other herbicides, they
found that the switch would require farmers to
increase the LD

50
doses applied to the average 

U.S. farm by about 10% per hectare in soybeans
and 25% per hectare in cotton. Nelson says it’s not

yet clear how such changes will translate into
impacts on organisms other than mammals, such as insects and birds. 
However, Nelson adds, “there will be some more effects on anything else 
susceptible to these [alternative] herbicides.” –R.F.S.
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New front. Soybeans resistant to the

herbicide dicamba may help farmers

diversify their antiweed arsenal.
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It may not look like much now, but a dilapi-

dated mansion in the green and hilly region of

Umbria, far from any major research univer-

sity or institution, is being touted as the future

birthplace of an Italian renaissance in bio-

medical science. That’s the dream of Antonio

Giordano, who 20 years ago left Naples to

make his scientific name in the United States.

Giordano now runs his own cancer research

institute in Philadelphia, thanks in part to a

relentless pursuit of support from corporate and

private donors. The magazine Philadelphia

even dubbed Giordano “Dr. Hustle” in a pro-

file that detailed how he obtained a large

donation for his institute after wooing a pizza

magnate during weekly strolls.

By supplementing grants from the

National Institutes of Health (NIH) with pri-

vately raised money, the 44-year-old Giordano

has gained some freedom in the United

States to pursue his own research agenda; he

even established a private foundation that

funds graduate students and postdocs at his

institute. Now, after securing commitments

for more than €60 million from Italian

financial services institutions, Giordano

would like to help a generation of young

Italians back home pursue biomedical

research. And by offering an alternative to

the charity and governmental funding sys-

tems that he believes are narrow-minded and

stifle Italy’s science, Giordano hopes to per-

suade many of his protégés to stay there. “In

Italy, there are not many possibilities for

research, and many Italians … look at me

not only as an example but [also] as a person

that can help them,” he says.

Giordano’s reputation in Italy is such that

when politicians in the Umbrian town of

Terni, 108 kilometers north of Rome, heard

of his plans to set up a biomedical research

institute, they called to offer a city-owned

mansion. The building, currently being

refurbished, should open its doors in 2009. 

That wasn’t fast enough for the impatient

Giordano and his sponsors, however. So an

interim laboratory is being built not far from

the mansion. This fall, 20 to 30 students and

postdocs should be working there. When

the mansion is ready, the new institute will

ultimately provide lab space for another

50 young researchers to work, primarily on

cancer, but on cardiovascular disease and

diabetes too. It will also include a facility to

treat cancer patients, run trials of therapies,

and develop research in cancer prevention. 

Paul Fisher, a cancer researcher at

Columbia University in New York, notes

that what really set Giordano apart from

other good scientists are his entrepreneurial

spirit and capacity to exploit nontraditional

avenues of funding. “His personality makes

it possible to integrate the picture of

research into something that is sellable,”

says Fisher. 

Breaking the mold 
Giordano initially set his heart on a career

in medicine. But while training at the Uni-

versity of Naples back in the 1980s, he had

second thoughts. “I realized that medicine

can be very routine [and] that there were

too many devastating illnesses that needed

more … research work,” Giordano says.

After earning his medical degree in 1986,

Giordano decided to swap medicine for

genetics and cancer research. 

In 1987, he came to America to be a

postdoc, at New York Medical College in

Valhalla, and then under Nobel Prize win-

ner James Watson at Cold Spring Harbor

Laboratory. There he won recognition for

isolating the cyclin A protein, a cell growth

regulator. That discovery, says Giordano,

provided “the first physical evidence of a

link between cell division and cancer.” 

Since then, Giordano has had other suc-

cesses, including cloning the Rb2/p130

tumor-suppressor gene, which was subse-

quently found to be involved in many can-

cers. He’s had “an outstanding career with

some very exciting findings … that really

helped launch a number of fields within cell

cycle research,” says Fisher.

Giordano moved in 1992 to Temple Uni-

versity in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and

set up a 10-person lab conducting cell cycle

and cancer research with an initial 3-year

NIH grant. It quickly became clear to him,

however, that private sources of support

were also needed. “I saw colleagues, also

very good, who disappeared because they

didn’t realize how it was important to be

independent and search for your own fund-

ing,” he says.

As Giordano began to envision a research

institute of his own, he got lucky. His wife-

to-be, whom he met during his time at Cold

Spring Harbor, lived in the same New York

neighborhood as the owners of Sbarro, a

U.S.-based chain of fast-food restaurants
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‘Dr. Hustle’ Sells His Dream 

For Italian Medical Research
After making his mark in the United States, an Italian cancer researcher with a knack for

raising private money seeks to inject new life into biomedical science back home

PROFILE: ANTONIO GIORDANO

Special delivery. Antonio Giordano (left) shows
off a lab to one of his backers, pizza magnate
Mario Sbarro. 

“[Giordano’s] personality

makes it possible to 

integrate the picture of

research into something

that is sellable.” 
—Paul Fisher, 

Columbia University 
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that sells pizza and Italian dishes. Giordano

soon encountered fellow Neapolitan Mario

Sbarro and after almost a year of Sunday-

morning walks on Long Island won from

him an initial donation of about $1 million to

create the Sbarro Institute for Cancer

Research and Molecular Medicine. Sbarro

says he was impressed by Giordano, particu-

larly his vision of “creating an environment

where talented [young] people … could

work together … free of bureaucracy.”

To retain control of his private money,

Giordano felt he needed to break free from the

university’s authority. But he also wanted the

university’s administrative support and infra-

structure to keep nonresearch costs minimal.

Convincing Temple to go along was not easy.

In fact, in 1994, Giordano moved his lab to

Thomas Jefferson University, also in Philadel-

phia, where he was offered an

agreement that included the

university matching Sbarro’s

donation. “After 2 years, my

lab had tripled in number of

people and space,” Giordano

says. But nearly a decade later,

in 2002, Giordano returned to

Temple after securing, in his

words, “complete independ-

ence” in administering the

funds, staff, research pro-

grams, and patent rights. 

Giordano’s return also

marked the launch of a non-

prof it organization—the

Sbarro Health Research

Organization (SHRO)—to

collect additional private

funds for the institute. Sbarro,

who had continued to support Giordano’s

work, kicked in another $200,000 a year for

3 years as seed money. To date, Giordano

has raised $3 million in private funding,

supplementing about $27 million that he and

other investigators at his institute have

obtained through NIH grants and earmarks

from the state of Pennsylvania and the

Department of Defense, which has also just

awarded SHRO $2 million a year for 2 years

for breast cancer research. 

The private money raised by SHRO comes

with fewer entanglements than those attached

to NIH grants, contends Giordano. As a result,

he’s free to dedicate a great part of these pri-

vate research dollars to risky projects, such as

the development of a novel gene-therapy

approach for the treatment of lung, liver, and

ovarian cancers. SHRO mainly funds young

scientists, through research grants and 1- to

3-year fellowships of $25,000 a year for stu-

dents and between $35,000 and $40,000 for

postdocs. Although SHRO has an external sci-

entific advisory board, Giordano has largely

decided which areas are investigated and who

gets funded. But then, he says, “we want these

people to … pursue their own independent

ideas and careers.” 

Going home
With the project in Terni, Giordano is extend-

ing his reach into Italy, hoping eventually to

use it as a springboard to fund scientists

across Europe. He had in 2000 started to use

his privately raised money to fund graduate

students and postdocs in a few labs at places

such as the University of Siena, University of

Rome “La Sapienza,” and the University of

Naples. As in Philadelphia, the universities

offer the researchers access to equipment and

other infrastructure. 

Once SHRO was established, it became

Giordano’s avenue for distributing funds

abroad. SHRO’s money is welcome because

it is more difficult to find funding for cancer

research in Europe than in the United States.

In 2002–03, the whole of Europe spent

€1.43 billion on public cancer research with

the 25 E.U. Member States disbursing only

one-seventh the per capita amount spent by

the United States, according to the European

Cancer Research Managers Forum. “Euro-

pean minds are excellent,” says Giordano,

but they often do not flourish until they get

to America, where there is better support.

By creating the Terni institute, as well as

a new nonprofit, the Human Health Founda-

tion (HHF), Giordano says he’s throwing a

lifeline to researchers in Italy, where only a

few institutions—“oases,” he calls them—

typically receive money from the country’s

major research funding bodies. Already,

HHF has collected €60 million from two

Italian f inancial institutions, the Banca

Popolare di Spoleto and Spoleto Credito e

Servizi. Giovanni Antonini, the president of

the Spoleto bank, has even agreed to head

HHF; Giordano will head its scientific com-

mittee. By funding HHF, says Antonini, his

bank hopes to encourage “the return of the

Italian minds who were constrained to leave

Italy to improve their professional careers.” 

Fifteen million euros will be used to refur-

bish the Terni mansion. The remainder of the

HHF money will go directly into research proj-

ects and the creation of additional labs. And

Giordano stresses that the foundation’s funds

will be awarded through a transparent process

involving peer review. By this summer,

between 10 and 15 early-career scientists will

start working on HHF-funded projects in Siena

and Philadelphia while the interim lab in Terni,

which will cost €500,000, gets

up and running. 

At the moment, Giordano

supports about 100 young

researchers across Italy and the

United States together. About

70% of the students and post-

docs Giordano has trained or

funded so far, a network that

today counts more than 250, are

Italian. He has been able to aid

that many in part thanks to

complementary national and

European funding programs.

Giordano “acts as a role

model and mentor,” says

Alessandro Bovicelli, 39, who

came to the Sbarro Institute in

2000 for a postdoc in gynecol-

ogical oncology and still col-

laborates with Giordano. “He is … very

focused on the objectives that the young doc-

tor would like to pursue.” Now a faculty

member at the Department of Obstetrics and

Gynecology at the University of Bologna,

Bovicelli says that Giordano’s continuous

encouragement was vital.

Normally confident, Giordano admits

uncertainty about whether he will be as suc-

cessful in his new project as he’s been in the

United States. “In Italy, there is not the infra-

structure there is in the U.S.,” he says, and

building an institute from scratch is a major

undertaking. Giordano notes that his mother

asks why he can’t be satisfied with what he

has already done on the U.S. side of the

Atlantic. His answer is simple: “I owe this to

Italy. This is where I grew up and was trained.” 
–ELISABETH PAIN

Elisabeth Pain is a contributing editor for 
ScienceCareers.org and a freelance science writer 
based in Barcelona, Spain.
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Extreme makeover. Once refurbished, this mansion in the Italian

town of Terni will house a new biomedical research institute. 
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COLD SPRING HARBOR, NEW YORK—Starting

with the Human Genome Project, researchers

and companies have been racing to make

DNA sequencing faster and cheaper. The

dream is to decipher a person’s genome for

$1000, a price that would open up a wealth of

medical applications. Nobody is close yet, but

recent successes in driving costs down have

opened up a different application: New high-

throughput sequencing machines are giving

researchers unprecedented views of where

and how proteins interact with DNA.

Like viewing the planet through Google

Earth, researchers are using these machines to

swoop down on genomic neighborhoods to

reveal details of the complex landscape of

gene regulation: the places where proteins

turn genes on or prevent them from being

expressed. “It’s showing us things we’ve never

seen before,” says computational biologist

Michele Clamp of the Broad Institute of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology and

Harvard in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

DNA is nothing without its proteins. At

any one time, tens of thousands of proteins are

latching onto or backing away from the

genome, creating the dynamic biochemistry

that fuels life. Transcription factors turn the

appropriate genes on and off. Some proteins,

in particular histones, shape chromosomes,

grabbing onto and holding DNA in its charac-

teristic spiral, closing genes down, or unwind-

ing it to allow genes to function. Others cut

DNA at specific locations. It’s this control of

gene expression that differentiates brain from

liver, T cell from pancreatic islet cell.

Researchers want to pin down the sites where

all this action takes place, and the latest

sequencing technologies—including the star

of the moment, Illumina Inc. (Solexa)—are

proving adept at doing just that. The new tech-

nologies, which began making their debut last

year (Science, 17 March 2006, p. 1544),

promise greater accuracy while reducing the

costs of sequencing several-fold below those

of the Human Genome Project. But they all

share one potential drawback for sequencing

whole genomes: They can only sequence

short DNA fragments—so-called reads. Short

reads are difficult to reassemble accurately

into a completed genome. But for researchers

studying genome function, short, inexpensive

reads are just what they need to characterize—

rapidly and cheaply—the sites where a partic-

ular protein binds to the genome. 

The process, dubbed tag sequencing, had

a coming-out party at the Biology of

Genomes meeting here last month. It drew

rave reviews. “[These] sequencing technolo-

gies are really transforming the way we do

things and what we are able to do,” says

Bradley Bernstein, a pathologist at Massa-

chusetts General Hospital in Boston. Tag

sequencing has been limited because of its

cost, but now “if you are not thinking about

your experiments on a whole-genome level,

you are going to be a dinosaur,” says molecu-

lar biologist John Stamatoyannopoulos of the

University of Washington, Seattle.

One protein’s reach
Richard Myers and Ali Mortazavi of Stanford

University in Palo Alto, California, are using

tag sequencing to nail down where a transcrip-

tion factor called neuron restrictive silencer

factor (NRSF/REST) shuts down nerve-cell

genes in non-nerve cells. Like many other

researchers, the Stanford duo, along with

Barbara Wold and David Johnson of the Cali-

fornia Institute of Technology in Pasadena,

start with a technique called chromatin

immunoprecipitation to isolate the sites where

the transcription factor binds to DNA. In this

procedure, they break up the genome from an

immortalized T cell and add antibodies to

NRSF/REST to pick out the pieces of DNA

with NRSF/REST attached. 

Until recently, they used microarrays—

expensive chips studded with thousands of

snippets of DNA from known locations on a

reference genome—to identify the segments

of DNA bound to NRSF/REST. But now they

simply sequence all the DNA to which

NRSF/REST is attached and map those

sequences directly to the reference genome.

“This represents an order of magnitude

increase in resolution compared to [microar-

rays],” says Martin Hirst, a molecular biolo-

gist at the British Columbia Cancer Agency

Genome Sciences Centre in Vancouver,

Canada. “And this is achieved at a fraction

of [the] cost.” 

Myers, Wold, and their colleagues found

more than 1950 NRSF/REST binding sites—

30% more than they were able to identify by

microarrays—and pinned them down to

within 50 bases. They also discovered that

NRSF/REST has three types of DNA landing

sites. One is a 21-base stretch already known

to bind NRSF/REST. Another consists of

those 21 bases split in half, with 17 other bases

stuck in the middle. A third consists of just

half the bases, the researchers reported at the

meeting. By looking at more types of cells,

they expect to learn about how these various

landing sites evolved. 

Defining genes
Bernstein had a different protein-DNA inter-

action in mind when he turned to tag sequenc-

ing. In the nucleus, DNA is wrapped around

proteins called histones, which help control

the DNA’s state of readiness. Depending on

where a methyl group sits on the histone, the

protein can activate or silence a gene, in part

by making the gene’s regulatory DNA more

or less accessible to transcription factors.

Bernstein and his colleagues have used

methylated histones—which are attached to

their nearby DNA—to find active and inac-

tive parts of chromosomes in mouse embry-

onic stem cells and cells that have differenti-

ated into specific types. 

Bernstein used one set of antibodies

against a histone with a methylation profile

known to silence DNA and repeated the

process with antibodies against histones

whose methylation activates DNA. Tarjei

Mikkelsen of the Broad Institute and his col-

leagues then sequenced and analyzed the DNA

fragments attached to each type of histone.

A New Window on 

How Genomes Work
A deluge of discount, high-quality sequences made possible by new technologies has

inspired researchers to use these data in new ways to understand DNA regulation  

DNA SEQUENCING

DNA on glass. One new technology
sequences DNA fragments anchored
on slides, using bases tagged in four
different colors (dots). 
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When they mapped the sequences

back onto the mouse genome, a strik-

ing contrast emerged. In differentiated

cells, the map of silencing histones

was different from the map of activat-

ing ones—as one might expect. But in

the stem cells, the maps overlapped in

some places. Genes important, say, in

turning that cell into a nerve cell

tended to bear both a silencing and an

activating histone, Bernstein reported.

The former kept the gene quiet to

enable the stem cell to keep its options

open, but by having the activating his-

tone on board as well, those genes “are

poised for activation,” he suggested. 

Bernstein is also finding that gene

boundaries can be defined by their his-

tone companions, something that

genomicists have had a lot of trouble

doing. One type of histone is present at

the beginning of a gene; another is

attached all along the gene. The histone

map “basically tells you not only where

the exons are but where the gene starts

and stops,” says Francis Collins, director

of the U.S. National Human Genome

Research Institute in Bethesda, Mary-

land. “It looks awfully good.”

Hirst too has used histones to tag

sequences, but in cancer cells. “We have

been able to find functional classes of

genes, which are enriched for specific

combinations of [histone] modifica-

tions,” he reported. If he and others are

able to pinpoint tagging patterns that are

characteristic of cancer, “diagnostics

could be designed to probe for these

regions,” he pointed out.

Broad overview

Greg Crawford, a molecular biologist

at Duke University in Durham,

North Carolina, and, independently,

Stamatoyannopoulos have even bigger

plans for using sequencing as a tool to

understand genome regulation. Instead

of using chromatin immunoprecipita-

tion, they depend on a biochemical

trick—an enzyme called DNase I—to track

down docking sites for the full gamut of regu-

latory proteins. “Those regions are hidden in

the genome and historically have been very

difficult to find,” says Crawford. 

Where regulatory proteins dock onto DNA,

the chromosome begins to unwind and expose

the DNA. Those are also sites where the DNA

is hypersensitive to DNase I, which is now able

to get to the DNA itself to cut it. For decades,

molecular biologists have used this enzyme to

track down docking sites a few at a time. More

recently, microarrays have made it possible to

search for them more broadly. However, the

DNA probes on microarrays are not always

reliable because they can’t detect docking

points buried in repetitive DNA and at times

incorrectly flag other spots. 

At the meeting, Crawford described how,

instead of using microarrays, he simply

sequences all the spots that DNase I targets

across the entire genome. Stamatoyannopoulos,

too, is moving ahead with tag sequencing. Both

are finding hundreds of thousands of docking

sites, many in unexpected locations.

Only about 40% are at the starts of

genes, Crawford reported. Others are in

the introns, the sequence in between a

gene’s protein-coding regions, and some

are 200,000 bases from the nearest gene.

“Some are mapping to gene deserts

where people didn’t think there was

much going on,” he said.

At the same time that Crawford,

Stamatoyannopoulos, Bernstein, and

Myers are mapping regulatory sites

along DNA, Yijun Ruan and Chia-Lin

Wei of the Genome Institute of Singa-

pore are probing how DNA from differ-

ent parts of a chromosome, or even dif-

ferent chromosomes, affect gene activ-

ity from afar. Some of the regulatory

DNA associated with a particular gene

can reside a long way from the gene

itself. Sometimes a protein attached to

DNA in one part of the genome con-

tacts a protein attached at another loca-

tion, causing DNA to form loops, and

both play a role in the gene’s activity. 

To “see” these long-distance inter-

actions, Ruan and Wei have combined

chromatin precipitation, sequencing,

and a technique for freezing these

DNA loops in place. In this way, they

are able to track down exactly where

these interacting proteins operate

throughout the whole genome. “It’s a

high-throughput way of looking at

these molecular interactions in three-

dimensional space,” says Ross Hardison

of Pennsylvania State University in

State College. With this technique, the

Singapore team has studied the effects

of estrogen on gene regulation in breast

cancer cells. Estrogen activates the

estrogen receptor, which in turn acti-

vates genes. They found that more

often than researchers have realized,

the estrogen receptor binds to DNA

quite far away from its target gene. 

Just as Google Earth can take you

from the whole planet to a neighbor-

hood, these new approaches are pro-

viding glimpses of gene regulation at differ-

ent levels of resolution. DNase I provides a

global view, and transcription factor studies

a very focused view, with histones helping to

tag a variety of regulatory landmarks. And

Ruan’s technique may reveal connections

between remote regulatory regions of the

genome. It’s a complex network, but Collins

is confident of rapid progress. By combin-

ing these levels, he predicts, “you can really

start to figure out what’s happening.” 

–ELIZABETH PENNISI
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Pushing limits. By combining cheap sequencing with the

use of antibodies to pin down protein-DNA interactions,

researchers are learning what turns genes on and off

throughout the genome. 
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Lessons from Science

Communication Training

ALAN I. LESHNER’S EDITORIAL “OUTREACH TRAINING NEEDED” (12 JAN.,
p. 161) calls for increased communication training for science graduate

students. In March, a bill was introduced to the U.S. House of

Representatives (HR1453), requesting funding from the National

Science Foundation (NSF) to provide graduate students in the sciences

with science communication training. Currently, most communication

training for scientists begins after a prominent scientific discovery, and

the training often occurs in a trial-by-fire style. However, a cultural shift

is under way, reflecting the higher stakes of research, and an increased

recognition by scientists, stakeholders, and policymakers that (i) scien-

tists need to get their message out, (ii) scientists need training to learn

how to do so, and (iii) training should begin at the graduate level. 

Over the past year, we developed and recently completed a science

communication course for graduate students in the Biogeochemistry and

Environmental Biocomplexity program at Cornell University (funded by

a NSF Integrative Graduate Education and Research Traineeship grant).

The goal of this course was to improve our ability to discuss our research

with both the general public and the professionals writing and reporting

on science in the media. This was achieved through a combination of

guest lectures, field trips, and development of individual projects.

From this experience, we strongly encourage other graduate pro-

grams to implement science communication training. We have three

key pieces of advice based on our effort that we hope will help others

in their course development: 

First, involve people from multiple fields across your college or

university. In particular, we highly recommend involving staff from the

press relations office. These specialists have a unique perspective on

what topics are newsworthy and on the challenges scientists face in

communicating effectively. Include scientists who have personal expe-

rience communicating their research to the public and journalists from

your campus or local newspaper.

Second, visit a news room (radio, print, or television) and talk to

reporters—not just science reporters, but reporters in all fields. Ask to

sit in on a meeting where reporters and editors pitch stories to each

other. This process reveals what stories interest reporters and how those

stories are developed. Understanding this process will help scientists

identify and explain the newsworthy attributes of their own research. 

Third, get hands-on experience communicating science as part of

the class. Do not just set up a series of lectures and field trips: write

press releases, write articles, conduct interviews, get inter-

viewed, create a Web page, and set up a science

blog. Ask your collaborating journalists and

PR specialists to facilitate and critique

student projects. Hands-on experience

with feedback from media profes-

sionals and other students provided

some of the most useful learning

experiences in our course.

We learned that this course is

just the beginning of a career-long

process of practicing and refining our

science communication skills. Starting

public communication training at the gradu-

ate level will increase the frequency and confidence

with which scientists communicate, with positive feedback for both

science and public understanding.
DANA R. WARREN,1 MARISSA S. WEISS,2 DAVID W. WOLFE,3

BLAINE FRIEDLANDER,4 BRUCE LEWENSTEIN5

1Department of Natural Resources, 2Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology,
3Department of Horticulture, 4Press Relations Office, 5Department of Communications,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA.

edited by Etta Kavanagh

Establishing Rights over

the Arctic Ocean 

KEVIN KRAJICK PROVIDES A COMPREHENSIVE
description of issues related to the develop-

ment of extended continental shelves by the

five coastal states that surround the Arctic

Ocean in his article “Race to plumb the frigid

depths” (Special Section on Polar Science:

News, 16 Mar., p. 1525). However, he ad-

dresses certain topics in a way that could fos-

ter wrong or misleading impressions, and it is

important to set the record straight.

Krajick suggests that the Russian Fed-

eration is seeking to extend sovereign rights

beyond 200 nautical miles over an unjustifi-

ably large sector of the central Arctic Ocean.

Three points need to be noted here:

1) In the process of defining maritime

boundaries, a well-established principle is that

the extent of a coastal state’s offshore jurisdic-

tion is largely determined by the length and

the configuration of its coastline (1). Since

nearly half of the Arctic Ocean’s coastline

fringes Russia’s northern territory, it does not

seem unwarranted for that country, in ac-

cordance with the provisions of the UN

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)

Article 76, to pursue an extended continental

shelf that encompasses a significant portion

of the sea floor beyond 200 nautical miles. 

2) Many observers and commentators

appear to have missed the proviso (perhaps

because it appears in Russian and in fine print

at the bottom of a key document) that the
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proposed Russian outer limits are “subject to

more precise determination through negotia-

tions [with neighbouring States],” according to

a translation posted on the Division of Ocean

Affairs and the Law of the Sea Web site (2).

This indicates a readiness to seek accommoda-

tions with other coastal states in the region.

3) Independent studies have considered the

continental shelf implications for all coastal

states that border the Arctic Ocean (3, 4).

Derived from data sets that differed from

those used by Russian investigators, the out-

comes of these studies have tended to mirror

the outer limits that were proposed by Russia

in its 2001 submission to UNCLOS.

On a more personal level, the article con-

tains statements attributed to me that appear to

disparage the Russian continental shelf sub-

mission. I did not suggest that the Russian ini-

tiative lacked merit; in fact, recent studies

have further substantiated the Russian case

(5). I did not claim to speak for the Canadian

Polar Commission, as implied by Krajick; the

views expressed during the course of our

exchanges were mine alone. 
RON MACNAB

Geological Survey of Canada (retired), 11 Lyngby Avenue,
Dartmouth, NS B3A 3T6, Canada. E-mail: ron.macnab@
ns.sympatico.ca
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IN THE ARTICLE “RACE TO PLUMB THE FRIGID
depths” (Special Section on Polar Science:

News, 16 Mar., p. 1525), Kevin Krajick gives

a rather negative view on the work our Russian

colleagues are doing on the topic of territorial

claims to underwater rights in the Arctic

Ocean. To understand the kind of work being

done to fulfil the requirements of the United

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea,

readers should be aware that the way data are

being interpreted inevitably will be in the

national interest of the country doing the inter-

pretation, which will then be countered by the

UN’s Commission on the Limits of the

Continental Shelf (CLCS). It is a legal pro-

cess. There is no given line on the sea floor

marking the “end of the natural prolongation

of the land mass.” The problem about the

process lies elsewhere: in the secrecy in deal-

ings between a submitting nation and CLCS.

In the article, I am quoted as agreeing with

the statement (made by Arthur Grantz):

“They’re [the Russians] under great pressure.

Their government gave them a lot of money,

and it expects them to come up with a certain

result.” However, I did not express agreement

with this point of view when talking to

Kevin Krajick.
TRINE DAHL-JENSEN AND KAI SØRENSEN

GEUS, Geological Survey of Denmark and Greenland,
Oester Voldgade 10, DK 1350 Copenhagen K, Denmark. 

The March of HIV Vaccines

A QUARTER CENTURY HAS PASSED SINCE THE
first clinical descriptions of AIDS, and no HIV

vaccine is in sight. The global community has

recognized that alternative approaches must be

pursued if discovery and development of pre-

ventive vaccines are to be accomplished, hence,

the call for the HIV Vaccine Enterprise in 2003

(1). Since then, a scientific plan was proposed

(2), and new funding has been distributed (3, 4).

But in the absence of a conceptual framework,

focus, and effective leadership, the Enterprise

has neither challenged nor changed current

HIV vaccine approaches. Although experience

with national or global programs for vaccine

discovery and development is not extensive, a

comparison with the March of Dimes approach

to developing a polio vaccine may be illustra-

tive (5). In 1946, polio vaccine research was

diffuse and free floating. Polio research had

been progressing slowly in too many different

directions, with a lack of knowledge among

scientists about what other scientists were

achieving. With very little accountability, there

was no way to assess progress. The ultimate

production of two effective polio vaccines was

due to the leadership of the National Foun-

dation for Infantile Paralysis (March of Dimes

Foundation) and its razor-sharp focus on prod-

uct development and involvement of industry. 

The call for a global HIV vaccine research

enterprise comes at a time when several new

vaccines for major global infectious diseases

such as rotavirus and human papillomavirus

(HPV) infections have recently been produced

(6–8). The example of the HPV vaccine is illus-

trative of new scientific capabilities that were

unimaginable a few years ago (9). HPV cannot

currently be cultured in vitro; its life cycle in

host cells is unknown; there are no animal

models for evaluation of vaccine efficacy;

and there are no surrogates of adaptive immu-

nity. Nevertheless, the HPV genome was se-

quenced, its proteins characterized, and their

functions defined. The crucial step for vaccine

discovery came in two laboratories attempting

in vitro expression of the most conserved viral

gene, L1. The resulting protein folded into

viruslike particles that turned out to be strongly

immunogenic and induced protection in

humans. Within a few years, vaccines were

developed by two manufacturers, and one

was recently launched in the United States,

Europe, and several other countries.

Ideally, the Global Enterprise should

become the enabling mechanism to attract the

best scientific minds worldwide. This commu-

nity has to be tapped for innovative scientific

concepts, but not the usual “me too” ap-

proaches. The Enterprise scientific plan is

faced with two challenges: (i) how to seek

innovative new science, and (ii) how to shift to

product discovery and development. The effort

needs the best of the private and public sectors

and commitment of adequate resources. A

well-articulated business plan with specific

objectives, performance targets, evaluation cri-

teria, and a timetable are essential. The

Enterprise also must avoid parallel structures

and duplicative processes that undermine its

credibility and independence. Lessons from

recent global experiences should inform the

development of the Enterprise structure. For

example, the Global Alliance for Vaccines and

Immunization (GAVI) and its fundraising and

independent arm, the Vaccine Fund, have

resulted in an impaired global vaccine effort.

The recent appointment of one person to lead

both organizations did not resolve the exis-

tence of two separate entities (10).

The challenge in this third decade of the

HIV/AIDS pandemic is not only our scientific

limitation, but also fundamental limitations in

our organizational capabilities and our ability

to conceptualize the full diversity of the
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problem. HIV vaccine development is the major

public health challenge of our time; there is no

alternative but to engage into and continue an

aggressive and tenacious global effort.
ADEL MAHMOUD

Woodrow Wilson School and Department of Molecular
Biology, Princeton University, 228 Lewis Thomas Laboratory,
Princeton, NJ 08544, USA. E-mail: amahmoud@princeton.
edu
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS

Table of Contents: (6 Apr., p. 9). The one-sentence sum-
mary for the Report by Mulugo et al., “A conserved family of
enzymes that phosphorylate inositol hexakisphophate,” is

incorrect. It should read, “A yeast enzyme that synthesizes
the inositol pyrophosphate IP

6
is identified.”

This Week in Science: “Understanding inositol pyro-
phophates” (6 Apr., p. 15). The second and third sentences
are incorrect and should instead read, “Mulugu et al.

(p. 106) purified an inositol pyrophosphate synthase from
yeast called Vip1.”

Special Section on Germ Cells: News: “Melting opposi-
tion to frozen eggs” by M. Leslie (20 Apr., p. 388). The two
scientists pictured cryopreserving humans eggs on page
388 are Pasquale Patrizio of Yale Fertility Center in New
Haven, Connecticut (left) and Veronica Bianchi from
Tecnobios Procreazione in Bologna, Italy (right).

TECHNICAL COMMENT ABSTRACTS

COMMENT ON “Dispersal Limitations
Matter for Microbial
Morphospecies”

Jason Pither 

Telford et al. (Brevia, 19 May 2006, p. 1015) reported that
freshwater diatoms exhibit regional-scale richness-pH rela-
tionships that depend substantially on regional habitat
availability. On this basis, the authors argued that, despite
their microscopic size, diatoms are not ubiquitously dis-
persed. Here, I describe my demonstration that their pri-
mary evidence against the ubiquitous dispersal hypothesis
is spurious.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/316/
5828/1124b

RESPONSE TO COMMENT ON “Dispersal
Limitations Matter for Microbial
Morphospecies”

Richard J. Telford, Vigdis Vandvik, 

H. J. B. Birks

Pither argues that the relationship we found between
regional species-richness maxima and modal lake pH is
expected because both values are constrained by the
regional pH range and therefore cannot be interpreted as a
signal of regional metacommunity dynamics. However, the
null model he uses sets inappropriate parameters, generat-
ing unrealistic simulated data. We confirm our previous
conclusions using a more appropriate null model.

Full text at www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/316/
5828/1124c
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Comment on “Dispersal Limitations
Matter for Microbial Morphospecies”
Jason Pither

Telford et al. (Brevia, 19 May 2006, p. 1015) reported that freshwater diatoms exhibit regional-
scale richness-pH relationships that depend substantially on regional habitat availability. On this
basis, the authors argued that, despite their microscopic size, diatoms are not ubiquitously
dispersed. Here, I describe my demonstration that their primary evidence against the ubiquitous
dispersal hypothesis is spurious.

Telford et al. (1) argued that if dispersal is
ubiquitous among freshwater diatoms, as
hypothesized by Finlay and colleagues

(2, 3), then all geographic regions should share
one underlying richness-environment relation-
ship, governed by the global species pool. If, on
the other hand, diatoms experience some dis-
persal limitation, then they should form regional-
scale metacommunities that vary with respect
to key properties such as colonization-extinction
dynamics. On this premise, Telford et al. pre-
dicted that “if dispersal is limited, regional rich-
ness relationships will depend upon regional
habitat availability.” In apparent support of this
prediction, they found that across 16 regional-

scale surveys [see table S1 in (1)], the pH at
which diatom richness peaked (which they call
“richness pH optima”) was significantly corre-
lated with the modal pH of the region [see figure
1C in (1)]. Unfortunately, this correlation is spu-
rious, because the richness pH optima and the
modal pH values were necessarily constrained to
lie between the variable, region-specific pH
extremes. The following sampling exercise illus-
trates this point.

First, draw N pairs of values from a uniform
distribution U(0,1), where N represents the num-
ber of regional samples (e.g., 16) and each pair
of values represents the region-specific minimum
and maximum pH values. Next, obtain a modal
pH value for each of the N regions by drawing a
single value from the available range of pH for
each region, U(pHmin,pHmax). Then, obtain a
richness pH optimum for each region by draw-
ing another single value from the available range
of pH for each region, U(pHmin,pHmax). Finally,
calculate the correlation between the resulting N

modal pH values and N richness pH optima
values. I conducted this sampling exercise 100
times (using N = 16) and obtained an average
Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.76 (SD =
0.146). This suggests that the correlation re-
ported by Telford et al. is inconsequential and
therefore cannot be used to test the merits of
the ubiquitous dispersal hypothesis.

In contrast, the observation that richness-
pH relationships vary in form among regions,
even among neighboring regions [see figures 1B
and S1 in (1)], is informative. Telford et al.
interpret this pattern as evidence against the ubiq-
uitous dispersal hypothesis, but a more accurate
interpretation is that it is inconsistent with the
hypothesis that all diatom taxa are ubiquitously
dispersed. In other words, the hypothesis that
some diatom taxa are ubiquitously dispersed re-
mains unchallenged by the results presented by
Telford et al. Identifying which taxa are ubiqui-
tously dispersed represents an important task for
future research. Preliminary evidence (3–5) sug-
gests that environmental generalists and/or taxa
adapted to the most common environments rep-
resent strong candidates, because these achieve
large abundances over geographically extensive
regions.
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Response to Comment on
“Dispersal Limitations Matter for
Microbial Morphospecies”
Richard J. Telford,1,2* Vigdis Vandvik,1 H. J. B. Birks1,2,3

Pither argues that the relationship we found between regional species-richness maxima and
modal lake pH is expected because both values are constrained by the regional pH range and
therefore cannot be interpreted as a signal of regional metacommunity dynamics. However, the
null model he uses sets inappropriate parameters, generating unrealistic simulated data. We
confirm our previous conclusions using a more appropriate null model.

The ubiquitous dispersal hypothesis (1) of
microbial biogeography has been difficult
to test because of undersampling and taxo-

nomic uncertainties.We developed a novel test of
this hypothesis (2), arguing that if dispersal is
ubiquitous, microbial metacommunities should
be global in scale, but that if dispersal is limited,
metacommunity processes will operate at region-
al scales. We predicted that regional species
richness–environment relationships would reflect
sampling from the global diatom species pool if
there was ubiquitous dispersal [see figure 1A in
(2)] but would be modified by the regional envi-
ronmental commonness if dispersal was limited.
Figure 1B in (2) showed that for three regions
with different modal lake pH, the statistically sig-
nificant richness maxima [referred to as “optima”
in (2)] are very different and reflect the regional
environmental commonness. The majority of the

16 regions presented in figure S1 in (2) had sta-
tistically significant richness maxima that re-
flected the regional pH commonness rather than
a global species pool: This was our primary evi-
dence against the ubiquitous dispersal hypothesis.

Figure 1C in (2) summarized the data shown
in figures 1B and S1 and showed a strong pos-
itive relationship between the regional pH modes
and richness maxima. This is expected if diatom
metacommunities are regional in scale; if they are
global, no trend is expected. Pither (3) demon-
strates that, because the regional pH mode and
the richness maximum are both constrained to lie
within the pH range of each data set, a positive
correlation between these two variables is also
expected if the maxima are randomly located.
Exploring the consequences of this constraint
with a null model, Pither (3) drew two values
from a uniform distribution U(0,1) to represent
the range of pH values, and then drew two values
from within this range to represent the pH mode
and the richness maximum, for each of 16
simulated data sets. The correlation coefficient
between the modes and maxima was then
calculated.

We were initially surprised by the strength of
the relationship reported by Pither’s null model:

The mean correlation coefficient between the
modes and themaxima (0.76) is almost as high as
the observed value (0.85), which would suggest
that the relationship we showed can be expected
by chance. However, Pither’s simulation gener-
ates data sets that do not reflect reality. Most of
the observed data sets span more than half the
entire pH gradient found across all the data sets,
and all span more than a third of the pH gradient
[table S1 in (2)]. In contrast, half the simulated
ranges generated by Pither’s (3) null model span
less than a third of the gradient, and a sixth span
less than 10%. This imposes a much stronger
constraint on the relationship between pH modes
and richness maxima in the simulation than in the
actual data.

A more appropriate null model is to maintain
the observed pH range andmode for each data set
and randomize only the position of the richness
maxima within the pH range. The mean Pearson
correlation coefficient between the modes and
maxima in 1000 simulations of this null model is
0.44, and the observed correlation is significant
(P = 0.01). Therefore, although Pither (3) iden-
tifies a potential confounding factor, it does not
affect our original conclusions.

In rejecting the “everything is everywhere”
hypothesis, we took the position that “not every-
thing is everywhere” (2) rather than the proposi-
tion that “nothing is everywhere,” which Pither
appears to ascribe to us (3), but which cannot be
tested with our data. Pither’s conclusion that com-
mon generalist diatom taxa are likely to experi-
ence less dispersal limitation is entirely consistent
with our position that specialists in rare habitats
will be most affected (2).
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D
ouglas Hofstadter has made a career

of thinking about thinking, and he

is rightfully famous for writing the

Pulitzer-winning Gödel, Escher, Bach: An

Eternal Golden Braid (1) at the tender age

of 27. That book was a roller-

coaster ride that defied classifi-

cation then as today, but much to

the author’s chagrin the central

message that he tried to convey,

concerning the nature of human

consciousness, seemed to have

been lost among the fireworks.

It is this shortcoming that Hof-

stadter (a professor of cognitive science at

Indiana University) seeks to correct in the

playful and intensely personal I Am a Strange

Loop, in which he explains human conscious-

ness while exploring (and coming to grips

with) his own. 

The nature of human consciousness has

been debated through the centuries, at least

since Descartes posited that a special sub-

stance, the res cogitans, conferred upon

humans (and only humans) the ability to think

and feel; have ideas, wishes, and concerns; dis-

play empathy, dislikes, or wonder. This dualist

view of the world—dual because it presup-

poses the existence of two radically different

substances, one to make the mind, and another

to make everything else in the world—still, in

one form or another, informs the thinking of a

surprising (to me) number of philosophers of

the mind. Hofstadter is not one of those. His

approach is decidedly materialistic, that is, he

seeks an explanation of the phenomenon of

consciousness using physical law only.

However, he is not interested in a neurobiolog-

ical explanation (even though he is fully con-

vinced that consciousness must be explainable

within neurobiology) because he believes that

as our consciousness is perceived at the level of

symbols and thoughts, our explanation of it

should occur at this level of description also. 

Hofstadter’s explanation of human con-

sciousness is disarmingly simple. Even though

he spends most of the book giving examples

and analogies from realms as disparate as parti-

cle physics and boxes of envelopes, the main

idea is simply that our feeling of a conscious “I”

is but an illusion created by our neuronal cir-

cuitry: an illusion that is only apparent at the

level of symbols and thoughts, in much the

same way as the concepts of pressure and tem-

perature are only apparent at the level of 1023

molecules but not the level of single molecules.

In other words, Hofstadter de-

nies consciousness an element

of ontological reality, without

denying that our thoughts and

feelings, pains and longings

have an “inner reality” when

we have them. But to show that

consciousness is a collective

phenomenon of sorts, he needs

to delve deep into the theory of computation

and, in particular, Austrian mathematician Kurt

Gödel’s proof of his incompleteness theorem,

as these concepts are key to the idea the author

wants to convey. And he does this admirably in

a mostly playful manner, choosing carefully

constructed analogies more often than mathe-

matical descriptions. 

Gödel showed in 1931 that any formal sys-

tem that is complicated enough must contain

statements that are patently true but remain

unprovable within that formal sys-

tem. The important point here is

that the true statements Gödel

explicitly constructed play

a dual role: they can be

understood at a higher—

that is, symbolic—level,

while representing purely

number-theoretic assertions

at the same time. To achieve

this, Gödel constructed a

mapping between concep-

tual statements (such as

“This statement is not

provable within the formal

system XYZ”) and purely

number-theoretic identi-

ties that effectively creates a barrier between

levels of description that is as impenetrable as

the barrier between our thoughts and the pat-

terns of neuronal firings. In the same manner,

Hofstadter suggests, our ability to construct

symbols and statements that are about these

symbols and statements creates the “strange”

reflexive loop of the book’s title out of which

our sensation of “I” emerges. 

This ambitious program aimed at a decon-

struction of our consciousness is not without

peril. For example, if we posit that our con-

sciousness is an illusion created by our

thoughts “watching ourselves think” [as the

philosopher of mind Daniel Dennett had pre-

viously suggested (2)], we might ask “Who

watches the watcher?” Or, if I am hallucinat-

ing an “I,” who is hallucinating it? However,

an infinite regress is avoided because on the

level of the neuronal circuitry, the impression

of having a mind is just another pattern of fir-

ings—something consciousness researcher

and neuroscientist Christof Koch of the

California Institute of Technology calls “the

neuronal correlate” of consciousness. 

In fact, Hofstadter’s book and Koch’s

recent The Quest for Consciousness (3)

make for an interesting juxtaposition. Each

addresses the same problem but entirely on

different levels. Yet both authors reach some

of the same conclusions, sometimes using

precisely the same metaphor (as when they

compare the activity of “making up one’s

mind” in terms of a voting process). In the end,

both authors could have profited from peek-

ing at each other’s arsenal: Hofstadter would

probably be delighted to see some of the puta-

tive neural underpinnings of consciousness, to

peer underneath the strange loop as it were, at

the inordinately complex firework and the

neuroanatomy that supports it. For his part,

Koch would no doubt appreciate the compu-

tational trick that Gödel incompleteness

plays on us, as well as the developmental

aspect of consciousness that Hofstadter

advocates. 

I believe that Hofstadter’s

views on consciousness will

play an important part, on at

least two levels, as we go

forward in exploring our

mind. First, Hofstadter

implicitly provides a blue-

print for how one should

go about constructing a

conscious machine, be-

cause no less is implied

by these ideas. When con-

structed, we should not

expect that such a ma-

chine would be conscious

from the get-go: after all, Hofstadter’s “I” is an

outcome, not a starting point. We should give

such a machine a good decade or so to form its

own personality, as we ourselves are afforded

that much. Second, the Gödelian construction

suggests a tantalizing hypothesis, namely

that a level of consciousness could exist far

beyond human consciousness, on a level once

removed from our level of symbols and ideas

(which themselves are once removed from

the level of neuronal firing patterns). Indeed,

Gödel’s construction guarantees that, while

statements on the higher level can be patently
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true but not provable on the lower level, an

extension exists that makes the system com-

plete on that higher level. However, new

unprovable statements emerge on the next

higher level—that is, on a level that maps an

improbable jumble of our thoughts and ideas

to, well, something utterly incomprehensible

to us, who are stuck at our pedestrian echelon.

How incomprehensible? At least as inscrutable

as the love for Bartok’s second violin concerto

is to a single neuron firing away. 
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GENETICS

More Means of
Regulating Genes
Armelle Corpet and Geneviève Almouzni

W
hat is “epigenetics”? Surprisingly,

searching in a dictionary won’t tell

you much about the word because

there is a good chance that you won’t find it.

Yet the popularity of its use in recent years

illustrates the flourishing rebirth of a research

area that originated in the 1930s. It is perhaps

not so surprising that in our postgenome era

people’s interest is drawn to phenomena that

cannot be explained by classical genetics.

Famous examples include paramutation in

maize, position effect variegation in the fruit

fly Drosophila, X chromosome inactivation in

mammals, and genomic imprinting. Today,

efforts to understand the mechanisms under-

lying these fascinating phenomena have coa-

lesced into a field of their own, epigenetics. 

The expanding interest in this broad field is

reflected in the range of topics covered in the

volume Epigenetics. The editors—David Allis

(Rockefeller University), Thomas Jenuwein

(Research Institute of Molecular Pathology,

Vienna), and Danny Reinberg (University of

Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey)—rec-

ognized that, with the pace of epigenetics

research, a compilation of expert reviews

would probably soon become outdated. So

they instead recruited 44 authors, experts in the

field, to produce 24 conceptual chapters that

highlight a wide variety of aspects of epige-

netic gene regulation. Collectively, the chap-

ters provide a reference foundation for both

curious newcomers and researchers in the field

as well as an effective tool for teachers. The

editors, aided by the efforts of Marie-Laure

Caparros, have put together a quite coherent

volume, one strengthened by the numerous

(and relatively consistently styled) illuminat-

ing diagrams and figures.

To start off, Gary Felsenfeld offers a brief

historical sketch. He reminds us that the word

“epigenetics” has its conceptual roots in the

theory of epigenesis, which holds that com-

plexity emerges progressively during develop-

ment. (That view was opposed by the theory of

preformation, which held that individuals

develop by the enlargement of minute, fully

formed organisms, the homunculus; the

distinction can be traced back to Aristotle.)

Conrad Waddington, in the early 1940s,

coined the term epigenetics to describe “the

interactions of genes with their environment,

which bring the phenotype into being” (1)—a

fairly broad definition. In

its etymological sense, epi-

genetics refers to addi-

tional methods of biologi-

cal inheritance (the prefix

epi- means above or over in

Greek) that do not relate to

the inheritance of DNA

and its mutations. 

Daniel Gottschling

notes that at the 69th Cold Spring Harbor

Symposium on Quantitative Biology (2004)—

attended by many of the volume’s authors—

“epigenetics” seemed to have a different mean-

ing for each person. He attributes part of

this variation to the dual distinct origins

of the word recognized by David Haig (2):

Waddington’s causal interactions and David

Nanney’s application of the term to the control

systems that allowed cells of the same

genotype to have different phenotypes (3).

Gottschling favors a definition [from Robin

Holliday (4)] that was a major trigger for the

explosion in the use of the word during the

1990s: an epigenetic phenomenon is “a change

in phenotype that is heritable but does not

involve DNA mutation.” Gottschling refines

this definition by requiring that the change be

switchlike (on-off) rather than gradual and that

epigenetic inheritance should occur “even if

the initial conditions that caused the switch

disappear.” These concepts encompass most of

the important aspects of current views con-

cerning the definition of epigenetics. But the

volume’s introductory chapters do not ade-

quately recognize the reversible character of

epigenetics, which is demonstrated by the

capacity to reprogram somatic nuclei. (That

topic is, however, addressed in the chapters by

Azim Surani and Wolf Reik and by Rudolf

Jaenisch and John Gurdon.) 

In their own chapter, “Overview and

Concepts,” the editors offer a modern molecu-

lar definition of epigenetics as the “sum of the

alterations to the chromatin template that col-

lectively establish and propagate different pat-

terns of gene expression (transcription) and

silencing from the same genome.” This defini-

tion reflects the excitement for chromatin-

based mechanisms—a driving force for

research on histone modifications and

variants, RNA, and nonhistone chromatin

proteins. But it leaves aside potential

non–chromatin-based epigenetic phenomena

such as prions, and it only briefly touches on

the aspect of higher-order structures at the

level of nuclear organization and gene expres-

sion. For these reasons, readers should bear in

mind alternative perspectives.

The authors also aim to convey how the

study of various model organisms has proven

crucial for current epige-

netic research. Some of the

organisms and their respec-

tive phenomena include the

budding yeast Saccharomyces

cerevisiae (mating-type switch-

ing), the fruit fly Drosophila

(position effect variegation,

for example), fungi such as

Neurospora crassaand Schizo-

saccharomyces pombe (e.g., centromeric

heterochromatin and the role of small interfer-

ing RNAs), ciliates, plants, the nematode

Caenorhabditis elegans, and mammals (e.g.,

genomic imprinting). As French readers, we

were struck by the fact that frogs did not

appear among these models. Xenopus laevis,

used for the first cloning experiments, is how-

ever mentioned in a chapter discussing the

mechanisms of nuclear reprogramming of the

genome. It is worth remembering that this

exotic organism provided useful tools and

assays for epigenetics, including pioneering

work on chromatin assembly. Of course, still

other model systems (such as the callipyge

sheep or the planarian Schmidtea mediter-

ranea) could have been mentioned had the

authors chosen to discuss different intrigu-

ing phenomena.

The contributors discuss the substantial

progress achieved through studies of cova-

lent and noncovalent modifications of DNA

and histone proteins as well as how combi-

nations of these modifications potentially

affect chromatin dynamics and epigenetic
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true but not provable on the lower level, an

extension exists that makes the system com-

plete on that higher level. However, new

unprovable statements emerge on the next

higher level—that is, on a level that maps an

improbable jumble of our thoughts and ideas

to, well, something utterly incomprehensible

to us, who are stuck at our pedestrian echelon.

How incomprehensible? At least as inscrutable

as the love for Bartok’s second violin concerto

is to a single neuron firing away. 
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work on chromatin assembly. Of course, still
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authors chosen to discuss different intrigu-
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states. DNA methylation, one of the best-

characterized modifications, is described

in depth in the chapter by En Li and

Adrian Bird and is also discussed in chap-

ters focusing on transcriptional regulation,

heterochromatin formation, and genomic

imprinting. Several chapters consider the

changes in chromatin states imposed

through covalent and noncovalent modifi-

cations of histones. The nearly exhaustive

table of histone modifications presented in

an appendix will undoubtedly be very use-

ful for many researchers. The absence of a

table of the corresponding modifying en-

zymes may reflect the difficulties in creat-

ing such a list with all the names from vari-

ous species and the as-yet-unmet require-

ment for coherent terminology. 

The discussions of the “histone code

hypothesis,” which describes how histone

modifications can convey information (5,

6), raise the issues of the likely complexity

of such a marking system and the extent to

which it is possible to appreciate whether a

given combination is heritable (thus epige-

netic) or merely a signal for a short-term

response. Drosophila genetics provides a

beautiful example of how histone modifica-

tions and epigenetics can be linked. In the

fruit fly, key components in the regulation of

homeotic genes during development, the

polycomb group and the trithorax group,

proved to promote specific histone modifi-

cation. Two chapters (by Ueli Grossniklaus

and Renato Paro and by Robert Kingston

and John Tamkun) illustrate the role of these

complexes in transcriptional regulation.

Steven Henikoff and Mitchell Smith

describe another layer of complexity, which

arises in the potential of histone variants to

regulate gene expression. Other contributors

note recent findings showing the involve-

ment of noncoding RNAs in epigenetic phe-

nomena. 

In the last chapters, contributors discuss

recent molecular insights into the roles of

epigenetics during development and human

disease—topics that have been of interest

since the birth of epigenetics. Clarifying the

picture of molecular epigenetic mechanisms

that may act during nuclear reprogramming

or human cancer, these chapters open the

discussion to the implications of epigenetics

in medicine.

With its focus on recent conceptual

advances concerning chromatin-based epi-

genetics, this relatively concise book has, of

course, neglected some aspects of a rapidly

evolving field. Interested readers can find

helpful complemental coverage in a recent

special issue of Cell (7). Given the technical

challenges to understanding epigenetic

events, the book might have included more

detailed discussions of the methods used to

study DNA methylation or the modification

status of chromatin at gene-specific and

global levels. We would also have welcomed

a chapter dedicated to emerging technolo-

gies in epigenomic research. New method-

ological approaches will clearly be needed

to understand epigenetic-based events that

regulate cell fate. Lastly, although the con-

ceptual perspectives provided by the con-

tributors may well last longer than a compi-

lation of reviews, research in the field is

moving very fast, and even conceptual out-

lines can evolve. 

As a whole, Epigenetics is an impressive

volume. The contributors provide an accurate

survey of the field, from where it began,

through where it is today, to where it is head-

ing. Their accounts help set the stage for deep-

ening our understanding of epigenetic phe-

nomena and mechanisms. And the volume

will undoubtedly prove to be very useful for

students and researchers alike. 
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Epigenetics in stone. Two complex expressions.

Academic Charisma and the Origins of the Research University. William Clark. University of

Chicago Press, Chicago, 2006. 668 pp. $45, £28.50. ISBN 9780226109213. 

Focusing on changes between the 1770s and the 1830s, Clark offers detailed accounts of lecture

and seminar formats, grading systems, the conduct of examinations, the doctoral dissertation,

library catalogs, and the appointment of professors. He argues that traditional academic customs

and practices were transformed by market forces and competition among the small states of 18th-

century Germany. To reap the benefits of having prestigious universities and scholars, bureaucrats

established criteria for monitoring classroom diligence and publication productivity. This wide-

ranging, thought-provoking book will reward anyone interested in the origins and early evolution

of modern Homo academius and its environment. 
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M
athematics education is a critical

concern worldwide. Within the

United States, the mathematics

educational system needs improvement

(1, 2). By the time U.S. students reach mid-

dle school, they have fallen below their

international peers on assessments of

mathematics performance (3, 4). Failures

in students’ mathematics learning reduce

high-school retention and become formida-

ble barriers to college admissions and entry

into math and science careers. Many fac-

tors contribute to mathematics achieve-

ment. We investigated how certain mathe-

matics classroom activities differ between

the United States and nations in which stu-

dents score higher on international tests (3,

4). We focused on factors of cognition and

memory, which can be distinguished from

cultural differences in instruction.

The video portion of the Trends in

International Mathematics and Science

Study (TIMSS 1999 Video Study), a large-

scale international video study of class-

room mathematics instruction, indicated

that American teachers introduced concep-

tually connected, rich problems at rates

similar to teachers from higher-achieving

countries. However, they engaged students

in complex connected reasoning and problem-

solving substantially less often (5). One

sophisticated reasoning practice available

to children is the use of analogy and similar

relational comparisons, which promote

flexible conceptual learning and problem-

solving (6). Analogy allows students to

use commonalities between mathematical

representations to help understand new

problems or concepts, thereby contributing

to integral components of mathematical

proficiency (1, 7). 

Learning by analogy typically involves

finding a set of systematic correspon-

dences (a mapping) between a better-known

source analog and a more novel target. The

source and the target can be within a single

domain (e.g., solving inequalities is like

solving equations) or across

domains (e.g., balancing equa-

tions is like balancing a scale)

(8, 9). Mathematical reason-

ing involves understanding ab-

stract relations (such as equal-

ity, proportion, and integral)

that can appear in different

contexts (7, 10). Such abstract

relations may be best taught by

drawing parallels between sim-

ilar examples (9, 11–13). Even

so, children and novices often

fail to notice or benefit from

such instructional comparisons

(9, 14, 15) when they are pre-

sented without supportive cues,

such as hints, prompting ques-

tions, or elaborations of the

analogy (9, 12, 16, 17).

Mathematics teachers in the

United States commonly intro-

duce analogy-based instruc-

tion in their lessons, but not

always in ways that encourage active rea-

soning by the students (18, 19). We ana-

lyzed the ways that analogies are used in

U.S. classrooms compared with two high-

achieving regions in Asia: Hong Kong

(Special Administrative Region, China)

and Japan. All instances of relational com-

parisons (analogies) were identified in 10

eighth-grade lessons from different teach-

ers videotaped in each country, randomly

sampled from the TIMSS 1999 Video data-

base (5). Hong Kong and Japan were

selected for comparison to the United

States because their students consistently

outperform U.S. students on the TIMSS

International achievement tests (3, 4).

In addition, their classroom instructional

practices are very different from each

other (5). Each relational comparison was

then analyzed using qualitative codes to

gather quantitative data about these rea-

soning events. Based on techniques devel-

oped in previous video surveys, codes

were developed in an iterative strategy by

alternating between the research literature

and observations of the classrooms (5, 20).

Intercoder reliability was calculated

between coders and the first two authors.

Coders were native to the three videotaped

countries and were psychologically naïve,

although they were not blind to the country

identity because video data precluded this

possibility (21).

Codes identified teaching strategies that

did or did not exhibit the use of sound cog-

nitive principles for supporting relational

learning, identified in laboratory studies

over the past three decades. Part of the nov-

elty of this research was to translate well-

established principles of relational learning

into codable behaviors relevant to class-

room instruction in mathematics and across

cultures. Our codes were motivated by the

body of basic research on relational learn-

ing, imagery, gesture, and working memory

(9, 11, 19, 22–27).

Codes fell into two categories: those

measuring characteristics of the source (e.g.,

using a scale as a familiar source to teach

about balancing equations) and those meas-

uring properties that increased the vividness

of the alignment and mapping of the analogy

as a whole (e.g., using a real scale while

practicing balancing equations). These

codes captured strategies that reduce pro-

cessing demands on retrieval and working

Variations in the effective use of analogies 

in math instruction across countries may 

contribute to performance differences in the 

TIMSS studies.

Cognitive Supports for Analogies in
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Percent of analogies with cognitive support, by region

60

Frequency of cognitive support for analogies. Teachers rein-
forced a percentage of their analogies (bars) by providing cogni-
tive supports (labeled A through F; defined in the text). Supports
were provided less frequently by U.S. teachers (red) than by
teachers from Hong Kong (green) or Japan (orange). Error bars
represent standard error per country per support code.
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memory and that draw attention to align-

ment of relations—all of which are aids to

learning in laboratory studies of analogy and

transfer. For example, children show greater

transfer when the source is relatively famil-

iar, as in the case of a scale and balancing of

equations (26, 27). Augmenting the source

with visual representations such as a dia-

gram can also increase transfer (9, 28).

Relative to auditory presentation, a visual

display normally persists over time, reduc-

ing demands on working memory (25).

Providing spatial cues such as position and

arrows (11, 25), or comparative gestures

(22, 23, 29) can serve to highlight corre-

spondences. 

Adherence to six principles was coded

(see figure). Three of the principles con-

cerned the teachers’ sources: The teachers

(A) used a familiar source analog to com-

pare to the target analog being taught; (B)

presented the source analog visually; and

(C) kept the source visible to learners during

comparison with the target. Other principles

served to enhance the vividness of the rela-

tional comparison used: Teachers (D) used

spatial cues to highlight the alignment

between corresponding elements of the

source and target (e.g., diagramming a scale

below the equal sign of an equation); (E)

used hand or arm gestures that signaled an

intended comparison (e.g., pointing back

and forth between a scale and an equation);

and (F) used mental imagery or visualiza-

tions (e.g., “picture a scale when you bal-

ance an equation”). Principles B to F can be

viewed as special cases of the overarching

principle that appropriate visual and spatial

cues aid comprehension of abstract relations

(11, 22, 23, 25, 28, 29).

Teachers in all three countries produced

numerous relational comparisons during

the 10 eighth-grade mathematics lessons.

Every lesson contained relational compar-

isons. A total of 195 units were identified in

the U.S. lessons (mean of 20, range of 9 to

30 per lesson), 185 were identified in Hong

Kong lessons (mean of 18, range of 7 to 27

per lesson), and 139 were identified in

Japanese lessons (mean of 14, range of 9 to

25 per lesson). 

National differences emerged in adher-

ence to sound cognitive principles for teach-

ing by relational comparisons. For all six

principles that we coded, the U.S. sample

yielded lower scores, indicating less promo-

tion of relational learning, than did either of

the Asian samples (see figure) (30). For

example, teachers in both Asian regions

used spatial supports for comparison more

than twice as often as did their U.S. counter-

parts. These teachers also used far more ges-

tures that emphasized comparison than did

U.S. teachers, even though the latter used

gestures of some kind almost equally often.

Hong Kong teachers were almost twice as

likely to prompt mental and visual imagery

as were U.S. teachers, and Japanese teachers

were even more likely. 

This “teaching gap” may reflect differ-

ent cultural orientations to relational rea-

soning. Hong Kong and Japanese teachers

appear to be more attentive to the process-

ing demands of relational comparisons

than are U.S teachers. Their teaching

reflects the use of strategies to reduce pro-

cessing demands on their students. Such

differences in adherence to sound cognitive

principles may have a real impact on the

likelihood that students benefit from analo-

gies as instructional tools. If the source

analog is not familiar and not visible, then

students may struggle with processing.

First, students will need to perform a taxing

memory search to understand the source.

Then, assuming that memory retrieval is

successful, lack of visual availability will

place further burdens on working memory

during production of the relational compar-

ison. Finally, lack of supporting cues to

guide the comparison itself may result in

the student learning much less than, or

something quite different from, the new

relational concept the teacher means to

convey. Unsuccessful analogies may pro-

duce misunderstandings that can even lead

to harmful misconceptions (12, 31).

These cross-national differences in

teaching practices suggest ways in which

American mathematics education might be

improved by building on existing practices.

Relative to nations in which students

achieve high TIMSS scores, U.S. mathe-

matics educators introduce a similar num-

ber of analogies but offer less in terms of

cognitive backup to help their students ben-

efit from these analogies. Findings fit an

emerging pattern: U.S. teachers provide

high-quality learning opportunities to their

students but provide less of the support that

would enable their students to reap maxi-

mal benefits (32).
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PERSPECTIVES

E
ven the smallest compo-

nents in a modern desktop

computer use tens of thou-

sands of electrons at a time to

implement classical logic (the

conventional 1s and 0s of binary

computation). A computer that

operated on single electrons, how-

ever, could in principle implement

quantum logic functions (quantum

bits or “qubits” that could perform

computational tasks that are be-

yond the ability of classical com-

puters). One proposed architecture

for a single-electron computer

could be realized in a two-dimen-

sional electron gas (2DEG), a spe-

cial kind of reservoir in which

electrons can travel without dissi-

pation (1). On page 1169 of this

issue, Fève et al. (2) report on an

important step toward this vision: a device that

can emit single electrons into a 2DEG and

absorb them again on nanosecond time scales.

With such a controllable electron source,

researchers will now be able to set up one or

more electrons in well-defined quantum

states, which are crucial for any future quan-

tum computer.

A macroscopic electric current, as mea-

sured by an ammeter, is the result of the move-

ment of many discrete charges around a cir-

cuit. But this discreteness manifests itself as

“shot noise”—one of the sources of random

fluctuation in the current that engineers need

to understand in order to design working com-

ponents and circuits. Shot noise was first

observed by Schottky in 1914, but it was not

until the late 1980s that advances in nanofab-

rication technology first enabled control over

the movement of individual electrons, giving

birth to the field of single electronics (3). 

The key requirement of a single-electron

device is that a small (typically <100 nm) con-

ducting island should be isolated from the rest

of the electrical circuit by tunnel barriers, thin

regions of insulator through which electrons

can “tunnel” according to the laws of quantum

mechanics. If the island is small enough, the

number of electrons it holds can be changed

precisely by adjusting external voltages. Suit-

able islands and tunnel barriers have been

made with metals and metal oxides (4), and

also with the versatile gallium arsenide 2DEG

system (5), which has the additional advan-

tage that the height of the tunnel barriers can

be changed easily with a control voltage, mak-

ing it more or less likely for electrons to pass

through. Islands formed in a 2DEG are usu-

ally referred to as “quantum dots” or “artifi-

cial atoms,” because the electrons trapped

inside them occupy quantum energy levels

similar to those in a real atom.

By combining tunnel barriers with one or

more islands, researchers can make charge

detectors with subelectron resolution, called

single-electron transistors, as well as devices,

known as turnstiles or pumps, that can transfer

electrons one at a time from a source to a drain

electrode (6). Pumps and turnstiles continue

to be of great interest to the electrical metrol-

ogy community because they offer a new way

of generating an accurately known dc cur-

rent—a primary standard—based on only the

electronic charge e and frequency f. Pumps

based on metal-oxide technology (7, 8) and on

gallium arsenide 2DEGs (9) are being exten-

sively studied.

The device studied by Fève et al., illus-

trated schematically in the figure, is much

simpler than a pump or turnstile. It consists of

just one quantum dot and a tunnel barrier

through which electrons can enter and leave

the dot. Changing the voltage

applied to the control electrode

alters the spacing of the dot

energy levels, and thus the num-

ber of electrons in the dot.

Another voltage changes the

height of the tunnel barrier.

Because of the gap between the

control electrode and the dot, no

dc current will flow through the

device. The authors measure, and

calculate, the ac current I
ac

in

response to an ac voltage V
ac

applied to the electrode. 

To calculate I
ac

, it is necessary

to know the impedance of the

device (that is, the extent of its

opposition to current flow). The

tunnel barrier behaves like a vari-

able resistor R, and the dot forms a

capacitance C with the electrode.

Hence, the device impedance is due to the sum

of C and R in series. One would imagine it

should be possible to calculate R from the

properties of the tunnel barrier, and C from the

properties of the quantum dot and the geome-

try of the electrode, thus determining the

impedance. However, in the 2DEG, where

electrons can propagate for some distance

without interacting with other electrons, R and

C cannot be treated as separate entities. 

The main achievement of Fève et al. is

their calculation of the impedance by theoret-

ically treating the device as a quantum RC cir-

cuit. Starting from an equation describing the

microscopic quantum-mechanical motion of

electrons through the tunnel barrier and into

the capacitor, they are able to work out the

macroscopic parameters R and C. The quan-

tum RC circuit has some bizarre properties.

For example, changing the height of the tunnel

barrier changes C but not R, exactly the

reverse of what one would expect. 

In an earlier paper, they restricted the

scope of the experiment and theory to small

values of V
ac

(10). In the present work, they

expand both theory and experiment to

encompass large-amplitude excitations—

large enough to cause electrons to tunnel in

and out of the dot. In all cases, the quantum

RC circuit theory successfully predicts I
ac

as a

function of the two control parameters, V
ac

and the height of the tunnel barrier. Over a

particular range of these two parameters,

A single electron pumped in and out of a

quantum dot could be useful as a calibration

standard for electronics or as the basic unit

of a quantum computer.
One Electron Makes Current Flow
Stephen Giblin

APPLIED PHYSICS

The author is in the Quantum Detection Group, National
Physical Laboratory, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 0LW,
UK. E-mail: stephen.giblin@npl.co.uk

One at a time. A quantum dot (blue region at right) can emit single electrons
through a tunnel barrier into a 2DEG (blue region at left) in response to chang-
ing the voltage on a nearby control electrode (gold contact at right). If an ac volt-
age is applied to the control electrode, an ac current will flow through the device.
Fève et al. have calculated this current by considering the dot and barrier as a
quantum RC circuit. (The image is greatly exaggerated in size.)
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something rather special happens: Exactly

one electron is ejected from the dot and then

reabsorbed during one cycle of V
ac

. Then, I
ac

has an exactly quantized value, analogous to

the quantized dc currents generated by pumps

and turnstiles.

The authors have used the macroscopic

quantity I
ac

as a probe of the circuit dynamics

and have shown that electrons can be emitted

into, and reabsorbed from, the 2DEG in a

controllable manner on nanosecond time

scales. This is an important first step toward a

2DEG quantum computer. The next step will

be to show that two electrons can be made to

interact in a “coherent” manner, that is, with-

out their delicate quantum states being dis-

turbed by external influences. This will

require advances in single-electron detectors,

which do not currently operate fast enough to

probe the dynamics of electrons in the 2DEG.

There is much interesting work to be done

and, in the future, scientists and engineers

might think of single-electron behavior not

just as a cause of noise but as a tool to solve

problems.
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T
he formation of carbon-carbon bonds

is central to organic synthesis because

it provides the carbon skeleton that

often defines the structure and function of an

organic compound. Coupling one aromatic

compound with another is one of the most

useful types of carbon-carbon bond forma-

tion, allowing chemists to construct the car-

bon frameworks for a wide range of materials,

electronic devices, and pharmaceutical agents

(1). On page 1172 of this issue (2), Stuart and

Fagnou report an innovative new approach for

accomplishing this type of bond formation by

metal-catalyzed oxidative coupling of the

simplest of aromatic starting materials. 

Most methods for coupling two aromatic

compounds require both reaction partners to

be converted into an intermediate before the

reaction. In one reaction partner, a halogen or

related electrophilic group is attached to the

site where a bond is to be formed; the other

reaction partner is similarly preactivated by

placing a metal at the site of bond formation

(see the figure, reaction type 1) (1, 3). Several

transition metal catalysts have been developed

to accomplish general, extremely efficient,

high-yield reactions between such pre-

activated partners. However, although the

approach is very powerful and extensively

used, it produces metal and halide byproducts.

Furthermore, preparation of the preactivated

coupling partners often requires additional

synthetic operations. 

Over the past decade, impressive advances

have been made in enhancing the efficiency of

coupling aromatic compounds by direct aryla-

tion processes. In this approach, one of the

preactivated starting materials is replaced

with a simpler structure that does not incorpo-

rate the activating group (see the figure, reac-

tion type 2) (4). This approach is no longer just

of academic interest but is

also being used increas-

ingly for industrial appli-

cations (5), because only

one preactivated partner

needs to be prepared and

waste byproducts can be

reduced. 

Stuart and Fagnou have

now gone one step further

by coupling two simple

aromatic compounds, nei-

ther of which requires the

attachment of activating

groups (see the figure,

reaction type 3). The au-

thors have solved a num-

ber of potential problems,

not the least of which is

the selective coupling of

the two aromatic compounds to produce the

desired product without each compound also

coupling with itself to produce undesired side

products (6). The authors were able to avoid

this type of side reaction by coupling two

classes of aromatic compounds that have dif-

ferent electronic character and C-H acidity;

one of these classes is the indole structure that

is prevalent in drugs. The use of palladium tri-

fluoroacetate as the catalyst and of 3-nitropy-

ridine and cesium pivalate as additives were

critical to the success of this coupling reac-

tion. Excess copper acetate was also required

as the terminal oxidant to enable catalyst

turnover.

The approach demonstrated by Stuart and

Fagnou could have immense practical impor-

tance for the synthesis of materials, electronic

devices, and drugs. However, further ad-

vances will be required to enhance reaction

efficiency, for example, by reducing catalyst

and terminal oxidant loading levels. It also

remains to be seen how many different combi-

nations of aromatic compounds can effec-

tively be coupled without the occurrence of

undesired self-coupling side reactions. 

An additional challenge of this aromatic

coupling process is to ensure selective cou-

pling at a specific site on each molecule when

Aromatic compounds can be coupled without

having to preactivate the reactants. The

method is more efficient and generates less

waste than other approaches.
The Direct Approach
Jonathan A. Ellman
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X + M BA A BReaction type 1

Reaction type 2

Catalyst

X + H BA A B
Catalyst

H + M BA A B
Catalyst

H + H BA A BReaction type 3
Catalyst

How to couple two different aromatic compounds. In reaction type 1,
both aromatic compounds are preactivated (compound A with a halide X
and compound B with an electropositive metal M). In reaction type 2, only
one of the aromatic compounds is preactivated. In reaction type 3, simple
aromatic compounds are coupled, neither of which is preactivated. Stuart
and Fagnou now show how reaction type 3 can be realized.
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aromatic compounds with more than one type

of aromatic C-H bond are used. For other

types of C-H functionalization processes (1,

7–10), selective reaction at specific C-H

bonds has been achieved by two means: either

the catalyst first interacts with a heteroatom in

the molecule and is thereby delivered prefer-

entially to a proximal C-H bond, or the C-H

bonds present in the molecule differ in their

reactivity and accessibility. Similar tactics

could presumably be applied to this new and

exciting approach for coupling aromatic com-

pounds without preactivation.
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G
alaxies that are born in clus-

ters occasionally get so close

to each other that material

from their outer regions, which is

only weakly bound by gravity, gets

flung into space, producing long tidal

tails. Other material can fall from one

galaxy to the other, making a bridge.

When these tails and bridges dis-

perse, they can leave behind clumps

that may become independent galax-

ies. Small galaxies can also collide

with and travel through large galax-

ies, producing giant circular wakes

and more clumps. As the colliding

galaxies eventually lose their orbital

energy and merge, some of the debris

falls back in. These are the processes

that are thought to have built up most

of today’s galaxies from the small

clumps produced in the early uni-

verse. An important question that

goes back 50 years (1) is whether the

smallest of today’s galaxies, the

dwarfs, are old surviving remnants from early

times, or young debris from recent collisions.

On page 1166 of this issue, Bournaud et al. (2)

report the presence of dark matter in tidal

dwarfs. This is contrary to most theoretical

predictions, providing new details about

galaxy formation and about the nature of

dark matter.

The formation of dwarf galaxies has been

difficult to understand because essentially all

small galaxies have relatively large amounts

of dark matter, usually 10 times the visible

matter evident with optical and radio tele-

scopes. However, collisional debris is not sup-

posed to have dark matter. Galaxies should be

born with their dark matter in equilibrium,

having an orbital energy comparable to the

gravitational potential energy. Giant spirals

should therefore have dark-matter particles

moving at high speeds. This means that small,

weakly bound collisional debris cannot hold

onto the dark matter from their former galax-

ies. The dwarfs just get the cold gas and what-

ever slow-moving stars are in the part of the

disk they came from (see the figure).

The discovery of collisional debris with

dark matter comes as a welcome surprise: It

begins to clarify the origin of some dwarf

galaxies, but it also implies a

new kind of dark matter,

something that cools like

baryons (e.g., neutrons and

protons) or stays cool from

birth and ends up in galaxy

disks. Bournaud et al. ob-

served neutral hydrogen at

high resolution in several

dwarf galaxies that formed in

the ringlike debris of a col-

lision involving the galaxy

NGC 5291. These dwarfs show

rotation curves (which plot

orbital velocity of stars versus

their distance from the galac-

tic center) indicating that the

total mass exceeds the visible

mass by a factor of 2. This

is not the factor of 10 com-

monly observed in other

dwarf galaxies, but it is good

evidence for dark matter,

anyway. 

One can imagine four possibilities for this

new dark matter: (i) exotic particles that dissi-

pate energy yet give off no detectable light; (ii)

normal dark matter that stays cool even in

deep potential wells; (iii) dim stars or stellar

remnants that give off too little light to see; or

(iv) gas that gives off too little light to see.

Bournaud et al. favor interpretation (iv). They

suggest that because the most abundant gas is

hydrogen, and molecular hydrogen (H
2
) at

ultralow temperature does not radiate well, a

likely source of unseen disk mass is H
2
. 

The suggestion that some or perhaps all

dark matter is cold H
2
goes back to Lequeux et

al. (3) and Pfenniger et al. (4). This idea

gained little traction at first because emission

Our ideas about galaxy formation and the

nature of dark matter have been changed by

the unexpected observation that galaxies that

formed from the collisions of other galaxies

contain dark matter.

Dark Matter in Galactic
Collisional Debris
Bruce G. Elmegreen

ASTRONOMY

The author is in the IBM Research Division, T. J. Watson
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Future collisional

debris

Disk dark matter…

BulgeStars and gas

…or halo dark matter?

Dark matter and dwarf origins. Collisional debris, from which dwarf galaxies
form, has to get all of its mass from the previous spiral galaxy’s disk, shown here.
Any dark matter in this debris has to be rotating with the disk. Normally, dark mat-
ter is assumed to be in the halo of a galaxy. Do spiral disks have such a component
of unseen matter? Bournaud et al. present the first evidence that they do, and sug-
gest it is in the form of cold molecular hydrogen.
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from the dust that is supposed to accompany

the cold H
2

was not observed in the Milky

Way (5), and because the extra mass should

make disks too unstable and too thin if it is all

inside the gas layer (the thin disk in the figure)

(6). Moreover, Kuijken and Gilmore (7) and

others previously showed that the vertical

motions of stars in the disk do not require the

presence of dark matter. Crézé et al. (8) found

the same result more recently using densities

and velocities of A-type stars within 125 pc

(1 pc = 3.26 light-years) of the Sun. The thick-

ness of any dynamically significant compo-

nent of dark matter has to exceed ~4 kpc (9,

10), which is thicker than the visible gas disk

by a factor of 8. Revaz and Pfenniger (11)

found bending instabilities for massive thin

disks that are in nice agreement with observed

galaxy warps, but they did not consider other

observational constraints. 

The dark matter in the dwarfs studied by

Bournaud et al. is not excessive—a factor of

2, not 10—and some H
2

can certainly be hid-

den when only CO emission is used as a proxy.

However, the mass of hidden H
2

has to be

large, three times that of the atomic hydrogen

plus the molecular hydrogen already inferred

from CO emission. Observations might be

expected to show this much H
2

or its associ-

ated dust in emission. So far, only warm H
2

(400 to 460 K) has been seen in these dwarfs

and its total mass is low, 5 × 10–4 of the H
2

traced by CO (12). The hidden H
2

has to be

much colder to be invisible, only a few  kelvin.

Dust-related polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon

emission has also been observed, but it is

warm too (140 K versus the more usual 50 K

in starbursts) (12). The stars in the Bournaud

et al. dwarfs are unusual as well: No evolved

stellar population has been detected at 1.6 µm,

so most of the stars are young (12). This is to

be expected if the dwarf stars formed because

of the interaction, but it is an anomaly for nor-

mal dwarf galaxies.

The most famous interacting system is

the Antenna, which is composed of two spiral

galaxies merging in a dense core and two

long tails that extend for 120 kpc. A clump in

the larger tail has about the same mass as the

dwarfs studied by Bournaud et al., and it also

needs a factor of ~2 more matter to be gravi-

tationally bound than is visible (13). This

clump is not a dense galaxy yet and it does

not rotate like the objects studied by

Bournaud et al. Still, it could be a younger

version of these objects, and perhaps more

clues to disk dark matter can be found there.

In any case, the dwarfs in NGC 5291 are

unique at the present time, and they appear to

be telling us something important about the

nature of dark matter in the universe and its

existence in galaxies.
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C
ells often behave differently when

they are isolated from the complex

architecture of their native tissues and

constrained to Petri dishes. For example,

human breast epithelial cells proliferate

abnormally (like tumor cells) when cultured

as a two-dimensional monolayer, but display

normal cell growth behavior and form struc-

tures typical of breast tissue when cultured in

three-dimensional membranes that resemble

their native environment (1). Embryonic stem

cells differentiate more efficiently to blood-

forming stem cells when cultured in three-

dimensional scaffolds compared to cells cul-

tured in two dimensions (2).

This difference in cell behavior has consti-

tuted a major obstacle for tissue engineers.

But in the past 10 years, the field has made

progress in creating successful three-dimen-

sional cellular microenvironments with hydro-

gels—networks of interacting polymer chains

that are highly hydrated, with elasticity similar

to that of natural tissues. The structure and

composition of these gels can be tailored to

bear the appropriate chemical, biological, and

physical cues that encourage the development

of tissuelike structures in vitro. However, it

remains uncertain which endogenous factors

of a tissue must be recapitulated in a gel, and

better strategies must be developed for

delivering those factors to the right place,

at the right time, and in the right context

within the gel.

Regardless of the nature of the hydrogel,

challenges must be overcome related to the

general approach of three-dimensional cell

culture. First, even in two-dimensional cul-

ture, heterogeneities exist in the cellular

microenvironment, and these will only be fur-

ther exaggerated in three-dimensional gels.

Second, engineering functional tissue equiva-

lents requires careful attention to oxygen

availability, because no cell in a metabolically

active tissue is further than 100 µm from a

high-oxygen source. Oxygen-sensing tran-

scription systems, such as hypoxia-inducible

factors, play an important role in regulating

the differentiation of stem cells (3), as does

the distribution of diffusing growth factors.

Finally, many standard techniques for analyz-

ing proteins and protein distributions are more

difficult to perform, because they require iso-

lation of the cells from the matrix. Thus, new

fluorescent probes coupled with noninvasive

live-imaging and real-time analyses will be

critical to examine the cause and effect of

stratification on cellular functions in three

dimensions.

Physiological processes are guided by

interactions between cells and their extracel-

lular matrix, the proteins and polysac-

cacharides that cells secrete into their environ-

ment to support tissue structure and survival.

“Naturally based” hydrogels such as Matrigel

(made of native extracellular matrix proteins)

and collagen (the major extracellular matrix

Three-dimensional synthetic gels that mimic

the extracellular matrix provide a promising

tool for studying cell interactions.Hydrogel Cell Cultures
Melinda C. Cushing and Kristi S. Anseth
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protein) have been explored extensively for

applications in three-dimensional tissue cul-

ture and regenerative medicine. Natural gels

provide a milieu of endogenous signals that

promote the cellular interactions that underlie

tissue formation. However, the complexity,

variability, and ill-defined nature of these

interactions make it difficult to understand the

proliferation, differentiation, and migration of

cells embedded within these natural gels.

Hydrogels can also be created from inert

synthetic molecules such as poly(ethylene

glycol). The advantages of synthetic gels

include their consistent composition and pre-

dictable manipulation of properties, but they

lack functional sites to interact with soluble or

cell-surface proteins. Thus, synthetic gels pro-

vide little more than a blank slate to permit

undirected cell function (4). Researchers are

now bridging the gap between natural and

synthetic gels by combining well-character-

ized synthetic materials with biomimetic cues

to support physiologically relevant cell-gel

interactions (see the figure).

Sophisticated synthetic hydrogels can be

created through highly controlled, selective,

and orthogonal reaction schemes—such as

Click reactions that efficiently link small

molecular subunits (5). Further, Click reac-

tions allow cross-linking of biologic and syn-

thetic precursors under physiological condi-

tions. For example, light-initiated reactions

that result in chemical cross-linking between

functionalized poly(ethylene glycols) and bio-

mimetic peptides have been used to encapsu-

late human mesenchymal stem cells (6). This

process promotes their survival by facilitating

specific cellular interactions with the cova-

lently bound peptides. The peptide concentra-

tion, peptide conformation, and degradation

behavior of such a system can be controlled

through simple manipulation of reactant stoi-

chiometry and functionality. Gels with this

type of regulated chemistry and molecular

structure will help to decouple the complex

effects of structural (or mechanical) signals

from biochemical ones on cellular activities in

a three-dimensional environment (7). 

Improved artificial hydrogels can also be

generated through physical cross-linking

(such as hydrogen bonding). For example,

protein folding and protein-protein interac-

tions can be used to create well-ordered and

modular networks. This approach has been

used to create a synthetic hydrogel from the self-

assembly of leucine zipper domains—a protein

motif that facilitates protein-protein interac-

tions; the rate of gel degradation and mass loss

can be precisely controlled in this gel (8). 

In addition to controlling the structure and

chemistry of synthetic hydrogels, advances in

gel materials that respond to some form of

stimulation allow manipulation of the tempo-

ral and spatial availability of bioactive moi-

eties within the cellular microenvironment.

Cell-initiated proteolysis of chemical cross-

links in a gel allows cell migration by mimick-

ing proteolytic processes that occur in native

tissues and has been shown to facilitate bone

tissue regeneration (9); it may also be useful as

a model for studying cell metastasis in tumors.

Some gel networks undergo abrupt con-

formational changes in response to a stimu-

lus. These changes allow control of gel

swelling, which in turn dictates the release of

encapsulated biomacromolecules. For exam-

ple, gels made from calcium-sensitive pro-

tein building blocks (10) or single-stranded

DNA components (11) can expand or con-

tract in response to the addition of calcium or

single-stranded DNA, respectively, to sense,

gate, and transport biomolecules within

hydrogels. Photolabile linkers (12) and pho-

tosensitive reactions provide a means to spa-

tially pattern gel environments with biologi-

cal signals. Target molecules might include

chemotactic agents to direct cell movement

or orientation, tissue morphogens to influ-

ence cell fate, and/or physical structures to

control cell morphology and interactions

over multiple size scales. 

These hydrogels may prove useful in con-

trolling the distribution of biological signals in

the three-dimensional environment (13). For

example, photopatterning has been used to

create latticelike gels that minimize diffusion

distances, thereby facilitating the three-

dimensional regeneration of hepatic tissue

(14). Bending and folding of materials that

undergo temperature-dependent shrinkage

are enabling gels to assume complex surface

topologies and macroscopic structures (15).

These advances will be important for tissue

engineers aiming to recapitulate the shapes of

small physiologic structures, such as aortic

heart valves. 

Tissue-engineering strategies are also

focused on generating dynamic gels that allow

the presentation of multiple biological factors

to cells that vary in space and time. Gels that

selectively bind cell-secreted factors are pro-

viding glimpses of the cell–extracellular

matrix feedback that occurs during wound

healing and normal tissue homeostasis. These

sophisticated advances in gel design are creat-

ing new tools for hypothesis testing in cell

biology and advancing cell-based approaches

to repair and regenerate tissues.
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T
he accumulation of a protein within a

cell is determined by the rates of its

synthesis and decay. Because only a

minor fraction of all proteins actually executes

rate-limiting functions, organisms are quite

resilient to moderate changes in the concen-

trations of most proteins. However, some pro-

teins must be regulated in a particularly pre-

cise manner, and this applies to components

of the circadian clock, a biological device that

regulates a range of physiological processes

in many organisms, over a roughly 24-hour

cycle. Two papers in a recent issue of Science,

by Godinho et al. (1) and Busino et al. (2), and

a recent study in Cell by Siepka et al. (3),

exemplify the necessity of this precision by

showing that mistimed degradation of two

circadian clock proteins (cryptochromes)

in the mouse causes their accumulation

throughout the day. Their presence at the

wrong time dampens the expression of

other clock proteins and as a result, length-

ens the period of the circadian cycle. 

In mammals, most physio-

logical processes such as sleep-

wake cycles, heart rate, blood

pressure, and metabolism oscil-

late in a daily cycle, influenced

by the circadian clock (4). The

rhythm-generating molecular

circuitry in hypothalamic neu-

rons and peripheral cells (5)

relies on a negative-feedback

loop involving the Crypto-

chrome (Cry1 and Cry2) and

Period (Per1 and Per2) pro-

teins. Cry and Per proteins are

transcriptional repressors, and

their expression is activated by

a heterodimer containing the

transcription factor Bmal1 and

either of two other transcrip-

tion factors, Clock or Npas2

(see the figure) (6). Once Per

and Cry proteins reach critical

concentrations, they form heterotypic com-

plexes that bind to the Bmal1-Clock/Npas2

heterodimers and thereby annul their tran-

scriptional activation potential. Consequently,

Cry and Per transcription is reduced, Cry and

Per protein accumulation falls below the con-

centrations required for autorepression, and a

new cycle of Cry and Per expression can

ensue. Although both Per and Cry proteins are

indispensable in establishing the negative-

feedback loop, the latter are the rate-limiting

repressors of the molecular oscillator (7).

Hence, the cyclic accumulation of Cry pro-

teins must be controlled in a particularly

rigorous manner. 

Most short-lived proteins are degraded by

the proteasome, a multisubunit molecular

shredding machine. To be recognized by the

proteasome, proteins must be tagged with

multiple ubiquitin polypeptides on particular

lysine residues. However, mammals express

thousands of unstable proteins, and the ques-

tion arises of how specificity of degradation

by the proteasome is accomplished. This has

now been solved for Cry proteins through bio-

chemical and genetic experiments. 

Busino et al. used mass spectrometry to

identify Cry1 and Cry2 in a complex with

Fbxl3, as revealed by coimmunoprecipitation

of the proteins from cell lysates. Fbxl3 (which

contains a motif called an F-box that mediates

protein interactions) is a subunit of one of the

more than 70 mammalian ubiquitin ligase

complexes that recognizes targets for degra-

dation by proteasomes. Specificity of the

Fbxl3-Cry interaction was confirmed by

showing that nine other F-box proteins did not

associate with Cry proteins. Of these

F-box proteins, only the overexpression of

Fbxl3 reduced the stability of Cry2 in cultured

cells. Perhaps more importantly, reduction of

endogenous Fbxl3 messenger RNA (mRNA)

by RNA interference (and the consequential

decrease in Fbxl3 protein) abolished the

cyclic expression of Cry and Per genes, sup-

posedly due to the continually high expression

of the repressor proteins

Cry1 and Cry2. Fbxl3

appears to influence clock

gene expression specifically

through its interaction with

Cry proteins, because reduc-

ing Fbxl3 expression in

mouse fibroblasts lacking

Cry1 and Cry2 genes did not

alter the constitutively high

accumulation of Per1 and

Per2 mRNAs in these cells.

By another approach,

Godinho et al. and Siepka et

al. used genetic screens in

mice to search for mutations

that affect circadian behav-

ior. In both studies, mice

were treated with a strong

mutagen, and their offspring

were examined for wheel-

running activity in constant

darkness (a condition in

which the circadian oscilla-

tor is free-running). Where-

as Godhino et al. analyzed

animals for mutations that

manifest themselves if only

one of the two alleles is

Regulated protein degradation underlies

the precision of the mammalian circadian

timekeeper.

Proteasomes Keep the
Circadian Clock Ticking
David Gatfield and Ueli Schibler
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Cry, no more. The mammalian circadian clock proteins Cry1 and Cry2 repress their own
expression and that of the clock genes Per1 and Per2 in a negative-feedback loop. Once
these clock genes reach a critical concentration, they form a complex that attenuates the
transcription factors complex comprising Bmal1 (B) and Clock/Npas2 (C/N). The negative-
feedback loop drives robust circadian cycles only if Cry and Per mRNAs and proteins are
short-lived. Fbxl3, a component of a specific ubiquitin ligase complex, participates in the
proteasome-mediated decay of Cry proteins. Although Cry2 mRNA oscillates with weak
amplitude, Cry2 protein displays robust oscillations. 
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affected (dominant, semi-dominant, or hap-

loid-insufficient mutations), Siepka et al. also

included recessive mutations (displaying phe-

notypes only when both alleles are mutated).

Godhino et al. identified a mouse with a free-

running circadian period length of ~24 hours,

about 20 min longer than that of wild-type

mice. This phenotype was called after hours

(Afh), and positional cloning revealed Fbxl3

as the culprit gene for the deranged circadian

locomotor activity. Sequencing identified a

serine residue, rather than a cysteine residue,

at position 358 in the mutated Fbxl3 protein.

The peptide segment encompassing this

mutated amino acid is involved in substrate

recognition by Fbxl3. Indeed, Busino et al.

found reduced affinity of mutated Fbxl3 for

Cry proteins.

The importance of this evolutionarily con-

served peptide segment is underscored by the

study by Siepka et al. Again, the mutant phe-

notype, called overtime (Ovtm), was due to a

mutation in Fbxl3. Sequencing revealed a

mutation of an isoleucine to a threonine at

position 364 of Fbxl3, six amino acids down-

stream of the residue change linked to the Afh

phenotype. The Ovtm founder mouse was

likely homozygous for the mutation, because

it free-ran with a period of ~26 hours; mice

homozygous for the Afh-associated mutation

free-ran with a period of ~27 hours. 

Despite the strong resemblance of the Afh

and Ovtm phenotypes, however, Ovtm Fbxl3

bound to Cry only slightly less avidly than did

wild-type Fbxl3 in cultured mouse cells.

Moreover, the reduced abundance of Cry1 and

Cry2 mRNA in the livers of Ovtm mice was

not accompanied by equivalent changes in

Cry1 and Cry2 protein accumulation. None-

theless, the assignment of two independent

mutations affecting circadian physiology to

the same gene is unlikely to be a pure coinci-

dence. Although it is difficult to reach statisti-

cal conclusions with the few circadian clock

genes identified by “forward genetics” (using

mutagenesis followed by screening to study

gene function) (2, 3, 8, 9), the identification of

Fbxl3 in two independent mouse mutant

screens indicates that viable mutations affect-

ing circadian clock functions are relatively

rare in mammals. 

Although groundwork for studying the

regulation of Cry degradation has now

been laid, two interrelated questions will

have to be addressed. What signal triggers

Fbxl3-Cry interaction? Is it a specific post-

translational modification of Cry? The

other question concerns the temporal regu-

lation of Cry degradation rates. At least in

liver, Cry2 protein accumulates with a

markedly higher circadian amplitude than

Cry2 mRNA (10). We do not yet know

whether daily fluctuations in protein syn-

thesis or decay rates account for this dis-

crepancy. It may be that free Cry proteins

are better substrates for Fbxl3-mediated

degradation than Cry that is associated

with Per proteins (see the figure). Now that

we know that regulated protein destruction

is essential to clock precision, deciphering

its exact molecular mechanism is no longer

a far cry away.
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O
n 31 May 1970, a large earthquake

shook the highest part of the Peruvian

Andes. Millions of cubic meters of

rock dislodged from a mountainside and initi-

ated a rock avalanche that traveled more than

14 km in 3 min, burying a city and killing

more than 25,000 people (1, 2). On 17 Feb-

ruary 2006, a landslide of 15 million m3 that

initiated on a slope weakened by long-term

tectonic activity buried more than 1100 peo-

ple on Leyte Island in the Philippines (3). 

Landslides such as these are a hazard in

almost all countries, causing billions of dol-

lars of damage and many casualties (4).

Landslides also contribute to landscape evolu-

tion and erosion in mountainous regions (see

the first figure). Here we discuss the latest

strategies used to assess and mitigate land-

slide hazards.

The basic physics governing the initiation

of landslides—the interactions among mate-

rial strength, gravitational stress, external

forces, and pore-fluid pressure—has been well

understood for decades. The factors that

govern whether landslide movements, once

begun, will be catastrophic are less well under-

stood. Nonetheless, much recent progress has

been made in understanding those factors, as

exemplified by basic research on fracture

development in brittle materials (5) and on the

properties of flowing material (6, 7). 

Major causes of landslides are also well

known, and these include rainfall, seismic

shaking, human construction activities, land-

scape alteration, and natural processes of ero-

sion that undermine slopes. Yet predicting just

where and when a landslide will occur contin-

ues to be a complex proposition, because the

properties of earth materials and slope condi-

tions vary greatly over short distances, and the

timing, location, and intensity of triggering

events—such as storm precipitation or earth-

quake shaking—are difficult to forecast.

Two landslides at La Conchita in Cali-

fornia illustrate the complexity of landslide

occurrence and behavior. In 1995, a landslide

consisting of a relatively coherent block of

earth at La Conchita caused property damage

but no fatalities. Ten years later, another land-

slide remobilized from the 1995 deposit,

transformed rapidly into a highly fluid debris

flow, and traveled downslope at a speed of 5 to

10 m/s, causing 10 fatalities (see the second

figure) (8).

Current landslide hazard analyses and mit-

igation strategies tend to concentrate at one of

two scales: intensive, site-specific analyses of

individual slopes or landslide bodies, and

regional-scale evaluations that seek to identify

hazardous zones that are best avoided when

construction is planned.

Despite their widespread occurrence and often

deadly nature, it remains difficult to predict

when and where landslides are likely to occur.Assessing Landslide Hazards
David K. Keefer and Matthew C. Larsen
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In a site-specific landslide evaluation,

instruments may be installed into the slope to

determine water pressures, measure subsur-

face slippage, and monitor surface deforma-

tion. Materials may be sampled for laboratory

testing of shear strengths and other properties

such as mineralogy and density. Because these

methods are expensive, extensive and site-

specific analyses are commonly restricted to

slopes where the costs of construction, poten-

tial for damage, or risk to population justify

the expense.

A range of analytical techniques is used to

evaluate the potential for landslide initiation at

the site-specific scale. The decades-old and

generalized limit-equilibrium method envi-

sions a landslide as a rigid sliding block, and

this has proved useful for many engineering

and construction applications. Some newer,

more sophisticated methods are specialized

for the analysis of such processes as volcano-

flank collapses (9) and initiation of debris

flows (6, 7). In the case of volcano-flank col-

lapses, for example, these new methods incor-

porate coupled numerical modeling of heat

and groundwater flow to analyze the potential

for landslide initiation involving steep vol-

cano flanks due to hydrothermal pressuriza-

tion. Such modeling predicts the occurrence

of deep-seated landslides that match the

dimensions of many observed landslides,

whereas more traditional slope-stability

analyses predict that the landslides would be

shallow (9).

Regional-scale evaluations of landslide

hazards also use a range of analytical tech-

niques. For example, modeling that combines

analysis of groundwater flow with slope-

stability calculations has been used to predict

the timing and location

of shallow, precipitation-

triggered landslides (10),

and the Newmark analysis

(which combines slope-

stability calculations with

seismic ground-motion re-

cords) is widely used to

evaluate the potential for

landslides that could be trig-

gered by earthquake shak-

ing (11, 12). Regional-scale

analyses may also include

empirical methods based on

mapping landslide occur-

rences and developing sta-

tistical correlations among

landslide occurrence, mate-

rial and slope properties

(such as rock type and slope

steepness), and the strength

of triggering events such

as seismic shaking (13) or rainfall intensity

and duration (10, 14–17). 

Regional-scale landslide analyses took a

leap forward with the advent of high-resolu-

tion remote-sensing imagery and the use of

geographic information systems (GIS) tech-

nology. The first automated event-based map-

ping of landslides from satellite imagery was

carried out after the 1999 Chi-Chi earthquake

in Taiwan (18). More recently, landslides trig-

gered by the 2004 Niigata Ken Chuetsu earth-

quake in Japan were mapped using a similar

technique (19). Further automated landslide

mapping of this kind would greatly extend the

database on which regional-scale hazard and

risk models may be constructed.

Several other techniques also have prom-

ise for increasing the accuracy, precision, and

effectiveness of landslide hazard evaluation.

For example, synthetic aperture radar interfer-

ometry can be used for early detection of land-

slide movements (20). Models are being

developed to predict landslide motion based

on detailed analyses of motion-induced

changes in pore-fluid pressures and material

properties in landslide shear zones (21, 22).

Finally, landslide warning systems can be

used to issue public alerts and warnings for a

particular region when accumulated and/or

forecast amounts of rainfall equal or approach

those amounts that have triggered landslides

there in the past (23, 24).

Current landslide research efforts around

the world are generally small relative to the

costs of landslide damage. A recent report by

the U.S. National Research Council recom-

mended a 15-fold increase in funding for

landslide research and development in the

United States (25). Although landslide haz-

ard evaluation and mitigation strategies are
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Dangerous complexity. This landslide at La Conchita, California, on 10 January 2005 destroyed 13
houses, severely damaged 23 others, and killed 10 people (8).

Landslides in mountain regions. These rock avalanches were triggered
by the 1980 Mammoth Lakes earthquake sequence. Several thousand rock
falls and slides were associated with this event in central California.
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advancing in many fundamental areas, the

loss of life and destruction of property by

landslides around the world will probably

continue to rise as the world population

increases, urban areas of many large cities

impinge more on steep slopes, and deforesta-

tion and other human landscape alterations

affect ever-larger areas.
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T
here are many things in day-to-day life

that have the potential to cause muta-

tions. Environmental exposure to chem-

icals and sunlight, and assaults from within

such as free radicals produced when cells use

sugar to make energy, all share the property of

causing mutagenic damage to DNA. Despite

this, the genetic information stored in DNA is

remarkably stable. This is largely attributable to

the existence of a complex cellular signaling

network called the DNA damage response. Its

role in maintaining genome integrity requires

the integration of three general processes: sens-

ing the damage, regulating the cell division

cycle, and repairing DNA. The effectiveness of

each, and their integration, relies heavily on the

proper spatiotemporal dynamics of the compo-

nents of this signaling network. Four papers in

this issue—by Matsuoka et al. (1) on page

1160, Wang et al. (2) on page 1194, Sobhian et

al. (3) on page 1198, and Kim et al. (4) on

page 1202—collectively underscore that

these dynamics are influenced by modifi-

cations of proteins that are catalyzed, and sub-

sequently recognized, by components of the

network itself. 

The DNA damage response is loosely

analogous to signal transduction networks

activated by extracellular stimuli such as

hormones and growth factors. Just as such

factors (ligands) are bound by receptors on

the cell surface to initiate the appropriate

signal, damaged DNA engages proteins that

sense genetic lesions. In both scenarios, the

interaction of ligand with the receptor initi-

ates a signaling cascade that leads to the

phosphorylation of proteins functioning in

the pathway. And in both cases, this chain of

events culminates in the alteration of cellu-

lar processes. 

Within the context of the DNA damage

response, this general scheme also implic-

itly provides a critical piece of information:

the location of the DNA damage. This fea-

ture is a consequence of the fact that DNA

damage sensors recruit specific protein-

phosphorylating enzymes (kinases) to the

sites of damage. Among these kinases are

ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM), ATM

and Rad3-related kinase (ATR), and DNA-

dependent protein kinase. This recruitment

is a requisite first step in activating the DNA

damage response. 

Matsuoka and colleagues cataloged sub-

strates of ATM and ATR, the major signal-

transducing kinases of the DNA damage

response, through the large-scale identifica-

tion of peptides that are phosphorylated in

response to ionizing radiation. For this

approach, they used a panel of 68 phospho-

specific antisera to purify, and ultimately

identify the peptides in question from cells

treated with ionizing radiation, a DNA dam-

aging agent. Although the antisera were raised

against 68 known ATM and ATR substrates,

700 additional targets were found; hence,

almost 10 novel peptides were recovered for

each phospho-specific reagent used. This sug-

gests that sites phosphorylated by ATM and

ATR are structurally similar. 

From a biological perspective, this pre-

sumptive similarity suggests that phosphoryl-

ation “marks” inscribed by the transducing

kinases may be recognized by protein

domains common to mediators of the DNA

damage response to facilitate protein interac-

tions (see the figure). This idea is supported

by the fact that the breast cancer C-terminal

(BRCT) domain and forkhead-associated

(FHA) domain—both phosphopeptide bind-

ing motifs–are commonly found in members

of the DNA damage response signaling net-

work. On the other hand, from a technical

perspective, it’s hard to imagine a more elo-

quent word of caution regarding the interpreta-

tion of immunofluorescence data obtained

using those cross-reactive antisera to assess the

disposition of DNA damage response proteins. 

The central issue, and the major ad-

vance that Matsuoka et al. provide, is that

the targets identified represent a compre-

hensive catalog of ATM and ATR sub-

strates. To assess whether their approach

accurately identif ied bona fide members

of the DNA damage response network,

Matsuoka et al. picked 37 of the new ATM

and ATR targets and depleted them from

human osteosarcoma cells with small inter-

fering RNA. Although these proteins had

not previously been implicated in the DNA

damage response, more than 90% of the

new targets queried in this manner exhib-

ited defects in one or more indices of DNA

damage response functions such as the acti-

vation of cell cycle checkpoints and DNA

repair. These validations illustrate that this

data set provides a solid foundation for

An extensive network of proteins, and their

combinatorial diversity, account for biological

functions that are regulated in response to

damaged DNA.
A Touching Response to Damage
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understanding the logic of the DNA dam-

age response network.

The small interfering RNA–based valida-

tion solidly implicates these new ATM and

ATR substrates in the DNA damage re-

sponse, but the functional importance of the

phosphorylation events themselves remains

an open question. The fact that inducible pro-

tein interactions are often at the heart of sig-

nal transduction makes it an appealing possi-

bility that phosphorylation by these two

kinases drives protein, interactions relevant

to execution of the DNA damage response.

This general mechanism is well established

in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cere-

visiae. In that context, DNA damage or DNA

replication stress induces signal transducing

kinases (Mec1 and Tel1) to phosphorylate

several proteins including the histone variant

H2AX, replication protein A, checkpoint

proteins such as Rad9 and Mrc1, and their

binding partners Rad53 and Dun1. These

phosphorylation marks are required for

physical associations between these proteins,

essential for propagating the damage signal,

and for affecting the biological outcomes of

the response pathway. Many of these phos-

phorylation-dependent interactions in yeast

require FHA domains (found in Rad53 and

Dun1) and BRCT domains (in Rad9). The

same theme is exemplified by 14-3-3 pro-

teins. Like FHA and BRCT domains, 14-3-3

proteins preferentially bind to phosphoryl-

ated residues. And similarly, this protein

family participates in DNA damage signal-

ing in yeast and mammals through phospho-

rylation-dependent protein interactions with

members of the DNA damage response

(5–8). Although the functional importance

of the 900 or so phosphorylation events

detected by Matsuoka et al. certainly goes

beyond simply driving proteins to interact,

the weight of precedent augurs this outcome

as being among the most important. 

The three papers accompanying Matsu-

oka et al. introduce a different variation on

this mechanistic theme. These papers identify

three distinct and mutually exclusive com-

plexes containing the tumor suppressor pro-

tein BRCA1 (breast cancer 1, early onset)

which is a member of the DNA damage

response network.  Two of the complexes rely

on the protein RAP80 to form ionizing

radiation–induced foci of BRCA1. RAP80 is

an ubiquitin binding protein, and therefore

recognizes proteins that have been modi-

fied by the addition of ubiquitin. Hence, as

with phosphorylation site recognition, identi-

fying and binding an ubiquitinated target

drives functionally important spatiotemporal

alterations in the disposition of DNA damage

response proteins. The mutual exclusivity

of each of the three BRCA1 complexes

described—complex A, containing the novel

protein Abraxas identified by Wang et al.;

complex B, containing the DNA repair pro-

tein BACH1 (9); and complex C, containing

the tumor suppressor protein CtIP (10)—

reflects the exclusive binding of the BRCA1

BRCT domain to Abraxas, BACH1, and CtIP.

Although the interactions occur at ATM or

ATR phosphorylation sites on the respective

BRCA1 binding partners, their association is

not induced by DNA damage. This suggests

that, rather like the pilot light of a stove, ATM

and ATR may phosphorylate certain sub-

strates under nonstressed conditions to keep

the DNA damage response primed for quick

activation when DNA damage sensors initiate

the signal. 

The existence of distinct BRCA1

protein complexes has been previously

demonstrated (11–13), as has the link

between BRCA1 and protein ubiquitina-

tion, in the DNA damage response. How-

ever, in contrast to previous data describ-

ing protein ubiquitination at sites of DNA

damage catalyzed by the E3 ubiquitin lig-

ase activity of BRCA1 (14, 15), the data

presented by Wang et al., Sobhian et al.,

and Kim et al. link BRCA1 to the recogni-

tion of ubiquitination sites through its

association with RAP80. Just as the rele-

vant substrates of the BRCA1 E3 ligase

remain at large, the ubiquitinated target

to which RAP80 binds and recruits the

BRCA1 A and C complexes remain un-

solved pieces of the puzzle surrounding

the role of BRCA1 in the DNA damage

response. A parsimonious, although purely

speculative, possibility is that the initial

recruitment of the various BRCA1 com-

plexes is unrelated to recognition of an

ubiquitinated protein by RAP80. In this

scenario, recruitment would occur by a dif-

ferent mechanism, and permit BRCA1-

mediated ubiquitination of DNA dam-

age–proximal substrates to stabilize the

localization of components of the damage

response signaling network or otherwise

regulate molecular events in the vicinity

of DNA damage via RAP80 tethering.

However the matter turns out, the four

papers bring fundamental new information

to the table, while at the same time remind-

ing us that the more we know, the more

complicated things get. 
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PERSPECTIVES

ATM / ATR

DNA damage sensor

Kinase activation

Protein targets [mediators (MED) and effectors (EFF)]
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Protein interactions in the DNA damage

response. The transducing kinases such as ATM
and ATR phosphorylate components of the DNA
damage response network, driving the formation
of protein complexes vital for DNA damage signal-
ing. Because certain complexes may form in spe-
cific tissues or cell cycle phases, this combinatorial
scheme provides diversity in the biological func-
tions regulated by the DNA damage response.
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With the U.S. government hobbled by financial

constraints and political divisions, state policy-

makers are pressing new initiatives—often with

partners in business or foundations—to improve

the climate for science-related innovation 

and education, experts said at 

the AAAS Forum on Science and

Technology Policy.

California is well known for its

$3 billion ballot measure to fund

stem cell research. Pennsylvania is

pursuing an ambitious program to

promote energy independence, bio-

sciences, nanotech, and 21st-century

manufacturing. Georgia has set

aside $400 million to build research

facilities and recruit top scholars.

New Mexico, already home to two

national laboratories and a booming

high-tech sector, is joining with 

Virgin Companies Chairman Richard Branson

to build a spaceport.

“We read about a few states in the headlines,”

said Mary Jo Waits, director of the Pew Center

on the States, “but people would be amazed at

how many states are putting in initiatives to 

support … research and development.”

The 32nd annual Forum, held just a few

blocks from the White House on 3 to 4 May,

attracted some 450 policy-makers from govern-

ment, education, industry, and other fields. The

event included discussions of surveillance; R&D

in the developing world and Europe; and

“sequestered science,” in which research findings

are kept secret. The overarching theme was U.S.

innovation policy—and its uncertain future—in a

world growing smaller and more competitive.

“The Forum covered a remarkable range of

topics,” said Al Teich, director of AAAS Sci-

ence and Policy Programs, “but the willingness

of states to invest in research and innovation,

largely unhindered by ideology, was a real

attention-getter. They are truly becoming ‘labo-

ratories of democracy.’ ”

Many Forum speakers cited the urgent mes-

sage of Rising Above the Gathering Storm, the

National Academies’ seminal 2005 report on

U.S. innovation policy, and their presentations

suggested that it has helped galvanize a move-

ment that now reaches into statehouses, universi-

ties, foundations, and businesses nationwide. 

Federal R&D investment still dwarfs that

made by the states, and at the Forum, national

science policy leaders representing both major

political parties emphasized the importance of

federal innovation and education initiatives.

John H. Marburger III, director

of the White House Office of Sci-

ence and Technology Policy, urged

support for the American Compet-

itiveness Initiative (ACI) offered

by President George W. Bush. ACI

would double the budgets for the

National Science Foundation, the

National Institute of Standards

and Technology, and the Depart-

ment of Energy’s Office of Sci-

ence over 10 years, but Marburger

said it is falling behind schedule

because Congress has failed to

provide full funding. 

U.S. Representative Bart Gordon, the Ten-

nessee Democrat who chairs the House Commit-

tee on Science and Technology, later noted that

the House has approved two major bills drawn

from recommendations in Rising Above the

Gathering Storm, one of which implements

many of the study’s K-12 education proposals,

while the other creates an array of programs to

encourage young researchers. 

Overall, the funding prospects at the federal

level remain “fairly bleak,” said Kei Koizumi,

director of the AAAS R&D Budget and Policy

Program. If President Bush’s fiscal year 2008

budget were approved, he said, big gains would

go to weapons systems, space exploration, and

the three ACI agencies. But cuts in other areas

would leave inflation-adjusted federal basic and

applied research investment down for the fourth

straight year.

Innovation requires more than research and

funding, said William A. Wulf, outgoing presi-

dent of the National Academy of Engineering.

But the broader U.S. innovation ecology is

geared for a past age, not for the future. The

patent system, intellectual property laws, and the

tax code all need an overhaul, Wulf added, yet

“inertia” is impeding reform. 

A number of the state innovation initiatives

are geared toward education. In California,

66% of new mathematics teachers and 54% of

new science teachers do not hold a preliminary

credential, said Susan Hackwood, executive

director of the state’s Council on Science and

Technology. The Council this spring released a

report on California’s education needs, and its

efforts have drawn “phenomenal support” from

business leaders, Hackwood said.

Science Foundation Arizona plans grants

totaling $3.5 million for K-12 education, said

President William C. Harris. “We can no longer

sit back and say…‘We can throw away some of

these kids,’” he said. “We need every brain.”

Sherwood Boehlert, the New York Republi-

can who formerly chaired the House Science

Committee, urged scientists to be active not only

in debates over science funding, but in helping

inform the debate about other science-related

issues. But scientists need to recognize that sci-

ence is only one factor

in policy decisions,

and that policy-makers

must weigh an array of

conflicting pressures,

ideas, and values,

Boehlert cautioned in

the 2007 William D.

Carey Lecture.

“If scientists are

going to be more effective participants in the

policy arena, they have to do their homework

and learn more about the policy world,” 

he advised. “It should go without saying that 

policy-makers have to do their homework about

science … Unfortunately, I don’t know how to

force anyone in either the scientific or political

communities to do their homework.”

For materials from the AAAS Forum, see

www.aaas.org/spp/rd/forum.

S C I E N C E  A N D  S O C I E T Y

New Director Expands
Human Rights Program

After Janjaweed militants burned the village of

Bir Kedouas in Chad in 2005, satellite photos ana-

lyzed by AAAS’s Science and Human Rights Pro-

gram (SHRP) brought the devastation into sharp

relief. Now, with a new director at the helm, SHRP

is looking at other ways to bring 21st-century sci-

ence to the service of human rights.

Recruiting “on-call” scientists who consult on

human rights crises and exploring the potential of

wireless Internet technologies to monitor human

rights abuses in real time are a few of the programs

that SHRP hopes will make scientists as essential

as lawyers in the human rights field, according to

the program’s new director, Mona Younis. 

AAAS NEWS&NOTES EDITED BY EDWARD W. LEMPINEN

S C I E N C E  P O L I C Y

S&T Forum: States, Industry Play
Key Roles in U.S. Innovation Drive

Susan Hackwood Sherwood Boehlert
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Younis believes

that the greater engage-

ment of scientists “is

essential to securing

human rights. We can’t

allow another century

to pass without seeing

that promise realized.”

Human rights or-

ganizations increas-

ingly depend on scientific methods and technol-

ogy to monitor human rights and collect evi-

dence on violations. At the same time, the inter-

national human rights framework also requires

governments to address rights related to health,

climate change, urban development, and the

benefits of scientific discovery itself.

“These are human rights that are very

directly related to the work of scientists, as they

have substantial scientific components to them,”

said Younis. 

With this in mind, SHRP has four key areas in

its new portfolio: engaging scientists in human

rights efforts, applying scientific tools to human

rights problems, promoting the right to enjoy the

benefits of scientific progress, and exploring the

human rights implications of new technologies

and scientific discoveries. Details about the pro-

gram’s new framework will be posted in June at

http://shr.aaas.org/.

Younis wants to enlist scientists and their

professional societies in the important human

rights work being undertaken in the United

States and around the world. In keeping with

this plan, SHRP is reviving its Science and

Human Rights Coalition, an umbrella group of

aff iliated scientif ic societies with human

rights interests, with a membership meeting

planned for the AAAS Annual Meeting in

Boston next February.

In the realm of scientific tools, SHRP has

already had great success with its year-old

geospatial technologies project, which has docu-

mented human rights violations in Zimbabwe,

Sudan, and other countries. Now, the program

staff is researching ways to use wireless tech-

nologies to document human rights violations

and to scrutinize government budgets for their

effects on health, housing, and education. The

program is also looking at the social science tool

of structure mapping, which graphically repre-

sents webs of human relationships. Structure

mapping can help human rights workers under-

stand how multiple groups in a society—from

the police to the medical community—may

work together to promote the use of torture in

some countries, for example.

The impact of new technologies and of 

scientific research itself on human rights issues

is another new area for SHRP, but one that 

follows naturally from the program’s work,

according to Younis. “For instance, there are 

privacy issues related to using geospatial 

technologies, so how do we proceed without 

violating privacy rights?” she said.

In the three decades since the program began,

SHRP has been a trailblazer in using science 

to aid human rights work. It brought human

rights issues involving scientists to the forefront,

beginning with its vigorous defense of Soviet

physicist Andrei Sakharov and other scientists

similarly persecuted worldwide. More recently,

SHRP applied forensic science to the identifica-

tion of victims of mass atrocities in Argentina

and Guatemala, and worked with truth and 

reconciliation commissions in Guatemala, 

South Africa, Peru, and Sierra Leone. 

Younis worked as the human rights program

officer at the Mertz Gilmore Foundation and 

was coordinator of the International Human

Rights Funders Group before coming to AAAS

in January. SHRP’s experience, she says, has

shown that “across disciplines, when scientists

are aware of what’s needed and what they can do,

they contribute inimportant ways.”

—Becky Ham

D I P LO M A C Y

Building Libraries—and

Partnerships—in the

Middle East

Many Middle Eastern nations are making signif-

icant investments in higher education systems,

and some have built libraries on par with the best

in the world. But most colleges and universities

in the region are only at the early stages of build-

ing electronic collections, and a few still rely on

the card catalogues of earlier times.

Nikolas Coffrin, a senior sales coordinator in

the AAAS Office of Publishing and Member

Services, was in the Middle East for a month this

spring, co-hosting a workshop, visiting libraries,

and talking with librarians. In their meetings—

and in many casual conversations over coffee or

tea—he found them eager to engage with AAAS

and Science and to build expertise that will aid

their libraries and their nations’economies. 

The workshop was “the first meeting of its

kind we’ve attended” in the Middle East, said Sci-

ence Publisher Beth Rosner. “We’re very excited

about working with the universities, schools, and

institutes in that part of the world. We think that the

scholarly tools we’re offering, and the dissemina-

tion of scientific information, could be very valu-

able to them. Eventually, this collaboration really

could help bring all of our communities closer.”

The workshop emerged from discussions last

year between Tom Ryan, director of site license

sales for Science, and Mohamed Ghali Rashid, a

librarian at Arabian Gulf University, during a

meeting of the Special Libraries Association-

Arabian Gulf Chapter (SLA-AGC). 

Convening from 31 March to 2 April, “Elec-

tronic Collection Development for Health &

Medicine E-Libraries” brought 30 librarians

from the region’s universities and medical

research centers to Manama, Bahrain, for 

lectures, hands-on training, and networking. It

was co-sponsored by SLA-AGC/Mondesic

TechKnowledge, a publishing agent based in

Dubai, and AAAS/Science. The workshop was

followed by the 2007 SLA-AGC annual meet-

ing, where Coffrin made informal presentations

to many of the 200 librarians who attended.

Meeting with representatives of the publish-

ing world “provided us with the opportunity to

explain the difficulties medical libraries of the

region face in the rapidly evolving world of elec-

tronic information, the vast increases of journal

prices, and the shrinking library budgets,” said

Randa Al-Chidiac, electronic resource librarian

at the University of Balamand in Lebanon. “I

hope that it will be the launching pad for further

cooperation and collaboration in the near future.”

Coffrin later met with librarians at 15 col-

leges and universities in Jordan, Lebanon,

Bahrain, Kuwait, and the United Arab Emirates.
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Mona Younis

C A R E E R S

Booklet Covers the Basics of Science Job Seeking

Career Basics is a new booklet that compiles the best advice and resources 
for scientists looking for their first jobs from the thousands of articles on 
ScienceCareers.org, the Web’s most comprehensive site for science career information.
The booklet can be downloaded for free at the ScienceCareers.org Web site 
(www.sciencecareers.org/careerbasicspdf).

The articles were chosen by the site’s editorial staff to reflect the essential 
elements of landing a good job in science. “It's the fundamentals, basic career 
information that will help every scientist,” said John Meyers, AAAS’s Director of 
Marketing, Office of Publishing and Member Services

Although several of the chapters deal with challenges common to all job seekers—making the most of
your résumé and curriculum vitae and preparing for interviews, for example—the authors home in on
issues specific to research careers. For instance, are interviewers impressed by a tide of technical details in
a job talk? Should pregnant researchers ask for a special risk assessment of their lab conditions?

The booklet also offers advice on sprucing up grant proposals, managing a lab, pursuing
alternative careers, finding unusual sources of funding, and making the most of networking opportunities. 

—Becky Ham

Published by AAAS
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Single 
Molecules
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page 1153

AT THE END OF A LONG DAY IN THE LAB, WHAT WE’D ALL LIKE IS AN 
award-winning movie. What makes for a good movie? An engrossing story, deft

cinematography, and an extraordinary ensemble of actors. The goal of single-

molecule research is to produce a movie of the cell. Biochemistry and biophysics

done in the test tube already provide an understanding of the dynamic behavior

of molecules; from these studies, what goes on in cells, minute by minute or even

second by second, can be inferred. Ultimately, however, the goal is to film single

molecules in single cells, focusing in closely enough not only to observe spatial and

temporal characteristics but also to decipher molecular mechanisms. We’re not there

yet, but recent advances in single-molecule techniques bring us tantalizingly close to

a molecule-scale movie of cellular life.

Because cells are optically transparent, light microscopy is ideal for noninvasive

imaging of cells in three dimensions. However, until recently, the resolution of

lens-based optical microscopes was constrained by the diffraction barrier, which

gave a resolution cutoff at half the wavelength of light. In his Review, Hell (p. 1153)

discusses concepts that show how the diffraction barrier can be broken in fluorescence

spectroscopy and how these techniques have been applied to achieve nanoscale

resolution. His Review gives hope that real-time three-dimensional imaging of live

cells with electron-microscopy resolution may not be too far away. 

Many single-molecule techniques remain in vitro, but take on the challenge of

transferring the results into the realm of cellular systems. In their Review, Evans and

Calderwood (p. 1148) describe how combining molecular cell biology with single-

force spectroscopy provides a tool to explore eukaryotic cell adhesion, revealing

how forces applied to cell-surface bonds affect intracellular interactions or chemical

reactions. Although these techniques are a powerful probe of mechanical function,

understanding molecular mechanisms generally requires molecular dynamics simu-

lations of atomic structural molecules. Sotomayor and Schulten (p. 1144) describe in

silico single-molecule experiments that use steered molecular dynamics simulations

to explore how macromolecules respond to external forces at an atomic level. 

Two Reports in this issue also highlight single-molecule techniques. In in vitro

experiments, Shiroguchi and Kinosita (p. 1208) provide a clear view of myosin V

motion, showing that it walks using a combination of lever action and Brownian

motion. Elf et al. (p. 1191) use single-molecule imaging of the lac repressor to

directly observe the function of this regulatory system in live Escherichia coli cells. 

In related online resources, Science’s Signal Transduction Knowledge Environ-

ment (STKE) focuses on how single-molecule analysis is increasing understanding

of cellular signaling (www.sciencemag.org/sciext/singlemolecules/). Chazin

describes how x-ray crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance studies have

provided insights into the function of Ca2+-sensing proteins. Navratil et al. discuss the

application of microfluidic technology to the counting of low-abundance proteins in

single cells, and Ghosh and Wirth present an algorithm for analyzing the movement

of receptors in the plasma membrane. 

We’ll be watching with interest as single-molecule approaches move us toward a

quantitative and mechanistic understanding of cellular processes. 

– VALDA VINSON AND GILBERT CHIN 
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REVIEW

Single-Molecule Experiments
in Vitro and in Silico
Marcos Sotomayor and Klaus Schulten*

Single-molecule force experiments in vitro enable the characterization of the mechanical
response of biological matter at the nanometer scale. However, they do not reveal the molecular
mechanisms underlying mechanical function. These can only be readily studied through
molecular dynamics simulations of atomic structural models: “in silico” (by computer analysis)
single-molecule experiments. Steered molecular dynamics simulations, in which external
forces are used to explore the response and function of macromolecules, have become a
powerful tool complementing and guiding in vitro single-molecule experiments. The insights
provided by in silico experiments are illustrated here through a review of recent research in three
areas of protein mechanics: elasticity of the muscle protein titin and the extracellular matrix
protein fibronectin; linker-mediated elasticity of the cytoskeleton protein spectrin; and elasticity of
ankyrin repeats, a protein module found ubiquitously in cells but with an as-yet unclear function.

Modelers, carrying out molecular dy-
namics (MD) simulations (1), are not
content anymore to merely describe

biomolecules in a hands-off manner. Rather,
they move from pure description to investigative
manipulation, seeking knowledge from poking
with Nature's biomolecules in so-called steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) (2) simulations. Mod-
elers got the idea from single-molecule force
spectroscopy, which stretches proteins and DNA
in manifold ways in vitro (3–5), but also from
the living cell itself, which makes its molecules
endure manifold forces in vivo as a result of
countless mechanical processes, from control of
the unwieldy genome to motor-driven transport
(6, 7). The modelers reenact “in silico” (through
computer modeling) what atomic force micros-
copy (AFM), optical tweezer experiments, or
the cell do to biomolecules, but they also devise
their own Wexperiments,W ones that are as-yet
impossible to do in the laboratory.

In silico single-molecule force spectroscopy
grew up fast: Nurtured first with ideas from
experiments, modelers quickly became partners
in the laboratory, explaining old and suggesting
new experiments and now even moving ahead
of in vitro work. Yet conventional experimen-
talists observe the real world, whereas com-
putational experimentalists observe only the
virtual world of simulation. Can their message
be trusted? Clearly there is no general answer,
but successes suggest that computational experi-
ments reveal valuable new information on the
molecular mechanisms underlying cellular me-
chanics. We review discoveries made through in

silico experiments on the muscle protein titin
(8–10), the closely related extracellular matrix
protein fibronectin (11), the cytoskeleton protein
spectrin (12, 13), and the repeat protein ankyrin
(14). Appreciation for the value of in silico ex-
periments may be best evidenced by the fact
that single-molecule spectroscopists have started
to do simulations (15, 16)

Molecular dynamics simulations that me-
chanically manipulate proteins (17, 18) were
initiated a decade ago in response to one of the
first AFM experiments on biomolecules by
Gaub et al. (19). The experiments made use of
reagents widely used in the laboratory as gluing
biomaterials, avidin and biotin. The tetrameric
protein avidin binds biotin in its four pockets;
biotinylating substrates A and B and adding
avidin can bond A and B together. Biotinylating
an AFM tip and a substrate permitted Gaub et al.
to measure, as a function of distance, the forces
experienced in making and breaking the biotin-
avidin bond. Distance-force curves obtained by
Grubmüller et al. (20) and by Schulten et al.
(21) in SMD simulations revealed that avidin
not only has a strong affinity for biotin when
completely bound but also follows an unbinding
pathway characterized by a series of interactions
between biotin and avidin's amino acid side
groups. Evans and Ritchie (22) used the data
from simulation (21) to construct the energetics
of biotin binding in good agreement with obser-
vations. This was only a beginning but illus-
trates the process that is still used.

Mechanical Unfolding of Titin and Fibronectin
A key mechanical function of the human body
is motion due to its skeletal muscles and the in-
voluntary muscles of its heart and intestines. Well-
known molecular components of muscle are the
thin and thick filaments made of actin and myosin,
proteins involved in muscle contraction; less

known is titin, a protein that gives muscle elas-
ticity and mechanical stability (23). Titin is made
of about 300 domains and a few random coil
segments, all of which are arranged like pearls on
a string and act like an elastic, accordion-like band.

Titin is encoded by the longest gene in the
human genome; one gene serves for all types of
muscle by way of posttranscriptional modifica-
tion. Although titin in regard to its length is an
extreme protein, its architecture is typical of
cellular proteins with mechanical function: The
protein is highly modular, the modules being
homologous in sequence and structure and hav-
ing systematic sequence differences that trans-
late into specific mechanical properties. One
seeks to understand the design of each module
and how it contributes individually to titin's me-
chanical properties while at the same time under-
standing how all modules together contribute to
these properties. The multidomain elasticity stems
from pairwise angular reorientations of adjacent
domains and is referred to as tertiary structure
elasticity, whereas the single-domain elasticity
stems from an unraveling of secondary structure
elements and thus is called secondary structure
elasticity. Random coil segments contribute elas-
ticity that is largely entropic, like in rubber.

Titin in muscle, like other mechanical pro-
teins, must endure and elastically respond to a
broad range of forces, acting like a spring in
response to weak forces and extending several-
fold in length without actually rupturing in re-
sponse to strong forces. The design principles of
titin were little understood until recently. Single-
molecule force spectroscopy became a key
source of information on mechanical function-
ing, starting with titin's I91 domains (formerly
known as I27), one of the first domain to be
structurally resolved (24) (Fig. 1 A). In a series
of elegant experiments, Gaub et al., Bustamante
et al., and Simmons et al. (25–27) stretched titin
by using AFM and optical tweezers. In subse-
quent work, Fernandez et al. stretched engineered
tandem domains of I91s in series and monitored
the extension-force curve between a substrate and
an AFM tip (28). In the resulting saw-tooth curves
(similar to those shown in Fig. 1, C and E), each
tooth represents the stretching and sudden un-
folding of one of the domains according to its
secondary structure elasticity function. Yet, the
information the curves convey, breakpoint exten-
sions and breakpoint forces, is rather limited.

The titin I91AFM measurements called for
an interpretation in terms of the domain's struc-
ture, a b-sheet sandwich, as shown in Fig. 1A.
The key question was what feature of the struc-
ture constitutes the force-bearing part that pro-
tects the domain from beginning to unravel
apparently without further resistance. SMD sim-
ulations offered an opportunity to obtain an an-
swer that could then be tested.

The first SMD simulations (8) revealed the
force-bearing parts of titin's I91 domain, namely
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a set of nine interstrand hydrogen bonds be-
tween strands A′ and G and between strands A
and B (Fig. 1A). The terminal strands A and G
are subject to tension when the domain termini
are being pulled apart. First, strand A detaches
from strand B, leading to an intermediate con-
formation (Fig. 1B). Then, strand G detaches
from strand A′, and, once all nine hydrogen
bonds are broken, the remaining strands unravel
by unzipping hydrogen bonds one by one. The
reverse of the unraveling process most likely is
not the route for spontaneous refolding, which
rather involves a hydrophobic folding nucleus
that is also important for temperature- and
denaturant-induced unfolding (29–31). The force-
induced unraveling immediately suggests mu-
tants that should affect the extension-force
relation observed in AFM experiments. A key
mutant was investigated in a collaboration be-
tween Fernandez, Schulten, and co-workers. The
mutant, designed to take advantage of the fact
that the A-B interstrand hydrogen bonds break a
bit more easily than the A′-G bonds do, desta-
bilized further the intermediate and abolished an
experimental signature (WhumpW) in the extension-
force curve, corroborating the scenario depicted
by simulations (28) (Fig. 1C).

Like physical experiments, computational
experiments can yield puzzling results. In the
case of I91, the height of the energy barrier to
stretching the large set of interstrand hydrogen
bonds was not well understood (32). However,
modelers had overlooked a key player, water (9).
Water molecules continuously attack I91's surface-
exposed interstrand hydrogen bonds; one is cut
every 10 ps but quickly reforms. This random
weakening of hydrogen bonding lowers the
force needed to stretch I91 apart and is likely
controlled by properties of side groups surround-
ing them, as is the case for fibronectin (see below)
(33). Other factors, such as packing interactions,
may also influence the mechanical stability of
this domain (31).

Titin's function likely goes beyond being the
passive element of muscle elasticity, acting also
as a biomechanical sensor. SMD simulations
have suggested that tension can induce exposure
of a kinase active site in titin (34), thereby trans-
forming mechanical force into a biochemical
signal. Similarly, buried binding sites may get
exposed when molecules are subject to force, as
postulated for other modular proteins (7).

Multidomain proteins, made of subunits sim-
ilar to the ones in titin, act in the extracellular
matrix of cells in higher organisms. These pro-
teins, fibronectins, form fibrils that anchor them-
selves to cell surface receptors, such as integrins,
and hold tissue cells together. The fibrils can
stretch out to several times their contracted
length, giving tissues flexibility. The structures
of individual domains and of several tandem
domains have been resolved, and their me-
chanical properties have been investigated by

AFM experiments and SMD simulations, show-
ing excellent agreement between the measured
and the predicted hierarchy of mechanical
stability (33, 35–37). Moreover, prediction of
intermediate unfolding states has been con-
firmed by experiments (38–40). An observed
saw-tooth pattern is shown in the Fig. 1E inset.
A double peak arises at the tooth that is due to
fibronectin domain FnIII1 (35), posing a puzzle
that was resolved by simulations (11).

FnIII1 (Fig. 1 E), like titin I91, has a sand-
wich architecture of two sheets of b strands but,
in contrast to other fibronectin domains, features

a small and a large sheet, the size being char-
acterized by substantially different numbers of
interstrand hydrogen bonds. This suggested that
the main force-bearing hydrogen bonds, i.e., the
ones sealing the two b sheets shut, are broken
first and the small sheet unravels quickly, but
then the large sheet resists further unraveling by
aligning itself to the external forces such that a
second set of multiple interstrand hydrogen
bonds needs to be ruptured before the remainder
of the sheet unzips. This pathway depends on
detailed structural features that were unknown
because of the lack of a resolved structure.

Homology modeling based on
the known structures of other
fibronectin domains proved that
the proposal could explain the
intermediate states observed in
AFM experiments (Fig. 1E). Our
collaboration with Campbell led
to the structure of FnIII1 being
solved by nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR) spectroscopy.
This structure further corrobo-
rated the model, revealing key
details that strengthen the large
FnIII1 sheet (11).

What is the purpose of the
peculiar architecture of FnIII1?
It was suggested that the large
FnIII1 sheet offers interstrand
binding opportunities to do-
mains of parallel fibers, leading
to cross-linking in a sufficient-
ly stretched extracellular matrix
(11). Amazingly, the large sheet
of FnIII1 is an anticancer drug,
anastellin, that apparently pre-
vents metastasis by strengthen-
ing the adhesion of cancer cells
to primary tissue cells (11, 41).

Linker-Mediated Elasticity
of Spectrin
The discoidal shape and me-
chanical properties of red blood
cells assist their rapid adapta-
tion to wide arteries and narrow
capillaries. Diseases, such as he-
reditary spherocytosis and ellip-
tocytosis, causing hemolytic
anemia are associated with a lack
of an elastic, adaptable shape
caused by mutations affecting
the red blood cell cytoskeletal net-
work made of spectrin, ankyrin,
and associated proteins (42–44).

The elastic architecture of
the protein modules forming titin
and fibronectin described above
differs from that of spectrin re-
peats found in the red blood cell
cytoskeleton. Crystal structures

Fig. 1. Titin I91 and FnIII1 elasticity. (A) Titin I91 (formerly known
as I27) is shown in cartoon representation. The two b sheets forming
the domain are shown in green and red. Detail of backbone
hydrogen bonds involving b strands A-B and A′-G are shown. E, Glu;
K, Lys; L, Leu; N, Asn; V, Val; and Y, Tyr. (B) Stretching of titin I91
through SMD simulation reveals an intermediate state in which b
strand A is detached from b strand B, yet b strands A′ and G are still
connected. (C) Force peak corresponding to unfolding of one titin
domain obtained through AFM experiments [adapted from (28)].
The unusual WhumpW observed in the force peak arises due to the
unfolding intermediate [(B)] identified by SMD simulations (70). A
point mutation disrupting backbone hydrogen bonds that link b
strands A and B removed the observed hump. (D) Dependence on
stretching velocity (in units of Å/ps) of the rupture force peak of titin
I91. Red circles represent values from AFM experiments; blue squares
and triangles represent values from constant velocity and constant force
SMD simulations, respectively [adapted from (10); see also (71)]. The
SMD data approaches the extrapolated AFM force peak curve upon
reduction of velocity, as expected. (E) Intermediate state of FnIII1
obtained through SMD simulations (shown in cartoon and surface
representations). The small, unfolded b sheet is shown in green. (Inset)
A Wsaw-toothW pattern for FnIII1, revealing the existence of intermediate
states [adapted from (35)]. This intermediate state is thought to be
relevant in the formation and strengthening of fibronectin fibrils.
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of the superfamily of spectrin proteins, including
spectrin itself, a-actinin, and dystrophin, reveal
building blocks made of three-helix bundles
repeated in series (Fig. 2) and forming part of het-
erotetrameric assemblies arranged in elongated
filaments (42, 45). The structures also revealed an
a-helical linker. However, the static structures
cannot reveal elastic properties, and therefore
researchers turned to AFM experiments and
SMD simulations to investigate spectrin elasticity.

Initial AFM experiments (46) suggested that
spectrin repeats mechanically unfold predomi-
nantly one by one in an independent, all-or-none
fashion. Force peaks were found to be substan-
tially smaller than those observed for other
proteins made of b strands instead of a helices.
Further AFM experiments confirmed the relative
weakness of spectrin and the one-by-one un-
folding pathway but also revealed that different
sets of spectrin repeats may exhibit intermediates
and cooperative unfolding events involving more
than one repeat (47–49) (bottom trace in Fig. 2
inset). Forces and distances obtained from AFM
characterized well the elasticity of spectrin, but the
molecular mechanism underlying spectrin elastic-
ity could only be identified through simulation.

SMD simulations of two or more spectrin
repeats solvated in explicit water (12, 13) con-
firmed the relative weakness of spectrin when
compared with the immunoglobulin-like do-
mains of titin and fibronectin. The simulations
also confirmed the existence of different unfold-
ing pathways and suggested that the
spectrin elastic response is rate
dependent (12). Despite the large
stretching velocities used in the sim-
ulations (50), the results matched
qualitatively the prior experimental
characterization. Moreover, simula-
tions identified the linker regions
between spectrin repeats as key elastic
elements (12, 13). Analysis of simu-
lated unfolding, which followed the
motion of all the atoms of the protein-
solvent system during stretching,
permitted researchers to identify
which regions unfold first (the linker
regions), the key amino acids in-
volved in rupture of secondary and
tertiary structure elements, and the role
of water during unfolding (Fig. 2).

The detailed unfolding pathway
gleaned from SMD simulations com-
plement the AFM experiments. How-
ever, can the simulations also be
predictive? Indeed they can. Recent
work identified mutations at the linker
regions of spectrin causing disease
(44), thereby corroborating the rele-
vance of linkers in the mechanical re-
sponse of this protein as indicated by
simulations. The mutations, involving
substitution of amino acids by proline,

destabilize the a-helical structure of the linker and
favor temperature-mediated unfolding of spectrin
as probed through in vitro experiments (44).

Ankyrin Elasticity
The third protein system reviewed here, ankyrin,
is an example of simulation being ahead of ex-
periments. Ankyrin proteins were first identified
as essential components of the red blood cell
cytoskeleton, providing a link between spectrin
and membrane-bound ion channels (42). Al-
though the specific role of ankyrins was un-
known, their sequence revealed a repetitive motif
of 33 amino acids named the ankyrin repeat. This
motif is found in sets of 24 throughout the family
of ankyrins. Such ankyrin repeats were later
found to be part of the sequence of hundreds of
other proteins (51) and are now widely recog-
nized as ubiquitous molecular components of
living cells. Ankyrin repeats are thought to
mediate protein-protein interactions (52), but
otherwise their function remains unclear.

The three-dimensional structure of the ankyrin
repeat motif is well conserved (52–54). Each
repeat is made of two antiparallel a helices and a
short loop. Repeats stack in parallel, sharing a
large hydrophobic interface and featuring another,
slightly larger, connecting loop (Fig. 3A). The
parallel arrangement of ankyrin repeats contrasts
the arrangement of the modular proteins
described above. Titin, fibronectin, and spectrin
feature modules arranged linearly in series,

whereas the ankyrin parallel arrangement results
in elongated proteins featuring a superhelical
conformation when multiple repeats are put
together (Fig. 3B). Moreover, amino acids that
are close in sequence are also close in space.
An interest in ankyrin repeats came from the
finding that transient receptor potential chan-
nels, thought to mediate mechanotransduction
in higher organisms, contain up to 29 ankyrin
repeats that might gate such channels (55, 56).
Both experimental and computational groups
sought to characterize the elasticity of ankyrin.

SMD simulations performed on multiple
crystal structures and models of ankyrin repeats
were the first to examine the elastic properties of
these repeat proteins (14). Simulations performed
on structures containing 4, 12, and 24 ankyrin
repeats revealed a two-stage elastic response. On
application of force, the protein first changes its
shape from helical to straight by rearranging ter-
tiary structure elements but keeping the secondary
structure intact (Fig. 3B). Then, on increasing
force, repeats detach and unfold from the structure.
The initial curved-to-straight transition is revers-
ible, and, indeed, large stacks of ankyrin repeats
behave like an overdamped spring. The response
corresponds to tertiary structure elasticity.

After the initial elongation, simulations re-
vealed a saw-tooth pattern depicting detachment
and unfolding of individual repeats, one at a time
(Fig. 3C), corresponding to secondary structure
elasticity. Constant-force SMD simulations

found stepwise unfolding of ankyrin
repeats characterized by steps of
~100 Å (14).

AFM experiments by Marszalek
et al. and Fernandez et al. confirmed
the simulation results (57, 58). Ex-
periments performed on 24 ankyrin
repeats of human ankyrin-B showed
a Hookean response at low force that
closely matched (within a factor of
two) the linear elastic response ob-
served in simulations of human
ankyrin-R attributed to tertiary struc-
ture elasticity (57) (Fig. 3D). Experi-
ments also revealed the stepwise
unfolding of individual repeats sepa-
rated by distances of 11 nm (57, 58)
(Fig. 3D, inset). Although the forces
observed for unfolding of individual
ankyrin domains in vitro are substan-
tially lower than those observed in
silico [as expected because of the high
stretching velocity used in simulations
(50)], the hierarchy of mechanical sta-
bility and the observed peak-to-peak
distances determined using both
methods are consistent (59).

Outlook
The examples described highlight
the role of modeling in the quest to

Fig. 2. Elasticity of spectrin. Mechanical unfolding of a double-repeat b-
spectrin from human erythrocytes [adapted from (13)]. Each spectrin repeat
(labeled 8 and 9) is made of three a helices denoted as A, B, and C. The
unfolding sequence shows how the linker region unfolds first. (Inset) Force-
extension curves for a two-b-spectrin repeat construct [adapted from (48)]. The
bottom trace shows cooperative unfolding. Mutations weakening the linker
region of spectrin have been shown to cause hereditary spherocytosis (44).
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determine the mechanical properties of proteins
that are subject to force in vivo. Although in vitro
experiments in which force is applied to bio-
molecules opened a completely new field of
research, in silico experiments, despite their
limitations (50, 59), have resolved the molecular
mechanisms underlying the elastic response of
biomolecules. Identification of the force-bearing
regions of titin, the role of hydrogen bonds
and water during mechanical unfolding of
immunoglobulin-like domains, the intermediate
states of fibronectin, the role of linkers in spectrin
mechanics, and the tertiary structure elasticity of
ankyrin repeats were only possible through
simulations combined with experiments.

Simulations are now going beyond single
domain proteins as crystal structures of larger
protein complexes become available and com-
puting power increases. Such simulations seek
to characterize the important role of linkers in
the elasticity of proteins containing many globular
domains. Cadherins (5, 60, 61), for instance, me-
diate calcium-dependent cell-cell adhesion.
SMD simulations of a single cadherin domain

(14) had already shown the relevance of linkers
and calcium ions on its elastic response. Equi-
librium (62) and SMD simulations of proteins
containing multiple cadherin domains have now
revealed the flexibility and tertiary structure
elasticity of these modular proteins (Fig. 4A).
SMD simulations have shown how tertiary and
secondary structure elasticity of the complete
cadherin domain is controlled through calcium
ions bound to linker regions (Fig. 4B), a property
that is not only relevant for cell-cell adhesion
but also important in hearing (56, 14) where
cadherin-23 forms part of the mechanotransduc-
tion apparatus (63, 64).

A recent structure of Z1-Z2 domains of titin
(65) (Fig. 4C) indicates that linkers may play a
role in titin elasticity as well. Depending on the
length and structure of the linker, different titin
modules may exhibit a varied repertoire of elas-
tic responses. Even more suggestive is the fact
that a divalent ion outside of the linker region in-
duces a Wclosed-hingeW conformation in the crystal
structure; similar binding sites were predicted
through modeling for titin I91 (8).

Ultimately, understanding themolecularmech-
anisms involved in the force response of proteins
should lead to the design of structures with de-
sired elastic properties, and surely modeling
will play an important role in such endeavor.
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REVIEW

Forces and Bond Dynamics
in Cell Adhesion
Evan A. Evans1,2* and David A. Calderwood3

Adhesion of a biological cell to another cell or the extracellular matrix involves complex
couplings between cell biochemistry, structural mechanics, and surface bonding. The interactions
are dynamic and act through association and dissociation of bonds between very large molecules
at rates that change considerably under stress. Combining molecular cell biology with single-
molecule force spectroscopy provides a powerful tool for exploring the complexity of cell adhesion,
that is, how cell signaling processes strengthen adhesion bonds and how forces applied to
cell-surface bonds act on intracellular sites to catalyze chemical processes or switch molecular
interactions on and off. Probing adhesion receptors on strategically engineered cells with force
during functional stimulation can reveal key nodes of communication between the mechanical
and chemical circuitry of a cell.

The physical role of a cell adhesion bond
is to hold a cell to other cells or to tissue
substrata while supporting the forces in-

volved in cell function. Complicating this task, a
single adhesion bond effectively resists force
only for time periods less than that needed for
its spontaneous dissociation under thermal acti-
vation. Thus, the diversity in the mechanochem-
istry of adhesion bonds reflects how mechanical
force applied to a bond between a pair of inter-
acting molecules alters activation energy barriers
along kinetic pathways, or switches pathways,
that lead to dissociation. Viewed ideally as il-

lustrated by Fig. 1, applying adhesion stress
through the local material structure to a bond is
conceptually like pulling on the chemical inter-
action with a mechanical spring that mimics the
compliance properties of structures attached to
the binding site. Stretching this equivalent spring
produces a force that lowers the chemical acti-
vation barrier to increase the frequency of bond
dissociation while, at the same time, the spring
potential defines an “energy well” that captures
the dissociated states and regulates the likelihood
of rebinding. Focusing our discussion on adhe-
sive interactions in soft tissues and organs of
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eukaryotic cell systems, the important insights
derived from the simple view in Fig. 1 are that
bond survival effectively decreases exponentially
with the level of pulling force and that defor-
mations of soft structures even under small forces
suppress rebinding after dissociation.

With a precipitous reduction in lifetime under
stress and little likelihood of rebinding, bonds
in cell adhesion are therefore being continually
created, loaded over some period of time, then
failing. Even for cells in tissues seemingly un-
der static stress, forces build up transiently on
the individual bonds that connect cells, albeit
very slowly (maybe at miniscule rates of only
~1 pN/s) until the bonds break and shift their
loads to other bonds. The balance of stress is
achieved through recruitment of new bonds
driven by cytoskeletal movements, resulting in
a “bubbly” dynamic process of bond loading,
failure, and formation. By comparison, at the
other extreme, the initial attachment of an im-
mune system cell in the vasculature can apply
force to bonds at an incredibly fast rate (for
instance, ~104 pN/s), which is then followed
by quick release of the cell or rapid activation

of new adhesive components to arrest the cell
and enable its emigration into the surrounding
tissue. Thus, if we ignore many complex features
of the force responses of adhesive and struc-
tural bonds, the important mechanical property
that characterizes these bonds is not static strength
but, rather, dynamic strength. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, mechanical strength emerges when the
stress rate is sufficient to make the bond fail
in less time than needed for its spontaneous dis-
sociation and then rises sluggishly by an in-
crement of force for each order of magnitude
increase in the stress rate (that is, proportional
to a logarithm of stress rate). Adhesion bonds
that form “transient high-strength” connections
are those that require fast loading to withstand
force, whereas bonds that establish “persistent”
connections are those that hold firm under
conditions of slow loading as well as fast.
Unexpectedly, these differences in stress-rate
sensitivity cross structural family lines.

Because of the rough topography of a cell
membrane, cell adhesion ligands and their re-
ceptors in multicellular eukaryotic systems are
generally large (30 to 50 nm) multidomain struc-
tures that project out from the lipid bilayer sur-
face to overcome steric interference and enable
connections between cells [smaller (~7 to 8 nm)
signaling molecules often mediate adhesion as
well]. Representing a very large number of spe-
cific interactions, cell adhesion receptors and
ligands are designed for one or more dynamic
functions and often work cooperatively to achieve
functional outputs (1). For many of these in-
teractions, the receptors can be grouped into

major families such as the selectins (members
of the C-type lectin domain family), the
cadherins [considered an offshoot of the im-
munoglobulin (Ig) superfamily], and the integ-
rins. Although not all-inclusive, these three
families serve to illustrate the broad range in me-
chanical performance among adhesion bonds.

Selectins, which appear on cell surfaces as
homodimers of long chains, provide prominent
examples of receptors producing transient high-
strength connections (Fig. 3A). Ca2+-dependent
binding of their outermost C-type lectin domain
to cell-surface sialomucin proteins initiates cap-
ture of fast-moving white blood cells at vessel
walls (2). To perform this important function,
selectin adhesion bonds require fast loading to
resist pulling, and they become very strong when
subjected to the extreme force rates (~104 pN/s)
often experienced when a circulating cell first
adheres to endothelium (3). Moreover, selectins
exhibit a special “catch bond” quality (4) char-
acterized by quick release under slow-loading
and low-force conditions (Fig. 3A). By compar-
ison, cadherins appear on cell surfaces as
multidomain single chains and interact homo-
philically when Ca2+ is present (5). Hence,
cadherins bind other cadherins on opposing cells
to produce trans-bonded connections and may
also bind their adjacent neighbors to produce
cis-bonded lateral connections. Appearing to be
capable of binding through a progression of
overlapping antiparallel arrangements (6), the
force responses of trans-bonded cadherins sug-
gest a hierarchy of mechanical functionality. On
the one hand, cadherins form short-lived con-
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Fig. 1. Conceptual view of force propagation to a bond and its impact on the
chemical energy landscape governing bond kinetics. (A) Pulling on structural
connections to a molecular bond creates a mechanical “springlike” potential
(dashed blue curve) that alters the chemical energy of interaction or “landscape”
(solid and dashed red curves) along the reaction coordinate defined by the
pulling direction (37). The slope of the spring potential at the origin of
interaction is the pulling force f, the product of the effective spring constant ks
of the structural linkages with the increase in their separation xseparation under
pulling. Of greatest impact on bond survival, the spring potential reduces the
height of the activation energy barrier governing the off-rate kinetics located at
xb by ~–fxb. Brought to our attention years ago by Bell (38), the change in
Arrhenius factor predicts a large exponential-like reduction in bond survival
time, toff( f ) ≈ toff° exp(–f/fb), relative to its apparent unstressed lifetime toff°

(39). The response scale for this accelerated dissociation is the level of force,
fb = kBT/xb, that drops the barrier by one unit of thermal energy kBT (40). The
reduction in bond lifetime with increase in force is illustrated in (B) by the
behavior expected in a force-clamp test at different forces. When the anchored
molecules unbind, the dissociated states are confined near the displaced
minimum of the spring potential, as indicated in (C), from which strong
thermal excitations can cause them to rebind. However, there is little
likelihood of rebinding when the depth of the spring potential in (C) exceeds
the binding energy Eo for forces ≥ (2ksEo)

1/2. Consequently, molecules
anchored by soft structures (small ks) rebind very infrequently even under low
stress, which suggests why bond recruitment in cell adhesion usually involves
bringing the constituents together by large-scale cytoskeletal movements as
when forming the immunological synapse in T lymphocyte adhesion (41).
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nections and behave as transient connectors
when binding just their outer-tip domains, which
may be important for the dynamics of recog-
nition and patterning of cells in development.
On the other hand, deep-trans bonding of all do-
mains produces strong attachments even under
very slow loading, as demonstrated by the force
responses of attachments between full-length
cadherins (Fig. 3B). With little sensitivity to
stress rate, such “persistent” connections may
enable formation of durable structures like des-
mosomes in lateral junctions of epithelial cells,
although opposing models based on dense net-
works of tip interactions have also been pro-
posed (7). Last, integrins mediate perhaps the
most diverse range of adhesive interactions in
eukaryote biology, exhibiting widely different
levels of attachment strength and lifetime. Rep-
resenting one extreme of their dynamical re-
sponse, many integrin interactions are long-lived
and provide the persistent strength needed, for
example, to hold together tissues, to transmit force
during muscle contraction, and to arrest circulat-
ing immune cells on activated endothelium and
enable their migration (8). A prominent example
of persistent strength and the insensitivity to
stress rate is demonstrated by the force responses
of attachments to the integrin aLb2 (Fig. 3B).
Yet, representative of the opposite extreme, other
integrin interactions are short-lived and behave
as transient connectors that require fast loading
for strength, as when integrins at the leading edge
of a spreading cell form new attachments to an
extracellular matrix (9) or when integrins initiate
capture of lymphocytes in the systemic circulation
(10), mimicking the response of a selectin as
demonstrated by force responses of attachments
to the integrin a4b1 (Fig. 3A). Because of the

diversity in integrin mechanical response and the
important role of their cytoskeletal connections
in adhesion, we will center the remainder of our
discussion around integrin bonds.

Integrin Bonds: The Archetype of Multifunc-
tional Adhesive Design
Integrins are composed of noncovalently-associated
a and b subunits. Each subunit is a type I trans-

Fig. 3. Transient and persistent cell adhesion bonds. The distinction between these two types of adhesion
bonds reflects major differences in their stress rate requirements rf° = fb/toff° for onset of strength and their
scales fb for amplification of strength under increasing stress rate (Fig. 2). Consistent with the labels, the
examples of transient connectors in (A) require fast loading for strength, whereas the examples of persistent
connectors in (B) are strong even under slow loading. Also intriguing is that the transient connectors show
much larger amplification of strength at high-loading speeds than persistent connectors, which suggests a
fundamental feature of the way in which weak biomolecular bonds are chemically designed to achieve
strength (43). Taken from in vitro tests of single recombinant receptor and ligand interactions when
immobilized on a force probe and microsphere target (44), the responses for transient connectors in (A) are
demonstrated by the dynamic strengths of P-selectin (PS) bonds to a reactive N-terminal segment of mucin
PS glycoprotein ligand–1 (PSGL-1) (45) and by the dynamic strengths of integrin a4b1 bonds to a two-
domain construct of VCAM-1 (46). Although similar to the b1-integrin interaction at high force rates, the
strength of the PS interaction is switched on at a fast loading rate. Called a “catch bond” (4), this unusual
response represents a mechanochemical switch triggered by force rate to turn off a fast dissociation pathway
and lock in a slow dissociation pathway that resists force (45). Also taken from in vitro tests, the responses
for “persistent connectors” in (B) are demonstrated by the dynamic strengths of homophilic full-length
cadherin bonds (47, 48) and by the dynamic strengths of integrin aLb2 bonds to ICAM-1 (46). Feedback
from chemical pathways inside cells is known to reinforce cell adhesion mediated by integrin bonds. We
found a significant parallel upward shift [*, blue-dashed line in (B)] in dynamic strengths of b2-integrin
bonds when testing ICAM-1 bonds to the b2 integrin (LFA-1) in situ at the surface of cytokine-stimulated
white blood cells; this suggests a range of affinity states for the b2 integrin and demonstrates the “inside-
out” feedback at the single-molecule level. The units for force and force rate are pN and pN/s, respectively.
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Fig. 2. Dynamic strength of a bond: the “nanorheology” of a molecular
interaction. The important dynamical corollary to the Bell exponential model
(Fig. 1) for the off rate of bonds under stress is that the strength and lifetime
of a bond become interrelated properties governed by the stress rate (42), rf =
Df/Dt, and thereby the speed vpull at which the molecular linking structures are
separated, that is, rf = ksvpull. When loaded by an increasing force, the failure
rate of an idealized bond grows exponentially with time, predicting that the
bond will break “most often” at a force f*, increasing by 1 unit of the thermal-
activation force fb for each e-fold exp (1) ~2.72 times increase in the loading
rate. The increase in strength and decrease in survival expected for bonds at

different force rates (called force ramps) are sketched in (A). Derived from
tests at several force rates, the most frequent rupture forces for the idealized
bond follow a straight line when plotted against logarithms of the force rates
as sketched in (B), that is, f* = fb loge(rftoff /fb). Key to the dynamics, the
kinetic scale for force rate, rf° = fb/toff°, defines the loading speed above which
the bond is driven “far from equilibrium,” dissociating faster than its apparent
spontaneous off rate 1/toff°, and thus resists force. The most frequent
“lifetime” t* of the bond is precisely its strength divided by the loading rate,
t* = f*/rf. So, while bond strength grows sluggishly with increased loading
speed, bond survival falls extremely rapidly, as illustrated in (C).
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membrane glycoprotein with a relatively large
multidomain extracellular projection and a single
membrane-spanning helix, usually ending with a
short (20 to 70 amino acid), largely unstructured
cytoplasmic tail (8). Humans produce 18 a and 8
b subunits that combine to form at least 24 dif-
ferent heterodimers, each of which binds to a spe-
cific overlapping repertoire of extracellular matrix
ligands such as fibronectin, collagen, laminin, or
fibrinogen and to cell surface counterreceptors
like the Ig-superfamily proteins intercellular ad-
hesion molecule–1 (ICAM-1) or vascular cell ad-
hesion molecule–1 (VCAM-1) (8). Many of the
advances in our understanding of the mechanisms
by which integrins bind ligand have come from
x-ray crystallography of the extracellular domains
of aVb3 and aIIb3, as well as structures of com-
plexes between ligands and isolated a subunit
ligand-binding A domains [reviewed in (11, 12)].
These studies have revealed the architecture of
integrin extracellular domains, explained the well-

established requirement for divalent cations in
integrin-ligand binding, and demonstrated that
both the a and b subunits participate in binding
ligands containing an Arg-Gly-Asp peptide or a
related tripeptide motif. Very important in their
function, conformational changes in the integrin
extracellular domains play a major role in reg-
ulating the affinity of integrins for their extracel-
lular ligands through a process termed integrin
activation (8, 11, 12).

Although ligand binding is mediated by the
large extracellular domains, the integrin cyto-
plasmic tails play a key role in cellular control
of their adhesive interactions and the subsequent
dynamic cellular responses such as cell spread-
ing or migration. Interactions of the short cyto-
plasmic tails, and of the b tails in particular, with
intracellular cytoskeletal and signaling proteins
figure prominently in the regulation of integrin
activation (13). Furthermore, after the binding
of an extracellular ligand, complex multiprotein

assemblies of cytoskeletal, scaffolding, and sig-
naling proteins are recruited to the integrin
cytoplasmic face, where they both link integrins to
the actin cytoskeleton and convey signals into the
cell (14, 15). Hence, by binding both extracellular
and intracellular ligands, integrins provide a trans-
membrane conduit for the bidirectional trans-
mission of mechanical force and biochemical
signals across the plasma membrane to regulate
cell adhesion, migration, proliferation, and death.

Integrin Anchoring in Cell Adhesion
The mechanical properties of adhesive attach-
ments to cells are most often attributed to the
ligand/receptor interaction. However, formation,
strength, and survival of a cell adhesive attach-
ment also depend on how molecular connections
below the membrane surface—those anchoring
the receptor to the cell cytostructure—respond to
force. Integrins generally function in specialized
complexes involving assemblies of many adhe-
sion molecules and cytoskeletal and signaling
adaptors (15). These integrin clusters come in
various forms, for example, focal adhesions, fo-
cal complexes, fibrillar adhesions, or podosomes,
which are defined according to their size, shape,
subcellular localization, molecular constituents,
and organization (15). While some clusters are
widespread, others, for example, the immunolog-
ical synapse or costamers, show strict cell-type
specificity. The differences in size and composi-
tion of adhesion sites presumably reflect the link
to the cytoskeleton and integrin signaling. None-
theless, despite their various specialized roles in
mediating transient or stable adhesion, reorganiz-
ing the extracellular matrix, and activating spe-
cific signaling pathways, these adhesions share a
number of common features. They are sites at
which integrins connect intracellular actomyosin-
generated cytoskeletal contractility to extracel-
lular ligands and where external forces can be
transmitted to the cytoskeleton, for example,
sites where they can initiate biochemical signals.
Like the exterior ligand/receptor interaction,
intracellular molecular bonds are also time-
dependent connections whose formation and
persistence change considerably with application
of force. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the abrupt
reduction in interfacial stiffness and the onset of
fluid-like tether flow often observed when pulling
on an integrin bond suggest that the pulling force
can disrupt the molecular-scale complex an-
choring the integrin tails to the cytoskeleton.

The many molecules present in adhesion
sites imply many, potentially parallel, mech-
anisms for linking an integrin to the cytoskeleton
(14, 15). Nonetheless, several proteins have been
identified as prime candidates for direct integrin-
actin linkages, including talin, filamin, a-actinin,
and tensin [which, along with integrin-associated
adaptor and signaling molecules such as vinculin,
paxillin, focal adhesion kinase, and Src-family
kinases, activate and/or respond to kinase,

Fig. 4. Receptor unbinding from the cytoskeleton: cohesive failure. When pulling a cell-surface bond with a
probe, force usually builds up steadily until either the adhesion bond fails and the probe recoils [as in (A) when
probing the b2-integrin LFA-1 on a blood granulocyte (46)] or the rise in force slows abruptly for a period of
time before failure of the adhesion bond [as in (B) whenprobing the b1-integrin VLA-4 on aB-lymphocyte (46)].
As sketched schematically in (C), pulling on the receptor initially deforms the cell surface into a nanoscale
“pucker” that increases its extension in proportion to the force, where the elastic-like response reflects the level
of tension-like stress in the cortical cytoskeleton (49). However, as seen in (B), the elastic-like response can end
prematurely with the onset of a fluid-like tether flow enabled by release of the receptor from the cytoskeleton.
As sketched in (D), continued probe extrusion of thismembrane nanotube (tether) quickly distances the receptor
from the cell cytostructure (50, 51) and eventually ends when the adhesion bond breaks. The question mark in
(D) indicates that the components that stay attached to the receptor tail domain remain to be established.
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phosphatase, and small guanosine triphospha-
tase signaling cascades (16, 17)]. Each of these
large actin-binding proteins also contains a bind-
ing site for integrin b subunit cytoplasmic tails
(15, 16, 18, 19). Of these, talin, an antiparallel
homodimer composed of 250-kD subunits, has
received the most attention. Acting as a “hub” in
the linkage between integrin b tails and the cy-
toskeleton, talin interacts with a constellation of
focal adhesion proteins—including the integrin
b-chain tail, vinculin, focal adhesion kinase,
phosphatidylinositol phosphate kinase type 1 g,
and F-actin (20)—and plays important roles in
activation of integrin receptors (21), in formation
of the initial linkage between ligand-occupied
receptors and the cytoskeleton (9), and in the
subsequent reinforcement of the linkage (22). As
discussed below, the use of cell lines deficient in
these linker proteins (9, 19) or expressing muta-
tions that selectively disrupt an integrin-linker, a
linker-linker, or a linker-cytoskeletal interaction
(9, 19, 21, 23) holds considerable promise for
elucidating the roles of specific molecular inter-
actions during cellular response to force.

The Future: Mapping the Communication
Between Mechanical and Chemical
Circuitry of a Cell
All cells sense and respond to applied forces in
a cell-type–specific manner to regulate a broad
range of processes from cell migration to stem
cell differentiation, tissue formation, and tumor-
igenesis (24, 25). Although a variety of systems

are employed to sense force and convert it into
biochemical signals, adhesion molecules (and
integrins in particular) are known to play an
important role in this mechanosensory process
and in how cells respond to the applied stress
(26, 27). Although other adhesion receptors, such
as the selectins and cadherins, are also regu-
lated through cytoskeletal interactions, a defin-
ing feature of integrins is that integrin/ligand
and integrin/cytoplasmic connections transmit
and receive feedback (through conformational
changes) to enhance or reduce their strengths of
attachment (12, 28, 29). Along with the promi-
nent clustering of receptors [increasing what
is referred to as “avidity” (30)], feedback from
inside the cell also acts directly on the integrin
adhesion bond, greatly amplifying its mechanical
strength as demonstrated by the force responses
of attachments to the b2-integrin LFA-1 on the
surface of a cytokine-stimulated white blood
cell (Fig. 3B). Because many of the enzymes
and signaling molecules involved in this
feedback are closely associated with the
receptor-cytoskeletal linkage, the effect of pull-
ing on, or even detaching, a receptor from the
cytoskeleton as described in Fig. 4 is likely to
alter interactions among these proteins, which
suggests a physical mechanism for communica-
tion between the mechanical (stress-bearing)
circuitry and chemical circuitry of a cell. Pulling
forces can catalyze cellular processes in many
ways (26, 29), including (i) conformational tran-
sitions (from limited to full denaturation and un-
folding) that expose otherwise cryptic sites to
promote new protein-protein interactions or that
expose sites with specific posttranslational mod-
ification, (ii) reorganization or segregation of
specific molecules in an adhesive complex, and
(iii) even liberation of a constituent so that it can
interact with more distant complexes.

Because of the numerous molecules present
in adhesion complexes, the experimental chal-
lenge is to sort through the many (possibly par-
allel) intracellular signaling pathways that likely
emanate from integrin linkages to the cytoskel-
eton. Current investigations with engineered knock-
out or overexpressing cells are making substantial
progress in identifying the proteins important for
integrin-mediated responses to force (22, 31),
which are enhanced by innovative in vitro as-
says suggesting ways that the integrin-associated
proteins can act as force sensors (32). Moreover,
potentially aiding in this quest, probing individ-
ual cell adhesion complexes with ultrasensitive
force techniques (Fig. 4) provides an unexpected
opportunity to assay the kinetics of molecular
connections (Fig. 5) hidden beneath the cell mem-
brane (maybe even deep in the cell, if linked to
a long structural filament). Taking advantage of
structural and functional assays that identify key
mutations selectively targeting integrin-cytoskeletal
linkages and signaling pathways, the exciting
prospect is to use cell-surface force spectroscopy

and engineered cell lines as a material science
tool to explore and characterize key nodes in the
“mechanical circuitry” that connect receptor tails
to the cytostructure and to examine how forces
applied to these nodes communicate physical
cues from outside the cell to catalyze or trigger
specific steps in cell signaling and regulation
inside the cell. Even bolder, the next step should
be to integrate precision techniques like single-
molecule force spectroscopy with high-resolution
optical techniques like single-molecule fluores-
cence (33) or novel methods that image the real-
time dynamics of coupling between integrins,
actin, and other components of adhesion and sig-
naling at the cellular level (34, 35). Together,
such integrated approaches can provide access to
the molecular machinery by which adhesion
molecules transmit force and biochemical signals
into and out of the cell during cell migration,
tissue remodeling, and differentiation.
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Fig. 5. Receptor-cytoskeletal anchoring strengths.
Although only a few cases have been examined in
detail (46, 52), the forces for receptor release from
the cell cytoskeleton at the onset of tether flow
have been found to increase with pulling speed
and produce histograms that agree with the ideal-
ized bond kinetics described in Figs. 1 and 2.
Plotted versus the logarithm of the force rate
measured during the elastic-like response before
the onset of tether flow, examples are shown of the
most frequent forces observed at release of PSGL-1
from the cytostructure of a blood granulocyte [when
attached to a PS probe (52)] and observed at release
of the VLA-4 from the cytostructure of a lymphocyte
[when attached to a VCAM-1 probe (46)], which
provide direct assays of the kinetic stability and
rate of failure for the molecular complexes an-
choring these receptors beneath the cell surfaces.
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REVIEW

Far-Field Optical Nanoscopy
Stefan W. Hell
In 1873, Ernst Abbe discovered what was to become a well-known paradigm: the inability of a
lens-based optical microscope to discern details that are closer together than half of the
wavelength of light. However, for its most popular imaging mode, fluorescence microscopy, the
diffraction barrier is crumbling. Here, I discuss the physical concepts that have pushed fluorescence
microscopy to the nanoscale, once the prerogative of electron and scanning probe microscopes.
Initial applications indicate that emergent far-field optical nanoscopy will have a strong impact in
the life sciences and in other areas benefiting from nanoscale visualization.

Despite the enormous advancements
brought about by electron and scanning
probe microscopy, about 80% of all

microscopy investigations in the life sciences are
still carried out with conventional lenses and
visible light. Taking advantage of the optical trans-
parency of cells, light microscopy uniquely
provides noninvasive imaging of the interior of
cells in three dimensions (3D). Moreover, it allows
the detection of specific cellular constituents, such
as proteins, nucleic acids, and lipids, through
fluorescence tagging. Lens-based fluorescence
microscopywould be almost ideal for investigating
life at the subcellular level if it could discern details
below a quarter of a micrometer. However, since
the work of Abbe, such a resolution seemed
entirely out of reach, at least until recently.

When focusing a propagating beam of light,
the lens ensures that the light wave interferes
constructively at a point in space. The result is an
intensity pattern I(x, y, z) featuring a main “dif-
fraction” maximum, referred to as the focal spot

(Fig. 1A). The full width at half maximum of the
spot is given by Dr ≈ l/(2n sin a) in the focal
plane and by Dz ≈ l/(n sin2 a) along the optical
axis (1), with l, a, and n denoting thewavelength,
the aperture angle of the lens, and the refractive
index, respectively (Fig. 1A). Because all fluo-
rescence markers within this spot are illuminated
simultaneously, they also emit at about the same
time, which makes their separation virtually
impossible. Moreover, the collection of the
photons by a lens and their propagation to a detec-
tor are governed by a similar function, Iem(x, y, z),
blurring the coordinate from where each photon
was emitted. Thus, for some time, the only
pathway to subdiffraction resolution seemed to
be given by near-field optical microscopy, which
detects nonpropagating light waves from the
sample surface with a nanosized mechanical tip
(2). However, this method is surface-bound
and cannot image the interior of cells. Similar
arguments apply to the more recent and
intriguing concept of imaging with a material
of negative refractive index (3). Although such
a material can project an image at a distance
(4, 5), the need to collect nonpropagating waves
requires the sample to be placed on top of the
material; a lens of negative refractive index is

“near-sighted” (6). In many applications, espe-
cially in the life sciences, collecting the light far
away from the sample is mandatory.

In the 1990s, the first concrete and feasible
concepts emerged showing that in fluorescence
microscopy the diffraction barrier can be broken
even with propagating light and regular lenses—
that is, in the far-field (7, 8). A hallmark of these
concepts was use of the molecular states of the
fluorescent marker not just for signal generation,
but also for overcoming the limits set by dif-
fraction (9). They radically departed from the far-
field superresolution strategies prevalent at the
time, such as confocal (10, 11) and multiphoton
microscopy, because they implied that a reso-
lution far below l, in fact diffraction-unlimited
resolution, is possible without eliminating diffrac-
tion per se.Meanwhile, other powerful approaches
(12–14) have emerged, bolstering far-field fluores-
cence nanoscopy as an emerging field of science.
Here, I will review this field with emphasis on the
breaking of the diffraction barrier. I will refrain
from overly discussing technical implementa-
tions, unless I deem them inherent to the concept;
particularly, imaging speed, sensitivity, and cost-
efficiency are constantly improving as new tech-
nology becomes available. Rather, I will show that
all fluorescence nanoscopy concepts realized so far
have used a bright and a dark state of the fluores-
cent marker to record sub-l features sequentially in
time. I will classify these concepts according to the
states used and show that they differ on whether
the sequential recording of the marker occurs
molecule by molecule or in molecular ensembles.

Pushing the Diffraction Barrier
Since the mid-20th century, several concepts
aimed at pushing the diffraction limits by
reducing the focal spot size. Confocal fluores-
cencemicroscopy is one of them. Using pointlike
illumination and detection, its effective spot is
described by I(x, y, z)Iem(x, y, z) ≈ I2(x, y, z). The
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squaring reduces the spot by ~
ffiffiffi
2

p
, but in prac-

tice this effect is compromised by the finite de-
tector size (10). A genuine quadratic dependence
is provided by two-photon excitation, but ex-
citing a fluorophore from its ground state S0 to
its fluorescent state S1 requires photons of half
the excitation energy and hence light of about
2l in wavelength. The concomitant doubling of
the spot is not compensated by the ~

ffiffiffi
2

p
re-

duction, but even if it were, the barrier would just
be shifted, not broken. These considerations are
readily extended to m photons (15). Another
approach shrinks the spot by an elaborate phase
pattern in the entrance pupil of the lens (16), but
giant sidelobes leave it impractical. In my view,
the failure of all these concepts to provide useful
improvements reinforced the notion that, ulti-
mately, the resolution of any far-field light mi-
croscope is still bound to Dr ≈ l/2n > 200 nm and
to merely Dz ≈ l > 450 nm along the optical axis.

The poorer axial resolution is particularly
unfavorable for the 3D imaging of transparent
samples, such as cells. The relation Dz > Dr stems
from the fact that a conventional lens may
produce only a spherical cap of a wavefront of
light (1). If the lens could produce a nearly
complete spherical wavefront, the focal spot
would be almost spherical too, because of sym-
metry. As a result, the z resolution would be sim-
ilar to its lateral counterpart (17, 18). The same
consideration holds for fluorescence detection:
The more complete the collected spherical wave-
front is, the better the fluorescent marker can be
located. Expanding the illumination or the de-
tection wavefront is equivalent to increasing the
aperture angle of the system. It is the key element
in spot-scanning 4Pi microscopy (18) and wide-
field I5M (19), both of which provide a three- to
sevenfold improved z resolution, augmenting
the 3D resolution of far-field fluorescence mi-
croscopy substantially.

To this end, 4Pi microscopy coherently adds
the wavefronts of two large-angle lenses for
excitation or detection, or both (Fig. 1B). The
resulting main focal spot features Dz ≈ l/3n,
which is even slightly narrower than Dr (20).
However, because the enlarged wavefront is still
not close enough to spherical (a ≈ 68° < 90°), the
focal spot exhibits lobes above and below the
focal plane. Consequently, practical 4Pi micros-
copy has relied mostly on two-photon excitation,
which reduces the signal from the lobes due to
the squaring effect (20). The remaining contribu-
tions are removed mathematically. Operating
with oil, glycerol, and water-immersion lenses,
two-photon 4Pi microscopy has delivered 3D
images of fixed and live cells with 80- to 150-nm
axial resolution (21). A compact beam-scanning
4Pi system recently revealed H2AX chromatin
cluster formation in the nucleus (22), and a
multispot version imaged organelles, such as
the Golgi apparatus and mitochondria in live
cells (20).

Fig. 1. Fluorescence nanoscopy schemes: single-point scanning (upper row) and parallelized versions (lower
row). (A) Confocal microscopy. The excitation light wave (blue) formed by the lens to a spherical cap produces a
3D diffraction spot, generating fluorescence in the focal region. A pointlike detector (not shown) registers
fluorescencemostly from themainmaximum (shown in green), thus providing a slightly improved resolution over
regular epifluorescence microscopy. Nevertheless, the confocal microscopy resolution is limited by diffraction to
>200 nm in the focal plane (x, y) and to >450 nm along the optical (z) axis. (B) By combining the wavefront caps
of two opposing lenses, 4Pi microscopy produces a narrower spot along the z axis and hence an improved z
resolution of 80 to 150 nm. (C) A typical single-point scanning STED microscope uses a regularly focused
excitation beam (blue) that is superimposed by a doughnut-shaped STED beam (orange) that instantly quenches
excited molecules at the periphery of the excitation spot, thus confining fluorescence emission to the doughnut
zero. Saturated quenching results in a fluorescent spot far below diffraction (green), here 20 nm, whose scanning
across the sample yields a subdiffraction-resolution image. The spots represent measured data. (D) RESOLFT
principle: A focal intensity distribution I(r) featuring zeros that are >l/2n apart confines either the bright state A
(left) or the dark state B (right) through a saturable or switching transition, corresponding to a parallelized STED,
GSD, or photoswitching approach (on the left) and to the SPEM concept (on the right). In both cases, imaging
onto a camera causes the subdiffraction features created by the bright state A (left) or the dark state B (right) at
the sample to be blurred on the camera by diffraction. Left: The blur can be dealt with by summing up each
diffraction blob individually and allocating the signal to the pertinent coordinate of the zero in the sample space.
The image is gained by translating the zeros across the sample and reading out the fluorescence for each
coordinate step. (Right) The same holds for SPEM in which the superresolved data are encoded in the narrow
regions around the zeros in which the dark state B is deliberately established (“negative data set”). The image is
obtained by mathematically converting the negative data set into a positive one. Both strategies rely on a
targeted signal readout based on preset positions of the zeros, and both operate with fluorophore ensembles;
pA(r) ≤ 1 defines the normalized probability of occurrence of A. Small boxes symbolize molecules making up
the object (gray-shaded mountains). (E) PALM and STORM read out the fluorophore molecules stochastically; the
moleculesmust be switchable.Weak illumination sparsely switches individual fluorophores to the bright state A so
that they are further apart than l/2n. Detection of N >> 1 photons enables the centroid calculation of the
diffraction blob of individual fluorophores on the camera, and hence assembling an image with resolution
depending on N. Concepts (C) to (E) are not diffraction-limited, meaning that they can resolve similar molecules
at nanometer distances. The STED, PALM, SPEM, and RESOLFT recording process is sketched in movies S1 to S4.
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By providing 6° more angle than their pre-
decessors, the most recent field-corrected oil-
immersion lenses (a = 74°) have now also enabled
bright dual-color 4Pi recordings with standard
single-photon excitation (23, 24). Applying two-
photon excitation with such a lens pair yields a
solitary central spot of Dz ~ l/3n and hence an all-
physical z-resolution improvement (Fig. 4A) (25).

In I5M, the aperture enhancement is imple-
mented just for the detection (26) while thewhole
field of view is illuminated with a set of plane-
parallel standing waves. Single-photon excitation
provides a bright signal, but the flat standing-
wave illumination gives rise to larger lobes re-
quiring a more elaborate computational removal
(20). The future implementation of 74° lenses
and of special illumination schemes should ren-
der I5M an interesting alternative to 4Pi imag-
ing. In any case, the difference made by adding
6° to a underscores that in both concepts, the es-
sential element is the enlargement of the aper-
ture angle of the system (27). For the time being,
combining the spherical wavefront caps of
opposing lenses provides the smallest diffraction
spot in the far-field. As a generic development, it
may well augment the axial resolution of other
light microscopy contrast modes in the future.
Nonetheless, it does not break the diffraction
barrier but rather pushes diffraction to its limits.

Breaking the Diffraction Barrier
Discerning features that are spectrally disparate is
not challenged by diffraction. Likewise, Abbe’s
barrier does not prevent finding out the coor-
dinate of a molecule with arbitrary precision, e.g.,
of 1 nm (28), if there is no other similar marker
molecule within l/2n distance. Breaking Abbe’s
barrier is about discerning an arbitrary number of
densely packed and similarly labeled features
within any distance <l/2n. This is possible if the
features can be recorded sequentially: for exam-
ple, by successively transferring the markers of
each feature to a signal-giving “bright” state A,
while keeping the other markers in a state B that
is “dark” (29, 30). Reading out the bright ones
allows assembly of a subdiffraction image,
provided that one knows their coordinate (Fig. 2).

The most direct way to determine the co-
ordinate of the bright molecules is to define their
location: ri. This is possible by applying an opti-
cal transition A→B that would send all fluo-
rophores to the dark state B except for those that
happen to be at ri (29). Such a transition can be
realized by means of a light-intensity distribution
I(r) featuring a zero at ri. Driving A→B, this
intensity I(r) must produce a rate kAB(r) = sI(r)
that outperforms competing spontaneous rates
basically everywhere except at ri. The compet-
ing spontaneous rates are given by the inverse
of the lifetimes tA,B of the states A and B,
respectively, and s denotes the optical cross-
section of the transition. Therefore, applying
I(r) >> (stA,B)

−1 ≡ Is fulfills this condition and

confines the possible occurrence of state A to
intervals ri ± Dr/2, with Dr << l/2n. The
“saturation intensity” Is is a measure of the
intensity needed to outperform the competing
transitions. Translating Dr across the diffraction-
blurred zone precludes a signal from any feature
except from that lying within ri T Dr/2, with the
result that nearby features are sequentially mapped
out with resolution Dr (29, 31). The zeros ri need

not be moved further than l/2n, because at ~ri +
l/2n, another zero can resolve the adjacent dif-
fraction zone (29); that is, the process can be
parallelized (Fig. 1D).

Time-sequential readout from within the
diffraction zone at defined coordinates is a
hallmark of stimulated emission depletion
(STED) (7) and ground state depletion (GSD)
microscopy (8), and of other concepts exploiting
reversible saturable or photoswitchable transi-
tions A ↔ B (29), such as saturated pattern
excitation microscopy (SPEM) (32, 33). These
approaches have been generalized under the
acronym RESOLFT (34), which stands for
reversible saturable optically linear fluorescence
transitions. With Imax denoting the intensity
bordering the zero, their practical resolution is
well approximated by

Dr ≈
l

2nsina
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ Imax=Is

p

which differs from Abbe’s equation in that
Imax/Is→∞ implies “infinite” resolution, i.e.,
down to a molecule (7, 29, 31, 35). The square-
root factor stems from the parabolic approximation
of ordinary intensity zeros in space. Fluorophores
within Dr remain indiscernible because they still
are simultaneously recorded. Although it can
resolve single molecules (35), the RESOLFT
concept principally operates with molecular

ensembles and with state population
probabilities. Dr and the average
number of simultaneously recorded
fluorophores can be tuned through
Imax/Is. The concept has been
extended to also exploit the dynam-
ic equilibration of the two states
(36). Ultimately, the resolution is
determined by the actual choice of A
and B, which can be basic electronic
states, such as the S0 and the S1, or
“chemical” states such as conforma-
tional or binding states of the marker
(29–31).

STED microscopy, which can
be regarded as the first concept of
the RESOLFT type, uses the most
elementary states possible: the S1 as
A and the S0 as B (Fig. 3). Most
implementations of this concept
have so far used a focused excitation
beam and a red-shifted, doughnut-
shaped “STED beam” for quenching
excited fluorophores by stimulated
emission S1→S0. The few stimu-
lated photons are discarded, as is
the stimulating beam. To confine
the fluorescence to the zero of the
doughnut, the quenching rate out-
performs the spontaneous decay of
the S1 given by its inverse lifetime
tfl ≈ 10−9 s. With s ≈ 10−16 cm2,
Is = (stfl )

−1 typically amounts to
3 × 1025 photons/cm2 s, i.e., ~10 MW/cm2.
Applying Imax > Is yields subdiffraction
fluorescent spots. Translating the zero in any
direction sequentially registers the signal from
subdiffraction features, thus yielding subdiffrac-
tion images (Fig. 4B).

The zero need not be formed by a doughnut,
but could also be one or many grooves (Fig. 1D)
(35) or even planes (37). By using a focal zero
with a strong quenching peak above and beneath
the focal plane (Fig. 1C), STED initially attained
Dz = 100 nm with a single lens (38), but in
combination with a 4Pi system producing a
central zero, Dz = 33 to 60 nm was possible
(37). Setting the current benchmark, these STED-
4Pi combinations are likely to push the z resolu-
tion to <10 nm. A similar resolution Dx = 16 nm
was obtained in the focal plane (35) with single
molecules as test objects, showing that ~l/45 is
possible in the far-field. Realizing such lateral
resolution in immunofluorescence imaging has
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Fig. 2. Targeted versus stochastic time-sequential readout of
fluorophoremarkers of a nanostructuredobject within the diffraction
zone whose lower bound is given by l/2n. A and B denote a bright
and a dark state, respectively. In the targeted readout mode, one of
the two states (here A) is established at a subdiffraction-sized spot at
the position of a zero to read out an unknown number of fluoro-
phore molecules. The image is assembled by deliberate translation
of the zero. The zero can also be a groove. In the stochastic readout
mode, a single switchable fluorophore from a random position
within the diffraction zone is switched to a stable state A, while the
other molecules remain in B. The coordinate is calculated from the
centroid of the diffraction fluorescence spot measured by a
pixelated detector. The coordinate pops up stochastically depending
on where the interrogated marker molecule is located.
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initially been hampered by
photobleaching, but allow-
ing fluorophore dark states
to relax enabled Dr = 20 to
30 nm (Fig. 4C) (39).

Meanwhile, the nano-
scale resolution provided
by STED has tackled cell
biology problems. For ex-
ample, STED resolved
synaptotagmin I from in-
dividual synaptic vesicles,
showing that this protein
forms isolated clusters
upon vesicle fusion (40).
STED also revealed the
ringlike structure of the
protein bruchpilot at syn-
aptic active zones in the
Drosophila neuromuscular
junction (41). Further
applications included visu-
alizing the SNARE (soluble
N-ethylmaleimide–sensitive
factor attachment protein
receptor) protein syntaxin
(42), the nuclear protein
SC35 (39), and the nico-
tinic acetylcholine recep-
tor (43). STED has been
extended to dual-color
recording (44), enabling
colocalized imaging on
the nanoscale. Further-
more, it has revealed the
spatial order of self-
assembled colloidal par-
ticles (45) (Fig. 4B).
Another application out-
side biology is to create
nanosized spots of excited
molecules that serve as the
starting point for photo-
chemical reactions (46).

Although STED and
confocal microscopy are
easily combined in the
same setup, STED is not
an extension of the latter,
because it does not rely on a point detector. Sharp
discrimination of the fluorescence signal would
allow the detector to be placed right at the
sample. Specifically, the resolution of a STED
microscope is determined solely by the
STED beam. For these reasons, parallelized
STED microscopy will be possible with arrays
of doughnuts or lines (Fig. 1D). Because stimu-
lated emission is a single-photon event with a s
magnitude similar to that of absorption, the light-
source requirements for STED are different from
those for m-photon microscopy (47). Subnano-
second, but not femtosecond, pulses render STED
effective, leaving laser diodes and photonic

crystal fibers as the light sources of the future.
Although the use of some fluorophores will be
precluded by bleaching, suitable dyes are found
in each part of the spectrum.

The S0 and the S1 states are not the only ones
that can be exploited in this way (Fig. 3). GSD
microscopy (8) breaks the barrier at ~100 times
lower Imax, because it elects the metastable triplet
state T1 with a lifetime tT ≈ 103 to 106 ns as the
dark state B and the singlet system (S0 plus S1) as
A (Fig. 3). ProbingA is performed at the same l as
its depletion, i.e., by pumping the dye to B. With
a continuous-wave intensity of ~100 kW/cm2,
GSD has recently imaged protein clusters on

the plasma membrane of fixed cells with Dr =
50- to 90-nm resolution (48). Although chal-
lenged by photobleaching, the ubiquity of meta-
stable dark states in fluorophores encourages the
exploration of this concept.

Depleting the S0 state (now B) by populating
the S1 state (now A), SPEM, also known as
saturated structured illumination microscopy
(SSIM), differs from GSD in that ultrasharp
“dark” regions of state B are created with steeply
surrounded regions in which the marker, if present,
is in A with high probability. Applying Imax > Is
confines these regions to Dr << l/2n and
conceptually yields diffraction-unlimited resolu-
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Fig. 3. Bright (A) and dark (B) molecular states used to break the diffraction barrier. Whereas STED, GSD, and SPEM utilize
photophysical transitions, the photoswitching version of the RESOLFT scheme, as well as PALM and STORM, exploit photochemical
transitions in which atoms are relocated or bonds formed and broken. PALM and STORM rely on measuring single (or at least
identifiable) molecules at a time, whereas the other concepts, although compatible with single-molecule imaging, principally read out
ensembles. Ensemble techniques rely on reversible transitions between A and B, as indicated by the rates k. The probability pA of being
in state A depends nonlinearly on the light intensity applied, as indicated by the equations, ensuring that either A or B is confined to a
subdiffraction area at a targeted coordinate in space. The e−gI and the (1 + gI)−1 dependence entail nonlinearities of infinite order
(gI)m; m→∞. By increasing the lifetime of the chosen states, g strengthens the nonlinear dependence of pA, thus enabling huge
nonlinearities at low I. This is radically different from m-photon processes that, depending on the concomitant action of m photons
and hence just on Im, are firmly limited to orderm (15), which in practice is onlym< 4. Because it operates with single molecules in a
known state, the probability concept breaks down in PALM and STORM, but reminiscent of nonlinearity is the optical switching.
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tion like STED and GSD. Applying only Imax < Is
gives the diffraction-limited resolution of an ideal
confocal system (49). Is is similar in magnitude to
that in STED because the same molecular states
are used involving the same spontaneous rates.
Because it records “negative data,” SPEM requires
a computational construction of the image and
hence an excellent signal-to-noise ratio in the raw
data. Recording is performed sequentially in time
by translating and rotating line-shaped zeroes
that are >l/2n apart from each other and
reading out the data with a camera. Initial real-
izations (33) displayed a lateral resolution of 50

nm with beads (after the required computation),
thus also demonstrating the potential of line-
shaped, quasi-widefield parallelized recording
also for other A, B pairs.

The ultimate saturable transition is a photo-
switch (29–31), because the absence of sponta-
neous interstate transitions implies Is→0 and
hence a huge Imax/Is at low Imax. Photoswitching
between isomerization or binding states, of which
only Ayields fluorescence, is found in reversibly
photoactivatable relatives of the green fluorescent
protein, such as asFP595 (50) and dronpa (51),
and in photochromic synthetic compounds. The

signal is gained by repeated excita-
tion to a transient fluorescent state
A↔A*. Initial experiments with
asFP595 evidenced breaking
Abbe’s barrier by cis-trans photo-
isomerization with ultralow Imax ≈
10 W/cm2 (34); similar results were
obtained with switchable organic
fluorophores (52). Selecting long-
lived chemical states A and B
highlighted that subdiffraction res-
olution is possible at ultralow inten-
sities and indicated the potential of
both protein and dye photoswitching
for breaking Abbe’s barrier (29–31).
Conversely, these experiments also
revealed the Achilles’ heel of any
concept using reversible saturable
transitions, which is the finite num-
ber of cycles possible between A
and B. However, cycling is required
while reading out molecular en-
sembles from targeted coordinates
with diffracted beams (Fig. 2). The
reason is that ensuring state A at a
chosen coordinate means that nearby
molecules must be switched to B.

This problem is avoided in
photoactivatable localization mi-
croscopy (PALM) (12, 14) and
stochastic optical reconstruction mi-
croscopy (STORM) (13), in which
single molecules are read out from
random coordinates. To this end, a
single molecule is switched on or
activated (B→A) such that the next
activated one normally is further
apart than >l/2n; it is then repeat-
edly excited (A↔ A*) to render N
photons forming a magnified dif-
fraction spot on a camera. Switch-
ing off adjacent molecules is not
needed because they are off (in B)
already. Knowing that only a single
molecule is in A allows the cal-
culation of its coordinate from the
centroid of the spot with precision
~l=ð2nsin a

ffiffiffiffi
N

p Þ. The last step is
to switch off the registered mol-
ecule, or at least confirm that it is

off, so that another one can be switched on and
read out. Thus, the image is assembled mole-
cule by molecule by means of a single switch-
ing cycle B→A→B′ per molecule.

PALM switches off by bleaching, implying
that B may be different from B′, greatly ex-
panding the range of useful compounds (12),
whereas in STORM B = B′ (13). PALM images
of thin cryosections of lysosomal transmembrane
protein in a mammalian cell displayed a resolu-
tion of <25 nm (Fig. 4D). Both approaches
require the adaptation of the intensity to the mo-
lecular concentration, and in both methods the
resolution varies with the brightness of the mol-
ecules that are chosen to represent the object in
the image. So far PALM involved recording
times of hours, but with potentially 103 to 104

recorded photons per 1 ms, >1000 fluorophores
from the diffraction zone could be recorded
in a second with 10-nm precision in 2D (14).
Recording with a camera provides a large field of
view while impeding the imperative background
rejection. For that reason, PALM was initially
demonstrated with <100-nm thin sections and
with a total internal reflection (TIRF) 2D
recording scheme (12). The blur associated
with defocusing single molecules should help
expand the method to 3D imaging and, once
background is dealt with, also to live cells.

Nanolocalization of individual fluorophores
was extensively pursued in the past (28, 53).
Tracing the bleaching events in fluorophore
clusters resolved individual molecules at nano-
meter distances (54). Likewise, individual quan-
tum dots could be separated by disentangling
their stochastic excursions to dark states (55).
Indeed, separating and localizing individual
fluorophores differing in their spectra (56) has
been realized several times since it was proposed
(57). It has also been known that any process
allowing the allocation of N detected photons to
the same point in the sample (out of the
statistical evaluation of a photon stream) im-
proves the resolution in far-field microscopy
and, in fact, gives “infinite” resolution for
N→∞ (58). However, all these precursors did
not specify a definite molecular mechanism that
would have enabled the sequential readout of
an arbitrarily large number of fluorophores,
such as the photoswitching between two states.

Most recently, nonswitching fluorophores
were also used to form a B→A→B′ cycle by
using a specific binding to the target cellular
structure B→A and subsequent bleaching A→B′,
yielding images (59). Complementary to the
ensemble concepts, the single-molecule ap-
proaches expand the potential of nanoscale
imaging. As PALM and STORM obtain their
resolution in part computationally, images should
be compared with those of the all-physical
methods after a deconvolution. The resolution
of the latter can be further increased by recording
with a pixelated detector, so that both the
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Fig. 4. Side-by-side comparisons. (A) Confocal versus 4Pi axial (xz)
image of microtubules in a neuron: 4Pi image displays 140-nm z
resolution; lens of a = 74° and with two-photon excitation at
800 nm. The plain 4Pi image is due to a narrow solitary peak without
lobes; mathematical lobe-removal is not required. (B) Unlike the
confocal reference, the STED image reveals the spatial order of self-
assembled fused silica nanobeads containing a fluorescence core
(45). (C) Neurofilaments in human neuroblastoma recorded in the
confocal mode (left) and with STED after nonlinear deconvolution
(right) displaying a focal plane resolution of 20 to 30 nm (39). (D)
Epifluorescence versus PALM recording of a cryoprepared section
from a mammalian cell expressing a lysosomal transmembrane
protein tagged with a photoswitchable protein; both images were
recorded with a TIRF setup. PALM resolution ranges between 20 and
60 nm, whereas individual protein localizations can be 2 nm (12).
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knowledge of the preset coordinates and those
from the detector could be synergistically ex-
ploited. Nonetheless, single-molecule bottom-up
concepts will develop their strength at small
scales and with background-free samples,
whereas top-down approaches, such as STED,
should be more adequate whenever background
dictates registering ensembles. I expect all these
methods to complement electron microscopy.

Earlier crude STED imaging of live cells
(38) should be advanced by emergent fast beam-
scanning systems. Furthermore, adjusting the
mean number of simultaneously recorded fluo-
rophores via Imax/Is should meet some of the
challenges posed by intracellular movements.
Moreover, by providing nanosized far-field
fluorescent volumes (38), STED should facil-
itate probing the dynamics of tagged biomole-
cules in live cells through their fluorescence
fluctuations (60).

Although the recording speed of these
concepts may differ in various applications, they
must all be slower than epifluorescence micros-
copy. This stems from the time-sequential
readout of the diffraction zone. A potential rem-
edy is to also use other spectroscopic features,
such as the emission or absorption wavelength
(57). Indeed, state B need not be “dark,” but just
yield a signal different to that of A. Speed can
also be gained by simultaneously installing and
reading out a large number of states A, B, C, ...
within the diffraction zone, either randomly or in
a well-chosen order. In my view, many hurdles
will be overcome by selecting the right molecular
states and transitions (9).

In a nutshell, the diffraction barrier is broken
by establishing a specific state in a region <<l/2n
that characterizes the features from this region
(61). The region can be as small as, or actually be
defined by, a single molecule. This state is
established for a period t within which the
established spatial distribution of states is read
out with the use of a suitable signal. As a rule, the
shorter t, the harder it is to read out this
distribution of states. “Virtual” molecular states
are not easy to use because of their transient
nature (t < 10−15 s). This partly explains why no
effective thread has yet been described for
diffraction-unlimited imaging by pure scattering
or reflection. Nonetheless, virtual states could
well be involved in the generation of the signal
that reads out the longer-lived specific states. In
any case, reflection nanoscale imaging would not
automatically carry the benefits of molecular
labeling and therefore could not easily unravel
the biomolecular network in the cell.

A major limitation of fluorescence imaging is
the limited flux of emitted photons. It is therefore
important to note that none of these concepts
ultimately requires fluorescence emission (31).
Rather, it is sufficient that one of the states, say A,
elicits a specific signal that can be detected. For
example, if a nonfluorescent marker state A (but

not B) absorbs at a particular l, converting the
absorbed photons into heat, the transient change
of the refractive index of the surrounding me-
dium could be probed with a beam of light (62).
The measured change would still perfectly
quantify the spatially confined state A. Such a
nonfluorescent read-out scheme would benefit
from the ultrafast (<3 ps) conversion of photons
into heat, providing constant availability for
absorption. It would only be limited by the
sensitivity of the refractive index measurement;
and maintain “multicolor” labeling through
l-specific absorption. Although the probe beam
as such would be diffraction-limited, the concept
would still give diffraction-unlimited resolution.

Along with improved fluorescence schemes,
such nonfluorescent schemes should enable us to
take another step in the not-too-distant future:
nanoscale 3D imaging at high speed. In any case,
the works reviewed herein already broke the
barrier of perception of what a lens-based light
microscope is able to accomplish. With human
perseverance focused on this matter, 3D imaging
of live cells with electron microscopy resolution
should be possible.
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Visual Language Discrimination
in Infancy
Whitney M. Weikum,1* Athena Vouloumanos,2 Jordi Navarra,3,4 Salvador Soto-Faraco,4,5
Núria Sebastián-Gallés,4 Janet F. Werker1

Talking faces are among the most dynamic
and salient stimuli available to infants, and
the facial movements accompanying

speech influence adult (1) and infant (2) speech
perception. Recently it was reported that facial

speech information alone is sufficient for lan-
guage discrimination in adults (3). Although it is
well established that young infants can discrim-
inate languages auditorily (4, 5), it is unknown
whether infants can discriminate languages visu-
ally. We examined whether 4-month-old infants
can visually distinguish their native language
(English) from an unfamiliar language (French).
Because exposure to specific auditory and visual
information in infancy is essential for maintain-
ing many early-appearing native language, mu-
sical, and face perception sensitivities (6–10), we
comparedmonolingual English infants to French-
English bilingual infants at 6 and 8 months.

Discrimination was tested by using silent vid-
eo clips of three bilingual French-English speak-
ers reciting sentences in each language. Every
trial contained a video clip of a different sentence
by one speaker in one language (for example,
movies S1 and S2). The infants (n = 36) were
presented with video clips from one of the
languages until their looking time declined to a
60% habituation criterion. Test trials using the
same speakers but different sentences from the
other language were shown to examine whether
the infants’ looking time had increased, indicat-
ing that they had noticed the language change.
The test trials where the language was switched

were compared with a control condition (n = 36)
for which the test trials were always different
sentences but in the same language as the
habituation trials (11). A repeated-measures
analysis of variance (ANOVA) including age

(4, 6, or 8 months), condition (language switch
versus control), and trial (habituation versus test)
revealed only a significant three-way interaction
[F(2, 66) = 3.71, P < 0.05]. Simple main effects
analyses showed that the infants looked signif-
icantly longer at the language switch test trials
(Fig. 1A), compared with the control trials, at 4
months [F(1, 22) = 4.70, P < 0.05] and 6 months
[F(1, 22) = 4.19, P = 0.05] but not at 8 months
[F(1, 22) = 1.18, P = 0.29].

The finding that infants can visually discrim-
inate their native language from an unfamiliar
language at 4 and 6 months but not at 8 months
parallels declines in performance seen in other
perceptual domains. Indeed, across the first year
of life, infants’ performance declines on the
discrimination of nonnative consonant and vowel
contrasts (6, 7), nonnative musical rhythms (8),
cross-species individual faces (9), and cross-
species face and voice matching (10). Thus, it
appears that specific experience is necessary for
maintaining sensitivity to some initial perceptual
discriminations. To determine whether regular
exposure to both French and English confers an
advantage in visual language discrimination, we
compared bilingual French-English infants (n =
24) to their monolingual English counterparts. At
an infant age of 6 months, a two-by-two repeated-

measures ANOVA analyzing language group
(monolingual versus bilingual) and trial (habitua-
tion versus test) yielded a significant effect for
trial [F(1, 22) = 6.65, P < 0.02] with no interac-
tion. A similar analysis at the age of 8 months
yielded only a significant trial-by-condition in-
teraction [F(1, 22) = 6.92, P < 0.02]. Simple
main effects analyses of this interaction showed
that, at 8 months, only the bilingual infants looked
significantly longer at the change in language
[F(1, 11) = 7.1, P < 0.05 (Fig. 1B)].

Traditionally, visual speech has been re-
garded as a redundant signal in verbal commu-
nication. The present research shows that visual
speech information alone is sufficient for
language discrimination in infancy. Moreover,

this finding indicates that visual
speech may also play a more critical
role than previously anticipated in
helping infants narrow their percep-
tual sensitivities to match the dis-
tinctions necessary in their language
learning environment. Notably, bi-
lingual infants advantageously main-
tain the discrimination abilities needed
for separating and learning multiple
languages.
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Fig. 1. Mean looking time in seconds to silent talking faces. The y axis represents infant looking time; the x axis
represents the trials that the infant was shown (final habituation trials and test trials). Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean. (A) Experimental (language switch) and control (language same) conditions for
monolingual infants at 4, 6, and 8 months. (B) Experimental conditions for monolingual [replotted from (A)] and
bilingual infants at 6 and 8 months.
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ATM and ATR Substrate Analysis
Reveals Extensive Protein Networks
Responsive to DNA Damage
Shuhei Matsuoka,1 Bryan A. Ballif,2* Agata Smogorzewska,1,3† E. Robert McDonald III,1†
Kristen E. Hurov,1† Ji Luo,1† Corey E. Bakalarski,2 Zhenming Zhao,1 Nicole Solimini,1
Yaniv Lerenthal,4 Yosef Shiloh,4 Steven P. Gygi,2‡ Stephen J. Elledge1‡

Cellular responses to DNA damage are mediated by a number of protein kinases, including ATM
(ataxia telangiectasia mutated) and ATR (ATM and Rad3-related). The outlines of the signal
transduction portion of this pathway are known, but little is known about the physiological scope of
the DNA damage response (DDR). We performed a large-scale proteomic analysis of proteins
phosphorylated in response to DNA damage on consensus sites recognized by ATM and ATR and
identified more than 900 regulated phosphorylation sites encompassing over 700 proteins.
Functional analysis of a subset of this data set indicated that this list is highly enriched for proteins
involved in the DDR. This set of proteins is highly interconnected, and we identified a large number
of protein modules and networks not previously linked to the DDR. This database paints a much
broader landscape for the DDR than was previously appreciated and opens new avenues of
investigation into the responses to DNA damage in mammals.

Genotoxic stress is a life-threatening event
for organisms as it alters the content and
organization of the genetic material.

Organisms have developed multiple mechanisms
to ameliorate the damage caused by genotoxic
stress, including specialized DNA repair pro-
cesses such as base excision repair, nucleotide
excision repair, and nonhomologous end-joining
that recognize and repair specific lesions in
stereotypical ways. There is also a global sig-
naling network called the DNA damage response
(DDR) that senses different types of damage and
coordinates a response that includes activation of
transcription, cell cycle control, apoptosis, senes-
cence, and DNA repair processes (1). This
coordination is critical for cell survival, in par-
ticular when DNA replication is perturbed.

At the core of the DNA damage signaling
apparatus are a pair of related protein kinases,
ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) and ATR
(ATM and Rad3-related), which are activated by
DNA damage. ATM with its regulator the MRN
(Mre11-Rad50-NBS1) complex senses double-
strand breaks (DSBs) (2). ATR with its regulator

ATRIP (ATR-interacting protein) senses single-
strand DNA (ssDNA) generated by processing of
DSBs, as well as ssDNA present at stalled repli-
cation forks. Both kinases then phosphorylate
proteins to initiate a signaling cascade that in-

cludes many common substrates including Chk1
and Chk2 (checkpoint kinases) that initiate a sec-
ondary wave of phosphorylation events to extend
signaling. About 25 ATM and ATR substrates
have been identified (3), many as candidates
based on known roles in damage signaling.

A key to understanding any kinase network is
the identification of the in vivo substrates.
However, unbiased identification of kinase sub-
strates is a difficult endeavor. Various technolo-
gies have emerged to identify phosphoproteins
and kinase substrates (4, 5), but few give in vivo
confirmation or the sites of phosphorylation.
Protein immunoprecipitation (IP) with antibodies
to phosphotyrosine has been used to identify
tyrosine kinase substrates (6). A newer method
uses peptide IP with phosphotyrosine antibodies
and mass spectrometry (MS) to identify sub-
strates of tyrosine kinases (7). ATM and ATR
share substrate specificity, recognizing Ser-Gln
(SQ) and Thr-Gln (TQ) motifs (8, 9), and
antibodies to phospho-SQ or phospho-TQ sites
have enabled identification of a few ATM
substrates by protein IP (10, 11). We have
combined antibodies to phospho-SQ or phospho-
TQ sites, together with peptide IP and SILAC
(stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell
culture) (12), to identify proteins regulated in
response to DNA damage. We discovered a vast
network of over 700 human and mouse proteins
phosphorylated in response to DNA damage that
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Fig. 1. Schematic for
identification of DNA
damage–regulated SQ
and TQ sites. 293T cells
were grown in heavy and
light media, and cells in
light medium were ir-
radiated with 10 Gy of
IR. Heavy and light cell
lysates were combined,
and peptides were immu-
noprecipitated with anti-
bodies to phospho-SQ or
phospho-TQ and applied
to LC-MS/MS. Quantifica-
tion of phosphorylation
on each peptide was
achieved by measuring
the relative intensity of
light and heavy peptides
in the MS spectra, which
are spaced by 8 daltons
for peptides with Lys (K)
or by 10 daltons for
ones with Arg (R). Each
phosphopeptide sequence
was obtained from the
MS/MS spectra.
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represents many pathways not previously impli-
cated in the response to DNA damage.

Results
Peptide IP and SILAC. We grew two popula-
tions of human embryonic kidney 293T cells
in equivalent DMEM (Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle medium) except that one contained heavy
[13C6,

15N4]-Arg and [13C6,
15N2]-Lys and the

other contained light Arg and Lys (Fig. 1). Both
cell types grew and responded to ionizing radia-
tion (IR) normally (fig. S1). 293T cells grown in
light medium were irradiated with 10 Gy of IR
and collected 1 hour after irradiation. Heavy and

light lysates were combined (1:1 ratio) and di-
gested with trypsin, then 60 peptide IPs with 68
antibodies to phospho-SQ or phospho-TQ were
performed. Bound peptides were applied to liq-
uid chromatography−tandem MS (LC-MS/MS),
and the abundance of each phosphopeptide was
quantified by measuring the relative intensity of
light and heavy peptides in the high-accuracy
MS spectra. After quantification of SILAC
phosphopeptide pairs, 905 phosphorylation sites
on 700 proteins showed an increase in phos-
phorylation of more than fourfold after DNA
damage by IR (table S1). A more limited anal-
ysis on mouse NIH3T3 cells identified 95 phos-

phorylation sites on 86 proteins. Of these, 55 sites
were found on 47 mouse proteins whose human
homologs were among the 700 human substrates
(table S2).

Of the 68 antibodies used, 28 were against
phosphorylation sites known to be phosphoryl-
ated after DNA damage, and 17 of these were
recovered as sites regulated by DNA damage.
Several new phosphorylation sites were identi-
fied among these targets: three sites each onATM
(T86, S367, and T373), BRCA1 (breast cancer 1,
early onset) (S1239, S1330, and T1720), SMC1
(structural maintenance of chromosomes) (S358,
S360, and S951), TopBP1 (topoisomerase-binding
protein 1) (S214, T975, and S1051), and KAP1
(KRABdomain–associated protein 1) (S440, S501,
and S824) and four sites on FANCD2 (Fanconi
anemia D2) (S178, T596, S717, and S1418). During
the course of this study, some of thesewere shown
to be phosphorylated in vivo after DNA damage
(11, 13, 14). Altogether, we identified 55 regulated
phosphorylation sites on the 31 candidate ATM
andATR substrates previously implicated inDNA
damage signaling or repair (table S3).

Validation. We confirmed the phosphoryl-
ation status for a subset of the candidate substrate
proteins by IP and Western blotting. MDC1
(mediator of DNA damage checkpoint 1), 53BP1
(p53-binding protein 1), Orc3 (origin recogni-
tion complex subunit 3), and an uncharacterized
Zn-finger protein, ZCCHC8, identified with
antibodies to phospho-BRCA1 S1423 were im-
munoprecipitated with antibodies to each protein
before and after 10 Gy of IR and subjected to
Western blotting with antibodies to phospho-
BRCA1 S1423. All three were phosphorylated
after IR. Although no antibodies to Orc3 for IP
were available, we were able to immunoprecipi-
tate Orc3 with antibodies to Orc2 because the
two proteins associate (15). Thus, Orc3 phospho-
rylation after IR was confirmed (Fig. 2A).

Sequences around sites identified with anti-
bodies to phospho-BRCA1 S1423 are very similar
to sequences around BRCA1 S1423 (Fig. 2A).We
examined the distribution of amino acid residues
surrounding the phosphorylation site among the
phosphopeptides identified by individual peptide
IPs (fig. S2). Most antibodies used recognize one
or two amino acids at −1 or +2 position, in
addition to the phospho-SQ or phospho-TQ.
Normally, linear epitopes are thought to comprise
five to seven amino acids. The presence of the
phosphate on the epitope may reduce the number
of additional contacts needed to form an im-
munogenic epitope. We also determined the dis-
tribution of amino acid residues surrounding the
DNA damage−regulated phospho-SQ or -TQ
sites on the 700 candidate ATM and ATR sub-
strates. Enrichment of E (Glu) and S around the
SQ or TQ sites was observed (Fig. 2B). This is
consistent with the notion that E or D (Asp) is
often found around SQ or TQ sequence phospho-
rylated by ATM or ATR in vitro (8).

Of the 11 proteins whose phosphorylation
after IR was confirmed (Fig. 2A and fig. S3), we

Fig. 2. Validation of protein phosphorylation. (A) MDC1, 53BP1, and ZCCHC8 were
immunoprecipitated with antibodies against each protein from 293T cells before (-IR) and after
(+IR) 10 Gy of IR, and precipitated proteins were subjected to Western blotting with antibodies to
phospho-BRCA1 S1423. The same blots were reprobed with antibodies to MDC1, 53BP1, or ZCCHC8.
Orc3 was coimmunoprecipitated with antibodies to Orc2, and precipitated proteins were subjected
to Western blotting with antibodies to phospho-BRCA1 S1423. The same blot was reprobed with
antibodies to Orc3 and Orc2. Sequences around the identified site on each protein were aligned
with those around BRCA1 S1423. (B) Distribution of amino acid residues (30) surrounding the
phospho-SQ or -TQ sites on the candidate ATM and ATR substrates that were regulated by DNA
damage. Sequence analysis was done with MOTIF-X software (31). (C) HA-tagged wild-type VCP,
Orc3, or Psf2 (WT) or AQ mutant of each protein [VCP S748A, Orc3 S516A, and Psf2 T180A/S182A
(2AQ)] was expressed in U2OS cells, and V5-tagged ZCCHC8 wild-type (WT) or AQ mutant (S456A) was
expressed in 293T cells. Wild-type and AQ mutant proteins were immunoprecipitated with antibodies to
HA or V5 from cells before (-IR) and after 10 Gy of IR (+IR) and probed with the indicated antibodies to
phosphorylated sites. The same blots were reprobed with antibodies to each protein or anti-V5.
Endogenous VCP (VCP) was coimmunoprecipitated with HA-tagged VCP (HA-VCP) by IP with antibodies
to HA because VCP forms a homo hexamer (32). HA-tagged wild-type cyclin E (WT) or AQ mutant
(S59A) was expressed in U2OS cells, and proteins immunoprecipitated with antibodies to phospho-
BRCA1 S1423 from cells before (-IR) and after 10 Gy of IR (+IR) and whole-cell extracts (WCE) were
subjected to Western blotting with antibodies to HA.
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further validated 5 by mutating the identified
sites. Substitution of AQ for the identified SQ or
TQ site was introduced by site-direct mutagene-
sis into VCP (valosine-containing protein), Orc3,
Psf2 (partner of SLD5), ZCCHC8, and cyclin E.
In all five cases, phosphorylation was observed
on wild-type proteins but not on AQ mutants
(Fig. 2C), indicating that the antibodies were
recognizing the identified SQ or TQ site on each
protein and supporting the quality of the peptide
sequence identifications.

Functional analysis. Kinases may recognize
many proteins, only a subset of which are sig-
nificant to the kinase regulatory network. To
examine this, we randomly chose a group of 37
substrates not previously implicated in the DDR
to investigate genetically for roles in the DDR.
We assayed cells depleted for these proteins with
small interfering RNA (siRNA) for six basic
phenotypes: the ability to prevent the spontane-
ous generation of DSBs, the ability to phospho-
rylate histone H2AX (H2A histone family
member X) after IR, the ability to repair DSBs,
activation of the G2-M checkpoint, activation of
the intra−S phase checkpoint, and the function-
ality of homologous recombination (HR).

In osteosarcoma U2OS cells, the gH2AX
signal is low in the absence of IR, but rises rapid-
ly and reaches maximal levels within 0.5 to
1 hour after 10 Gy IR. Thereafter, it decays rap-
idly as damage is being repaired and falls below
30% of peak levels by 6 hours after IR. We

examined the effects of siRNA-mediated knock-
down of candidate genes on formation of IR-
induced gH2AX at these times in U2OS cells by
Western blotting (Fig. 3A) to expose the potential
roles of a gene in the maintenance of DNA
integrity in the absence of damage or in the
generation of gH2AX signal in response to
damage or in DNA repair. siRNAs against many
of the candidate genes altered the gH2AX sig-
nal compared with control siRNA (Fig. 3B and
fig. S4). Inhibition of multiple genes from the
list also showed functional defects in other as-
says (tables S4 to S6).

In summary, siRNAs against 35 of the 37
genes (94.6%) scored in at least one of the four
assays, and more than half of the genes (22
genes) scored in two or more assays. siRNAs
against CSTF2 (cleavage stimulation factor 2),
DCK (deoxycytidine kinase), KIAA1160, NASP
(nuclear autoantigenic sperm protein), RBM10
(RNA binding motif protein 10), SMARCAD1
(SWI/SNF-related, matrix-associated actin-
dependent regulator of chromatin, subfamily a,
containing DEAD/H-box 1), SRCAP (Snf2-
related CBP activator protein), TPR (translocated
promoter region), and USP34 (ubiquitin-specific
peptidase 34) scored in three categories. LATS1
(large tumor suppressor homolog 1) scored in all
four (Fig. 3C), as well as KIAA1794 (not
shown), which we have found to encode FANCI,
a novel component of the Fanconi anemia (FA)
pathway (16). During the course of this study,

involvement of RENT (regulator of nonsense
transcripts) and FOXO1 (forkhead box 1) in the
DDR pathway was shown (17, 18), consistent
with our observations. Thus, we concluded that
our gene list is highly enriched with genes that
regulate the DNA damage response or DNA
repair.

Bioinformatic analysis of phosphorylation
targets. The identified proteins were annotated
in the gene ontology format. Of the 700 iden-
tified proteins, 421 were annotated with a bio-
logical process by the PANTHER program
(Fig. 4A). Among these, 202 (48%) were as-
signed in the nucleic acid metabolism category
that includes DNA replication, DNA repair, and
other categories that involve nucleic acids. Fur-
ther subdivision of these 202 revealed that 46
function in DNA replication, repair, or recombi-
nation and 101 function in mRNA transcription
(Fig. 4B).

Anothermeasure of the significance of certain
functional categories among these phosphoryl-
ation targets is their enrichment relative to the
total numbers in their respective categories. The
DNA replication, recombination, and repair cate-
gory showed a highly significant enrichment.
Enrichments were also observed for proteins in
the cell cycle, gene expression, and cell signaling
categories (Fig. 4C). A surprising category with
enrichment was the RNA posttranscriptional
modification group that includes splicing factors
and other RNA binding proteins potentially im-

Fig. 3. Functional assays of a subset of the
candidate ATM and ATR substrate proteins.
(A) A representative blot of gH2AX assay.
Cell lysates from U2OS cells transfected with
indicated siRNAs were screened by Western
blot using antibodies to gH2AX (top) and Ran as the loading control (bottom). (B) The normalized gH2AX signal from cells transfected with siRNAs was
measured as a percentage of that with siRNA against luciferase and represented by one-dimensional hierarchical clustering. (C) Summary of the assay
results: homologous recombination assay (HR), G2-M checkpoint assay (G2/M), intra−S phase checkpoint−radio-resistant DNA synthesis assay (Intra-S),
and gH2AX assay (gH2AX). Proteins scored in each assay are marked in red. Abbreviations not mentioned in text are spelled out in table S1. Detailed
results of each assay are provided as tables S4 to S6.
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plicated in RNA modification or translational
control.

Discussion
In this study, we have identified more than
900 phosphorylation sites containing a con-
sensus ATM and ATR phosphorylation motif in
700 proteins that are inducibly phosphorylated in
response to IR. The extent of phosphorylation
we observed was unanticipated. For example,
among the mediator class of proteins, including
BRCA1, 53BP1, and TopBP1, a total of 33 reg-
ulated sites were identified, 15 in 53BP1 alone.
Of these 33, only 6 had been previously
identified, and these are considered highly
studied substrates. The quality of the identifica-
tions is supported by the fact that many sites
were found multiple times and in different
forms, such as a partial tryptic peptide or a
peptide containing an oxidized methionine or in
IPs with different antibodies, from cells with
different types of DNA damage (table S7), or
from different organisms (table S2). Further-
more, we chose a stringent cutoff for identifica-
tion to reduce the frequency of false calls.
Independent analysis of phosphorylation of
randomly chosen genes from the list demon-
strated that a high percentage could be verified.

Protein kinases are switches that coordinate
entire programs dedicated to accomplishing the
goals of a given signal transduction pathway. In
this study, we discovered that damage-activated
kinases do not simply contact key individual

proteins in a process, but instead phosphorylate
multiple components of particular pathways.
Many of the proteins identified cluster into mod-
ules of previously known interacting proteins.

Interacting modules involved in DNA repli-
cation. Multiple modules involved in DNA
replication were identified, such as an Orc
module with Orc3 and Orc6 (Fig. 5A); an
MCM (minichromosome maintenance pro-
tein) module including MCM2, MCM3,
MCM6, MCM7, and MCM10; and DBF4,
an activating subunit of the Cdc7 kinase
needed for initiation of DNA replication
(Fig. 5B). In addition, several components of
the replication machinery emerged, including
an RFC clamp–loader module (Fig. 5C) with
RFC1 and RFC3 (replication factors C1 and
C3) and a DNA polymerase module that
includes the catalytic subunit of DNA poly-
merase epsilon (POLE), its interacting protein
POLE4, and two translesion polymerases
PolL and PolQ (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, both
components of the Timeless-Tipin complex
involved in fork stability were identified along
with Claspin, with which they interact (19)
(fig. S5F). These modules themselves interact
in a larger network dedicated to DNA
replication (fig. S6). Of these, only MCM2
and MCM3 were previously known ATM
substrates (10, 20). These findings indicate
that the connections from the DDR to DNA
replication are more complex than previously
anticipated. As DNA damage signaling is

known to control initiation of origins, as well
as fork stability, the intra−S phase checkpoint,
and restarting of forks after damage, it is
likely that these new components take part in
executing those processes.

Interacting modules involved in DNA repair.
Multiple modules identified in this analysis
function in control of DNA repair. A mismatch
repair module contained mutS homolog genes
MSH2, MSH3, and MSH6, as well as exonuclese
1 (EXO1) (Fig. 5E). This pathway is generally
thought to act to repair mismatches during DNA
replication.

An excision repair module included XPA and
XPC (xeroderma pigmentosum complementation
groups A and C); RPA1 (replication protein A1);
ERCC6 (excision repair cross-complementing
6, also known asCSB, Cockayne syndrome group
B); and components of transcription factor
TFIIH (Fig. 5F). Other than RPA1, which par-
ticipates in many repair pathways, this pathway
had not been previously linked to DNA dam-
age signaling.

We also found a module containing the
Fanconi anemia (FA) pathway, which includes
FANCD2, FANCA, and the newly discovered
FANCI gene, which was identified through this
screen (Fig. 5G). This module also contains
BRCA2 and PALB2 (partner and localizer of
BRCA2, FLJ21816), a BRCA2-binding protein
involved in the FA pathway (21). A total of 12
regulated SQ or TQ phosphorylation sites were
present in this module. Related to the FA
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Fig. 4. Gene ontology analysis of the candidate ATM and ATR substrates.
(A) Gene ontology analysis of the candidate substrates was done with the
PANTHER program. Of the 700 identified proteins, 421 were assigned
with 769 biological processes. Proteins for which no biological process
could be assigned were omitted from this display. Categories with more
than 20 assigned proteins are shown. (B) Subdivisions of the category
nucleoside, nucleotide, and nucleic acid metabolism in (A). The 202
proteins in this category in (A) were assigned with more detailed
biological processes. Categories with more than three assigned proteins
are shown. (C) Significance refers to the –log (P value), which is obtained
by the Ingenuity program using the right-tailed Fisher’s exact test.
Threshold is at 1.301 = −log (P = 0.05).
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pathway is an extensive HR module including
RAD50, RAD52, RAD51AP, RAD54, XRCC2,
XRCC3, BRCA2, and PALB2, as well as
RUVBL2 and TOP3 (not shown), representing
essentially every step in the recombination pro-
cess (Fig. 5H). Of the proteins in these two
modules, only FANCD2 was previously known
to be phosphorylated in response to DNA
damage. These extensive contacts indicate that
the processes of cross-link repair and HR are
likely to be heavily regulated by the ATM and
ATR pathway (Fig. 5, G and H).

An additional module implicated in DNA
damage responses was the COP9 signalosome
CSN, in which three subunits underwent phos-
phorylation: CSN1 (GPS1), COP3, and COP7A
(Fig. 5I). This complex is involved in the SCF
(Skp1−Cullin−F-box protein) pathway, where it
participates in a neddylation-deneddylation cycle

important in SCF E3 ligase function and alters its
association with CSA (Cockayne syndrome type
A) and DDB2 (damage-specific DNA binding
protein 2), two DCAF (DDB1- and Cul4-
associated factors) proteins in Cul4 ligases (22).
In response to DNA damage, the CSN complex
rearranges from DDB2-Cul4 complexes to CSA-
Cul4 complexes.

New cell cycle modules. One cell cycle
module found comprises cyclin E and two
negative regulators of cyclin E: the F-box protein
FBW7, which targets cyclin E for ubiquitination
and destruction, and the cyclin-dependent kinase
(Cdk) inhibitor p27Kip1, which binds to cyclin
E−Cdk2 complexes and inhibits their activity
(Fig. 5J). In addition, the CIZ1 (Cip1 interact-
ing Zn-finger protein), which negatively regu-
lates the Cdk inhibitor p21Cip1 and promotes
DNA synthesis, is phosphorylated. This sug-

gests that, in addition to causing cell cycle arrest
through the Chk2-p53-p21Cip1 pathway (23),
DNA damage might also directly regulate the
activity of cyclin E through additional inhibitors
and proteolysis to promote cell cycle arrest.

We identified four components of the spindle
checkpoint, Bub1, Mad1, Sgo1, and Mad2BP
(Mad2 binding protein; also known as p31COMET)
(Fig. 5K). Bub1, Mad1, and Sgo1 promote
mitotic arrest by maintaining Mad2-Cdc20
complex formation in response to unoccupied
kinetochores, whereas Mad2BP opposesMad2
function. In budding yeast, the spindle check-
point and DNA damage checkpoint regulate a
common protein, Pds1, and both checkpoints
help to restrain cell cycle arrest in response to
DNA damage, but no direct connections had
been previously identified in mammals. The
spindle checkpoint controls anaphase-promoting
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indicates A acts on B. Node shapes are indicative: triangle, kinase;
diamond, enzyme; hexagon, translation regulator; trapezoid, transporter;
oval (horizontal), transcription regulator; oval (vertical), transmembrane
receptor. Proteins identified in this screen are marked in red and proteins
known to be phosphorylated after IR but not identified in this screen are
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IP from cells damaged with ultraviolet light (table S7).
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complex (APC) activation, which ultimately
controls Separase activation, a protease that
catalyzes dissolution of sister chromatid cohesion
and anaphase entry. Both Cdc26, an APC
subunit, and Separase were phosphorylated in
response to IR (Fig. 5K). Components of the
cohesion regulatory machinery were detected in
our screen, including the cohesins SMC1 and
SMC3 and the ESCO1 (establishment of cohe-
sion 1 homolog 1) complex required for loading
cohesins during S phase. Furthermore, APRIN,
the human homolog of the Saccharomyces
cerevisiae cohesion protein Pds5, was phos-
phorylated. An additional module that inter-
acts with cohesin involves the Condensin II
chromosome-condensation complex, including
the substrates NCAPD2 and NCAPH2 (non-
SMC condensing I complex subunits D2 and
H2), which are both required for proper cohesion
between sisters. Of these, only SMC1was a known
ATM substrate (24, 25). These findings suggest
that the DDR pathway displays manifold inter-
faces with other pathways previously implicated
in cell cycle control.

Signaling pathways that interface with the
DNA damage pathway. Various signaling path-
ways were also implicated in the DDR through this
study. Enrichment was found for proteins in the
insulin−IGF-1 (insulin-like growth factor)−PI3K
(phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase)−AKT pathway,
including the adaptor molecule IRS2 (insulin

receptor substrate 2), the kinase AKT3, two reg-
ulators of AKT, HSP90 (heat shock protein 90),
and PP2A (protein phosphatase 2A), and sev-
eral downstream effectors of AKT. Examples of
these downstream effectors are a transcription
factor, FOXO1, and components in the proteins
translation control pathway, TSC1 (tuberous
sclerosis 1), 4E-BP1 (eIF4E binding protein 1),
and p70S6K (ribosomal protein S6 kinase)
(Fig. 6). Indeed, S111 of 4E-BP1, which we
identified as a DNA damage−regulated site, is
phosphorylated by ATM in response to insulin
(26). The enriched set of contacts between the
DDR and the insulin signaling pathway suggests
that the DDR might induce a survival signal
through the activation of AKT. Our study
indicates that the DDR is likely to intersect the
insulin−IGF-1−PI3K−AKT pathway at many
points. In support of this idea, mice lacking the
nucleotide excision repair protein ERCC1 show
both accelerated aging (due to constitutive DNA
damage) and severe growth retardation (due to
suppression of the growth hormone−IGF-1 axes)
(27). Although DNA damage could affect insu-
lin and IGF-1 signaling in vivo through indirect
effects such as the depletion of stem cells in the
liver and the pancreas, it is also possible that
persistent repetitive DNA damage alters cellular
insulin−IGF-1 signaling and contributes to
diabetes and other age-associated metabolic
disorders.

Many other pathways not mentioned here
appear to have multiple connections to the DNA
damage pathway. At this point it is not clear
whether these are all substrates of ATM and ATR
or possibly other kinases activated by IR. In
addition to DSBs, IR causes oxidative stress and
ssDNA breaks. How these events are sensed and
whether kinases participate in signaling detection
of these events is not known. Any kinase ac-
tivated by IR could recognize a site that hap-
pens to have a Q adjacent to S or T, potentially
marking it for identification by our method. In
fact, only 70% of our substrates appear to be
regulated by ATM (table S8, A and B). Others
could be ATR and DNA-PK substrates. Alter-
natively, it is possible that other phosphatidyl-
inositol 3-kinase−related kinase (PIKK) members
respond to secondary stresses generated by this
treatment. In this vein, we identified a module
around the nonsense-mediated decay pathway
containing the PIKK SMG1 and RENT as reg-
ulated substrates (fig. S5C). SMG1 can phos-
phorylate RENTon SQ sites (28). This pathway
has been previously implicated in the response
to IR. It is not clear if it is downstream of ATM,
or if SMG1 senses damage to DNA or possibly
to RNA.

We also found a large number of proteins
involved in chromatin modification and tran-
scription, including subunits of multiple RNA
polymerases and many proteins involved in
splicing and RNA metabolism (fig. S5, A to C
and E). This points to a broad cellular transcrip-
tional, posttranscriptional, and chromatin re-
sponse that had only been hinted at in previous
studies.

It is likely that we have identified the majority
of abundant proteins inducibly phosphorylated
on SQ or TQ sites after DNA damage. The DNA
damage phosphorylation database is a rich
resource of information that can be used in
multiple ways. In one instance, we identified a
novel FA gene by phenotypic analysis (16). In
another case, we used the BRCT repeats of
BRCA1 to pull down tryptic peptides and pro-
teins. By looking for proteins in common
between those purifications and this database,
we identified two novel BRCA1-binding pro-
teins (29). Combining these data and other data
sets should allow important damage-response
proteins to be identified and new pathways to be
explored.

The results of this study illustrate the extra-
ordinarily broad landscape of the DDR, which
extends far beyond what was anticipated from
previous studies. The large number of functional
modules discovered here and the multiple
connections to each suggest that the DDR
profoundly alters cellular physiology. The eluci-
dation of these newfound connections and the
roles played by the many proteins newly im-
plicated in the damage response should provide a
solid foundation for a systems biology under-
standing of the cellular response to DNA damage
and replication stress in the future.
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Missing Mass in Collisional
Debris from Galaxies
Frédéric Bournaud,1* Pierre-Alain Duc,1 Elias Brinks,2 Médéric Boquien,1 Philippe Amram,3
Ute Lisenfeld,4,5 Bärbel S. Koribalski,6 Fabian Walter,7 Vassilis Charmandaris8,9,10

Recycled dwarf galaxies can form in the collisional debris of massive galaxies. Theoretical models
predict that, contrary to classical galaxies, these recycled galaxies should be free of nonbaryonic
dark matter. By analyzing the observed gas kinematics of such recycled galaxies with the help of a
numerical model, we demonstrate that they do contain a massive dark component amounting to
about twice the visible matter. Staying within the standard cosmological framework, this result
most likely indicates the presence of large amounts of unseen, presumably cold, molecular gas.
This additional mass should be present in the disks of their progenitor spiral galaxies, accounting
for a substantial part of the so-called missing baryons.

Whengalaxies collide, gravitational forces
cause the expulsion of material from
their disks into the intergalactic medi-

um. In this debris, dense self-gravitating structures
form. Because they can reach masses typical of
those of dwarf galaxies and they show ordered
rotation and active star formation (1–8), they
deserve to be considered galaxies in their own
right, albeit “recycled” ones. Whether these re-
cycled dwarf galaxies contain dark matter can put
strong constraints on the nature and distribution
of this enigmatic constituent of the Universe.
Indeed, standard theory (9–11) predicts that they
differ from classical galaxies by being nearly free
of nonbaryonic dark matter (5, 7, 12). According
to the widely accepted LCDM (cold dark matter
with cosmological constant) model (13), the
matter density of the Universe is dominated by
nonbaryonic dark matter. This matter is expected
to surround galaxies in the form of large halos
supported by random motions (9). Recycled
galaxies are expected to have little, if any, dark

matter of this type, because only material from
rotating disks is involved in the galactic recycling
process. In addition to nonbaryonic dark matter,
part of the baryonic component is “dark” as well
[i.e., it is known to have existed in the early
Universe (14), but it is hard or impossible to
detect locally today]. It has been speculated to be
cold gas (15, 16) but is most widely thought to
reside in a diffusewarm-hot intergalacticmedium
(WHIM) that surrounds galaxies (10, 11) and that
cannot be substantially accumulated in collisional
debris. Hence, recycled dwarf galaxies are pre-
dicted by conventional views to be mostly free of
both baryonic and nonbaryonic dark matter. We
put these views to the test, measuring the mass of
three galaxies formed in the collisional debris
around galaxy NGC5291 (17, 18).

The galaxy NGC5291 is surrounded by a
large, gas-rich ring of collisional debris (17). In sev-
eral places, gas has gathered into self-gravitating,
rotating dwarf galaxies where new stars form
(Fig. 1). We studied the kinematics of atomic

hydrogen in the ring through its 21-cm emission
line, using the National Radio Astronomy Ob-
servatory (19) Very Large Array (VLA) interfer-
ometer in a high-resolution configuration. We
estimated the mass actually present in the dwarf
galaxies and compared this to their visible mass
(6, 18, 20, 21). We used N-body simulations that
model the gravitational dynamics of stars, gas,
and dark matter halos, with 1 million particles for
each component. The model also accounts for
energy dissipation in the interstellar gas, and the
onset of star formation (22), reproducing both the
global morphology of the NGC5291 system and
the formation of recycled dwarf galaxies in it.
These simulations enable us to date the formation
of the system and to study its three-dimensional
morphology. According to our model (23), the
ring formed during a galaxy collision 360million
years ago and is seen inclined by 45° from the line
of sight (Fig. 1 and figs. S1 and S2).
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The rotation curve of a galaxy traces the
rotational velocity of the disk as a function of
radius and provides a direct measure of the total
(visible and dark) mass within that radius. We
used our VLA observations to derive the rotation
curves of three recycled dwarf galaxies around
NGC5291 and compared the mass inferred this
way with their visible mass. The most luminous
recycled galaxy in this system, NGC5291N,
contains 5.7 × 108 solar masses (M⊙) of atomic
gas, 2 × 108 M⊙ of molecular gas traced by the
emission of the CO molecule, and 1.1 × 108 M⊙
of stars. We hence derived a total visible mass of
8.8 × 108 ± 1 × 108M⊙ (where error is SD) inside
a radius of 3.7 kpc. The VLA data revealed a
velocity gradient tracing the rotation of the object
up to radii of ~4.5 kpc (Fig. 2 and fig. S3). The
rotational velocity, corrected for inclination as
indicated by ourmodel, is 70 km s−1 at a radius of
3.2 kpc, implying that the mass actually present
in the system—the so-called dynamical mass—is
30 × 108 ± 8.6 × 108 M⊙. The error bar accounts
for the noise in the data and various uncertainties
entering the method for determining the mass
(23). This system evidently contains an unseen
component that accounts for about twice the
visible mass. The visible mass is insufficient to
explain not only the high rotational velocity but
also the flat rotation curve; the rotational velocity
remains constant beyond the radius at which the
visible material is concentrated (Fig. 2).

In the second-brightest object, NGC5291S, the
visiblemass is 9.3 × 108 ± 1 × 108M⊙, whereas its
dynamical mass is 27 × 108 ± 8.5 × 108 M⊙. This
object must contain a dark component as well, also

with about twice the mass of the visible matter.
The data on the third-most-massive object
(NGC5291SW) lead to a similar dark-to-visible
mass ratio, with a visible mass of 5 × 108 ± 1.5 ×
108M⊙ and a dynamical mass of 12 × 108 ± 4.5 ×
108M⊙, albeit with larger uncertainties. The other
recycled objects in this system are less massive,
resulting in error bars that are too large to serve
the purpose of constraining the dynamical mass.

It is possible to derive dynamical masses of
galaxies from their rotational velocity even when
they are barely resolved (24), provided that some
assumptions are met; in particular, the gas must be
in equilibrium and move on quasi-circular orbits.
It is therefore important to ascertain that the rota-
tion curves of the recycled dwarfs are not affected
by velocity anomalies that result from their young
age or the presence of the massive progenitor. The
symmetrical rotation pattern already serves as
evidence that these objects are rotationally sup-
ported and close to equilibrium. To further assess
the validity of our results, we applied the same
analysis to the dwarf galaxies formed in our
numerical simulations. These simulations resolve
the internal structure of the dwarf galaxies,
including their spiral arms (fig. S7) and indicate
that the galaxies have reached a state of rotation-
ally supported equilibrium (fig. S4). The kinemat-
ics of the galaxies was analyzed at the same
resolution as that of the observations, and we
verified that their mass could be retrieved with the
required accuracy. Thus, the large observed veloc-
ities cannot be caused by any velocity anomalies,
and our analysis indicates the presence of a dark
component at a confidence level of 98% for both

NGC5291N and NGC5291S (25) and 95% for
NGC5291SW (Fig. 3).

That recycled dwarf galaxies contain a mas-
sive unseen component of about twice the visible
mass is surprising, even if they do not contain as
much dark mass as classical, first-generation,
dwarf galaxies (2, 6), for which dark-to-visible
mass ratios can be as large as 10 (26). Within
standard paradigms, recycled galaxies were ex-
pected to contain at most a few percent (12) of
dark matter. This is corroborated by our simu-
lations, which were conducted within the standard
framework of all dark matter in spheroidal halos
and none in the disks of spiral galaxies; the
rotational velocities predicted this way in recycled
dwarfs differ from the those that were observed
(figs. S6 and S7), which confirms that an
additional dark component is required in the
observed system. If this dark mass were non-
baryonic, its properties would have to differ from
the prevailing CDMmodel. Onlymaterial initially
in a rotating disk in the progenitor galaxy can
participate in the creation of recycled dwarfs,
whereas CDM resides in nonrotating spheroidal
halos. Given the success of LCDM scenarios in
explaining the large-scale structure of the Uni-
verse (27), we are inclined to consider that the
unseen matter in recycled dwarf galaxies is more
likely baryonic. This would imply that the
“missing baryons” do not all reside in theWHIM;
hot gas forms diffuse halos that do not provide
material to the recycled galaxies. A substantial
fraction of dark baryons would then be located in
a (potentially thick) disk. This cannot be in the
form of low-luminosity old stars, which are

Fig. 1. Gas ring and
recycled dwarf galaxies
around NGC5291. (A)
VLA atomic hydrogen
21-cmmap (blue) super-
imposed on an optical
image (white). The ultra-
violet emission observed
by Galaxy Evolution Ex-
plorer (pink) traces
dense star-forming con-
centrations. The most
massive of these objects
are rotating with the
projected spin axis as
indicated by arrows. In
the three most massive
companions, we quantify
the rotation and esti-
mate their mass content.
(B) Numerical simula-
tion of a galaxy collision
that has led to the for-
mation of a similar sys-
tem in which the central
galaxy is the progenitor
of a large, asymmetrical,
and partial ring. Self-
gravitating clumps have assembled within the ring to become new dwarf galaxies. The ring is seen projected at an angle of 45° from the line of sight. The
recycled dwarf galaxies have individual rotation axes closely aligned with that of the large-scale ring axis, which indicates that they are also inclined by 45°.
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known to be absent from the dwarf galaxies
around NGC5291 (28). The most likely candidate
is hydrogen in dense molecular form. The H2

molecule cannot be directly observed but is
usually traced by emission lines of the carbon
monoxide (CO)molecule. The emission fromCO
can be converted to a molecular gas mass (29)
with the use of a conversion factor that is expected

to depend on the heavy element abundance
(metallicity) of the gas (30). Here, we used the
usual conversion factor derived in our Galaxy for
gas with solar metallicity. The metallicity of the
recycled galaxies in NGC5291 is about half solar
(18), similar to that encountered in the outer
regions of spiral galaxies where the conversion
factor could change (31, 32) by factors of typically

2, or at most 3. To account for the missingmass in
the recycled galaxies, however, a change of at
least a factor of 10 would be needed. This means
we would be dealing either with cool H2, traced
by the COmolecule but much less efficiently than
generally assumed, or with a sizeable fraction of
cold H2 not traced at all by CO (15).

Collisional debris from galaxies hence appears
to contain twice as much unseen matter as visible
matter. Although this result could be explained by
a modification of Newtonian gravity, it more
likely indicates that a substantial amount of dark
matter resides within the disks of spiral galaxies.
Themost natural candidate is molecular hydrogen
in some hard-to-trace form. Further simulations
including this form of darkmatter and comparison
with higher-resolution observations of recycled
galaxies will be required to directly constrain the
exact properties of this unseen component.
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An On-Demand Coherent
Single-Electron Source
G. Fève,1 A. Mahé,1 J.-M. Berroir,1 T. Kontos,1 B. Plaçais,1 D. C. Glattli,1,2*
A. Cavanna,3 B. Etienne,3 Y. Jin3

We report on the electron analog of the single-photon gun. On-demand single-electron injection
in a quantum conductor was obtained using a quantum dot connected to the conductor via a
tunnel barrier. Electron emission was triggered by the application of a potential step that
compensated for the dot-charging energy. Depending on the barrier transparency, the quantum
emission time ranged from 0.1 to 10 nanoseconds. The single-electron source should prove
useful for the use of quantum bits in ballistic conductors. Additionally, periodic sequences of
single-electron emission and absorption generate a quantized alternating current.

In quantum optics, a single-photon source is
an essential building block for the manipu-
lation of the smallest amount of information

coded by a quantum state: a qubit (1, 2). Com-
bined with beam splitters, polarizers, and pro-
jective measurements, several photonic qubits
can be manipulated to process quantum infor-
mation (3). The most celebrated case is the
secure transmission of information by means of
quantum cryptography. Similarly, one expects
that electrons propagating ballistically in ultra-
pure low-dimensional conductors can perform
quantum logic tasks in perfect analogy with
photons propagating in optical media (4–6). The
analogy has a long history (7) and has provided
illuminating comparisons between the intensity
of light and that of electrical current; between
photon noise and electrical shot noise (8, 9);

and, more recently, between photon and electron
quantum entanglement (10–12). Because elec-
trons are fermions, entanglement offers new
routes not possible with photons (12). Practical-
ly, electronic analogs of beam splitters and
Fabry-Pérot and Mach-Zehnder interferometers
(13, 14) have been used in ballistic conductors,
providing the necessary quantum gate for an
all-linear electron optics quantum computation.
Yet missing were a single-electron source and a
single-electron detector (15) suitable for coher-
ent emission and projective measurements. The
former initializes quantum states, whereas the
latter reads the final states after electrons have
passed through the quantum gates.

Unlike the case of photons, the creation of
single-electron sources is expected to be sim-
pler because of Fermi statistics and Coulomb
interaction. For example, considering a voltage-
biased single-mode conductor, a contact at en-
ergy eV above the energy of the other contact is
known to inject single electrons into the con-
ductor at a regular rate eV/h, thereby leading to
the quantization of dc conductance in quantum
point contacts (QPCs) (16, 17). A second exam-
ple is the electron pump, in which a dc current is
produced by sequential time-controlled transfer

of single electrons between metallic islands in
series (18, 19) or by the manipulation of tun-
nel barriers of quantum dots (20, 21). The cost
in Coulomb charging energy to add or remove
an electron ensures a well-defined electron num-
ber in each island or dot. These two sources are,
however, not useful for quantum information.
In the first case, there is no time control of the
electron injection. Because only statistical mea-
surements are possible, the biased contact is
suitable for demonstrating coherent phenomena
such as interferences or electron entanglement
(10, 11) but not for manipulating quantum infor-
mation. In the second example, time-controlled
injection can be realized, but the energy of
emitted electrons is expected to spread, at ran-
dom, in an energy range much larger than the
tunneling rate (typically a fraction of the charg-
ing energy, depending on the pumping con-
ditions). The statistical distribution in energy
will smear the coherent effects required for ma-
nipulating the quantum information. Finally, a
third approach has been theoretically proposed
in (22–24), considering voltage pulses V(t) ap-
plied to an ohmic contact. When the Faraday
flux e∫V(t′)dt′/h is an integer, an integer number
of electrons is injected. Here noiseless injection
requires that the pulses have a special Lorenzian
shape and exact integer Faraday flux, otherwise
logarithmic divergence of the charge fluctuations
occurs. No experiment is available yet to test
these ideas.

We report here on the realization of a time-
controlled single-electron source suitable for the
coherent manipulation of ballistic electronic
qubits, which emits the electrons into a well-
defined quantum state. The injection scheme
is different from those considered above. The
source is made of a quantum dot, realized in a
two-dimensional (2D) electron gas in gallium
arsenide (GaAs) semiconductors and tunnel-
coupled to the conductor through a QPC. By
application of a sudden voltage step on a ca-
pacitively coupled gate, the charging energy is
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Cedex 05, France. 2Service de Physique de l'Etat Condensé,
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compensated for and the electron occupying the
highest energy level of the dot is emitted. The
final state of the electron is a coherent wave
packet propagating away in the conductor. Its
energy width is given by the inverse tunneling
time, as required for an on-demand single-
particle source, and is independent of temper-
ature. Its mean energy can be adjusted above the
Fermi energy by tuning the voltage step am-
plitude. The circuit (Fig. 1A), is realized in a 2D
electron gas in a GaAsAl/GaAs heterojunction
of nominal density ns = 1.7 × 1015 m−2 and
mobility m = 260 V−1 m2 s−1. The dot is electro-

statically coupled to a metallic top gate, 100 nm
above the 2D electron gas, whose ac voltage,
Vexc, controls the dot potential at the subnano-
second time scale. For all measurements, the
electronic temperature is about 200 mK and a
magnetic field B ≈ 1.3 T is applied to the sample
so as to work in the quantum Hall regime with
no spin degeneracy. The QPC dc gate voltage VG
is tuned to control the transmission D of a single
edge state as well as the dc dot potential. As
reported (25), this circuit constitutes the paradigm
of a quantum-coherent resistor-capacitor (RC)
circuit, where coherence is seen to strongly affect

the charge relaxation dynamics. From this study,
the charging energy D + e2/C ≈ D ≈ 2.5 K was
extracted (26). Here the large top-gate capaci-
tance makes the Coulomb energy e2/C unusually
small, and the total charging energy reduces to
the energy-level spacing D.

In (25), the linear response of the current to
the ac top-gate voltage was investigated, and the
ac charge amplitude was much lower than the
elementary charge e. In order to achieve single-
charge injection, we had to apply a high-
amplitude excitation (Vexc ~ D/e) and go beyond
the linear regime. When an electron is suddenly
brought above the Fermi energy of the lead, it is
expected to escape the dot at a typical tunnel
rate t−1 = DD /h, where D /h is the attempt
frequency and D is the transmission probability.
This gives nanosecond time scales, for which
single-charge detection is still out of reach ex-
perimentally. To increase the signal-to-noise
ratio, a statistical average over many individ-
ual events is used by generating repetitive se-
quences of single-electron emission followed
by single-electron absorption (or hole emission)
as shown in Fig. 1A. This is done by apply-
ing a periodic square wave voltage amplitude
≈ D/e to the top gate. Figure 1B shows typical
temporal traces of the current averaged over a
few seconds for a repetition period of T = 32 ns.
The single-electron events reconstruct the expo-
nential current decay of an RC circuit. When
transmission D is decreased from ≈0.03 to
≈0.002, the relaxation time t, extracted from the
exponential decay, increases from 0.9 to 10 ns.
For the two highest transmissions in Fig. 1B,
t << T/2, the current decays to zero, and the
mean transferred charge per half period is constant.
For the smallest transmission, t ~ T/2, the mean
emitted charge decreases because electrons have
reduced probability of escaping the dot. These
time-domain measurements are limited by the
1-GHz bandwidth of the acquisition card and
give access to the few-nanosecond injection times
corresponding to small transmissions D ≲ 0.03.

In order to get a better understanding of the
above results, we extend the harmonic linear re-

Fig. 1. Single-charge in-
jection. (A) Schematic of
single-charge injection.
Starting from an antires-
onant situation where
the Fermi energy lies be-
tween two energy levels
of the dot (step 1), the
dot potential is increased
by D moving one occu-
pied level above the Fer-
mi energy (step 2). One
electron then escapes the
dot on the mean time t =
h/DD. The dot potential
is then brought back to
its initial value (step 3),
where one electron can
enter it, leaving a hole
in the Fermi sea. (Inset
at right) The quantum
RC circuit: one edge chan-
nel is transmitted inside
the submicrometer dot,
with transmission D tuned
by the QPC gate voltage
VG. The dot potential is
varied by a radio-frequency
excitation Vexc applied on a macroscopic gate located on top of the dot. The electrostatic potential can
also be tuned by VG because of the electrostatic coupling between the dot and the QPC. (B) Time-
domain measurement of the average current (black curves) on one period of the excitation signal (red
curves) at 2eVexc = D for three values of the transmission D. The relaxation time t is deduced from an
exponential fit (blue curve).

Fig. 2. Iw as a function
of VG at f = 180 MHz
for different values of
the excitation amplitude
2eVexc. Transmission D
is also indicated. (A)
Modulus |Iw|. The hori-
zontal dashed line is the
constant value |Iw| =
2ef. (B) Nyquist repre-
sentation (imaginary
part of Iw versus real
part of Iw). The red
curve corresponds to an
RC circuit of constant
capacitance e2/D and
varying resistance. (C)
Phase f. The phase f
is independent of Vexc.
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sponse theory of a quantum RC circuit (27–29)
to calculate the nonlinear response to a high-
amplitude square excitation voltage (eVexc >> hf ).
Calculation shows that the circuit still behaves as
an RC circuit with a current given by

IðtÞ ¼ q

t
e−t=t for 0 ≤ t ≤ T=2 ð1Þ

q ¼ e ∫deNðeÞ½ f ðe − 2eV excÞ − f ðeÞ� ð2Þ

t ¼ h

2

∫deNðeÞ2½ f ðe − 2eV excÞ − f ðeÞ�
∫deNðeÞ½ f ðe − 2eV excÞ − f ðeÞ� ð3Þ

where N(e) is the dot density of states and f(e)
denotes the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The non-
linear capacitance and charge relaxation resist-
ance can be defined respectively by C

~
q ≡ q/2Vexc

and R
~
q ≡ t/C

~
q. For unit transmission D = 1,

electrons are fully delocalized, N(e) is uniform,
and the charge q evolves linearly with Vexc as
expected. In contrast, for low transmission, N(e)

is sharply peaked on well-resolved energy levels,
and q exhibits a staircase dependence on Vexc,
with steep steps whenever one electronic level is
brought above the Fermi energy. Thus, our cal-
culations establish the process of single-electron
injection depicted in Fig. 1. For a dot energy
spectrum with constant level spacing D, a
remarkable situation occurs when 2eVexc = D,
as q = e and C

~
q= e2/D irrespective of the

transmission D and of the dc dot potential. As a
matter of fact, Eq. 2 shows that, in these con-
ditions, q is given by integrating N(e) over ex-
actly one level spacing. For D << 1, we recover
the Landauer formula for the resistance R

~
q =

h/De2, and the escape time is given by t = h/DD,
as expected from a semiclassical approach. The
exponential current decay, the constant injection
charge for t << T/2, and the decrease of t with
transmission D account well for our experimental
observations in Fig. 1B.

For a more accurate experimental determi-
nation of q and t and to investigate subnano-

second time scales, we consider in the following
measurements the current first harmonic Iw at
higher frequencies f = w/2p = 1/T. Following
Eq. 1, we have

Iw ¼ 2qf

1 − iwt
ð4Þ

so that the modulus |Iw| and the phase f [tan(f) =
wt] allow for the determination of q and t.

Figure 2A shows |Iw| measured as a function
of QPC gate voltage VG at f = 180 MHz for in-
creasing values of the excitation voltage 2eVexc.
The range of VG maps the full transmission ex-
cursion D = 0 to 1. The low-excitation 2eVexc =
D/4 data nearly correspond to the linear response
reported in (25). The current exhibits strong os-
cillations reflecting the variation with VG of the
dot density of states at the Fermi energy. At
larger excitation voltages, the current peaks are
broadened as expected from Eq. 2 when 2eVexc
gets larger than thermal energy (kBT ). For
2eVexc = D, the oscillations disappear completely
and |Iw| = 2ef, down to a low transmission
threshold D ~ 0.05. The oscillations reappear for
larger excitations. The constant current |Iw| = 2ef
is the frequency-domain counterpart of the con-
stant charge regime observed in the time domain,
for the injection and absorption of a single
electron per half period. The cutoff observed for
D ≲ 0.02 corresponds to the limit wt ≳ 1, where
the escape time t exceeds T/2. The constant C

~
q

regime obtained for 2eVexc = D can be viewed in
the Nyquist representation of Fig. 2B. The cor-
responding diagram is the half-circle that is
characteristic of an RC circuit with a constant
capacitance e2/D and transmission-dependent
resistance. In contrast, the curves obtained for
larger or smaller excitations exhibit strong ca-
pacitance oscillations.

Figure 2C represents the phase f = arctan(wt)
of the current as a function of VG for different
excitation voltages. f shows a quasi-monotonic
p/2 sweep in increasing transmission. The
absence of residual oscillations proves that t is
nearly insensitive to the dot potential. As seen
in Fig. 2C, t is also independent of Vexc. In
Fig. 3, we have gathered the values of t(VG)
obtained from 1-GHz–bandwidth time-domain
measurements at a 31.25-MHz repetition rate
and from frequency-domain measurements at
180 and 515 MHz. The measurements probe a
very broad transmission range (D = 0.002 to
0.2) corresponding to escape times varying from
10 ns to 100 ps. In the overlapping range, the
different independent determinations coincide
within error bars, agreeing quantitatively with
the prediction t = h/DD also represented in Fig. 3,
where the dependence D(VG) is deduced from
the linear regime (25).

We now discuss the conditions for single-
electron injection leading to a good quantization
of the ac current as a figure of merit of single-
charge injection. Figure 4A represents |Iw| as
function of Vexc for typical values of the dc
dot potential at fixed transmissions D ≈ 0.2 and

Fig. 3. Escape time t on a logarithmic
scale as a function of QPC gate voltage
VG: experiments (red, blue, and black
curves) and model (green curve).

Fig. 4. Quantization of
the ac current. (A) |Iw| as
a function of 2eVexc/D
for different dot poten-
tials at D ≈ 0.2 (left)
and D ≈ 0.9 (right).
Points correspond to
experimental values
and lines to theoretical
predictions. (Insets)
Schematic representa-
tion of the dot density
of states N(e). The
color bars indicate the
dot potential for the
corresponding experi-
mental data. (B) Color
plot of |Iw| as a function
of 2eVexc /D and VG:
experiments (top) and
model (bottom).
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D ≈ 0.9. Transmission D ≈ 0.2 is low enough
for the electronic states to be well resolved, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 4A (left), but is still
large enough for the escape time to be shorter
than T/2. When the Fermi energy lies exactly in
the middle of a density-of-states valley, we
observe a well-pronounced |Iw| = 2ef current
plateau centered on 2eVexc = D. Whereas the
current plateau resolution is noise-limited to
better than 1% (for a 10-s acquisition time), the
plateau value is determined with an uncertainty
of 5% due to systematic calibration error. At this
working point, the plateau is robust when the
parameters are varied. In contrast, if the Fermi
energy lies on a peak, there is still a current
plateau, but its value is arbitrary and very
sensitive to parameter variations. These two
working points illustrate the importance of
having a well-defined charge in the dot before
injection. In the first case, the charge is well
defined and suitable for charge injection. In the
second case, the equilibrium dot charge fluc-
tuates. In particular, when the energy level is
exactly resonant with the Fermi energy, its mean
occupation at equilibrium is 1/2 and the
measured value of the plateau is 1/2 × 2ef = ef
(Fig. 4A, left). Thus, this working point is not
suitable for a single-electron source. When
transmission is increased, even for a suitable
working point, the dot charge quantization can
be lost because of quantum fluctuations. First,
the width of the ac current plateaus decreases
and finally nearly vanishes for D ≈ 0.9. For
different transmissions, all curves cross at |Iw| =
2ef for 2eVexc = D, reflecting the constant value
ofC

~
q discussed above. Finally, domains of good

charge quantization are best shown on the 2D
color plot of Fig. 4B (top) where the modulus
of the current is represented in a color scale. The
vertical axis stands for the excitation voltage
Vexc and the horizontal axis for the gate voltage
VG. The white diamonds correspond to large
domains of constant current |Iw| = 2ef suitable

for single-electron injection. At high transmis-
sions, the diamonds are blurred by dot charge
fluctuations as discussed previously. At small
transmissions, even when the dot charge
quantization is good, current quantization is
lost because of the long escape time wt >> 1,
and the current goes to zero. At 180 MHz,
optimal working conditions are obtained for
D ≈ 0.2. The experimental results in Fig. 4 are
compared with our theoretical model (Eqs. 2
and 3) without any adjustable parameter (solid
lines in Fig. 4A and lower plot in Fig. 4B) [we
use the 1D modeling of our circuit (density
of states, transmission, and dot-gates coupling)
described in (25)]. The agreement between
measurements and theoretical predictions is
excellent, which shows that our single-electron
source lends itself to quantitative modeling.

The availability of a coherent source of sin-
gle electrons emitted on demand from a single
energy level on nanosecond time scales opens
the way for a new generation of experiments
never possible before. Synchronization of sim-
ilar sources could be used in the future to probe
electron antibunching or electron entanglement
in multilead conductors or to generate electronic
flying qubits in ballistic conductors.
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The Catalytic Cross-Coupling of
Unactivated Arenes
David R. Stuart and Keith Fagnou*

The industrially important coupling of aromatic compounds has generally required differential
prefunctionalization of the arene coupling partners with a halide and an electropositive group. Here we
report that palladium, in conjunction with a copper oxidant, can catalyze the cross-coupling of
N-acetylindoles and benzenes in high yield and high regioselectivity across a range of indoles without
recourse to activating groups. These reactions are completely selective for arene cross-coupling, with no
products arising from indole or benzene homo-coupling detected by spectroscopic analysis. This
efficient reactivity should be useful in the design of other oxidative arene cross-couplings as well.

The immense scientific and commercial
value of biaryl molecules is illustrated by
their ubiquity as building blocks in light-

emitting diodes, electron transport devices, liquid

crystals, andmedicinal compounds (1). The struc-
tural simplicity of biaryl compounds belies their
preparative complexity, and the search for effi-
cient and convergent syntheses has captivated the

attention of synthetic chemists for more than a
century. Over the past 30 years, biaryl cross-
coupling reactions based on carbon fragment pre-
activation have revolutionized our ability to forge
the carbon-carbon biaryl linkage (1, 2). Of these
reactions, the most widely accepted and used are
the palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions
(such as the Suzuki reaction) of aryl halides and
aryl organometallics (3). As is common today,
these reactions are dependent on preactivation of
the two aromatic carbon fragments with halides
and electropositive groups, such as boronic acids
or stannanes (4). Incorporation of these function-
al groups can require several synthetic steps,
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generating waste from reagents, solvents, and
purification, and (upon fragment cross-coupling)
can produce undesired organometallic by-products.
As a means of reducing our dependence on pre-
activation, increased attention is being focused
on direct arylation processes that replace one of
the preactivated substrates with the simple arene
itself [for a review, see (5)]. Important advances
have been made, particularly in the past decade,
and more can certainly be anticipated. In stark
contrast, the investigation of cross-coupling re-
actions that are devoid of arene preactivation is
rarely considered, and a high-yielding process
with simple unactivated arenes has yet to be
described [for a recent report that shows the

challenge in achieving high selectivity, see (6);
for copper-catalyzed and iron-catalyzed reactions
between 2-naphthol and 2-naphthylamine, see
(7) and (8).

Substantial hurdles impede the conception of
a catalytic arene cross-coupling process that does
not involve substrate preactivation. In addition to
issues of reactivity and regioselectivity, the cata-
lyst must avoid the generation of unwanted arene
homo-coupling that would consume the starting
material and generate unwanted by-products
(9–12). To meet this demand, the catalyst must
be able to react with one arene in the first step of
the catalytic cycle and then invert its selectivity in
the second step to react exclusively with the other

arene (Fig. 1). Achieving such an inversion in
reactivity and selectivity is simultaneously the most
daunting challenge and the most crucial pre-
requisite.

Here, we describe the discovery, develop-
ment, and study of reactions that meet these
challenges and validate this long-sought synthet-
ic strategy (Scheme 1). Notably, no products of
arene homo-coupling are detected in the crude
reaction mixture, indicating that a complete
inversion in catalyst selectivity occurs at the cru-
cial arene metallation steps of the catalytic cycle.
Furthermore, although several regioisomeric pro-
ducts could be formed by reaction at different
aromatic C-H bonds, markedly high regioselec-
tivity is obtained. Although the precise sequence
of reaction steps cannot presently be described,
the demonstrated dichotomous behavior of palla-
dium in the presence of electron-rich heteroar-
omatics and simple arenes should be applicable
to other arene combinations. Given the value of
the products and the efficiency with which they
can be prepared by the use of this method, our
observations should enable the development of
this strategy for the synthesis of industrially and
medicinally important biaryl molecules.

Fig. 1. (A) Methods for the preparation of biaryl molecules. X is a halide or sulfonate. (B) A prototypical arene catalytic cycle [based on palladium(II)
catalysis] illustrating the reactivity-selectivity challenges associated with a catalytic oxidative cross-coupling reaction.

Fig. 2. Mechanisms of arene palladation.
The electrophilic aromatic metallation path-
way (top) and concerted proton transfer–
metallation pathway (bottom) are shown.

Table 1. Development of a catalytic indole-benzene cross-coupling reaction.
The products 1, 2, and 3 correspond to those illustrated in Scheme 1, in which
R=R′=H. Pd(TFA)2 and (if relevant) Cu(OAc)2, 3-nitropyridine, cesium pivalate
(CsOPiv), and/or N-acetylindole were added to a Schlenk tube or microwave
vessel, which was followed by the addition of benzene (~30 equivalents),

pivalic acid, and heating according to the indicated method. Oxidant
(equivalent), additive (mol %), and Pd (mol %) values were calculated relative
to N-acetylindole. Unless otherwise indicated, the values for percent con-
version (% conv.), 1:2:3 ratio, and percent yield 1 were determined by GC-MS.
The asterisk denotes isolated yield. nd, not determined.

Entry Mol %
Pd

Oxidant
(equiv.) Additive (mol %) Heating

method
T

(°C)
Time
(h)

%
Conv. 1:2:3 % Yield 1

1 100 None None Oil bath 110 24 75 4.4:1:2.6 55
2 10 Cu(OAc)2 CsOPiv (40) Oil bath 110 24 67 27:1:0.3 64
3 0 Cu(OAc)2 3-Nitropyridine (10)

CsOPiv (40)
Oil bath 110 24 0 nd 0

4 10 Cu(OAc)2 3-Nitropyridine (10)
CsOPiv (40)

Microwave 140 5 100 8.9:1:0.3 87*

5 5 Cu(OAc)2 3-Nitropyridine (5)
CsOPiv (40)

Microwave 140 5 92 13.8:1:0.3 84

6 2 Cu(OAc)2 3-Nitropyridine (2)
CsOPiv (40)

Microwave 140 5 66 27:1:0 63
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Our ongoing work in palladium-catalyzed
direct arylation led us to believe that the crucial
reactivity-selectivity inversion for arene cross-
couplings was an achievable goal. It has been
shown that palladium(II) complexes can react
via an electrophilic aromaticmetallationmechanism
(SEAr)with good selectivity for electron-rich arenes
(Fig. 2) (13–15). In 2006, we discovered that a

recently described proton transfer–palladation
mechanism (16) can exhibit complementary re-
activity to the SEAr pathway (17, 18).With simple
arenes, this concerted palladation-deprotonation
pathway can depend on arene C-H acidity rather
than arene nucleophilicity. Important to the current
goal, the palladium complexes associated with
these two potentially complementary pathways

are analogous to the palladium(II) species at step
1 and step 2 of the catalytic cycle in Fig. 1B. We
hypothesized that, if the mechanistic duality
associated with these two complementary reac-
tivity modes could be accessed within the con-
fines of a single catalytic cycle, the elusive entry
point for selective arene cross-coupling could be
achieved.

An extensive investigation of reaction con-
ditions with a range of substrates, palladium cat-
alysts, and additives led to the establishment of
the conditions described in Table 1. A survey of
electron-rich arenes, in conjunction with benzene
as the second coupling partner, revealed that in-
doles exhibited promising reactivity. The indole
nitrogen substituent also dramatically influences
the reaction. In initial screens, the freeN-H indole
did not react, whereas N-methylindole produced
self-dimerization predominantly. In contrast, the
use of N-acetylindole gave more promising re-
sults, which was selected for further catalyst de-
velopment studies. Optimal catalytic reactivity
was achieved with a palladium trifluoroacetate
(TFA) catalyst in combination with catalytic
quantities of 3-nitropyridine and cesium pivalate
(2,2-dimethylpropionate). Although the addition
of these last two additives is not crucial to achieve
catalytic turnover, superior turnover numbers and
reproducibility are associated with their use. We
believe that the pyridine additive may be acting
to stabilize the palladium(0) before re-oxidation,
preventing or slowing the formation of palladium
black, which precipitates from the reaction mix-
ture (19). The beneficial impact of the catalytic
quantity of cesium pivalate is less clear, but it
may interact with the Pd(TFA)2 to generate pal-
ladium pivalate early in the reaction. The optimal
solvent for the reaction was discovered to be pi-
valic acid, and a screen of stoichiometric oxidants
revealed that copper(II) acetate [Cu(OAc)2]
could provide efficient catalytic turnover. The
combination of these efforts led to the
establishment of optimized conditions involving
the treatment of N-acetylindole with an excess of
benzene (~30 equivalents) with 2 to 10 mole per-
cent Pd(TFA)2, 2 to 10 mol % 3-nitropyridine,
40 mol % cesium pivalate, and 3 equivalents Cu
(OAc)2 in pivalic acid (2,2-dimethylpropionic
acid) under thermal or microwave heating from
110° to 140°C (20).

A drawback of the thermal heating protocol
was the prolonged reaction time (typically 48
hours) required to achieve high conversions with
10 mol % palladium. Notably, a change to micro-
wave heating at 140°C provides a 92% conver-
sion with 5 mol % Pd(TFA)2 in less than 5 hours
with a 13.8:1:0.3 ratio of the 1:2:3 isomers and an
84% gas chromatography–mass spectroscopy
(GC-MS) yield of the C3 isomer 1 (entry 5 in
Table 1). This acceleration is also accompanied
by slight drop in C3:C2 selectivity; however, an
improvement in C3:C2 regioselectivity occurs
with decreased catalyst loadings. For example,
with 2 mol % palladium, a 27:1 C3:C2 regio-
isomeric ratio is obtained with 66% conversion

Table 2. Scope of the palladium-catalyzed indole-benzene cross-coupling. Pd(TFA)2 (indicated
amount), Cu(OAc)2 (3 equivalents), 3-nitropyridine (1 equivalent to Pd), CsOPiv (40 mol %), and
the N-acetylindole were added to a microwave vessel. The arene (~30 equivalents) and pivalic acid
were then added, which was followed by microwave heating. Percent conversion and the 1:2:3 ratio
values were determined by GC-MS. Values in the percent yield 1 column denote isolated yield. The
asterisks denote that samples were heated thermally in a Schlenk tube. nd, not determined.

Scheme 1.
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of N-acetylindole (33 turnovers of the palladium
catalyst) (entry 6 in Table 1). Under these con-
ditions, the reaction is completely selective for
arene cross-coupling, and no compounds arising
from indole or benzene homo-coupling are de-
tected by crude proton nuclearmagnetic resonance
spectroscopy and GC-MS analysis. This finding
indicates that the crucial reactivity-selectivity
inversion described in Fig. 1 can occur with high
precision and fidelity.

Additional examples of reactions with
substituted indoles and benzenes are included in
Table 2. Thermal heating was used in reactions
with chloro-substituted indoles (entries 3 and 4)
because small amounts of hydrodechlorination
were observed under microwave heating, which
hampered product isolation.

Insufficient data exist at present to allow a de-
tailed mechanistic discussion. Although superior
reactivity is observed for indoles bearing electron-
donating groups, no clear trends have yet emerged
with respect to the benzene component. This
relative reactivity is also observed in competition
studies (see the supporting online material for
further details). Nonetheless, these results clearly
demonstrate that the dichotomous catalytic behav-

ior required at each of the two metallation steps
can be achieved. This knowledge should prompt
the investigation and development of a broad
range of other palladium-catalyzed oxidative
cross-coupling reactions with different substrates.
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Chondrite Barium, Neodymium, and
Samarium Isotopic Heterogeneity and
Early Earth Differentiation
Richard W. Carlson,* Maud Boyet,† Mary Horan

Isotopic variability in barium, neodymium, and samarium in carbonaceous chondrites reflects the
distinct stellar nucleosynthetic contributions to the early solar system. We used 148Nd/144Nd to correct
for the observed s-process deficiency, which produced a chondrite 146Sm-142Nd isochron consistent with
previous estimates of the initial solar system abundance of 146Sm and a 142Nd/144Nd at average
chondrite Sm/Nd ratio that is lower than that measured in terrestrial rocks by 21 ± 3 parts per million.
This result strengthens the conclusion that the deficiency in 142Nd in chondrites relative to terrestrial
rocks reflects 146Sm decay and early planetary differentiation processes.

Improvements in isotope ratio measurement
precision have allowed the exploitation of a
number of short-lived radiometric systems

for studies of early solar system and planetary
history [e.g., (1, 2)]. A critical requirement in
this application is the ability to show that the
generally small isotopic variations do not simply
reflect isotopic heterogeneity in the solar nebula
caused by imperfect mixing of various stellar
contributions. Analyses of presolar grains and

isotopically anomalous refractory inclusions
contained in primitive meteorites [e.g., (3)]
show clearly the distinct contributions of var-
ious nucleosynthetic paths, including slow
neutron addition (s-process) in asymptotic giant
branch (AGB) stars (4), rapid neutron addition
(r-process) in supernovae (5), and the produc-
tion of proton-rich nuclei (p-process) through
photodisintegration reactions in supernovae (6).
This issue has gained prominence because of
the detection of isotope anomalies in Cr (7) Mo
(8, 9), Os (10), Ba (11, 12), and Sm (13) in bulk
samples of meteorites. Of concern here is the pos-
sible implication of these anomalies for the inter-
pretation of the observed difference of ~20 ppm
between chondritic and terrestrial 142Nd/144Nd
(14). If caused by the radiogenic decay of
146Sm (half-life = 103 million years), the higher
142Nd/144Nd of terrestrial rocks relative to that of

chondrites indicates either that Earth has a
decidedly nonchondritic bulk composition, or
that Earth experienced a global differentiation
event within 30 million years of its formation
(14). If the difference in 142Nd is due to nebular
isotopic heterogeneity, then neither of these
interpretations need apply. Here, we report Ba,
Nd, and Sm isotopic compositions measured on
the same sample for carbonaceous, ordinary, and
enstatite chondrites (C-, O-, and E-chondrites), as
well as lunar and terrestrial samples, to better
define the degree and cause of Nd isotope
heterogeneity in the early solar nebula and its
implications for the use of the 146Sm-142Nd decay
scheme for deciphering early planetary history.

Samples for this study included three groups
of C-chondrites—CI (Orgueil), CM2 (Cold
Bokkveld, Mighei, and Murray), and CV3
(Allende, Grosnaja, and Mokoia)—as well as
the E-chondrite Indarch (EH4) and a variety of
O-chondrites (Gladstone-H6, Homestead-L5,
Peace River–L6, and Ucera-H5). To investigate
the consequences of long exposure to galactic
cosmic rays on the isotopic composition of these
elements, we included data for the low-Ti lunar
mare basalt 15555. These data were compared
against replicate analyses of various terrestrial
laboratory standards and of two kimberlites
from the Grizzly Pipe of the Slave Province,
Canada (15).

All but one C-chondrite analyzed here show
elevated 135Ba/136Ba ranging from 12 to 58 ppm
above the mean of our terrestrial standard (Fig. 1).
Given the 2s external reproducibility of ±7
ppm on 135Ba/136Ba, among the remaining
samples only the E-chondrite Indarch (+18 ±
7 ppm) has 135Ba/136Ba marginally outside the
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external reproducibility of the terrestrial standard
(Table 1). Our results contrast with a recent
study of whole-rock chondrites (12) that found
large excesses in 138Ba/136Ba (up to 90 ppm in the
O-chondrite Grady and up to 60 ppm in Allende),
smaller excesses in 137Ba/136Ba (48 ppm inGrady,
25 ppm in Allende), yet no resolvable anomalies
in 135Ba/136Ba. Unlike (12), we found no
anomalies in 138Ba outside our external precision
of ±12 ppm. All C-chondrites analyzed here,
except for Mokoia, have marginal to resolved
excesses in 137Ba/136Ba, ranging up to 32 ± 6 ppm
in Grosnaja.We also determined the abundance of
the p-process isotopes 130Ba and 132Ba, and we
found only small, if any, anomalies outside of an
admittedly large measurement error of 91 to 131
ppm for these low-abundance isotopes.

The Ba isotope anomaly patterns measured
here for C-chondrites are similar in shape, al-
though much reduced in magnitude, compared to
someC-chondrite leaches and residues (11) and to
the isotopically anomalous Allende calcium- and
aluminum-rich inclusion (CAI) EK1-4-1 (Fig. 1)
(16). The abundance of CAIs varies among the C-
chondrite groups, constituting about 10 volume%
of CV, 5% of CM, and much less than 1% of CI
chondrites (17), yet both the most and least
anomalous Ba among the C-chondrites analyzed
herewere found in theCMsamples. The data thus
do not obviously correlate with the abundance of
CAIs in the samples.

The Ba anomaly pattern is consistent with an
excess of isotopes produced by the r-process over
those formed by the s-process, because 134Ba and
136Ba are generated only in the s-process,
whereas 135Ba, 137Ba, and 138Ba also contain an
r-process contribution (18). The Ba anomaly
pattern is complementary to that measured in
s-process–enriched presolar SiC grains from the
CM2 chondrite Murchison, where deficits in
135Ba/136Ba of up to 67% were found (19). The
Ba analyses reported here were performed with
standard HF-HNO3 digestion techniques that are
known to be incapable of dissolving presolar
SiC grains (20). Although presolar SiC is of low
abundance [<14 ppm by weight (3)] in C-
chondrites, it would still exert strong influence on
the measured Ba isotopic composition were it
not included in a “whole-rock” measurement.
For example, the largest 135Ba/136Ba anomaly
measured here, 60 ppm in Cold Bokkveld, could
be created by the loss of an amount of presolar
SiC [with Ba concentration of 200 ppm (21) and
an s-process end member 135Ba/136Ba = 0.124
(19, 22)] equal to only 0.86 ppm by weight of the
dissolved whole rock. Loss of this amount of SiC
also would create excesses of 36 and 20 ppm in
137Ba/136Ba and 138Ba/136Ba, compared to the
values of 31 ± 7 and 9 ± 6 ppm, respectively,
measured in Cold Bokkveld. This magnitude of
loss of presolar SiC would also lead to excesses in
130Ba/136Ba and 132Ba/136Ba of ~70 ppm, which is
within measurement uncertainty for these two
low-abundance isotopes. Thus, the anomaly
pattern determined here for Ba in C-chondrites

conceivably could be due simply to incomplete
dissolution of the presolar SiC grains contained
in this group of primitive meteorites. If so, the
small to absent anomalies observed in E- and O-
chondrites reflect the fact that any presolar SiC
originally present is likely to have been destroyed
during thermal processing of these meteorites. As
discussed below, the fact that the Nd and Sm
isotopic anomalies in Allende are not removed by
complete dissolution lessens, but does not
necessarily eliminate, this explanation for the
genesis of the observed Ba isotopic anomalies.
Nonetheless, the Ba isotope anomaly pattern
observed in C-chondrites appears to be consistent
with a deficiency in the s-process isotopes.

Neodymium isotopic compositions of most
chondrites show resolvable anomalies only in
142Nd. With the exception of Grosnaja, which
has a high Sm/Nd ratio (table S1) and hence
a larger contribution from 146Sm decay, the
142Nd/144Nd of the C-chondrites is consistently
below those measured for E- and O-chondrites,
extending to values as low as –46 ppm in
Mighei relative to the terrestrial La Jolla Nd
standard. Mighei also shows resolved excesses
in 148Nd/144Nd and 150Nd/144Nd, a possibility
hinted at by data for several other C-chondrites

(fig. S1), although the majority of the values are
within measurement error of the terrestrial
standard. The excess 150Nd in Ucera is believed
to represent an analytical artifact (15). Absent
any nucleosynthetic variations in Nd and Sm,
the 142Nd/144Nd data for the chondrites would
be expected to correlate with 144Sm/144Nd, with a
slope that reflects the age of formation of the
solar system and an initial 146Sm/144Sm of
~0.008 (23). The measured 142Nd/144Nd values
in the chondrites (Fig. 2) do not correlate with
Sm/Nd, which strongly implies that the 142Nd
variation is not only caused by 146Sm decay but
also includes a nucleosynthetic contribution.

Samarium isotopic compositions in the sam-
ples studied here are most clearly marked by the
effects of secondary neutron capture on 149Sm
to create 150Sm, a result of exposure of the sam-
ples to galactic cosmic rays while in space or on
the lunar surface. The lunar low-Ti basalt 15555
shows the most extreme effect—a depletion in
149Sm/152Sm of 564 ± 6 ppm relative to the
terrestrial standard—and provides an opportunity
to examine the effect of cosmic ray exposure on
other isotopes of Ba, Nd, and Sm. Except for
149Sm, 150Sm, and those isotopes with a radio-
genic contribution (142Nd and 143Nd), 15555

Fig. 1. Ba isotopic variation
relative to the average value
measured for the terrestrial
standard. Gray boxes at each
mass show the 2s external
reproducibility obtained on the
standard. Both the values and
the errors at 130Ba and 132Ba
have been divided by 10 to plot
on this scale. (A) Data for C-
chondrites; (B) data for O- and
E-chondrites and lunar and
terrestrial samples. The pattern
denoted by the large stars in (A)
shows the isotopic composition
measured in Allende CAI EK 1-4-
1 (16) with the anomalies
divided by 30 to plot on this
scale.
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shows only marginally high 130Ba/136Ba relative
to the terrestrial standard. Thus, we conclude that
exposure to cosmic rays does not affect the Ba,
Nd, or Sm isotopic composition of the chondrites
beyond the obvious creation of 150Sm from
149Sm. In the chondrites, except for 149Sm and
150Sm, the only other resolved anomalies in Sm
are large deficits in 144Sm/152Sm shown by all
analyzed C-chondrites. Low 144Sm/152Sm is a
signature of a p-process deficiency (13). The
flux-fused sample of Allende also shows deficits
in both 142Nd and 144Sm and possibly a slight
excess in 148Nd, and agrees well with Allende Nd
(13, 14, 24) and Sm (13) isotope analyses
obtained using less aggressive dissolution tech-
niques. These data suggest that neither the s- nor
p-process deficiencies in Nd and Sm, at least in
this chondrite, result from incomplete dissolution
of presolar grains. With the exception of the
neutron capture effects on 149Sm and 150Sm, all
E- and O-chondrites and lunar samples analyzed
here have Sm isotopic compositions indistinguish-
able from the terrestrial standard.

Given the observed s-process deficiencies in
chondritic Ba, examining how or whether these
would affect Nd and Sm isotopic compositions is
critical to the interpretation of 142Nd anomalies.We
modeled the s-process–rich component with the
use of the Ba (19, 22) Nd, and Sm (22, 25) isotopic
compositions and concentrations (21) of presolar
SiC. Exclusion of 0.8 ppm by weight of SiC from
the whole rock creates the following anomalies
(normalized to 136Ba, 144Nd, and 152Sm, respec-
tively, in ppm): 135Ba = +57, 137Ba = +33, 138Ba =
+18, 142Nd = –50, 145Nd = +28, 148Nd = +47,
148Sm = –31, 149Sm = +4, and 150Sm = –23. No
data are available for the 150Nd, 144Sm, and 154Sm
isotopic composition of presolar SiC. If no p-
process 144Sm is contributed by the s-process

carrier, then an s-process deficiency of the mag-
nitude discussed above would cause 144Sm/152Sm
to increase by only 7 ppm, which is much smaller
than the observed deficits in C-chondrites. There-
fore, the carrier of the p-process deficiency in
the C-chondrites is not likely to be the same as
for the s-process component. The predicted Nd
isotopic anomalies are similar to those in
Mighei, the most isotopically anomalous of the
C-chondrites measured here, although Mighei’s
deficit in 148Sm/152Sm is about half that pre-
dicted by this model. Excesses or deficiencies
in s-process isotopes would thus be expected to
create anomalies in 135Ba, 148Nd, and 148Sm that
are similar in magnitude, but opposite in sign, to
those expected in 142Nd, depending on the Ba-
Nd-Sm concentration ratios in the s-process
carrier phase(s).

Correcting 142Nd with the use of measured
135Ba anomalies appears to overestimate the
s-process deficiency, thereby worsening the chon-
drite Sm/Nd versus 142Nd/144Nd correlation rela-
tive to the uncorrected data (Fig. 2A). The use of
135Ba to correct 142Nd has several weaknesses that
may contribute to this outcome (15). Our fusion
data suggest that conventional HF-HNO3 digestion
dissolves phases having isotopically anomalous
rare earth elements, but it is not knownwhether the
phases carrying s-process Ba are completely
dissolved. If the Ba and Nd anomalies are
contributed by different mineral phases in the
primitive chondrites, then they should not both
be modeled with data for presolar SiC. Similarly,
the corrections to 142Nd based on 135Ba depend on
the concentration ratios of Ba and Nd between the
chondrites and the s-process carrier phase(s), which
are poorly known and may be different for differ-
ent meteorites. Another possibility is that the
isotopic anomalies in Ba may not be nucleo-

synthetic in origin, but instead may reflect non–
mass-dependent fractionation due to the nuclear
field influence of the different nuclei during evap-

Fig. 2. Sm/Nd versus 142Nd/144Nd correlations for
measured data (open circles) and data corrected for
s- and p-process deficiencies on the basis of
measured 135Ba (A), 144Sm (B), and 148Nd (C)
variations (15). The lines have slopes of 0.008, as
expected for rocks with variable Sm/Nd ratios formed
4.567 billion years ago from a reservoir with the
initial 146Sm abundance of the solar system (23).

Table 1. Barium, neodymium, and samarium isotopic compositions
relative to terrestrial standards. Ba data are normalized to 136Ba,
fractionation corrected to 134Ba/136Ba = 0.3078. Nd data are normalized
to 144Nd, fractionation corrected to 144Nd/146Nd = 1.385233. Sm data
are normalized to 152Sm, fractionation corrected to 147Sm/152Sm =

0.56081. Uncertainties shown in parentheses represent the two–standard
error internal precisions of individual mass spectrometer runs; the
uncertainty in the last row provides the external precision as determined
from the 2s of the population of replicate standard measurements (15).
Absolute ratios for all samples and standards are given in tables S2 to S4.

Sample Isotopic composition relative to terrestrial standard (ppm)
130Ba 132Ba 135Ba 137Ba 138Ba 142Nd 145Nd 148Nd 150Nd 144Sm 148Sm 149Sm 150Sm 154Sm

GRZ-1 105 (40) 103 (41) 5 (4) –3 (5) –15 (7) –2 (2) 3 (2) 8 (2) 7 (8) –3 (12) 7 (6) –1 (4) –9 (6) –7 (4)
GRZ-8 76 (31) 3 (30) 0 (3) –5 (4) –15 (5) –6 (7) 9 (5) 12 (11) –4 (9)
15555 249 (106) 158 (99) 6 (6) –6 (8) –11 (12) –10 (3) 2 (3) 5 (6) –5 (8) –14 (19) 18 (7) –564 (6) 1034 (8) –14 (7)
Gladstone 87 (41) 70 (42) 9 (4) –6 (5) –16 (6) –19 (5) 7 (6) –6 (11) –21 (14) 2 (22) 3 (8) –19 (3) 10 (10) –11 (8)
Homestead 38 (40) 31 (40) 14 (4) 13 (4) 4 (6) –20 (3) 2 (3) –1 (6) –17 (8) 4 (19) 6 (7) –27 (6) 49 (8) –19 (6)
Peace River –17 (8) 26 (9) –9 (14) –4 (19) –9 (30) 6 (13) 17 (10) –6 (14)
Ucera –8 (42) 48 (39) 7 (3) 15 (5) 16 (6) –22 (5) 1 (6) 12 (10) 93 (13) 3 (8) –3 (8) –55 (13) 166 (8) –4 (13)
Indarch 149 (100) 108 (95) 17 (7) –4 (8) –23 (11) –15 (5) 4 (6) –6 (8) –20 (11) –7 (21) –2 (7) –41 (6) 65 (8) –3 (7)
Orgueil 59 (68) –49 (69) 24 (4) 17 (5) 11 (8) –28 (12) –21 (13) –5 (20) –29 (28) –102 (46) 4 (15) –233 (13) 448 (17) –24 (13)
Cold Bokkveld 204 (35) 55 (119) 58 (2) 31 (7) 9 (6) –42 (7) 6 (7) 16 (12) 12 (17)
Mighei 22 (84) 80 (5) 27 (4) 19 (1) 4 (1) –45 (7) 12 (7) 41 (13) 59 (18) –44 (6) –15 (4) –73 (1) 81 (6) –20 (17)
Murray 171 (27) 66 (8) 12 (2) 9 (2) –2 (7) –38 (8) 9 (8) 19 (15) –1 (19) –56 (1) –13 (8) –99 (3) 145 (1) –16 (10)
Allende –40 (4) 17 (5) 21 (8) –4 (11) –112 (12) –2 (5) –34 (4) 100 (6) –20 (5)
Grosnaja 97 (58) –86 (61) 40 (4) 32 (6) 24 (9) –7 (4) –8 (4) –1 (6) –12 (10) –97 (4) 18 (2) –37 (2) 42 (1) –18 (1)
Mokoia 90 (5) 121 (274) –12 (11) –4 (8) 1 (13) –34 (5) 5 (5) 13 (8) 10 (11) –52 (14) 0 (6) –138 (5) 220 (6) –21 (5)
Uncertainty 91 131 7 12 12 5 12 12 13 33 9 10 17 14
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oration and condensation processes in the early
solar nebula (26). This fractionation process has
been shown to reproduce the isotopic anomalies
observed in Ba in Allende CAI EK1-4-1, and
hence the shape of the Ba anomalies measured
here, but not the Nd and Sm isotopic pattern
(26). In this case, the anomalies measured in Ba
and Nd would have distinct causes, so that
corrections to 142Nd could not be deduced from
variations in Ba isotopic composition.

Using the measured 144Sm depletion to cor-
rect for possible p-process deficiencies yields a
Sm/Nd-142Nd/144Nd correlation slightly better
than that obtained by simply using the measured
ratios (Fig. 2B). Why the p-process correction
does not provide more improvement in the
142Nd/144Nd correlation is not clear. One
possibility is that the p-process carrier has
relatively more Sm than Nd in comparison to
the chondritic Sm/Nd model used by (13).
Another possibility is that the p-process contri-
bution to 142Nd production is overestimated by
(13). Current models for s-process nucleo-
synthesis in AGB stars overproduce 142Nd by
about a factor of 6 relative to solar system
abundances (27). This suggests that the direct
p-process production of 4% (relative to s-process)
for 142Nd (28) used by (13) in their correction
overestimates the role of the p-process in 142Nd
production. Resolving the cause of the p-process
deficit measured in 144Sm in C-chondrites and
its implications for 142Nd variations remains an
important issue, but the minimal improvement
in the 142Nd/144Nd versus Sm/Nd correlation
created by applying only the p-process correc-
tion suggests that p-process nucleosynthetic
deficiencies may not be the controlling factor
in chondrite 146Sm-142Nd systematics.

A more robust correction, at least for the
s-process deficiency, uses 148Nd anomalies mea-
sured in the same samples (Fig. 2C). The need for
this correction is seen in the observed correlation of
148Nd/144Nd versus 142Nd/144Nd shown by the
chondrites but not by standards or terrestrial
samples (fig. S1). An obvious advantage of this
approach is that it is based on variations within a
single element, and thus it does not involve any
assumptions about the concentration of Nd in the
various materials contributing to the measured
isotopic composition. Use of the 148Nd-corrected
142Nd/144Nd ratios (15) provides a 144Sm/144Nd
versus 142Nd/144Nd correlation for all chondrites
that has a slope of 0.0065 ± 0.0048 with a mean
square of the weighted deviations (MSWD) from
the line of 6.5 (Fig. 2C). The data for Mighei and
Orgueil lie above and below this line, respectively.
Excluding these two points provides a line fit
through the remaining data of slope = 0.0085 ±
0.0046 (MSWD= 1.2). The slope has a large error
because of the very limited spread in Sm/Nd
ratio of the chondrites, but it is similar to the
estimate of 0.008 for the initial 146Sm/144Sm in
the solar system (23). For an average chondritic
147Sm/144Nd = 0.1966 (29), this correlation passes
through a 142Nd/144Nd that is –21 ± 3 ppm relative

to the terrestrial Nd standard, essentially the same
value used by (14) to suggest that the sampled part
of Earth deviated from chondritic Sm-Nd evolu-
tion very early in Earth history.
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Evidence for a Late Supernova
Injection of 60Fe into the
Protoplanetary Disk
Martin Bizzarro,1,2* David Ulfbeck,1 Anne Trinquier,1 Kristine Thrane,1
James N. Connelly,1,3 Bradley S. Meyer4

High-precision 60Fe-60Ni isotope data show that most meteorites originating from differentiated
planetesimals that accreted within 1 million years of the solar system’s formation have 60Ni/58Ni
ratios that are ~25 parts per million lower than samples from Earth, Mars, and chondrite parent
bodies. This difference indicates that the oldest solar system planetesimals formed in the absence
of 60Fe. Evidence for live 60Fe in younger objects suggests that 60Fe was injected into the
protoplanetary disk ~1 million years after solar system formation, when 26Al was already
homogeneously distributed. Decoupling the first appearance of 26Al and 60Fe constrains the
environment where the Sun’s formation could have taken place, indicating that it occurred in a
dense stellar cluster in association with numerous massive stars.

Understanding the origin of short-lived
isotopes and their daughter products in
meteorites can constrain the astro-

physical setting of solar system formation and
the earliest evolution of the protoplanetary disk

and proto-Sun. Whereas early solar system
abundances of short-lived isotopes with relatively
long half-lives [t1/2 ≳ 3.5 million years (My)],
such as 53Mn and 182Hf, broadly reflect input
from stellar sources over the history of our
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Galaxy, the inferred levels of 41Ca, 26Al, and
60Fe are too high to uniquely derive from galactic
production (1, 2). Calcium-41 and 26Al may have
formed by particle irradiation near the proto-Sun
(3) or, alternatively, synthesized in a nearby star
and been injected into the nascent solar system
(1, 2, 4, 5). In contrast, 60Fe is of exclusive stellar
origin (4, 5); thus, constraining the timing of its
first appearance, initial abundance, and dis-
tribution can test models of solar system
formation.

Excess 60Ni related to in situ decay of 60Fe
(t1/2 = 1.5 My, expressed as &60Ni*, the per 10-
thousand deviation from the terrestrial 60Ni/58Ni
ratio) has been demonstrated in components from
least-metamorphosed ordinary chondrites, such
as chondrules and sulfides (5, 6), as well as in
basalts that formed at the surface of the eucrite
parent body (EPB) (7). Based on short-lived
chronometers, the time of formation of chon-
drules in ordinary chondrites and eucrites has
been constrained to ≳2 My after the start of the
solar system (8–10). Therefore, the timing of the
first appearance and initial abundance of 60Fe in
the solar system are currently poorly understood.
Taking advantage of improved methods for high-
precision measurements of Ni isotopes (11), we
analyzed the Ni isotope composition of various
inner solar system objects to constrain the
timing of injection and initial abundance of
60Fe in the early solar system and to assess the
extent of 60Ni, 62Ni, and 60Fe isotope hetero-
geneities that may have been present in the proto-
planetary disk. Our samples include objects for
which radioisotope chronometers indicate forma-
tion ages that span 3 My from the start of the
solar system [defined by calcium-aluminum–rich
inclusions (CAIs) at 4.5672 ± 0.0006 Gy, where
error is 2 SD (12)].

Eight rock samples from Earth yield average
&60Ni* and &62Ni of –0.027 ± 0.034 and 0.034 ±
0.084, respectively, providing an estimate of the
reproducibility of the Ni isotope measurements
during this study (table S1). The martian dunite
NWA2037 has terrestrial Ni isotope composi-
tions. Similarly, ordinary, enstatite, and carbona-
ceous chondrite meteorites have an average
&60Ni* of –0.009 ± 0.066. Therefore, inner solar
system bodies that formed after extinction of
60Fe (Earth and Mars) or with solar 56Fe/58Ni
ratios (chondrite meteorites) have identical
&60Ni* values (Fig. 1), indicating that 60Fe was
homogeneously distributed within the accretion
regions of Earth, Mars, and chondrite parent
bodies. Carbonaceous chondrites show an excess
62Ni of 0.335 ± 0.054 & units compared with

samples from Earth, Mars, and the enstatite
chondrite Qinghzen, whereas the ordinary chon-
drite Bjurböle shows a small deficit of –0.201 ±
0.161 & units (Fig. 2).

Although CAIs are the solar system’s oldest
solids, the likely preservation of nucleosynthetic
anomalies in various Ni isotopes renders them
inappropriate material to use in an attempt to
assess the abundance of 60Fe at the time of their
formation [supporting online material (SOM)
text 1]. Instead, we turned to samples of differ-
entiated planetesimals such as basaltic crusts
(angrites), metallic cores (iron meteorites), core-
mantle interfaces (pallasites), and melting residues
(ureilites). Radioisotope systems concordantly
constrain the accretion of the parent bodies of
these materials to have occurred within the first
million years of the solar system (8, 9, 13–15).
Such samples are ideal for our study; indeed,
nucleosynthetic anomalies in differentiated mete-
orites are of minor importance given that
planetary-scale melting has homogenized initial
heterogeneities inherited from their precursor
materials.

One olivine separate and two bulk rock
samples from the SAH99555 angrite yield
indistinguishable &60Ni* values of −0.215 ±
0.058, despite elevated 56Fe/58Ni ratios ranging
from ~2000 to 5500. Three bulk ureilites with
56Fe/58Ni ratios of ~175 record identical deficits

in &60Ni* of −0.301 ± 0.076. Magmatic and
nonmagmatic iron meteorites as well as metal
fractions from pallasites with 56Fe/58Ni ratios
varying from ~6 to 20 record similar deficits to
those present in SAH99555 and ureilites (Fig. 1).
In agreement with 54Cr anomalies reported for
various differentiated meteorite groups (16), the
SAH99555 angrite, iron meteorites, pallasites,
and ureilites are characterized by small deficits in
62Ni (Fig. 2), indicating that nucleosynthetic
anomalies in the neutron-rich isotopes of Ni and
Cr were coupled and present at the planetary and
protoplanetary scale in the accretion disk of the
young solar system (Fig. 3).

The presence of similar 60Ni* deficits (Fig. 1)
in samples with highly variable superchondritic
Fe/Ni ratios from differentiated planetesimals
that accreted within 1 My of the solar system
(angrites and ureilites) is inconsistent with perva-
sive distribution of 60Fe in the accretion region of
these bodies. For example, assuming an initial
60Fe/56Fe of ~1 × 10−6, crystallization of the
SAH99555 angrite within 3 My of solar system
formation (13, 14) would result in large excesses
in &60Ni* ranging from at least ~13 (olivine
separate) to 32 (bulk samples) & units. Although

1Geological Institute, University of Copenhagen, Øster
Voldgade 10, DK-1350, Denmark. 2Geological Museum,
University of Copenhagen, Øster Voldgade 5-7, DK-1350,
Denmark. 3Jackson School of Geosciences, University of
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, USA. 4Department of
Physics and Astronomy, Clemson University, Clemson, SC
29634–0978, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
bizzarro@geol.ku.dk

Fig. 1. &60Ni* values for irons, pallasites,
ureilites, and the SAH99555 angrite. Error bars
are 2 SE. Differentiated meteorites studied here
record a uniform deficit of –0.243 ± 0.020 &
units [weighted mean, mean square of weighted
deviations (MSWD) = 0.48]. MPG, main group
pallasites.

Fig. 2. &62Ni values of inner solar system
planets and planetesimals. Error bars are 2 SE.
E. chondrite, enstatite chondrite; O. chondrite,
ordinary chondrite.
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60Ni deficits in material with subchondritic Fe/Ni
ratios such as irons and pallasites could be con-
sistent with formation in the presence of 60Fe, the
deficits in 60Ni are not correlated with the mea-
sured Fe/Ni ratios (table S1) or inferred Fe/Ni
ratios for the parental Fe liquid of magmatic iron
meteorites (17). Furthermore, 60Fe-60Ni model
ages calculated for individual iron and pallasite
meteorites analyzed here are inconsistent with time
constraints inferred from other short-lived chro-
nometers such as the 182Hf-182W and 26Al-26Mg
systems (9, 15). Thus, the uniform deficits in the
&60Ni* values for meteorite samples with extreme-
ly variable 56Fe/58Ni ratios and different 62Ni anom-
alies are most easily understood if they reflect
formation in the absence of 60Fe (SOM text 2).
Conversely, 26Al appears to have been widespread
in the accretion regions ofmost parent bodies from
which these meteorites originated.

Our Ni isotope data indicate a decoupling
between the presence of 26Al and 60Fe in most
differentiated planetesimals, whereas both of these
nuclides were extant before or during the accretion
of the eucrite (7) and chondrite parent bodies
(5, 6). Given the homogeneous distribution of 26Al
within the early solar system inferred from high-
precision Mg isotope measurements of terrestrial
planets and bulk chondrite meteorites (8, 13, 18),
the absence of 60Fe in any early accreted plane-
tesimals is not consistent with simultaneous
injection of 26Al and 60Fe into the solar system’s
parental molecular cloud. Therefore, we infer that
the absence of 60Fe in irons, pallasites, ureilites, and
the SAH99555 angrite reflects a late injection of
60Fe into the protoplanetary disk, at a time when
26Al was already homogeneously distributed in the
inner solar system. The injection of 60Fe had to
occur before or during the accretion of the EPB,
which thermal modeling constrains to within 1 My
of solar system formation (8). This requires the
accretion of the angrite parent body (APB) to have
predated that of the EPB, and this conclusion is

consistent with the contemporaneous differentiation
of these planetesimals (8, 9, 13, 14), given the
uncertainties associated with the thermal models.
Given that chondrules formed over the lifetime of
the protoplanetary disk (10), we predict that they
will provide an ideal record to better constrain the
timing of injection of 60Fe.

Decoupling the first appearance of 26Al and
60Fe has far-reaching implications for under-
standing the formation and early evolution of our
solar system. It implies that the stellar process that
injected 60Fe to the early solar system was not a
thermally pulsating asymptotic giant branch
(AGB) star or a type II core collapse supernova
(SNII) with initial mass of <30 solar masses (M⊙).
This is because copious amounts of 26Al are
necessarily co-injected with 60Fe by these stellar
processes (1, 4), and this feature is inconsistent
with the observation that 26Al was present in the
precursor material of Earth, the Moon, Mars, and
chondrite meteorites in comparable amounts to
that present in CAIs (8, 13, 18). However, the
observed decoupling between 26Al and 60Fe is
a predicted feature of rapidly evolving mas-
sive stars [≳30 M⊙ (19, 20)], where 26Al is
expelled by intense stellar winds during theWolf-
Rayet (WR) stage, and 60Fe is exclusively ejected
during the type 1b/c supernova (SNIb/c) event
that punctuates the WR stage. Recent calcula-
tions (21) indicate that WR stars can account for
the early solar system abundances of 26Al (as
well as 41Ca and 107Pd). Furthermore, 60Fe is
predicted to be ejected during the following
SNIb/c event, where no 26Al is co-ejected after
the removal of the H-rich envelope by stellar
winds (20). The lifetime of the WR stage, during
which most of the original mass of the star is
expelled by the winds before the SNIb/c event, is
≲2 My for rotating WR stars (22). This is in
excellent agreement with the time difference
between the incorporation of 26Al and 60Fe into
the early solar system inferred from our study.

The presence of 53Mn and 182Hf in planetesimals
that formed in the absence of 60Fe, such as the
APB (23, 24), implies that the initial abundance
of these longer-lived nuclides in the early solar
system primarily reflects galactic production.

Our results indicate that the solar system
formed in association with a massive star or stars,
perhaps similar to star-forming regions such as the
Orion and Eagle nebulas (25), or even more
massive clusters such as the Carina nebula (26). In
this astrophysical setting, enrichment of 26Al in
the interstellar medium by the WR winds begins
before enrichment from SNIIs, because WR stars
originate frommore-massive and shorter-lived pro-
genitors than themajority of SNIIs. Collapse of the
solar system’s parental molecular cloud in an
26Al-rich environment can be triggered by the
cumulative effects of the ionization fronts and/or
associated winds frommassive stars (25). After the
collapse and formation of the protoplanetary disk,
continued addition of 26Al from the WR winds is
difficult because gaseous ejecta are not able to
efficiently penetrate the disk (27). This readily
explains the homogeneous distribution of 26Al
within the early solar system as inferred from
high-precisionMg isotopemeasurements of solids,
planets, and planetesimals from the inner solar
system (8, 13, 18). As such, late addition of 60Fe
into the protoplanetary disk is compatible with
injection of supernova condensates such as dust
grains associated with the explosion of a dying
WR star (SNIb/c). Numerical modeling indicates
that homogenization of injected short-lived
nuclides such as 60Fe into an active disk occurs
over time scales of 1000 years (28), in line with the
homogeneous &60Ni* recorded by samples from
Earth, Mars, and chondrite meteorites.

The anomalous composition in neutron-rich
isotopes such as 62Ni and 54Cr (Figs. 2 and 3)
recorded by primitive and differentiated bodies
may represent residual heterogeneity inherited
from the parental molecular cloud, given that
neutron-rich iron-group isotopes are commonly
synthesized in old supernova sources (29) rarely
associated with young star-forming regions. Sim-
ilar to oxygen isotopes, the 62Ni anomalies
reported here provide a means to explore potential
genetic relationships between diverse meteorite
groups and terrestrial planets. Apart from enstatite
chondrites, the combined terrestrial 60Ni, 62Ni, and
54Cr isotope composition is unique among the
diversemeteorite groups investigated. Because the
major element composition of enstatite chondrites
is not compatible with that inferred for Earth’s
primitive upper mantle (30), our study supports
the idea that Earth accreted from material
distinct from that of any known primitive and/
or differentiated meteorites.
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Model Projections of an Imminent
Transition to a More Arid Climate in
Southwestern North America
Richard Seager,1* Mingfang Ting,1 Isaac Held,2,3 Yochanan Kushnir,1 Jian Lu,4
Gabriel Vecchi,2 Huei-Ping Huang,1 Nili Harnik,5 Ants Leetmaa,2 Ngar-Cheung Lau,2,3
Cuihua Li,1 Jennifer Velez,1 Naomi Naik1

How anthropogenic climate change will affect hydroclimate in the arid regions of southwestern
North America has implications for the allocation of water resources and the course of regional
development. Here we show that there is a broad consensus among climate models that this region
will dry in the 21st century and that the transition to a more arid climate should already be under
way. If these models are correct, the levels of aridity of the recent multiyear drought or the Dust
Bowl and the 1950s droughts will become the new climatology of the American Southwest within a
time frame of years to decades.

The Third Assessment Report of the Inter-
governmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) reported that the average of all the

participating models showed a general decrease in
rainfall in the subtropics during the 21st century,
although there was also considerable dis-
agreement among the models (1). Subtropical
drying accompanying rising CO2 was also found
in the models participating in the second Coupled
Model Intercomparison Project (2). We examined
future subtropical drying by analyzing the time
history of precipitation in 19 climate models
participating in the Fourth Assessment Report

(AR4) of the IPCC (3). The future climate
projections followed the A1B emissions scenario
(4), in which CO2 emissions increase until about
2050 and decrease modestly thereafter, leading to
a CO2 concentration of 720 parts per million in
2100. We also analyzed the simulations by these
models for the 1860–2000 period, in which the
models were forced by the known history of trace
gases and estimated changes in solar irradiance,
volcanic and anthropogenic aerosols, and land use
(with some variation among the models). These
simulations provided initial conditions for the
21st-century climate projections. For each model,
climatologies were computed for the 1950–2000
period by averaging over all the simulations
available for each model. All climate changes
shown here are departures from this climatology.

We define an area (shown as a box in Fig. 4A)
called “the Southwest” (including all land
between 125°W and 95°W and 25°N and 40°N)
that incorporates the southwestern United States
and parts of northernMexico. Figure 1 shows the
modeled history and future of the annual mean

precipitation minus the evaporation (P − E), aver-
aged over this region for the period common to all
of the models (1900–2098). The median, 25th,
and 75th percentiles of the model P − E dis-
tribution and the median of P and E are shown.
For cases in which there were multiple simula-
tions with a single model, data from these simula-
tions were averaged together before computing
the distribution. P − E equals the moisture con-
vergence by the atmospheric flow and (over land)
the amount of water that goes into runoff.

In the multimodel ensemble mean, there is a
transition to a sustained drier climate that begins in
the late 20th and early 21st centuries. In the
ensemble mean, both P and E decrease, but the
former decreases by a larger amount. P − E is
primarily reduced in winter, when P decreases and
E is unchanged or modestly increased, whereas in
summer, both P and E decrease. The annual mean
reduction in P for this region, calculated from rain
gauge data within the Global Historical Climatol-
ogyNetwork, was 0.09mm/day between 1932 and
1939 (the Dust Bowl drought) and 0.13 mm/day
between 1948 and 1957 (the 1950s Southwest
drought). The ensemble median reduction in P that
drives the reduction inP−E reaches 0.1mm/day in
midcentury, and one quarter of the models reach
this amount in the early part of the current century.

The annual mean P − E difference between
20-year periods in the 21st century and the
1950–2000 climatology for the 19 models are
shown in Fig. 2. Almost all models have a drying
trend in the American Southwest, and they con-
sistently become drier throughout the century.
Only 1 of the 19 models has a trend toward a
wetter climate. Of the total of 49 individual
projections conducted with the 19 models, even
as early as the 2021–2040 period, only 3 projec-
tions show a shift to a wetter climate. Examples
of modeled history and future precipitation for
single simulations of four individual models are
shown in Fig. 3 and provide an idea of potential
trajectories toward the more arid climate.
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The contours in Fig. 4, A to C, show a
map of the change in P − E for the decades
between 2021 and 2040 minus those in the
1950–2000 period for one of the IPCCmodels:
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) climate model CM2.1 (5). In general,
large regions of the relatively dry subtropics dry
further, whereas wetter, higher-latitude regions
become wetter still. In addition to the American
Southwest, the southern Europe–Mediterranean–
Middle East region also experiences a severe
drying. This pattern of subtropical drying and
moistening at higher latitudes is a robust feature
of current projections with different models of
future climate (6).

The change (d) in P − E (in meters per
second) is balanced by a change in atmospheric
moisture convergence, namely

rwgdðP − EÞ ¼ −d
�Z ps

0
∇ ⋅ ðuqÞdp þ

Z ps

0
∇ ⋅ ðuq′Þdp

�
ð1Þ

Overbars indicate monthly means, primes
represent departures from the monthly mean, rw
is the density of water, g indicates the acceleration
due to gravity, and ∇ indicates the horizontal
divergence operator. The change in moisture con-

vergence can be divided into contributions from the
mean flow and from eddies. In the former, the
atmospheric flow ðuÞ and the moisture ðqÞ are
averaged over a month before computing the
moisture transport, whereas the latter is primarily
associated with the highly variable wind (u′) and
moisture (q′) fields within storm systems. The
moisture convergence is integrated over the pres-
sure (p) from the top of the atmosphere (p = 0) to
the surface (ps). The mean wind and humidity
fields in Eq. 1 can be taken to be their clima-
tological fields. (The rectification of interannual
variability in the monthly mean flow and mois-
ture fields is found to be negligible.) Changes in
the mean flow contribution can, in turn, be ap-
proximated by one part associated with the
climatological circulation from 1950 to 2000
ðuPÞ, operating on the increase in climatological
atmospheric humidity ðdq, a consequence of
atmospheric warming), and by another part due
to the change in circulation climatology ðduÞ,
operating on the atmospheric humidity climatol-
ogy from 1950 to 2000 ðqPÞ. The nonlinear term
involving changes in both the mean flow and the
moisture field is found to be relatively small.
Hence, Eq. 1 can be approximated by:

rw gdðP − EÞ e −
Z ps

0
∇ ⋅ ðqPd uþ uPdqÞdp

−d
Z ps

0
∇ ⋅ ðu′q′Þdp ð2Þ

We therefore think in terms of a threefold
decomposition of P − E, as displayed in Fig. 4
(colors) for the GFDL CM2.1 model: (i) a
contribution from the change inmean circulation,
(ii) a contribution from the change in mean
humidity, and (iii) a contribution from eddies.

Fig. 1. Modeled changes in annual mean precipitation minus evaporation over the American Southwest
(125°W to 95°W and 25°N to 40°N, land areas only), averaged over ensemble members for each of the 19
models. The historical period used known and estimated climate forcings, and the projections used the
SResA1B emissions scenario. The median (red line) and 25th and 75th percentiles (pink shading) of the P −
E distribution among the 19 models are shown, as are the ensemble medians of P (blue line) and E (green
line) for the period common to all models (1900–2098). Anomalies (Anom) for each model are relative to
that model's climatology from 1950–2000. Results have been 6-year low-pass Butterworth-filtered to
emphasize low-frequency variability that is of most consequence for water resources. The model ensemble
mean P − E in this region is around 0.3 mm/day.

Fig. 2. The change in annual mean P − E over the American Southwest (125°W to
95°Wand 25°N to 40°N, land areas only) for 19 models (listed at left), relative to
model climatologies from 1950–2000. Results are averaged over 20-year segments

of the current century. The number of ensemble members for each projection is
listed by the model name at left. Black dots represent ensemble members (where
available), and red dots represent the ensemble mean for each model.
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The mean flow convergence term involving
only changes in humidity (Fig. 4B) causes
increasing P − E in regions of low-level mean
mass convergence and decreasing P − E in regions
of low-level mean mass divergence, generally
intensifying the existing pattern of P − E (6). This
term helps to explain much of the reduction in P −
E over the subtropical oceans, where there is strong
evaporation, atmosphericmoisture divergence, and
low precipitation (6). Over land areas in general,
there is no infinite surface-water source, and P − E
has to be positive and sustained by atmospheric
moisture convergence. Over the American South-
west, in the current climate, it is the time-varying
flow that sustains most of the positive P − E,
whereas the mean flow diverges moisture away.
Here, the “humidity contribution” leads to reduced
P−E, as themoisture divergence by themean flow
increases with rising humidity. Over the Mediter-
ranean region, there is mean moisture divergence,
and rising humidity again leads to increased mean
moisture divergence and reduced P − E.

Over the ocean, the contribution of humidity
changes to changes in P − E can be closely ap-
proximated by assuming that the relative humidity
remains fixed at its 1950–2000 values (6). Over
almost all land areas and especially over those
that have reduced P − E, the relative humidity
decreases in the early 21st century. This is be-

cause, unlike over the ocean, evaporation cannot
keep pace with the rising saturation humidity of
the warming atmosphere. Over land, the humid-
ity contribution to the change in P − E is distinct
from that associated with fixed relative humidity.

Decreases in P − E can also be sustained by
changes in atmospheric circulation that alter the
mean moisture convergence, even in the absence
of changes in humidity (Fig. 4A). This “mean
circulation contribution” leads to reduced P − E
at the northern edge of the subtropics (e.g., the
Mediterranean region, the Pacific and the Atlantic
around 30°N, and parts of southwestern North
America). The change in moisture convergence
by the transient eddies (Fig. 4C) dries southern
Europe and the subtropical Atlantic and moistens
the higher-latitude Atlantic, but it does not have a
coherent and large impact over North America.

A substantial portion of the mean circulation
contribution, especially in winter, can be ac-
counted for by the change in zonal mean flow
alone (not shown in the figures), indicating that
changes in the Hadley Cell and the extratropical
mean meridional circulation are important. In-
creases in humidity and mean moisture diver-
gence, changes in atmospheric circulation, and
the intensification of eddy moisture divergence
cause drying in the subtropics, including the
area over western North America and the Med-

iterranean region. For the Southwest region, the
annual mean P − E decreases by 0.086 mm/day,
which is largely accounted for by an increase in
the mean flow moisture divergence. Changes in
the circulation alone contribute 0.095 mm/day of
drying, and changes in the humidity alone
contribute 0.032 mm/day. These changes are
modestly offset by an increased transient-eddy
moisture convergence of 0.019 mm/day. (7).

Within models, the poleward edge of the
Hadley Cell and the mid-latitude westerlies move
poleward during the 21st century (8–10). The
descending branch of the Hadley Cell causes
aridity, and hence the subtropical dry zones ex-
pand poleward. In models, a poleward circulation
shift can be forced by rising tropical sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the Indo-Pacific region (11)
and by uniform surface warming (12). The latter
results are relevant because the spatial pattern of
surface warming in the AR4 models is quite uni-
form away from the poles.One explanation (13,14)
is that rising tropospheric static stability, an estab-
lished consequence of moist thermodynamics,
stabilizes the subtropical jet streams at the pole-
ward flank of the Hadley Cell against baroclinic
instability. Consequently, the Hadley Cell extends
poleward (increasing the vertical wind shear at its
edge) to a new latitude where the shear success-
fully compensates for the suppression of baroclinic
instability by rising static stability.

Although increasing stability is likely to be a
substantial component of the final explanation, a
fully satisfying theory for the poleward shift of the
zonal mean atmospheric circulation in a warming
world must account for the complex interplay be-
tween the mean circulation (Hadley Cell and the
mid-latitude Ferrell Cell) and the transient eddies
(13, 14) that will determine where precipitation
will increase and decrease in the future. However,
not all of the subtropical drying in the Southwest
andMediterranean regions can be accounted for by
zonally symmetric processes, and a full explana-
tion will require attention to moisture transport
within localized storm tracks and stationary waves.

The six severe multiyear droughts that have
struck western North America in the instrumental
record have all been attributed (by the use of cli-
mate models) to variations in SSTs in the tropics,
particularly persistent La Niña–like SSTs in the
tropical Pacific Ocean (15–19). The projected
future climate of intensified aridity in the South-
west is caused by different processes, because the
models vary in their tropical SST response to an-
thropogenic forcing. Instead, it is caused by rising
humidity that causes increased moisture diver-
gence and changes in atmospheric circulation cells
that include a poleward expansion of the sub-
tropical dry zones. The drying of subtropical land
areas that, according to the models, is imminent or
already under way is unlike any climate state we
have seen in the instrumental record. It is also dis-
tinct from the multidecadal megadroughts that
afflicted the American Southwest duringMedieval
times (20–22), which have also been attributed to
changes in tropical SSTs (18, 23). The most severe

Fig. 3. The change in
annual mean P − E over
the American Southwest
(125°W to 95°W and
25°N to 40°N, land
areas only) for four
coupled models, relative
to model ensemblemean
climatologies from
1950–2000. The results
are from individual sim-
ulations of the 1860–
2000 period, forced by
known and estimated
climate forcings and in-
dividual projections of
future climate with the
SResA1B scenarios of
climate forcings. Because
the modeled anomalies
have not been averaged
together here, these time
series provide an idea
of plausible evolutions
of Southwest climate
toward a more arid
state. The models are
the National Center for
Atmospheric Research
Community Climate
System Model (CCSM),
GFDL model CM2.1,
Max Planck Institut Für
Meteorologie model
ECHAM5, and Hadley Centre for Climate Change model HadCM3. All time series are for annual
mean data, and a 6-year low-pass Butterworth filter has been applied.
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future droughts will still occur during persistent
La Niña events, but they will be worse than any
since the Medieval period, because the La Niña
conditions will be perturbing a base state that is
drier than any state experienced recently.
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Fig. 4. The change in annual means of P − E for
the 2021–2040 period minus the 1950–2000
period [contours in (A) to (C)] and contributions to
the change in vertically integrated moisture conver-
gence (colors; negative values imply increased
moisture divergence) by the mean flow, due to (A)
changes in the flow, (B) the specific humidity, and
(C) the transient-eddy moisture convergence, all for
the GFDL CM2.1 model. The box in (A) shows the
area we defined as “the Southwest.”
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Dicamba Resistance: Enlarging and
Preserving Biotechnology-Based
Weed Management Strategies
Mark R. Behrens,1* Nedim Mutlu,1* Sarbani Chakraborty,1 Razvan Dumitru,1 Wen Zhi Jiang,1
Bradley J. LaVallee,2† Patricia L. Herman,1‡ Thomas E. Clemente,2,3,4 Donald P. Weeks1,4§

The advent of biotechnology-derived, herbicide-resistant crops has revolutionized farming practices in
many countries. Facile, highly effective, environmentally sound, and profitable weed control methods
have been rapidly adopted by crop producers who value the benefits associated with biotechnology-
derived weed management traits. But a rapid rise in the populations of several troublesome weeds that
are tolerant or resistant to herbicides currently used in conjunction with herbicide-resistant crops may
signify that the useful lifetime of these economically important weed management traits will be cut
short. We describe the development of soybean and other broadleaf plant species resistant to dicamba,
a widely used, inexpensive, and environmentally safe herbicide. The dicamba resistance technology will
augment current herbicide resistance technologies and extend their effective lifetime. Attributes of both
nuclear- and chloroplast-encoded dicamba resistance genes that affect the potency and expected
durability of the herbicide resistance trait are examined.

In the past decade, the availability of
biotechnology-derived herbicide-resistant and
insect-resistant traits has led to striking

advancements in agricultural crop management
systems throughout the world. These “input traits”
have contributed to greater productivity per hect-
are, decreased production costs, greater flexibility
and efficiencies in production regimes, reduced
pesticide use, and improved farmer health (1–3).
In 2006, more than 100 million hectares worldwide
were planted with crops having biotechnology-
derived traits (4). In the United States, for exam-
ple, Roundup (glyphosate)–resistant crops were
planted on almost 90% of the soybean acreage
and 60% of the cotton acreage in 2005, along
with about 18% of the corn crop (3). The recent
emergence of weeds resistant to the herbicides
used year after year for weed control in fields of
herbicide-resistant crops has prompted serious
concerns regarding the long-term availability of
the facile and economically important weed con-
trol provided by current herbicide-resistant crop
plants. Also at risk is the greatly expanded use of
no-till or reduced-till planting procedures that are
made possible by “burndown” of weeds before
planting of herbicide-resistant crops. These in-
tegrated practices minimize soil loss due to water
and wind erosion resulting from traditional meth-
ods of soil tillage (3).

Among the glyphosate-tolerant weed species
currently posing the greatest danger to agricultur-

al productivity are several broadleaf plants such
as giant ragweed (Ambrosia trifida), horseweed
(Conyza canadenis), waterhemp (Amaranthus
rudis), Palmer amaranth (Amaranthus palmeri),
and common ragweed (Ambrosia artemisifolia)
(3, 5). To combat these pernicious weeds and to
address the potential emergence of other herbicide-
resistant broadleaf weeds, we have targeted
the development of crop plants resistant to treat-
ment with dicamba. Dicamba is a widely used,
low-cost, environmentally friendly herbicide
that does not persist in soils and shows little
or no toxicity to wildlife and humans (6–10).
Use of the dicamba resistance trait alone or in
combination with other herbicide resistance
traits will allow rotation of herbicides or use of
mixtures of herbicides that will greatly sup-
press several present or future herbicide-resistant
weeds. Here, we describe the use of a genet-
ically engineered bacterial gene, DMO (dicamba
monooxygenase), that encodes a Rieske non-
heme monooxygenase capable of inactivating
dicamba when expressed from either the nuclear
genome or chloroplast genome of transgenic
plants. The DMO enzyme acts to destroy the
herbicidal activity of dicamba before the herbicide

can build to toxic levels in dicamba-treated
transgenic plants, as shown below.

As the first step in the complete mineraliza-
tion of dicamba, the soil bacterium Pseudomonas
maltophilia (strain DI-6) converts dicamba to
3,6-dichlorosalicylic acid (DCSA) (11, 12) (Fig.
1A), a compound that lacks appreciable herbi-
cidal activity. The enzyme system responsible
for this conversion in the bacterium is the three-
component enzyme dicamba O-demethylase.
This enzyme system serves as an electron transfer
chain in which electrons from NADH (the re-
duced form of nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide)
are shuttled through a reductase to a ferredoxin
and finally to the terminal component DMO
(13–15). The ferredoxin component of dicamba
O-demethylase closely resembles the ferredoxin
found in plant chloroplasts. Thus, to potentially
take advantage of a source of reduced ferredoxin
in chloroplasts of transgenic plants to supply
electrons for the DMO reaction (and to elimi-
nate the need for the bacterial reductase and
ferredoxin genes), we included a chloroplast
transit peptide–coding region upstream of the
DMO gene to allow targeting of DMO to the
chloroplast. The DMO expression cassette (Fig.
1B) contained the strong peanut chlorotic streak
virus gene promoter FLt36 (16) and a termi-
nator region from the pea Rubisco (ribulose-
1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase) small
subunit gene. The goal then was to determine
whether expression of DMO from this expres-
sion vector in transgenic broadleaf plants could
provide protection against the normally lethal
effects of dicamba.

Because of ease of transformation and regen-
eration, Arabidopsis thaliana, tomato, and tobac-
co were used as model systems to test whether
expression of the DMO gene alone (i.e., with-
out the ferredoxin and reductase components of
dicamba O-demethylase) could impart herbi-
cide resistance after application of dicamba.
Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer was used
to introduce the DMO expression cassette into
the nuclear genome of the respective plant spe-
cies. In regard to tobacco, we used DNA, RNA,
and protein blot analyses to test several inde-
pendently derived T1-generation plants for the
presence and expression of the DMO gene (fig.

Fig. 1. Dicamba inactivation. (A)
Conversion of dicamba to DCSA by
DMO. (B) Genetically engineered
version of the DMO gene for expres-
sion in higher plants, using the
FLt36 promoter from peanut chlo-
rotic streak virus, a translational en-
hancer from the tobacco etch virus
(TEV), a chloroplast transit peptide–
coding region from the pea Rubisco
small subunit gene for chloroplast
localization of DMO, and a termi-
nator region from the pea Rubisco
small subunit gene (rbcS3′).
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S2). RNA blots demonstrated highly variable
levels of DMO mRNA in individual transfor-
mants that, in general, did not correlate closely
with the amount of DMO enzyme produced. We
noted (most easily in lanes 2 and 6, fig. S2) that
although most of the precursor DMO molecule
containing the chloroplast transit peptide was
cleaved to the mature form, not all of the pre-
cursor was processed.

Most dicotyledonous plants, such as tobacco,
are quite sensitive to treatment with dicamba, an
auxin-type herbicide. Figure 2A illustrates this
point by showing nontransgenic tobacco plants
not treated (leftmost plant) and treated with in-
creasing amounts of dicamba. Herbicide dam-
age symptoms are pronounced after spraying
dicamba even at the low level of 0.017 kg/ha.
Symptoms are quite severe at 0.28 kg/ha and
0.56 kg/ha, the levels normally used for weed
control in agricultural applications.

Treatment of transgenic tobacco plants con-
taining the DMO gene with 5.6 kg/ha (10 to 20
times the recommended application rate) caused
few if any symptoms, whereas a nontransgenic
plant suffered severe damage (Fig. 2B). Damage
to the lower leaves of the transgenic plants
could be duplicated by spraying plants with the
surfactant-containing solvent solution used as
the vehicle for dicamba application. Leaves
produced after treatment of the transgenic plants
with dicamba exhibited no visible signs of dam-
age (Fig. 2C). Transgenic tomato plants carrying
the genetically engineered DMO gene, likewise,
showed no damage to newly emerged leaves
(fig. S2B) after spraying with dicamba at con-
centrations as high as 5.6 kg/ha. Arabidopsis ex-
pressing the DMO gene also displayed strong
resistance to treatment with dicamba at 1.12
kg/ha, the highest level tested (fig. S3). Over a
range of dicamba concentrations tested, an un-
expected finding was the observation that tobac-
co plants transformed with a DMO expression
cassette lacking a transit peptide–coding region
were resistant to treatments with dicamba at lev-
els on average only slightly below that of plants
containing DMO genes bearing transit peptide–
coding regions (fig. S4; see below).

To determine whether DMO could function
exclusively inside chloroplasts, we created the
pDMO1 vector bearing the DMO gene coding
region (fig. S5). This vector allows integration
of the DMO gene into the chloroplast genome
of tobacco by homologous recombination and
the isolation of transformants through selection
for antibiotic resistance. The DMO gene coding
region was driven by the strong psbA chloro-
plast gene promoter, containing the complete
psbA 5′-untranslated region sequence, to obtain
high levels of DMO expression. Initial DNA blot
analyses of antibiotic-resistant transgenic plants
(fig. S6A) demonstrated the presence in chloro-
plast genomes of both the DMO transgene (5.6-kb
band) and the native psbA gene region (3.3-kb
band). Repeated regeneration and selection of
transgenic plants on antibiotic-containing medi-

um resulted in apparently homoplastidic chloro-
plasts bearing the DMO gene fragment but not
the endogenous native gene region (fig. S6B).
Only chloroplast transformants expressing the
DMO enzyme were resistant to treatment with
dicamba (fig. S7). T1, T2, and T3 generations of
progeny from two independently derived chlo-
roplast transformants were tested for resistance
to treatment with dicamba at various doses. All
exhibited high levels of resistance. Indeed, chloro-
plast genome transformants displayed no apparent
damage (other than “solvent-only damage” to
lower leaves) when sprayed with dicamba at a
rate of 28 kg/ha (fig. S8). Only transitory dam-
age was observed when plants were treated with
extremely high dicamba applications of 112
and 224 kg/ha. At these extremely high levels,
initial damage was caused primarily by surfac-
tants and other components of the solvent in
which dicamba was delivered. New apex tissues
and leaves growing from the damaged plants
displayed nearly normal to normal phenotypes,
showed no decrease in growth rates, and re-
tained the ability to produce usual numbers and
quality of seeds.

The above results were consistent with the
hypothesis that reduced ferredoxin in tobacco
chloroplasts could be the donor to DMO of elec-
trons needed for oxidation of dicamba to DCSA.
As a direct test of this hypothesis, we examined
the ability of purified spinach ferredoxin to sup-
port the conversion of dicamba to DCSA in

the presence and absence of DMO purified from
P. maltophilia (strain DI-6) or overproduced and
purified from Escherichia coli (table S1).
Results of these experiments demonstrated that
reduced ferredoxin from spinach or Clostridium
pasteurianum was fully capable of donating elec-
trons to DMO in vitro, as measured either by
dicamba degradation or by DCSA appearance.

The exceptionally high levels of resistance to
dicamba displayed by tobacco plants carrying
the DMO gene in the chloroplast genome, relative
to plants bearing the DMO gene as a nuclear
gene, suggested the possibility that chloroplast-
encoded DMO was produced in greater abun-
dance. Comparison of the amounts of oxygenase
as percentage of total soluble protein, fraction of
fresh weight, or fraction of dry weight (table S2)
showed that chloroplast transformants produced
about 20 times as much DMO as did nuclear
transformants synthesizing DMO with a chloro-
plast transit peptide, and about 40 times as much
DMO as did nuclear transformants synthesizing
DMO without the peptide. The ability to achieve
high levels of herbicide resistance and the ability
to block gene dissemination through “pollen
flow” are attractive features of incorporating the
DMO gene into the chloroplast genomes of im-
portant crop plants as soon as the techniques for
such approaches prove practical (17, 18).

Genetic studies of the inheritance of the DMO
gene in chloroplast transformants revealed that
inheritance was maternal, as expected, and was

Fig. 2. Effects of dicamba treatment
on nontransgenic tobacco plants and
plants transformed with a genetically
engineered DMO gene. (A) Demonstra-
tion of the sensitivity of nontransgenic
tobacco plants to treatment with in-
creasing doses of dicamba (left to right:
0, 0.017, 0.034, 0.07, 0.14, 0.28, and
0.56 kg/ha). (B) Three independently
derived T1-generation tobacco plants
carrying the dicamba resistance gene
(three plants at left) and a nontrans-
genic plant (right) treated with dicamba
at a level of 5.6 kg/ha. (C) Top view of
plants in (B).
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mostly Mendelian in the case of plants carrying
DMO as a nuclear gene (table S3). Most plants
examined by DNA blot analysis contained a single
DMO gene insert. Moreover, T3 and T4 progeny
maintained the original levels of expression in
regard to herbicide resistance whether they con-
tained single or multiple copies of the DMO gene.

The prime value of the dicamba resistance
technology is related to its use in major field
crops in which management of broadleaf weeds
is essential to maximize production. Because
soybean is one such crop, we transformed the
soybean varieties Thorne (Ohio State Univer-
sity) and NE3001 (University of Nebraska) with
the same DMO expression cassette (Fig. 1B) used
to transform tobacco, tomato, and Arabidopsis.
As a means to derive marker-free soybean trans-
formants, a two–T-DNA binary plasmid was as-
sembled. In this plasmid, the marker-gene T-DNA
element carried a bar gene cassette under the
control of the Agrobacterium tumefaciens nopa-
line synthase promoter (nos), and the second,
separate, T-DNA element carried the DMO ex-
pression cassette. More than 50 transgenic soy-
bean events were produced, and seeds from
the T1, T2, and T3 generations were collected.
Among the population of primary transformants
generated, one marker-free event was identified
that harbored only the DMO cassette. Most trans-
genic soybean events showed resistance to
treatment with dicamba at 2.8 kg/ha and 5.6 kg/
ha under greenhouse conditions (fig. S9) and
complete resistance to dicamba at 2.8 kg/ha (the
highest level tested in field trials) (Fig. 3). Initial
field studies with five independent soybean
events on University of Nebraska farms over
the past 3 years revealed no compromise in
agronomic performance—including yield, date
to flowering, height, and lodging—in the trans-
genic plots treated with dicamba application (1.5
kg/ha) at preplant, V3 stage, or dual preplant spray
treatment coupled with post-emergence treat-
ments at the V3 stage of plant development when
compared with non–herbicide-treated, weed-free
plots of the parental soybean variety Thorne.

Dicamba resistance in all of the plants tested
did not require cotransformation with either fer-
redoxin or reductase genes from P. maltophilia
(strain DI-6). These results showed that the
plants contained one or more molecules that
could transfer the requisite electrons to DMO to
allow conversion of dicamba to DCSA. The
initial targeting of DMO to the chloroplasts by
means of a transit peptide sequence was aimed
at using reduced ferredoxin abundantly available
in the chloroplasts. However, transformation of
tobacco plants with a DMO gene construct lack-
ing a chloroplast transit peptide–coding sequence
unexpectedly resulted in plants that were highly
resistant to treatment with dicamba. Results
from our limited trials with a small number of
T1-generation plants indicated that the level of
resistance obtained with these transgenic plants
was only slightly lower on average than that ob-
tained with tobacco plants producing DMO con-
taining a transit peptide.

These observations raise important questions
in regard to the molecules in transgenic plants
that can productively donate electrons to DMO.
The fact that homoplastidic chloroplasts produc-
ing DMO internally from a DMO gene integrated
into the chloroplast genome show resistance to
extremely high levels of dicamba (fig. S8) and
the fact that purified DMO can function in vitro
with reduced spinach chloroplast ferredoxin
(table S2) both suggest that chloroplast ferredoxin
can productively interact with DMO to allow
electron transfer. However, the source of electrons
for DMO produced from nuclear genes lacking
a chloroplast transit peptide–coding sequence
remains unknown. Presuming that ferredoxins
do not reside outside of the plant chloroplasts,
one must consider the possibility that an un-
known cytoplasmic protein can provide DMO
with a steady supply of electrons. Alternatively,
DMO itself might contain a gratuitous chloro-
plast transit peptide that allows sufficient DMO
to enter the chloroplasts to provide protec-
tion from dicamba moving into the cell after
dicamba treatment. Further studies, such as
microscopic localizations in situ of DMO with
and without a chloroplast transit peptide and/or
isolation and identification of cytoplasmic pro-
teins that can interact “indiscriminately” with
DMO to supply electrons, will be needed to re-
solve the questions emanating from the present
observations.

It is illuminating to consider that dicot plants
like tobacco display distinct injury symptoms
even at levels of dicamba treatment as low as
0.001 to 0.01 kg/ha (Fig. 2A). Many transgenic
tobacco, tomato, Arabidopsis, and soybean
plants containing a nuclear-encoded DMO gene
were fully resistant to treatments with dicamba
at or above 5.8 kg/ha. This demonstrates that the
DMO gene, present even in a single copy and
expressed at relatively moderate rates (table S2),
is capable of decreasing the sensitivity of dicot
plants to applications of dicamba by at least a
factor of 5000.

Dicamba is an “auxin”-type herbicide that
mimics the effects of excess quantities of the
natural plant hormone indole-3-acetic acid (IAA)
when applied to dicotyledonous plants. It has
been used for more than 40 years to efficiently
control most broadleaf weeds. Yet despite its
widespread use, no new noxious and economi-
cally important dicamba-resistant weed species
have appeared (5). One possible reason for such
a situation may be that dicamba may act on some,
if not all, of the IAA receptors that are essential
in controlling normal growth and development of
all plants. If so, the appearance of new dicamba-
resistant weeds may not happen rapidly. This is
especially true if the dicamba resistance gene is
“stacked,” for example, with the widely used
glyphosate resistance gene to allow farmers to
alternate herbicide applications between dicamba
and glyphosate or to use mixtures of the two
herbicides together. In either case, appearance of
weeds resistant to either dicamba or glyphosate
will be greatly suppressed. Moreover, the ability
to use either or both herbicides before planting or
at a variety of points during crop development
will allow producers excellent weed control with
greater flexibility in their crop management prac-
tices. This may be particularly important in the
control of existing glyphosate-resistant weeds, such
as horseweed, in which application of dicamba
before planting can control emerged or emerg-
ing glyphosate-resistant weeds. Thus, dicamba-
resistant crops can be a valuable asset in strategies
to control currently existing herbicide-resistant
weeds and to suppress the appearance of addi-
tional herbicide-resistant weeds that ultimately
could threaten the long-term use and value of cur-
rent herbicides and herbicide-resistant crops.
Likewise, dicamba-resistant crops should further
encourage the use of conservation tillage practices
that greatly decrease soil erosion and foster more
sustainable and environmentally friendly farming.
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A Manganese(IV)/Iron(III) Cofactor
in Chlamydia trachomatis
Ribonucleotide Reductase
Wei Jiang,1 Danny Yun,1* Lana Saleh,1† Eric W. Barr,1 Gang Xing,1 Lee M. Hoffart,1
Monique-Anne Maslak,1 Carsten Krebs,1,2‡ J. Martin Bollinger Jr.1,2‡

In a conventional class I ribonucleotide reductase (RNR), a diiron(II/II) cofactor in the R2
subunit reacts with oxygen to produce a diiron(III/IV) intermediate, which generates a stable tyrosyl
radical (Y•). The Y• reversibly oxidizes a cysteine residue in the R1 subunit to a cysteinyl radical
(C•), which abstracts the 3′-hydrogen of the substrate to initiate its reduction. The RNR from
Chlamydia trachomatis lacks the Y•, and it had been proposed that the diiron(III/IV) complex in
R2 directly generates the C• in R1. By enzyme activity measurements and spectroscopic methods,
we show that this RNR actually uses a previously unknown stable manganese(IV)/iron(III)
cofactor for radical initiation.

Ribonucleotide reductases (RNRs) pro-
vide all organisms with 2' deoxyribonu-
cleotides for DNA synthesis (1, 2). All

known RNRs are thought to initiate ribonucleo-
tide reduction by using a cysteine thiyl radical to
abstract the hydrogen atom from the 3′-carbon
(3, 4). Three distinct strategies to generate the ini-
tiating cysteinyl radical (C•) have been described
and are, in part, the basis for division of the
RNRs into three classes. Class II and III RNRs
use strategies involving the 5′-deoxyadenosyl rad-
ical, generated either by homolysis of the Co-C
bond of 5′-deoxyadenosylcob(III)alamin (class
II) or by reductive cleavage of the 5′-C–S bond
of S-adenosyl-L-methionine by a separate acti-
vase protein (class III), as the ultimate oxidant
for cysteine activation. The 5′-deoxyadenosyl
radical either generates the C• directly (class II)
or generates a stable glycyl radical (G•) that re-
versibly oxidizes the cysteine (class III) (3, 5, 6).
In a conventional class I RNR (e.g., from Homo

sapiens, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, or aerobic
Escherichia coli), a binuclear iron center in its
cofactor subunit, R2, reacts with oxygen to oxi-
dize a tyrosine residue by one electron to a sta-
ble tyrosyl radical (Y•). The Y• in R2 generates
the C• in the catalytic subunit, R1, where nu-
cleotide reduction occurs (7).

An unexpected adaptation of the class I func-
tional architecture was revealed by the recent
characterization of the RNR from the bacterium
Chlamydia trachomatis (8), an obligate intracel-
lular parasite and important human pathogen. The
presence of a phenylalanine in place of the tyro-
sine residue in R2 that normally harbors the es-
sential initiating Y• was revealed first by sequence
comparisons (8) and subsequently by x-ray crys-
tallography (9). Consistent with these findings,
no evidence for a Y• was found in biochemical
studies (9–11). Sequences of R2 genes from other
organisms revealed that the absence of the Y• is
not specific to the chlamydial RNRs (9). Notably,
the presence of genes encoding such R2 proteins
in the genomes of other pathogens (e.g.,Mycobac-
terium tuberculosis) suggested that the novel
RNRs might have arisen as an adaptation to the
host’s immune response (9) and might present spe-
cific targets for design of new antibacterial drugs.

To explain how the C. trachomatis RNR can
function without the essential Y•, Nordlund,
Gräslund, and co-workers suggested that an
Fe2

III/IV cofactor might be produced in R2 by re-

action of the Fe2
II/II cluster with O2 and directly

oxidize the cysteine in R1 (9). Biochemical
studies by Gräslund and co-workers supported
this hypothesis by demonstrating both stabiliza-
tion of the reactive Fe2

III/IV complex in the presence
of the other reaction components (R1, substrate,
and allosteric effector) (10) and induction of the
Fe2

III/IV state from Fe2
III/III-R2 under these turn-

over conditions (11).
Although the reported induction and stabiliza-

tion of the Fe2
III/IV-R2 complex were consistent

with the earlier Nordlund/Gräslund hypoth-
esis, the fact that this form was never enriched
to greater than ~30% of the total protein (10) left
open the possibility that a different form was re-
sponsible for the modest activity observed. After
preparing His6-affinity–tagged forms of C. tra-
chomatis R2 and the N-terminally truncated ∆(1
to 248)-R1 (12) reported by McClarty and co-
workers to be more stable than full-length R1 (8),
we noted a distinct lack of correlation between the
catalytic activities and iron contents of different
preparations of R2 (13).

By reductive chelation of iron from the pu-
rified protein and subsequent dialysis against
ethylenedinitrilotetraacetate (EDTA) (12), R2
was isolated with less than 0.02 equivalents
(equiv) iron (14) and very low catalytic activity
[velocity (v)/[R2] ≤ 0.01 s−1] (15). The metal-
depleted R2 so obtained was not detectably ac-
tivated by addition of 2 equiv of FeII. By contrast,
addition of both FeII and MnII was found to ac-
tivate the metal-depleted R2 by a factor of more
than 50 (Fig. 1). A MnII:FeII ratio of unity gave
maximal activation (Fig. 1A), and a total of two
divalent metal ions per monomer was sufficient
for ~85% of maximal activation (Fig. 1B).

The results in Fig. 1, in particular the 1:1
Mn:Fe ratio giving maximal activity, suggest the
use of a Mn/Fe cofactor rather than a Fe2 cofactor
by C. trachomatis RNR. Because the raison d’être
of the R2 subunit and its metallocofactor is to
transiently oxidize the cysteine residue in R1
by one electron (7), the fully reduced complex
formed upon addition of the divalent metal ions
to the protein (MnII/FeII-R2) cannot be active
but, by analogy with other class I RNRs, might
react with O2 to produce an oxidized state that
functions in catalysis. Indeed, we observed no
turnover after addition of an O2-free solution
containing R2, MnII, and FeII (0.75 equiv of
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each metal) to an O2-free RNR reaction solu-
tion, but we did observe activity when the assay
solution to which the MnII/FeII-R2 was added
contained O2 and when the MnII/FeII-R2 solu-
tion was first exposed to O2 before it was added
to the assay solution. In the latter case, activity
did not require O2 in the assay solution, indi-
cating that previous exposure of the MnII/FeII-
R2 to O2 activates the subunit.

The active form exhibits no obvious elec-
tron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal (in
X-band, perpendicular mode). A sample prepared
with 0.5 equiv Fe and 1.0 equiv Mn (to dis-
favor formation of Fe2

III/III product) exhibits a
Mössbauer quadrupole doublet at 4.2 K and
zero field (Fig. 2A). The parameters [isomer
shift (d) = 0.52 mm s–1; quadrupole splitting
parameter (DEQ) = 1.32 mm s–1] establish that
the iron site is converted to FeIII by the reaction
with O2. The sharp [line width (G) = 0.30 mm s–1]
doublet in zero magnetic field and marked broad-
ening in a weak (53 mT) field (Fig. 2B) reveal
that this complex has a paramagnetic ground
state with an integer value of the total electron-
spin quantum number, STotal. This characteristic
distinguishes the C. trachomatis Mn/FeIII-R2
product from the previously characterized product
Fe2

III/III clusters in other R2 proteins, which are
diamagnetic (STotal = 0) as a result of antiferro-
magnetic coupling between the two S = 5/2 FeIII

ions. The presence of a Mn ion coupled to the
FeIII site is demonstrated by the EPR spectra of
the one-electron reduced form of the complex
produced by a brief (~2 min at 22°C) treatment
with 20 mM dithionite. These spectra show
hyperfine coupling to both an I (nuclear spin
quantum number) = 5/2 55Mn nucleus (Fig. 3A)
and an I = 1/2 57Fe nucleus (compare Fig. 3, A
and B). The EPR spectra establish that the reduced
form has a coupled Mn/Fe cluster with STotal =
1/2. The Mössbauer spectrum of the reduced

complex acquired at zero field and 190 K (Fig.
2C) is a broad (G ~ 0.5 mm s–1) quadrupole
doublet (16) with parameters (d = 0.43 mm s–1,
DEQ = 0.81 mm s–1) that indicate that the Fe site
remains in the +III oxidation state. Thus, the
dithionite treatment reduces the Mn site but not
the FeIII site of the active state. The reduced Mn
site must have an even number of valence
electrons for coupling with the odd-electron FeIII

site to give STotal = 1/2. MnIII (S = 2) is the only
chemically reasonable possibility, establishing that
the Mn in the active state is +IV. Most likely,
antiferromagnetic coupling between the MnIV

(SMn = 3/2) and high-spin FeIII (SFe = 5/2) ions
gives STotal = 1, consistent with the observed
Mössbauer characteristics (broadening in a 53-mT
magnetic field) of the active form.

The EPR spectrum at 4 K of theMnIII/FeIII-R2
is perturbed in the presence of R1, cytidine 5′-
diphosphate (CDP), and adenosine 5′-triphosphate
(ATP) (compare Fig. 3, A and C). This observa-
tion indicates that binding of R1 to MnIII/FeIII-R2
(and possibly binding of the nucleotides to the
R1•R2 complex) affects the structure of the buried
cofactor, a phenomenon not previously observed
in a class I RNR. The spectra at 14 K (Fig. 3, D to
G, solid curves) are particularly sharp and
featured, and show hyperfine coupling to 57Fe
(compare Fig. 3, D and E) as well as 55Mn. By
simulation of the spectrum of the 56Fe-containing
sample (Fig. 3D, dashed curve), the g-tensor of
the S = 1/2 ground state (2.030, 2.020, 2.015) and
the 55Mn hyperfine coupling tensor, AMn [(269,
392, 314) MHz], were determined. The marked
anisotropy of AMn is consistent with the assigned

+III oxidation state (17, 18). Additional evidence
for the +III iron valence is provided by the 57Fe
hyperfine coupling (Fig. 3E, solid curve), which
can be reproduced (Fig. 3E, dashed curve) with an
isotropic AFe [(-64.5, -64.5, -64.5) MHz] typical
of high-spin FeIII (19).

The substrate analog, 2'-azido 2'-deoxy-
adenosine 5′-diphosphate (N3-ADP), was used to
confirm the conclusion that the MnIV/FeIII cluster
is the functional cofactor. It has been shown that
treatment of a class I or class III RNR with a
2'-azido–substituted nucleotide results in ir-
reversible loss of the C• generator (20, 21) as a
result of aberrant reactions, beginning with loss
of the azido moiety (either as N3

– or N3
•) from

the initial 3′-centered radical (22–24). Thus, the
Y• or G• is irreversibly reduced (20, 21) instead
of being regenerated, as it is at the end of a
normal turnover. We predicted from these prec-
edents that treatment of C. trachomatis RNR
should lead to irreversible conversion of the
EPR-silent MnIV/FeIII cluster to the EPR-active
MnIII/FeIII state. Indeed, treatment with N3-ADP
generates the same EPR signal seen upon di-
thionite reduction of MnIV/FeIII-R2 in the pres-
ence of R1, CDP, and ATP (Fig. 3, F and G).
This signal does not develop when the inacti-
vator is replaced by the natural substrate, CDP. The
additional features in the 3330 to 3420 G region
(marked by arrows; see also fig. S1) that are not
part of the spectrum of MnIII/FeIII-R2•R1 (dashed
simulations) are attributable to the nitrogen-
centered radical previously shown to accumulate
during N3-NDP–mediated inactivation of con-
ventional class I RNRs (24–26). The formation
of the MnIII/FeIII cluster and free radical upon
reaction with N3-ADP confirms the activity of
the MnIV/FeIII cluster.

Scheme 1 summarizes our working hypoth-
esis for how the C. trachomatis RNR functions
without a Y• initiator. By using manganese in
place of one of the irons of the conventional R2
metal center, C. trachomatis R2 is able to
generate an oxidized cluster that possesses both
kinetic stability and sufficient oxidative potency
to generate the C• in R1 when triggered to do so
by the protein(s). The marked perturbation to
the EPR signal of the MnIII/FeIII cluster caused
by binding of R1 (and perhaps nucleotides)
provides a tool not present in conventional class
I RNR systems for investigating the triggering
process.

We attempted to reconcile our conclusion
that MnIV/FeIII-R2 is the active form with pre-
vious observations suggesting that Fe2

III/IV-R2 is
active (9–11). We were unable to reproduce the
reported induction of the Fe2

III/IV complex from
Fe2

III/III-R2 under turnover conditions (11), even
though we did verify that turnover was occur-
ring (at 4 to 5% of the rate of the Mn/Fe-activated
R2). Addition of a solution containing R2 and
1.5 equiv FeII to a solution containing O2, R1
(2 equiv relative to R2), CDP, and ATP at 22°C
did, as previously reported by the Gräslund
group (10), result in generation and stabilization

Fig. 1. Dependence of the catalytic activity of
C. trachomatis R2 on the equivalencies of MnII

and FeII (A) at a constant total metal equivalency
of 2 per protein monomer and (B) at a constant
mole fraction of 0.5 for each metal. Each data
point is the mean of three trials, and the error
bars are the standard deviations.

Fig. 2. Mössbauer spectra of active MnIV/FeIII-R2
and the product of its dithionite reduction, MnIII/
FeIII-R2. (A and B) Spectra of a sample enriched in
MnIV/FeIII-R2 (12) acquired at 4.2 K in zero
magnetic field (A) and with a 53-mT field applied
parallel to the g beam (B). (C) Spectrum at 190 K
and zero field of a sample enriched in MnIII/FeIII-R2
by dithionite reduction of MnIV/FeIII-R2 (12). The
solid lines in (A) and (C) are theoretical quadrupole
doublets for MnIV/FeIII-R2 and MnIII/FeIII-R2, respec-
tively, with parameters as in the text.
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of the Fe2
III/IV cluster (0.15 equiv that decayed by

less than 10% over 10 min) (see fig. S2). How-
ever, quantification of the 2'-deoxy-CDP (dCDP)
product from these samples showed that turn-
over was occurring at the same rate in the sam-
ples that contained the Fe2

III/IV complex as in
the identical samples (prepared with Fe2

III/III-R2)
that lacked detectable levels of this complex. In
other words, we find that the activity does not
correlate with the Fe2

III/IV content of the R2.
Moreover, replacement of CDP with N3-ADP in
the experiment giving the stabilized Fe2

III/IV

complex did not accelerate decay of this
complex. This observation confirms the in-
competence of the Fe2

III/IV cluster for radical
initiation.

Suspecting that the modest activity that we
and others (8–11) observe without adding MnII

to R2 might result from a Mn “contaminant” (in

R2 or another assay component), we tested for
development of the very distinctive EPR signal
of the MnIII/FeIII-R2•R1 complex after treatment
of our putatively iron-only protein with either
dithionite or N3-ADP in the presence of R1 and
ATP. Indeed, in both cases, the spectrum was
readily detected (fig. S3A). Its intensity relative
to that exhibited by the purposefully generated
MnIII/FeIII-R2 sample (~4 to 5%) (compare to
fig. S3B) correlated with the ratio of enzymatic
activity of the two R2 forms.

We suggest that the activity previously
attributed to the Fe2

III/IV-R2 complex (9–11)
resulted from a MnIV/FeIII-R2 contaminant that
escaped detection. First, Fig. 1A shows that only
~0.2 equiv contaminating Mn would have been
required to give the maximum R2 activity pre-
viously reported (230 nmol min−1 mg−1, v/[R2] =
0.155 s−1) (10). Whereas this quantity is five times

the ~0.04 equiv detected in our preparations, the
different methods of subunit preparation, and
perhaps different enzyme concentrations em-
ployed in the activity determinations [not re-
ported in (10) but expected to have been lower
than in our assays because of their use of the
more sensitive radiometric assay], could have
resulted in a greater Mn:R2 equivalency in the
previous study. Second, much lower activities of
<75 nmol min−1 mg−1 (v/[R2] < 0.05 s−1), sim-
ilar to the activities of some of our preparations
of R2 before activation with MnII and FeII, were
reported in the subsequent study by the same
group (11). This large variation in specific ac-
tivity seems inconsistent with the authors’ belief
that addition of only FeII should have fully ac-
tivated R2 but could be explained by a variable
Mn contaminant in their preparations. If MnII

had been present, R2 would [as reported in (10)]
have been activated by addition of only FeII in
the presence of O2, but the extent of activation
would have depended on the quantity of the
contaminating Mn. Third, by contrast to all other
(conventional) class I RNRs, the active R2 state
has no obvious EPR signal. Thus, if MnII had
been present, addition of FeII in the presence
of O2 would have trapped the Mn in an EPR-
silent state, allowing it to escape detection by
the reported EPR experiments (10, 11). We
suggest that these considerations can reconcile
all previous observations with our proposal that
MnIV/FeIII-R2 is the sole active form.

The demonstrated in vitro activity of the
MnIV/FeIII form of C. trachomatis R2 (produced
in E. coli) strongly suggests that this previously
unknown cofactor functions in vivo in the
pathogen’s RNR. It is possible that other metals
might substitute for Mn (or Fe) in vivo, but the
subtlety of the cofactor’s function (gated elec-
tron transfer by a stable high-valent complex)
makes this possibility remote. The results raise
the questions of why and in what other species
this distinctive radical-initiation strategy evolved.
Given that the RNR subunits from C. trachomatis
and other chlamydiae are more similar in se-
quence to their counterparts from mammalian
species such as H. sapiens and Mus musculus
than to the subunits from other bacterial RNRs
(with the exception of those from the opportun-
istic human pathogen,Pseudomonas aeruginosa)
(8), it seems likely that the parasitic bacteria co-
opted their host’s RNR genes and then evolved
them for selective advantage. Without knowl-
edge of the manganese requirement, Nordlund,
Gräslund, and co-workers suggested that this
selective advantage might have been increased
resistance to oxidants (e.g., superoxide and
nitric oxide) produced as part of the host’s
immune response (9). This hypothesis, plausi-
ble in view of previous evidence that the Y•s of
conventional class I RNRs are targets for these
chemical defenses (27–29), seems even more
attractive in light of our results: The dem-
onstrated substitution of one iron ion by man-
ganese is strikingly reminiscent of the induction

Fig. 3. X-band EPR spectra illus-
trating formation of the MnIII/FeIII

cluster by dithionite reduction of
active MnIV/FeIII-R2 (A to E) or by
treatment of the holoenzyme (MnIV/
FeIII-R2•R1•ATP) with N3-ADP (F and
G). The dithionite reduction was
carried out either in the absence
[(A) and (B)] or in the presence [(C)
to (E)] of R1, CDP, and ATP. For (A),
(C), (D), and (F), the R2 samples were
prepared with natural-abundance
iron (91.7% 56Fe with I = 0); for
(B), (E), and (G), 57Fe-enriched iron
(95%, I = 1/2) was used. All spectra
had a microwave frequency of
9.45 GHz and a modulation frequen-
cy of 100 kHz. Other spectrometer
conditions were [(A) to (C)] tem-
perature, 4 K (nominal temper-
ature indicated on Oxford cryostat);
microwave power, 20 mW; modu-
lation amplitude, 10 G; scan time,
167 s; time constant, 167 ms; res-
olution of field axis, 1024 points;
scans per spectrum, 1; [(D) to (G)]
temperature, 14.0 ± 0.2 K, micro-
wave power, 0.20 mW; modulation amplitude, 4 G; scan time, 334 s; time constant, 167 ms; resolution of
field axis, 2048 points; scans per spectrum, 10. The sharp signal at 3380 G is from the spectrometer
cryostat and is prominent in (A) to (C) because of the low temperature and high power used for these
spectra. In (D) to (G), a minor contribution from free MnII has been removed by subtraction of the
spectra of control samples either not treated with dithionite [for (D) and (E)] or treated with CDP
instead of N3-ADP [for (F) and (G)]. The dashed, lighter-colored traces in (D) to (G) are simulations of
the spectra of MnIII/FeIII-R2•R1 (12) with the g and A tensors as in the text.

Scheme 1
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by E. coli in response to oxidative stress of a
Mn-dependent paralog to the constitutively ex-
pressed, Fe-dependent superoxide dismutase
(30). Examination of the reactivity of the dis-
tinctive Mn/Fe cofactor toward these oxidants
may thus provide a biochemical rationale for
its evolution.
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Probing Transcription Factor
Dynamics at the Single-Molecule
Level in a Living Cell
Johan Elf,1* Gene-Wei Li,2* X. Sunney Xie1†

Transcription factors regulate gene expression through their binding to DNA. In a living Escherichia
coli cell, we directly observed specific binding of a lac repressor, labeled with a fluorescent protein,
to a chromosomal lac operator. Using single-molecule detection techniques, we measured the
kinetics of binding and dissociation of the repressor in response to metabolic signals. Furthermore,
we characterized the nonspecific binding to DNA, one-dimensional (1D) diffusion along DNA
segments, and 3D translocation among segments through cytoplasm at the single-molecule level.
In searching for the operator, a lac repressor spends ~90% of time nonspecifically bound to and
diffusing along DNA with a residence time of <5 milliseconds. The methods and findings can be
generalized to other nucleic acid binding proteins.

In all kingdoms of life, transcription factors
(TFs) regulate gene expression by site-
specific binding to chromosomal DNA, pre-

venting or promoting the transcription by RNA
polymerase. The lac operon of Escherichia coli,
a model system for understanding TF-mediated
transcriptional control (1), has been the subject
of extensive biochemical (2–4), structural (5),
and theoretical (6, 7) studies since the seminal
work by Jacob and Monod (8). However, the in

vivo kinetics of the lac repressor, and all other
TFs, has only been studied indirectly by
monitoring the regulated gene products. Tradi-
tionally, this was done on a population of cells
(9), in which unsynchronized gene activity
among cells masks the underlying dynamics.
Recent experiments on single cells allow
investigation of stochastic gene expression
(10–15). However, direct observation of TF-
mediated gene regulation (16) remains difficult,
because it often involves only a few copies of
TFs and their chromosomal binding sites. Here
we report on a kinetics study of how fast a lac
repressor binds its chromosomal operators and
dissociates in response to a metabolic signal in a
living E. coli cell.

Single-molecule detection also makes it pos-
sible to investigate how a TF molecule searches
for specific binding sites on DNA, a central
question in molecular biology. Target location
by TFs (and most nucleic acid binding proteins)
is believed to be achieved by facilitated dif-
fusion, in which a TF searches for specific bind-
ing sites through a combination of one-dimensional
(1D) diffusion along a short DNA segment and
3D translocation among DNA segments through
cytoplasm (17). However, real-time observation
in living cells has not been available because of
technical difficulties. Here we report on such an
investigation, providing quantitative information
of the search process.

The lac repressor (LacI) is a dimer of dimers.
Under repressed conditions one dimer binds the
major lac operator, O1, and the other dimer binds
one of the weaker auxiliary operators, O2 or O3
(18) (Fig. 1A). LacI binding to O1 prevents RNA
polymerase from transcribing the lac operon
(lacZYA). Upon binding of allolactose, an
intermediate metabolite in the lactose pathway,
or a nondegradable analog, such as IPTG
(isopropyl b-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside), the
repressor’s affinity for the operator is sub-
stantially reduced to a level comparable to that
of nonspecific DNA interaction (19).

To image the lac repressor, we expressed it
from the native chromosomal lacI locus as a
C-terminal fusion with the rapidly maturing (~7
min) yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) Venus
(A206K) (15, 20) (Fig. 1A). The short maturation
time prevents the lac operator sites from being
occupied by immature fusion proteins. The C-
terminal fusion avoids interference with the N-
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Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA.
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terminal DNA binding domain (21). Our fusion
protein forms a dimer, which like most other C-
terminal fusionswith LacI (22), does not tetramerize
(fig. S1). The labeled dimer up-regulates the ex-
pression of lacZ ~100-fold in response to full
induction by IPTG at 37°C (JE13 in Fig. 1B). This

repression factor compares well with that of non-
labeled repressors (4), indicating that the fusion
protein maintains regulatory activity.

The detection of specific binding of LacI to
its operators is achieved through localization
enhancement (15) [see Supporting Online

Material (SOM)]. When E. coli cells are imaged
with a wide-field fluorescence microscope and a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera with a
long exposure time (1 s), the fluorescence from
TFs that are not specifically bound to DNA is
collected from the entire area of the cell because
of fast diffusion and is hence overwhelmed by
strong cellular autofluorescence. However, a
single TF specifically bound to the relatively
stationary DNA emits from a highly localized
region and can be detected above the autofluo-
rescence background.

A necessary condition for detection through
localization enhancement is that the copy num-
ber of TF must be low. LacI, like most other
TFs in E. coli, is naturally expressed at a low
level—about 20 monomers per lacI gene (23).
This results from autorepression at the O3 op-
erator, which overlaps part of the lacI gene. We
further reduced the expression level by replacing
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(BW25933) and various derivatives used in this report. (B) Bulk activity assay. The Miller assay (top) shows
that the YFP fusion strains (JE12 and JE13) are active and respond to induction by IPTG (1 mM, 3 hours)
by derepressing lacZ (yellow). The Western blot (bottom) for LacI shows that JE12 and JE13 express the
full-length fusion protein (67 kD) and that the expression in JE12, in the absence of IPTG, is strongly
autorepressed as compared to the wild type and JE13. (C) Fluorescence (1-s exposure) and DIC images of
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Fig. 2. lac repressor kinetics in living cells. (A) JE12 bacteria before and 40 s after addition of IPTG to a
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plotted as a function of time after induction by various concentrations of IPTG. The data are globally
fitted with a model in which IPTG binds independently to the two dimers in the operator region (SOM).
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exponentially distributed binding time and yield a time constant of 59 s.

Fig. 3. Imaging nonspecifically bound LacI. (A)
Two fluorescence images with different exposure
times and the corresponding DIC image of IPTG-
induced E. coli cells. At 1000 ms, individual LacI-
Venus appear as diffuse fluorescence background.
At 10 ms they are clearly visible as nearly
diffraction-limited spots. (B) Fluorescence spot size
as a function of exposure time. The size is rep-
resented as the average variance of a 2D Gaussian
function fit to images of fluorescence spots (±SEM,
n ~ 100). The same total excitation energy is used
for different exposure time. The spots are measured
before (−IPTG, ●) and after (+IPTG, ■) induction.
The size converges to the width of the point spread
function (full width at half maximum = 370 nm)
below 5ms.
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the O3 operator with an O1 operator sequence,
thus enhancing autorepression. This reduces the
expression level by a factor of ~3 as compared
to the wild type (Fig. 1B).

Figure 1C shows a differential interference
contrast (DIC) image and the corresponding
fluorescence image with a 1-s exposure time. In
the image, specifically bound TFs appear as
nearly diffraction-limited spots. Most cells have
at least one spot per cell. Some have two, owing
to replication of the operator region (24). We
could not distinguish from the spot intensity
whether one or two TF dimers were bound to
the operator region containing two O1 operators
(Fig. 1A and fig. S1). As a control, we showed
that the specific LacI binding is dependent on
the concentration of inducer (IPTG) (fig. S2).
As another control, we proved that LacI binds
specifically only to the lac operator. We ex-
pressed LacI-Venus from plasmid in two
different strains, with and without specific chro-
mosomal operators (lacI − and lacIOZ −, respec-
tively) (Fig. 1A). The fluorescence images in
Fig. 1D with 1-s exposure demonstrate the lack
of specific binding in lacIOZ− strain, proving
that LacI binds persistently only at the lac
operators.

We next investigate the response time of TF-
mediated induction. Figure 2A shows the same
cells before and 40 s after addition of 1 mM
IPTG to the growth media. During this time
interval, the TFs dissociate from the operators
in nearly all cells. As a control, we proved that
the disappearance of localized fluorescence is

not due to photobleaching (fig. S3). In Fig. 2B
the fraction of operator regions with bound TF is
plotted as a function of time after induction at
different IPTG concentrations. The repressor
dissociation kinetics was probed by imaging
different groups of cells at different time points
after induction (SOM). Because dissociation of
the IPTG-bound LacI from the operator is
significantly faster than 1 s−1 (2), we could
attribute the kinetics in Fig. 2B to the binding of
IPTG to the LacI-operator complex. However,
fitting of Fig. 2B (SOM) yields an association
rate constant of IPTG to the repressor-operator
complex of ~851 M−1 s−1. This value is one
order of magnitude lower than the in vitro
estimate (2), which indicates that IPTG’s
membrane permeability might be rate limiting
for LacI binding.

To investigate how fast the TFs find a spe-
cific operator site, we rapidly diluted IPTG from
100 to 2 mM by adding growth media with
1 mM ONPF (2-nitrophenyl-b-D-fucoside) (Fig.
2C). ONPF is an anti-inducer that competitively
binds to LacI and therefore effectively prevents
rebinding of IPTG after its dissociation (23).
Kinetic analysis (Fig. 2D) yields a time constant
of ~59 s for the exponential rise (SOM).
Considering that IPTG dissociates from LacI in
just a few seconds (2) and assuming that ONPF
reaches sufficient intracellular concentration rap-
idly, we would expect the TF’s target searching to
be rate limiting. Taking into account the possibil-
ity of a slower ONPF influx rate, we conclude
that the upper bound of the time for the first TF

to find one of the two unoccupied O1 operators
is 59 s. Because there are about three repressors
per cell, it would take at most t ~ 59 s × 2 × 3 =
354 s for a single lac repressor dimer in one cell
to find a specific operator.

We next turn our attention to the search
process. The conventional view is that the search
is facilitated by a combination of 1D diffusion
along short DNA segments separated by trans-
fers between segments through cytoplasm.
Recent in vitro experiments on DNA-repair en-
zymes have directly demonstrated the 1D diffu-
sion along nonspecific DNA (25). Similarly, we
determined the 1D diffusion constant of the di-
meric LacI-Venus to be D1 = 0.046 ± 0.01 mm2 s−1

using single-molecule tracking on flow-stretched
DNA (SOM). Although the in vitro measurement
was done at low salt concentration in order to
obtain trajectories with long residence time, the
diffusion constant, which is largely independent
of ionic strength (25), is expected to be similar in
a living cell. However, the residence time, which
is dependent on salt concentration, is yet to be de-
termined in vivo.

To determine the nonspecific residence time
on DNA for IPTG-bound LacI-Venus in a living
cell, we obtained fluorescence images at different
exposure times. With 1-s exposure, nonspecifi-
cally bound LacI cannot be imaged individually,
as shown in Fig. 1D. With 10-ms exposure,
however, LacI appear as nearly diffraction-
limited spots (Fig. 3A). We observed two to four
TFs in each cell, consistent with the expected
LacI copy number. Figure 3B (and fig. S4)
shows that the spot sizes increase for exposure
times longer than 5 ms. Because the 1D diffusion
along a DNA segment on this time scale is much
shorter than the diffraction-limited spot size, we
attribute the increase in spot size to 3D trans-
location between nonspecific binding events.
This result indicates that the TF’s nonspecific
residence time in cells, tR, was ≤5 ms.

The ability to image nonspecifically bound
TFs allowed us to track the movement of in-
dividual TFs using stroboscopic laser excitation.

Fig. 4. Single-molecule tracking with stroboscopic illumination. (A)
Timing diagram for stroboscopic illumination. Each laser pulse (1 ms) is
synchronized to a CCD frame time, which lasts time T. (B) Displacement
histograms for different values of T. The absolute values of displacement
along an arbitrary axis were calculated from 2D Gaussian fittings in two
successive image frames. The displacement distribution of nonspecifi-
cally bound TFs broadens with time (left), whereas the distribution

before induction (right) remains peaked at <100 nm. The contrast
between them illustrates the change in TF mobility before and after
induction. (C) Mean-square displacement for nonspecifically bound TFs
at different time intervals. The red line shows a linear fit of the MSDs.
Error bars are calculated as described in the SOM. The fitting agrees well
with a normal diffusion in the imaging plane, 〈Dx2〉 = 4Defft, with Deff =
0.4 mm2 s−1.

Table 1. Diffusion constants and characteristic times.

Parameter Value Method
Deff 0.4 ± 0.02 mm2 s−1 In vivo SM tracking
D3 3 ± 0.3 mm2 s−1 In vivo FCS
D1 0.046 ± 0.01 mm2 s−1 In vitro SM tracking
Search time* (t ) 65† to 360 s Detection by immobilization
Residence time on DNA (tR) 0.3† to 5 ms Spot size dependence on exposure time
*Defined as the time for a single TF in one cell to find a target. †Theoretical lower bound considering diffusion-limited
association to nonspecific sites (29) (SOM).
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Laser pulses (1 ms) were synchronized to the
frame rate of a fast EMCCD (electron multiply-
ing charge-coupled device) camera (Fig. 4A,
SOM). Because individual molecules are
bleached in three to four frames, we varied the
frame rate (1/T) to construct net displacement
histograms for different time intervals (T = 10 to
75 ms) (Fig. 4B). Without IPTG, both the
specific and nonspecific binding events are
observed, and the displacement histogram is
strongly peaked at <100 nm because most TFs
are specifically bound. This shows that the lac
operator region is confined to within 100 nm
during 75 ms. With 1 mM IPTG, however, the
displacement distribution broadens with increas-
ing time intervals.

We next determine the apparent diffusion
constant. The mean square displacement (MSD)
of IPTG-bound LacI measured at various time
intervals follows a linear dependence at the
time scale >10 ms (Fig. 4C) and does not ex-
hibit anomalous diffusion, as was observed for
mRNA in E. coli cytoplasm at longer time
scales (26). The apparent diffusion constant,
Deff = 0.4 ± 0.02 mm2 s−1, is one order of mag-
nitude higher than the 1D diffusion constant (D1)
of LacI dimers on DNA. Therefore, we attribute
apparent diffusion to the contribution from 3D
diffusion in between nonspecific bindings. Using
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (27),
we measured the in vivo diffusion constant of
LacI-Venus without its DNA binding domain to
be D3 = 3 ± 0.3 mm2 s−1 (SOM). This suggests
that the Lac I dimer spends ~87% of the time
nonspecifically bound and diffusing along DNA
(SOM). This fraction is consistent with the
previous population-averaged estimate (>90%)
on the basis of the LacI tetramer concentration
in minicells (28).

With the measurements of the diffusion
constants and residence time (Table 1), we can
give an estimate of the search time using a
simple model for facilitated diffusion (7).
Considering that the repressor spends most of
its time bound to DNA, the search time is
estimated as the nonspecific residence time (tR)
multiplied by the average number of 1D
diffusion events necessary to find the target
(29). The latter is given by the accessible
genome size (M ≈ 4.8 × 106 bp) divided by
the number of base pairs visited per sliding
event (

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4D1tR

p
< 85 bp).

t ≈ tR
M
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4D1tR

p ¼ M

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
tR
4D1

r
ð1Þ

This results in a search time of t < 270 s for a
single lac repressor in one cell to find one
target. In the SOM, we further calculate a
lower bound of the search time based on
diffusion-limited association to nonspecific
DNA (Table 1). Hence, the measured and
estimated search times are consistent. Despite
the uncertainty of these numbers, our measure-

ments provided quantitative information of the
target search on DNA in vivo. This result has
implications for other DNA binding proteins
such as DNA-repair enzymes. Similar single-
molecule experiments will advance our quantita-
tive understanding of biochemistry and molecular
biology in living cells.
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Abraxas and RAP80 Form a BRCA1
Protein Complex Required for the
DNA Damage Response
Bin Wang,1 Shuhei Matsuoka,1 Bryan A. Ballif,2* Dong Zhang,1† Agata Smogorzewska,1,3
Steven P. Gygi,2 Stephen J. Elledge1‡

The BRCT repeats of the breast and ovarian cancer predisposition protein BRCA1 are essential
for tumor suppression. Phosphopeptide affinity proteomic analysis identified a protein, Abraxas,
that directly binds the BRCA1 BRCT repeats through a phospho-Ser-X-X-Phe motif. Abraxas binds
BRCA1 to the mutual exclusion of BACH1 (BRCA1-associated C-terminal helicase) and CtIP
(CtBP-interacting protein), forming a third type of BRCA1 complex. Abraxas recruits the ubiquitin-
interacting motif (UIM)–containing protein RAP80 to BRCA1. Both Abraxas and RAP80 were
required for DNA damage resistance, G2-M checkpoint control, and DNA repair. RAP80 was
required for optimal accumulation of BRCA1 on damaged DNA (foci) in response to ionizing
radiation, and the UIM domains alone were capable of foci formation. The RAP80-Abraxas complex
may help recruit BRCA1 to DNA damage sites in part through recognition of ubiquitinated proteins.

The BRCA1 tumor suppressor is associ-
ated with hereditary breast and ovarian
cancer and functions in maintenance of

genomic stability (1, 2). BRCA1 contains an N-
terminal RING domain, a Ser-Gln (SQ) cluster
domain (3), and two BRCT (BRCA1 C-terminal)
repeats, which constitute a phosphopeptide rec-

ognition domain that binds peptides contain-
ing a phospho-SXXF motif (S is Ser, F is Phe,
and X varies) (4–6) and is required for tumor
suppression. By dimerizing with BARD1
(BRCA1-associated RING domain protein)
through the RING domain, BRCA1 forms an
E3 ubiquitin ligase (7–10).
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To identify proteins that bind BRCA1 BRCT
domains, we combined peptide affinity puri-
fication, stable isotope labeling with amino
acids in cell culture, and mass spectrometry
(11–13) to identify and quantify phosphopep-
tides that directly bind to BRCA1 BRCT do-
mains (fig. S1A). Proteins from cells grown in
medium containing heavy isotope and cells
grown in normal medium that were treated
with 10 Gy ionizing radiation (IR) were pre-
pared, mixed (1:1), and digested with trypsin.
Tryptic peptides that bound to a glutathione
S-transferase (GST)–BRCA1-BRCT fusion pro-
tein were identified. Phosphopeptides contain-

ing a pSXXF motif were compared with the
list of proteins we recently identified as sub-
strates of ATM (mutated in ataxia telangiecta-
sia) and ATR (ATM and RAD3-related) (14).
In addition to the known BRCA1-binding pro-
teins BACH1 and CtIP, we identified peptides
representing a potential ATM or ATR sub-
strate and a novel protein, FLJ13614, that we
named Abraxas, and the gene ABRA1 (fig.
S1). A doubly phosphorylated Abraxas pep-
tide, GFGEYS#RS#PTF, containing pSer404

and pSer406 was enriched eightfold after IR,
whereas the singly pSer406-containing peptide
bound, but was not enriched after IR (fig. S1).
Synthetic peptides containing pSer406 bound
GST-BRCA1-BRCT, whereas the pSer404 and
unphosphorylated peptides did not (Fig. 1A
and fig. S2A).

Abraxas is conserved in vertebrates (fig.
S3). Bioinformatics analysis revealed a protein
KIAA0157, we named ABRO1 (Abraxas Brother
1) (fig. S1D), which is 39% identical to ABRA1
in the N-terminal two-thirds of the protein (amino
acids 1 to 260), including a coil-coil domain and a
region we call the “ABR” domain; however,
ABRO1 lacks the pSXXF motif and did not bind
to BRCA1.

Abraxas specifically bound to the BRCT re-
peats of wild-type BRCA1 (Fig. 1B), but not a
cancer-causing BRCT mutant, M1775R (fig. S2B).
Binding of ABRA1 to BRCA1 requires phos-
phorylation (Fig. 1C and fig. S2, C and D). Ser406

phosphorylation was confirmed in vivo with a
phosphospecific antibody but was not increased in
cells exposed to IR (Fig. 1D and fig. S2E).

A search for additional BRCA1-BRCT–
binding proteins that bound to tandem affinity
purification (TAP)–tagged BRCA1-BRCT domains
(15) identified RAP80, a ubiquitin-interacting
motif (UIM)– and zinc finger–containing pro-
tein that interacts with retinoid-related testis-
associated receptor in vitro (Fig. 1F) (16). RAP80
was found to be phosphorylated on three sites,
Ser140, Ser402, and Ser419, in response to IR in our
ATM and ATR substrate screen (14). RAP80 from
extracts associates with GST-BRCA1-BRCT in
vitro and BRCA1 in vivo in a phosphorylation-
dependent manner (fig. S5 and S11). IR treatment
induced a mobility shift for Abraxas and RAP80
(Fig. 1, D and G), and both proteins could be
detected by antibodies to phospho-SQ sites after
IR treatment (Fig. 1, E and 1H). These data com-
bined suggest that Abraxas and RAP80 are ATM
or ATR substrates.
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Fig. 1. Identification of Abraxas and RAP80 as proteins interacting
with BRCA1-BRCT domains. (A) Binding of phosphorylated ABRA1

peptides to purified recombinant BRCA1-BRCT domains. Biotinylated
peptides on streptavidin beads associated with purified recombinant GST-
BRCA1-BRCT was visualized by Coomassie staining. The # symbol indicates a

phosphate resides on the previous residue. (B) Specific binding of Abraxas to BRCA1-BRCT domains. Hemagglutinin-tagged ABRA1 (HA-ABRA1) was
expressed in 293T cells, and cell lysates were incubated with various purified GST-tagged BRCT domains. (C) HA-ABRA1 association with endogenous
BRCA1 is dependent on Ser406 phosphorylation. HA-ABRA1 wild-type or mutant proteins were expressed in 293T cells. (D) Phosphorylation of Ser406 of
ABRA1 in vivo. Lysates prepared from 293T cells were untreated or treated with IR, untreated or treated with l-phosphatase. (E) Immunoprecipitation of
Abraxis with phospho-SQ or TQ antibodies. (F) RAP80 was identified in a TAP purification of BRCA1-BRCT domain–associated proteins. Retroviruses
expressing either TAP only (TAP) or C-terminal TAP-tagged BRCT domain of BRCA1 (BRCT-TAP) were introduced into HeLa cells, and the infected cells were
used for purification. A Coomassie-stained gel is shown. (G) Phosphorylation of RAP80 in response to IR. (H) Recognition of RAP80 by phospho-antibodies
to ATM-ATR substrates. Proteins were immunoprecipitated from 293T cells lysates with antibodies to RAP80 and probed with the indicated antibodies.
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Fig. 2. Role of ABRA1 and RAP80 in DNA damage responses. (A)
ABRA1-depleted or RAP80-depleted cells were sensitive to IR and
UV. U2OS cells were treated with control oligos or siRNAs to ABRA1,
RAP80, or BRCA1; incubated for 2 days, plated at low density, and
irradiated; and colonies were counted after 14 days. (B) Analysis of
the G2-M checkpoint. Cells were untreated or treated with 3 Gy IR,
then incubated for 1 hour at 37°C before fixation and p-H3 anti-
body staining. Three independent experiments were performed with
siRNA to ABRA1. Two independent experiments were performed with
siRNA to RAP80 that yielded similar results. (C) Defective HR in
ABRA1 or RAP80 siRNA-treated cells. DR-U2OS cells were trans-

fected with siRNAs to the indicated genes. siRNAs to BRCA1 or BRCA2 were a mixture of three different siRNAs for each gene. Individual siRNA were
used for ABRA1 or RAP80. Three independent experiments were performed with siRNAs to luciferase, BRCA1, BRCA2, and ABRA1. The number of green
positive cells generated from each sample relative to the number from the luciferase control was indicated as the percentage of HR.

Fig. 3. ABRA1 and RAP80 form DNA damage–induced foci. (A and B) Colocalization of ABRA1
and RAP80 with BRCA1 and RAD51 at DNA damage–induced foci. U2OS cells were untreated or
treated with 10 Gy IR, incubated for 2 hours, fixed and immunostained with antibodies to ABRA1,
BRCA1, or RAD51, followed by cognate Alex 488–conjugated (green) or Cy3-conjuated (red)
antibodies. (C) Localization of ABRA1 to sites of DNA damage is independent of BRCA1 binding.
Laser microirradiation of U2OS cells with retrovirally expressed GFP-tagged wild-type or mutant
ABRA1 (S406A) was performed. Cells were fixed and stained 15 min after laser treatment. (D)
Defective BRCA1 foci formation in RAP80-depleted cells. U2OS cells were transfected with control
or RAP80 siRNAs for 2 days, then irradiated with 10 Gy IR, incubated for 2 hours, and fixed and

immunostained with indicated antibodies. More than 400 cells were analyzed, and cells containing more than 10 BRCA1 foci were deemed positive. (E)
Dependence of RAP80 IRIF formation on UIM domains. U2OS cells containing retroviruses expressing GFP-WT, GFP-UIM or GFP-UIM∆ were irradiated
with 10 Gy IR, incubated for 2 hours, fixed and stained with antibodies against GFP followed with Alexa 488 secondary antibodies. More than 300 cells
were counted to determine the percentage of cells forming foci for each cell line. Immunoprecipitation of Abraxas revealed binding to the C-terminal
region of RAP80 lacking the UIM domain.
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Cells depleted of Abraxas or RAP80 (fig.
S8) exhibited hypersensitivity to IR and ul-
traviolet (UV) light (Fig. 2A), G2-M checkpoint
defects (Fig. 2B and fig. S6), and defects in ho-
mologous recombination (HR) repair (Fig. 2C and
fig. S6). Each of these defects was less severe than
defects in BRCA1-depleted cells (17–20), which
suggests that Abraxas or RAP80 mediates a subset
of BRCA1 functions.

Abraxas and RAP80 form foci that colocalize
with BRCA1 and RAD51 in S or G2 phase
U2OS cells (21) (Fig. 3, A and B). When a UV
laser was used to micro-irradiate cells, ABRA1
relocalized to sites of DNA damage within 15
min (Fig. 3C). Unlike BACH1 and CtIP (22–24),
ABRA1 and RAP80 foci formation was BRCA1-
independent. The ABRA1 S406Amutant (in which
Ala replaces Ser at codon 406), which does not
bind BRCA1, efficiently localized to IR-induced
(fig. S7A) and UV laser–induced (Fig. 3C) DNA
damage. Furthermore, stably expressed green flu-
orescent protein (GFP)–tagged ABRA1 and
RAP80 (fig. S7B) relocalized to UV DNA
damage sites efficiently in BRCA1-deficient
HCC1937 cells.

Depletion of RAP80 reduced foci formation
of BRCA1. Although 80% of control cells
formed IR-induced foci (IRIF) for BRCA1, only
28% of RAP80-depleted cells form BRCA1
IRIFs (Fig. 3D). Three nonoverlapping small in-
terfering RNAs (siRNAs) to RAP80 were used

in multiple experiments, and similar results were
observed.

Deletion analysis determined that the RAP80
UIM domains alone could form IRIFs, although
not as efficiently as the full-length protein (only
50% irradiated cells formed IRIF). Point muta-
tions that abolish ubiquitin binding (A88S, S92A,
A113S, S117A) prevent foci formation in the frag-
ment containing UIM alone, but not when present
in the full-length protein (fig. S10). RAP80
lacking the UIM domains also formed foci, but
inefficiently (Fig. 3E), and the percentage of
cells with foci did not increase in response to
IR. Thus, RAP80 appears to have two different
means of forming foci, but only the UIM do-
main responds to IR.

Abraxas binds BRCA1 mutually exclu-
sively with BACH1 and CtIP as determined
by coimmunoprecipitation (Fig. 4A). This is
consistent with each of these proteins asso-
ciating with BRCA1 through the same site on
the BRCT motifs. As RAP80 does not con-
tain a pSXXF motif, it might associate with
BRCA1 indirectly. A substantial portion of
RAP80 could be coimmunoprecipitated with
ABRA1 (Fig. 4A). RAP80 lacking the UIM
domains was still associated with ABRA1 (Fig.
3E), which indicated that a UIM-independent
Abraxas-binding domain was present. The RAP80-
ABRA1 interaction is BRCA1-independent,
because the S406A ABRA1 mutant maintained

RAP80 binding (fig. S9) and because RAP80-
ABRA1 association was intact in HCC1937
cells (Fig. 4B). Unlike RAP80-BRCA1, the
RAP80-ABRA1 interaction is phosphorylation-
independent (fig. S11). Therefore, ABRA1 and
RAP80 form a complex that interacts with
BRCA1.

CtIP was detected in RAP80 immunoprecip-
itates (Fig. 4A and fig. S12). To determine the
extent Abraxas and CtIP mediate RAP80 bind-
ing to BRCA1, we immunoprecipitated RAP80
from cells depleted for ABRA1, BACH1, or
CtIP. The RAP80-BRCA1 interaction was de-
creased when ABRA1, but not BACH1 or CtIP,
was depleted (Fig. 4C). Therefore, RAP80 in-
teracts with BRCA1 largely through binding to
Abraxas. As Bard1 is also present in ABRA1-
RAP80-BRCA1 complexes, ABRA1 and RAP80
might mediate the E3 ligase activity of BRCA1-
Bard1 heterodimers.

Our data, together with that from previous
studies (23, 25), suggest that BRCA1 BRCT do-
mains form mutually exclusive complexes with
ABRA1, BACH1, and CtIP through the pSXXF
motif. These proteins may serve as adaptor pro-
teins to recruit the BRCA1-Bard1 E3 ubiquitin
ligase to specific target proteins analogous to
F-box proteins’ role in the SCF (Skp1, cullin,
F-box) ubiquitin ligase ubiquitination pathway
(26, 27). To distinguish these complexes, we refer
to them as the BRCA1 A complex (ABRA1),

Fig. 4. Association of ABRA1 and RAP80 in a complex with BRCA1. (A)
BRCA1 forms distinct complexes with ABRA1, BACH1, and CtIP. Proteins
were immunoprecipitated with antibodies to BRCA1, BACH1, CtIP, ABRA1,
and RAP80 from lysates of 293T cells treated with IR or untreated. (B) Intact
RAP80-ABRA1 interaction in HCC1937 cells that lack a functional BRCA1.
HCC1937 cells were either untreated or treated with IR. Proteins from lysates

were immunoprecipitated with antibodies against RAP80 or ABRA1 or with
control immunoglobulin IgG. (C) Decreased RAP80-BRCA1 interaction in
ABRA1-depleted cells. 293T cells were transfected with control (C) or siRNA
oligos to ABRA1, BACH1, or CtIP (Si). After 48 hours, proteins were im-
munoprecipitated with antibodies to RAP80. Immunoblotting was performed
with the indicated antibodies.
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B complex (BACH1), and C complex (CtIP)
(fig. S13).

Abraxas and its paralog, ABRO1, have no
known functional motifs, whereas RAP80 con-
tains multiple ubiquitin-interaction motifs. Because
RAP80 UIM domains form foci, it is likely that
RAP80 localizes to DNA damage sites through
its UIM domains by interacting with ubiquitinated
proteins at the damaged sites. Furthermore, as
RAP80 is required for at least a portion of BRCA1
IRIFs, it may recruit Abraxas-BRCA1 (and pos-
sibly CtIP-BRCA1) complexes to DNA damage
sites where they may ubiquitinate additional pro-
teins, possibly amplifying ubiquitination in the
same wayMdc1 amplifies H2AX phosphorylation
by recruiting ATM (28).

The BRCA1 A complex is clearly involved
in the DNA damage response. However deple-
tion of ABRA1 or RAP80 did not have as strong
an effect on the various DNA damage response
assays as BRCA1 depletion (fig. S6), which
suggests that the BRCA1 A complex controls
only part of BRCA1’s role in these processes.
It is likely that different BRCA1 complexes
play redundant roles or promote multiple dis-
tinct steps in various DNA damage responses.
For instance, all three complexes are required
for HR (22) (fig. S6C). Furthermore, both the A
and C complexes are required for the G2-M
checkpoint (fig. S6B), which suggests they also
perform different functions needed for cell cycle
arrest. Complexes A and C are also implicated

in transcription through their association with
RAP80. It is noteworthy that RAP80 was re-
cently found to bind the estrogen receptor (29),
which suggests that the A or C complex might
mediate BRCA1’s role in estrogen signaling in
breast cancer. The identification of three distinct
BRCA1 complexes should allow us to specifi-
cally dissect the role of each in the DNA dam-
age response and tumorigenesis.
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RAP80 Targets BRCA1 to Specific
Ubiquitin Structures at DNA
Damage Sites
Bijan Sobhian,1 Genze Shao,2 Dana R. Lilli,2 Aedín C. Culhane,3 Lisa A. Moreau,4
Bing Xia,1 David M. Livingston,1* Roger A. Greenberg1*†

Mutations affecting the BRCT domains of the breast cancer–associated tumor suppressor BRCA1
disrupt the recruitment of this protein to DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs). The molecular
structures at DSBs recognized by BRCA1 are presently unknown. We report the interaction of
the BRCA1 BRCT domain with RAP80, a ubiquitin-binding protein. RAP80 targets a complex
containing the BRCA1-BARD1 (BRCA1-associated ring domain protein 1) E3 ligase and the
deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB) BRCC36 to MDC1-gH2AX–dependent lysine6- and lysine63-linked
ubiquitin polymers at DSBs. These events are required for cell cycle checkpoint and repair
responses to ionizing radiation, implicating ubiquitin chain recognition and turnover in the
BRCA1-mediated repair of DSBs.

DNA repair requires a series of molecular
recognition steps that enable DNA
damage response proteins to localize at

and near DNA lesions. Failure of these re-
sponses results in genomic instability and pre-
disposition to malignancy (1–3). Binding of the
mediator of DNA damage checkpoint 1 (MDC1)
protein to the phosphorylated tail of histone
H2AX (gH2AX) (4–6) facilitates the formation
of BRCA1 nuclear foci at DSBs (4, 7, 8). BRCT

domainmutations also abrogate BRCA1 ionizing
radiation (IR)–induced focus (IRIF) formation
and localization to laser-induced DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs) (9). Thus, this protein-protein
interaction domain participates in molecular rec-
ognition processes required for homing of
BRCA1 to gH2AX- and MDC1-containing
DNA repair sites. BRCA1 BRCT mutations
disable BRCA1 interactions with two, known
ligands, BACH1 (BRCA1-associated C-terminal

helicase) (10) and CtIP (CtBP-interacting pro-
tein) (11). However, BACH1 and CtIP defi-
ciency do not substantially alter BRCA1
localization to IRIF or laser-induced DNA
DSBs (9), suggesting that a heretofore un-
detected BRCT-interacting protein recruits
BRCA1 to DNA damage–induced foci.

To address this hypothesis, we purified
BRCA1-BARD1 complexes by double immuno-
affinity chromatography of an epitope-tagged
BARD1 protein (9). Multiple tryptic fragments
derived from the tandem ubiquitin interac-
tion motif (UIM) domain–containing protein,
RAP80, were identified in this fraction by
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mass spectrometry (fig. S1A). Endogenous
RAP80 coimmunoprecipitated (coIP) with en-
dogenous BRCA1 (Fig. 1A). This interaction
depended on the integrity of the BRCT motifs,
because two BRCT-domain clinical missense
mutations each disrupted RAP80 binding (Fig.
1B). Purification of tagged BARD1 after IR re-
vealed the presence of a DNA damage–induced
phosphorylation event between the two RAP80
UIMs at serine 101 (S101) (Fig. 1C). A rabbit
polyclonal antibody specific for this phos-
phopeptide revealed IR-induced RAP80 phos-
phorylation (Fig. 1C). S101 represents a potential
ATM (ataxia telangiectasia mutated) protein
kinase phosphorylation site, given its con-
tribution to a serine-glutamine (SQ) motif (12).
Indeed, it was not phosphorylated in response to
10 gray (Gy) IR in ATM lymphoblasts (Fig.
1D). However, RAP80 IR-induced phosphoryl-
ation and DSB localization were independent of
RAP80 interaction with BRCA1, as demon-
strated in the BRCA1 BRCT–mutated HCC
1937 cell line (Fig. 1, E and F).

A series of green fluorescent protein (GFP)–
RAP80 deletion mutants were monitored for IR-
induced colocalization with MDC1 (fig. S2A).
A six-amino-acid deletion mutant was generated
that removed the stretch of conserved gluta-
mates spanning residues 103 to 108 (D103-108),
creating a hypomorphic UIM2 (103 to 125)
domain. This mutant was expressed at equiva-
lent levels to wild-type (WT) RAP80 in stable
cell lines, and it coimmunoprecipitated with

BRCA1 like WT RAP80 (fig. S2A). However,
RAP80D103-108 demonstrated greatly re-
duced colocalization with MDC1 at IRIF for-
mation 1 hour after 6 Gy (85% for WT and
2% for RAP80D103-108, n > 200) (Fig. 2A).
Similar results were obtained for RAP80 UIM1
deletion mutants (fig. S2). These results suggest
that RAP80 gains access to DSBs by cooper-
ative UIM binding to ubiquitin or polyubiquitin.
In this regard, a glutathione S-transferase (GST)–
RAP80 fusion protein that included both
UIM domains (residues 1 to 233) bound Lys63

(K63) isopeptide-conjugated tetra-ubiquitin
with higher efficiency than K48-linked ubiquitin
tetramers (Fig. 2B). A preference for polymers
containing at least four ubiquitin molecules
was observed for GST-RAP80 incubated
with K63-linked ubiquitin polymers, each
containing two to seven ubiquitin molecules
(Fig. 2C).

Ubiquitin can form polymers in vivo through
any of its seven lysine residues (13). K6 iso-
peptides are the preferred linkage catalyzed by in
vitro BRCA1 E3 activity (14–16). To test
whether RAP80 can also interact with K6
linkages, we transfected human embryonic
kidney 293T cells with expression vectors for
ubiquitin species in which all lysine residues
except one were mutated to arginine. This creates
the in vivo synthesis of ubiquitin polymers
containing defined isopeptide linkages. These
chains, however, may also include endogenous
ubiquitin and consequently may not be homog-

enous for a single, defined isopeptide linkage. In
293Tcell lysates, GST-RAP80 bound to K6- and
K63-linked polyubiquitin to a similar extent as to
WT polyubiquitin, but did not recognize K48-
linked polyubiquitin (Fig. 2D). These data
indicate a preference for K63-, and possibly
K6-, but not K48-linked ubiquitin polymers.
Moreover, a positive correlation exists between
ubiquitin binding and DSB localization, because
WT RAP80 bound equally well to K63-linked
ubiquitin before and after damage, whereas the
UIM2 deletion mutant D103-108 demonstrated
reduced binding to polyubiquitin (Fig. 2E). The
RAP80 ubiquitin binding specificity observed in
Fig. 2, B to E, appears to be relevant to the types
of ubiquitin structures present at DNA damage
sites. HeLa cells were transfected with vectors
that produce different hemagglutinin (HA)-
tagged ubiquitin chains, and colocalization of
each ubiquitin species with BRCA1 at DNA
damage sites was examined. BRCA1 colocalized
with WT ubiquitin in about 75% of the cells
examined and with either K6- or K63-linked
ubiquitin in roughly 25% of the cells containing
BRCA1 IRIF formation (Fig. 2F). K48-linked
ubiquitin did not form foci at DNA damage sites
(n = 500 transfected cells).

These results suggest that RAP80 is a can-
didate BRCT-interacting protein required to
target BRCA1 to DNA damage sites. After
small interfering RNA (siRNA) RAP80 knock-
down in HeLa cells, strong BRCA1 foci were
observed in just 8% of cells, compared to 82%

Fig. 1. RAP80 interacts
with the BRCA1 BRCT mo-
tif and responds to IR in-
dependently of BRCA1. (A)
Co-immunoprecipitation
(IP) between endogenous
BRCA1 and RAP80. (B)
Lysates were prepared
from293T cells transfected
with WT or clinical mu-
tant myc-BRCA1-BRCT
domains. Myc antibody
immunoprecipitated ma-
terial was separated by
SDS–polyacrylamide gel
electrophoresis, and im-
munoblotting (IB) was
performed. (C) HeLa S3
cells stably expressing
epitope tagged-WT or
S101A mutant RAP80
were IR-treated, and
lysates were probed
with an antibody specif-
ic to phosphorylated (P)
RAP80-S-101. E, Glu; L,
Leu; N, Asn; R, Arg; and
V, Val. (D) ATM −/− and
+/+ and (E) HCC1937
cells were gamma-
irradiated, and IB was performed on cell lysates as indicated. (F) HCC1937 cells reconstituted with vector or WT BRCA1 were transfected with GFP-RAP80 and
gamma-irradiated, and, 1 hour later, IF was performed to assess colocalization with gH2AX.
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in control (Ct) cells (n > 200). This indicates
that RAP80 is largely required for BRCA1
IRIF formation (Fig. 3A).Moreover,WTRAP80
supported an interaction between the BRCT do-
main and ubiquitin, whereas the D103-108 mu-

tant did not (Fig. 3B), providing in vitro evidence
that RAP80 can target BRCA1 to ubiquitinated
structures.

BRCA1 IRIF formation depends on the
presence of gH2AX and MDC1 (4, 7). RAP80

also demonstrated a strong dependency on
MDC1 expression for post-IR foci formation,
with >80% of control cells showing eRAP80 foci
and only 2% of MDC1-depleted cells exhibiting
eRAP80 IRIF (Fig. 3C). Ubiquitin DSB local-

Fig. 3. RAP80 targets
BRCA1 to MDC1-
dependent polyubiquitin
structures at DSBs. (A)
U2OS cells transfected
with control (Ct) or
RAP80-specific siRNA
were fixed 6 hours af-
ter 10 Gy IR and ana-
lyzed by IF. (B) FLAG
IP-purified WT or D103-
108 RAP80 derived from
HeLa S3 cells stably ex-
pressing these proteins
was incubated with GST-
BRCT and K63-linked
tetraubiquitin. Ni2+-
agarose precipitations
were analyzed by IB as
indicated. (C and D)
HeLa cells transfected
with Ct or MDC1-specific
siRNAwere fixed 6 hours
after 6 Gy IR and analyzed by IF. (E) U2OS cells treated with the indicated specific siRNA were fixed at either 15 min or 4 hours
after microirradiation by using a 337-nm laser and analyzed by IF. (F) Detection of the frequency and qualitative intensity of
BRCA1 at gH2AX-positive stripes after treatment of U2OS cells with the indicated siRNA. Experiments were performed in
duplicate at 15 min and 4 hours after laser-induced damage, and more than 125 stripes were counted per sample.

Fig. 2. RAP80 forms
IRIF by binding to non-
K48–linked ubiquitin.
(A) HeLa cells stably
expressing FLAG-HA–
tagged WT or D103-108
RAP80 were treated with
6 Gy IR, and IF was per-
formed 1 hour later. (B)
K63- or K48-linked tetra-
ubiquitin was incubated
with the RAP80 GST-UIM
domain. GST precipita-
tions were analyzed by
IB. (C) A mixture of K63-
linkedubiquitin polymers
containing two to seven
molecules of ubiquitin
(Ub2-7) was incubated
with RAP80 GST-UIM
or GST-BRCT. IB was
performed as indicated
after purification on
glutathione-conjugated
sepharose beads. (D)
293T cells transfected
with the indicated HA-
tagged ubiquitin expression vectors were treated with 10 mM MG132 for 2 hours before lysis and then incubated
with RAP80 GST-UIM protein. The bound ubiquitin species were analyzed by IB. (E) FLAG-HA–tagged WT or D103-
108 RAP80 were purified before and after IR from stably expressing HeLa-S3 cells by FLAG IP followed by FLAG-
peptide elution. These proteins were then incubated with His-tagged, K63-Ub2-7, followed by purification on Ni2

+-
agarose beads. Ubiquitin-associated proteins were detected by IB. (F) HeLa cells were transfected with the same ubiquitin-expression vectors as in (D) and
analyzed by IF 1 hour after IR. The percentage of transfected cells that display colocalization of epitope-tagged ubiquitin and BRCA1 is indicated (N > 200).
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ization was also reduced in cells depleted for
MDC1 (n > 200) (Fig. 3D). As opposed to focus
formation, BRCA1 homed to laser-induced
DNA DSBs (stripes) at similar frequencies
regardless of RAP80 or MDC1 expression (Fig.
3, E and F). However, knockdown of RAP80 or
MDC1 (17) each reduced the intensity of
BRCA1 immunostaining at stripes (Fig. 3, E
and F), and RAP80 recruitment to laser stripes
was also reduced in cells depleted ofMDC1 (Fig.
3E). These results point to an MDC1-dependent
pathway that is necessary to recruit RAP80-
BRCA1 complexes to polyubiquitin structures at
DSBs.

To gain insight into the functional interaction
between BRCA1 and RAP80, we purified
epitope-tagged RAP80 complex(es). Mass spec-
trometry revealed the presence of BRCA1 and
the BRCA1-BARD1–interacting proteins
BRCC45 and BRCC36 (18) (Fig. 4A). The
abundance of a complex consisting of BRCA1-
BARD1, RAP80, and BRCC36 increased in M
phase–enriched cells during a nocodazole block
compared with S phase–enriched cells that were
collected after thymidine treatment (Fig. 4B).

This suggests that RAP80 exists in a BRCA1-
BARD1–associated complex containingBRCC36
that is different from the BRCA1-BARD1-
BACH1 complex that occurs primarily in S
phase. Consistent with this model, RAP80 was
required for eBRCC36 subcellular localization.
Specifically, RAP80 knockdown disrupted
BRCC36 IRIF (Fig. 4C) and rendered BRCC36
more readily extractable from nuclear matrix
and/or chromatin-rich fractions (Fig. 4D). Con-
versely, BACH1 IRIF appeared independent of
RAP80, and BACH1 knockdown did not af-
fect either RAP80 or BRCA1 stripe localization
(fig. S4) (9). Moreover, RAP80 and BRCC36
demonstrated similar contributions to BRCA1-
dependent DNA damage responses, implying
that they contribute to similar DNA damage re-
sponse functions. In this regard, stable knock-
down of RAP80 using either of two different
RAP80 short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) produced
dose-dependent IR supersensitivity (Fig. 4E), as
previously reported for BRCC36 knockdown
(19). In addition, depletion of RAP80 by two
different siRNAs, like BRCC36 knockdown,
resulted in a partial disruption of the G2 phase

cell cycle checkpoint after 2 Gy IR compared
with controls (Fig. 4F).

BRCA1 ubiquitin ligase activity is activated
by DNA damage and is required for its G2
checkpoint function (16, 20). BRCC36 bears
homology to the JAMM domain family of de-
ubiquitinating enzymes (DUBs) (21), suggesting
that, in addition to E3 activity, DUB activity
may be involved in the checkpoint and repair
functions of this specific BRCA1-BARD1
complex. Wild type and a double active site
mutant, His122→Gln122 (H122Q) and H124Q
BRCC36, were purified from HeLa S3 cells and
examined for DUB activity on K63-linked tetra-
ubiquitin (K63-Ub4). DUB activity was detected
for WT BRCC36 but not for the mutant (Fig.
4G), establishing that BRCC36 has DUB ac-
tivity toward K63-linked ubiquitin substrates,
the same structures to which RAP80 binds.

These data support a model wherein MDC1-
dependent, non–K48-linked ubiquitin chains
at DNA damage sites are used as a targeting
mechanism by specific BRCA1 complexes
(Fig. 4H). Should this be a general phenome-
non, RAP80 may represent the first in a new

Fig. 4. Interactions of
RAP80, BRCC36, and
BRCA1. (A) Coommassie-
stained gel of FLAG and
HA double-purified
RAP80 complexes from
HeLa S3 cells stably
expressing eRAP80. (B)
HeLa S3 cells stably
expressing eBARD1 were
treated with 2 mM thymi-
dine (Thym) or 0.5 mM
nocodazole (Noc). FLAG-
purified proteins were
analyzed by IB. (C) U2OS
cells expressing HA-
tagged BRCC36 were
transfected with shRNA
specific to RAP80 or con-
trol and, 48 hours later,
were monitored for IRIF at
1 hour after 6 Gy. (D)
HeLa cells expressing sta-
ble siRNA vectors specific
to luciferase (Luc) or
RAP80 (B and D) were
sequentially extractedwith
NETN buffer containing
100 mM NaCl and then
NETN buffer containing
420 mM NaCl. Extracts
were analyzed by IB. (E)
HeLa cells expressing sta-
ble shRNA vectors specific to luciferase or RAP80 (B and D) were treated with
the indicated doses of IR, and the number of viable cells were counted 96
hours later. The fraction of viable cells compared with a culture receiving 0
Gy is expressed graphically. Experiments were done in triplicate. Error bars
indicate standard deviation. (F) The percentage of phosphohistone H3–
positive cells (mitotic population) at 1 hour after 2 Gy IR compared with at 0
Gy (i.e., mock irradiation) was plotted for each siRNA-transfected U2OS

population. Experiments were done in triplicate; error bars indicate standard
deviation. (G) FLAG peptide eluates from FLAG IPs performed on extracts of
HeLa S3 cells stably expressing FLAG-HA–tagged WT or a catalytically
inactive BRCC36 mutant were incubated with K63-linked tetraubiquitin
(K63-Ub4) for 30 min at 37°C. The reaction mixtures were then analyzed by
IB. (H) Model for recruitment of a BRCA1-BARD1-BRCC36-RAP80 complex to
sites of DNA damage by binding to non-K48–linked ubiquitin structures.
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class of DNA repair proteins that uses tandem
UIM domains as part of its recruitment to
DSBs. In contrast to IRIF formation, incom-
plete BRCA1 localization at laser-induced
DSBs still occurs in the absence of gH2AX
(22), MDC1 (17), or RAP80 (Fig. 3, E and F).
These findings may reflect the fact that
BRCA1/BARD1 heterodimers are compo-
nents of multiple distinct complexes (9) and
that each may access DSBs by different mech-
anisms. Taken together, these findings strongly
suggest an essential role for ubiquitin recog-
nition by a specific BRCA1 complex in the
response to DSB formation. In addition, the
synthesis and turnover of certain polyubiq-
uitinated structures by BRCA1 E3 and BRCC36
DUB activities, respectively, may contribute to
BRCA1-dependent DSB repair.
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Ubiquitin-Binding Protein RAP80
Mediates BRCA1-Dependent
DNA Damage Response
Hongtae Kim,1 Junjie Chen,1* Xiaochun Yu2*

Mutations in the breast cancer susceptibility gene 1 (BRCA1) are associated with an increased risk
of breast and ovarian cancers. BRCA1 participates in the cellular DNA damage response. We report
the identification of receptor-associated protein 80 (RAP80) as a BRCA1-interacting protein in
humans. RAP80 contains a tandem ubiquitin-interacting motif domain, which is required for its
binding with ubiquitin in vitro and its damage-induced foci formation in vivo. Moreover, RAP80
specifically recruits BRCA1 to DNA damage sites and functions with BRCA1 in G2/M checkpoint
control. Together, these results suggest the existence of a ubiquitination-dependent signaling
pathway involved in the DNA damage response.

Despite developing various DNA lesions
generated during DNA replication or
after exposure to environmental agents,

cells normally maintain their genomic integrity
and prevent neoplastic transformation because of
the existence of several cell cycle checkpoints
and DNA repair systems (1–3). Many proteins
[including the protein kinase ataxia-telangiectasia
mutated (ATM), g-H2AX, mediator of DNA dam-
age checkpoint protein 1 (MDC1), Nijmegen break-
age syndrome 1 (NBS1), BRCA1, and checkpoint
kinases 1 and 2 (Chk1 and Chk2)] are involved in
the ionizing radiation (IR)–induced DNA damage
response pathway (4). ATM is recruited to and
activated at the sites of DNA breaks. Activated
ATM transduces DNA damage signals to down-
stream proteins, including BRCA1. BRCA1 en-
codes a tumor suppressor gene that is mutated

in ~50% of hereditary breast and ovarian can-
cer patients (5, 6). The human BRCA1 protein
contains an N-terminal RING finger domain that
has intrinsic E3 ubiquitin ligase activity and
tandem BRCA1 C-terminal (BRCT) domains
at its C terminus, which are phosphoserine- or
phosphothreonine-binding motifs (7–9). Many
disease-causing mutations are detected within
these two regions of BRCA1.

Although BRCA1 is recruited to the sites
of DNA breaks and participates in cell cycle
checkpoint control, it remains obscure how the
recruitment of BRCA1 is controlled in the cell.
We purified BRCA1-BRCT domains from hu-
man leukemia K562 cells stably expressing this
protein with N-terminal S-tag, Flag epitope, and
streptavidin-binding peptide (SFB) triple tags
(SFB-BRCA1-BRCT). We detected three specif-
ic bands that elutedwith the SFB-BRCA1-BRCT
domain but not with the SFB-BARD1-BRCT
domain (Fig. 1A), where BARD1 signifies the
BRCA1-associated RING domain protein 1.Mass
spectrometry analysis revealed that these three
proteins (respectively) are BRCA1-associated C-
terminal helicase (BACH1), C-terminal binding
protein–interacting protein (CtIP), and RAP80.

BACH1 and CtIP are two known BRCA1 BRCT
domain-binding proteins (9, 10). RAP80 was
originally identified as a retinoid-related testis-
associated protein (11). The physiological function
of RAP80 is unknown. We first confirmed the
association between RAP80 and BRCA1 both in
vitro and in vivo (Fig. 1B and fig. S1) (12). The
interaction between BRCA1 and RAP80
remained the same before or after DNA damage
(Fig. 1C).

BRCA1 relocalizes to sites of DNA breaks in
cells exposed to IR. Immunostaining showed
RAP80 to be evenly distributed in the nucleo-
plasm in normal cells (Fig. 2A). However, after
exposure of cells to IR, RAP80 relocalized to foci
that colocalizedwith g-H2AXandBRCA1 (Fig. 2,
A and B). RAP80 also associated with chromatin
only in cells exposed to IR (Fig. 2C). Together,
these data indicate that the localization of RAP80,
like that of BRCA1, is regulated in response to
DNA damage.

RAP80 isolated from irradiated cells mi-
grated more slowly during SDS–polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) than did RAP80
isolated from unirradiated cells. Moreover, phos-
phatase treatment reversed the slow mobility of
RAP80 prepared from irradiated cells (Fig. 2D),
indicating that RAP80 may be phosphorylated
in cells exposed to IR. We confirmed this using
a phosphospecific antibody raised against a
phosphorylation site that we identified (Ser101;
fig. S2). The ATM protein kinase is activated in
response to DNA damage and phosphorylates
many proteins involved in the DNA damage re-
sponse. Treatment of cells with two different
ATM kinase inhibitors, wortmannin and caffeine,
abolished the IR-inducedmobility shift of RAP80
(fig. S3A). The mobility shift of RAP80 was only
observed in cells expressing wild-type (WT)ATM
but not in ATM-deficient cells (Fig. 2E). These
data suggest that ATM is required for damage-
induced phosphorylation of RAP80.

The accumulation of RAP80 to the sites of
DNA breaks depended on MDC1 and H2AX
(Fig. 2, F and G) but not on NBS1, p53 binding
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protein 1 (53BP1), or BRCA1 (fig. S3, B to D).
When we reduced endogenous RAP80 expres-
sion using RAP80 small interfering RNAs
(siRNAs), we still detected damage-induced foci
formation of MDC1, g-H2AX, and 53BP1.
However, no BRCA1 foci were present in these
RAP80-depleted cells (Fig. 2H), suggesting that
RAP80 acts upstream of BRCA1 and is required
for the accumulation of BRCA1 to sites of DNA
breaks.

We also determined which regions of RAP80
are important for its focus localization. Full-length
and several internal deletion mutants of RAP80
localized to nuclear foci in cells with DNA
damage, whereas RAP80D1 and RAP80D2 did
not (Fig. 3A and fig. S4A). Because RAP80D1
and RAP80D2 are the only two internal deletion
mutants that lack the two putative ubiquitin-
interacting motifs (UIMs) (13), these results
imply that the region containing UIMs may be
required for RAP80 localization to DNA damage
foci. The putative UIMs in RAP80 largely match
with the UIM consensus sequence (fig. S4B). To
determine whether the tandem RAP80 UIMs
indeed bind to ubiquitin, we used a ubiquitin–

Fig. 1. Identification of
RAP80 as a BRCA1-
binding protein. (A) Sil-
ver staining of affinity-
purified BRCA1-BRCT
complexes. The cell ex-
tracts prepared from
K562 cells stably ex-
pressing SFB-BRCA1-
BRCT or SFB-BARD1-
BRCT were subjected to
two rounds of affinity
purification. Final elutes
were analyzed by SDS-
PAGE and visualized by
silver staining. The spe-
cific bands were excised
from the silver-stained
gel, and the peptides were identified by matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization–time-of-flight mass spec-
trometry. Lines indicate protein bands corresponding to BACH1, CtIP, and RAP80. (B) The interaction between
endogenous BRCA1 and RAP80. We performed immunoprecipitation (IP) reactions using preimmune serum or
antibody to BRCA1. The immunoprecipitates were subjected to immunoblotting analyses with antibodies to
BRCA1 or RAP80. (C) The interaction between BRCA1 and RAP80 before and after exposure of cells to IR.
Lysates prepared frommock-treated or irradiated 293T cells were immunoprecipitated with antibody to BRCA1.
The immunoprecipitates were separated by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted with the indicated antibodies (top
two lanes). The amount of endogenous RAP80 in cells before and after radiation was shown in the bottom lane.
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Fig. 2. Localization and phosphorylation of RAP80 in cells exposed to IR. DNA
damage–induced RAP80 foci formation and its colocalization with g-H2AX (A)
and BRCA1 (B) are shown. DAPI, 4´,6´-diamidino-2-phenylindole. Mock-treated
or irradiated 293T cells were fixed and stained with monoclonal antibodies to
g-H2AX or BRCA1 and polyclonal antibody to RAP80. (C) Association of RAP80
with chromatin after DNA damage. The soluble and chromatin fractions were
prepared from mock-treated or irradiated 293T cells and subjected to Western
blot analysis with antibodies to RAP80 (top lanes), phosphorylated H2AX
(p-H2AX) (middle lanes), and H2AX (bottom lanes). (D) Phosphorylation of
RAP80 after DNA damage. Lysates prepared from control or irradiated HeLa cells
were immunoprecipitated with antibody to RAP80 and then incubated with or
without l phosphatase for 1 hour at 30°C. lPPase, l protein phosphatase. The
samples were subjected to immunoblotting with antibody to RAP80. (E)
Requirement of ATM for IR-induced phosphorylation of RAP80. ATM-deficient
FT169A cells and cells reconstituted with WT ATM (YZ5) were exposed to IR.
Immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting were performed as described in (D).
(F andG) Dependence of DNA damage–induced RAP80 foci formation. MDC1+/+

and MDC1−/− mouse embryo fibroblasts (MEFs) (F) and H2AX+/+ and H2AX−/−

MEFs (G) were exposed to IR. The immunostaining experiments were performed
as described in (A). (H) Requirement of RAP80 for damage-induced BRCA1 foci
formation. Control (con) or RAP80 siRNA-transfected 293T cells were exposed to
IR. Immunostaining was conducted with monoclonal antibodies to BRCA1,
MDC1, 53BP1, or g-H2AX and polyclonal antibody to RAP80.
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glutathione S-transferase fusion protein (Ubi-
GST). Ubi-GST specifically bound to the WT
RAP80 but not to RAP80 lacking the two
putative UIMs (RAP80D1; Fig. 3B). We also
tested the binding ofWTormutant RAP80UIMs
[mutation of Ala88→Gly88 (A88G) (14) and S92A
in the first UIM and A113G and S117A in the
second UIM] with Ubi-GST. The Ubi-GST spe-
cifically interacted with RAP80 UIM but not with
the UIMs containing point mutations (Fig. 3B).
We further checked whether point mutants with-
in RAP80 UIMs would disrupt RAP80 foci
formation in vivo.WTRAP80 and the RAP80P4
mutant (mutation of the linker region between
two UIMs) formed detectable damage-induced
nuclear foci, whereas the RAP80P1, RAP80P2,
and RAP80P3 point mutants did not (Fig. 3C and
fig. S4A). RAP80P1, RAP80P2, and RAP80P3
containmutations within the first UIM (A88G and
S92A), the second UIM (A113G and S117A), or
both UIMs (A88G, S92A, A113G, and S117A),
respectively. Therefore, the ubiquitin-binding ac-
tivity of RAP80 correlates with its ability to local-

ize to damage-induced foci in vivo. Like RAP80,
theHomo sapiensDnaJ1A (HSJ1A) protein local-
izes to nuclei and also contains two UIMs. How-
ever, full-length HSJ1A or a construct containing
the HSJ1A UIM region did not form nuclear foci
in cells with DNA damage (fig. S4C). Thus, the
ability to form nuclear foci is specific for the
RAP80 UIM region. Notably, RAP80 UIMs bind
specifically to Lys63-linked but not to Lys48-linked
polyubiquitin chains in vitro (fig. S5).

Cells carrying BRCA1 mutants display in-
creased sensitivity to IR and defective G2/M
checkpoint control (15). We examined whether
the loss of the RAP80 would result in similar
defects in the DNA damage response. Both
RAP80 siRNAs that we synthesized efficiently
decreased RAP80 expression in cells (Fig. 4A).
Using a previously established G2/M check-
point assay (16), we showed defective G2/M
checkpoint control in RAP80-depleted cells (Fig.
4B). Similar G2/M checkpoint defects were
also observed in BRCA1- or CtIP-depleted
cells (fig. S6). The protein kinase Chk1 is re-

quired for the G2/M checkpoint control (17, 18)
and acts downstream of BRCA1 in response to
IR (19, 20). If RAP80 functions upstream of
BRCA1, we would expect a defective Chk1
activation in RAP80-depleted cells. This is
indeed the case (Fig. 4C). RAP80-depleted cells
were also more sensitive to radiation than control
cells (Fig. 4D). These data together indicate that
RAP80 acts upstream of BRCA1 and specifically
regulates BRCA1 functions after DNA damage.

Exactly how RAP80 is recruited to DNA
damage sites is still unknown. Because RAP80
UIMs bind directly to ubiquitin in vitro, we rea-
son that one or several ubiquitinated proteins
might bind RAP80 and recruit RAP80 to the
DNA damage sites. There are several proteins
known to be ubiquitinated and localized to the
sites of DNA damage (21–23). One of them is
Fanconi anemia complementation group D2
(FANCD2). However, RAP80 foci still form
normally after irradiation in FANCD2-deficient
cells (fig. S7), suggesting that there may be other
as-yet-unidentified ubiquitinated proteins that act
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Fig. 3. Focus localization of RAP80 depends on its UIMs. (A and C) HeLa cells were
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Immunostaining experiments were conducted with monoclonal antibody to Flag and
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RAP80-depleted cells. HeLa cells transfected with control or RAP80
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phosphorylated histone H3 (pH3) and propidium iodide. The percentages
of mitotic cells were determined by fluorescence-activated cell sorting
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Requirement of RAP80 for Chk1 phosphorylation after DNA damage.
Control or RAP80 siRNA-transfected HeLa cells were exposed to IR. Cells
were harvested 2 hours later, and lysates were immunoblotted with
indicated antibodies. (D) Radiation sensitivity of cells lacking RAP80.
HeLa cells were transfected with control or RAP80 siRNAs. Cells were
counted and irradiated with various doses of IR. Percentages of surviving
colonies were determined 11 days later. These experiments were
performed in triplicate, and the results represent the average of two or
three independent experiments. Error bars indicate SD for different doses
of irradiation.
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early in DNA damage response and regulate
RAP80 localization.

Many cell cycle checkpoint proteins, including
ATM, Chk2, BRCA1, and p53, play critical roles
in the maintenance of genomic stability. Their
mutation often results in increased tumor inci-
dence, highlighting the importance of the integrity
of DNA damage pathways in tumor suppression.
As a BRCA1-associated protein involved in DNA
damage checkpoint control, RAP80 may also
function as a tumor suppressor and be dysregu-
lated or mutated in human patients. Future genetic
studies will allow us to test this possibility.
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How Synaptotagmin Promotes
Membrane Fusion
Sascha Martens,1 Michael M. Kozlov,2 Harvey T. McMahon1*

Synaptic vesicles loaded with neurotransmitters are exocytosed in a soluble N-ethylmaleimide–
sensitive factor attachment protein receptor (SNARE)–dependent manner after presynaptic
depolarization induces calcium ion (Ca2+) influx. The Ca2+ sensor required for fast fusion is
synaptotagmin-1. The activation energy of bilayer-bilayer fusion is very high (≈40 kBT ). We found
that, in response to Ca2+ binding, synaptotagmin-1 could promote SNARE-mediated fusion by
lowering this activation barrier by inducing high positive curvature in target membranes on C2-
domain membrane insertion. Thus, synaptotagmin-1 triggers the fusion of docked vesicles by local
Ca2+-dependent buckling of the plasma membrane together with the zippering of SNAREs. This
mechanism may be widely used in membrane fusion.

Atthe synapse, neurotransmitter release is
mediated by the Ca2+-induced fusion of
transmitter-loaded synaptic vesicles with

the presynaptic plasma membrane. The plasma
membrane–localized target (t)-SNAREs ([solu-
ble N-ethylmaleimide–sensitive factor attach-
ment protein 25 (SNAP-25) and syntaxin-1)]
and the vesicle (v)–localized v-SNARE (synap-
tobrevin) and synaptotagmin-1 (syt1) are
involved in the Ca2+-triggered fusion of synaptic
vesicles with the plasmamembrane (1). The three
SNAREs are believed to bring the two mem-
branes destined for fusion into close apposition.
Syt1 has been shown to be the Ca2+ sensor
responsible for Ca2+-triggered fusion (2), but the
molecular mechanism by which syt1 accom-
plishes this is not fully understood. Syt1 is a
vesicle-localized transmembrane protein with

two cytoplasmic C2 domains, C2A and C2B
(Fig. 1A). The C2A and the C2B domains each
bind Ca2+, which enables them to interact with
membranes (3, 4). This activity is implicated in
the triggering of membrane fusion (5, 6). In
addition, Ca2+-dependent and -independent inter-
actions between syt1 with SNAREs have been
shown (7).

The fusion of two membranes is now
widely believed to occur through a hemifusion
intermediate (8). For hemifusion to occur,
high energy barriers must be overcome, which
are thought to be related to the curvature
deformations generated within the membranes
during stalk formation and subsequent stages
of membrane merging (8, 9). Syt1 has been
shown to trigger Ca2+-induced fusion and
bind to membranes in a Ca2+-dependent man-
ner, and thus we investigated whether it could
promote membrane fusion and, consequently,
exocytosis, by affecting local membrane
curvature.

Ca2+ binding by syt1 is mediated by a se-
ries of conserved aspartate residues that line

pockets on one end of each of the C2A and
C2B domains (3, 10) (Fig. 1A). We used a syt1
construct lacking the transmembrane domain
but having the double C2 domain module
(C2AB) (11). Ca2+ binding allows the C2A
and C2B domains to interact with negatively
charged phospholipids such as phosphatidyl-
serine (PtdSer) and phosphatidylinositol-4,5-
bisphosphate [PtdIns(4,5)P2] (12, 13) (fig. S1).
This interaction results in the insertion of four
loops (two from each of the C2 domains) into
the lipid bilayer (14, 15). M173, F234, V304,
and I367 (16) located on the tips of the
membrane-binding loops (Fig. 1A) penetrate
to a third of the lipid monolayer depth (15).
This kind of hydrophobic-loop insertion should
generate a tendency for the monolayer to bend
to relieve the tension created by the insertion.
If syt1 contributes to spontaneous membrane
curvature (8), the closer the membrane curva-
ture is to that preferentially produced by syt1,
the stronger the syt1 affinity for membrane
binding should be. Conversely, addition of syt1
to initially flat membranes should induce a
positive curvature.

We incubated liposomes of different sizes,
and, consequently, of different curvatures, with
syt1 C2AB domains in the presence and absence
of 1mMCa2+. The binding of syt1 tomembranes
was monitored by a cosedimentation assay (Fig.
1B). Syt1 showed a clear preference for binding
smaller liposomes (Fig. 1, Bii and C). This effect
was observed only in the presence of Ca2+,
whereas the Ca2+-independent interaction of syt1
with liposomes was size independent (Fig. 1Bi).
This positive-curvature preference was largely
lost when we increased the strength of interaction
of syt1 with the membrane by elevating the
PtdSer content in the liposomes from 15 to 25%
(Fig. 1D). Likewise, the binding to Folch
liposomes, which are rich in PtdSer, was largely
curvature independent. The syt1 C2AB domain
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thus lost its ability to sense membrane curvature
when the strength of interaction with the
membrane was increased. To determine if the
insertion of the hydrophobic loops accounted for
syt1’s preferential binding to small liposomes, we
mutatedM173, F234, V304, and I367 to alanines
(4A mutant). The 4A mutant bound to 0.8-mm
liposomes with an affinity similar to that of wild-
type syt1 but showed no increased binding to
small liposomes (Fig. 1, Biii and C). A mutant
with all four residues mutated to tryptophans
(4W mutant) showed an increased curvature
preference (Fig. 1, Biv and C), but like the
wild-type C2AB domain, lost its curvature
preference when the PtdSer content in the
liposomes was increased to 25%. Another
mutant, K326E, with a point mutation in the
polybasic region of the C2B domain that is
remote from the Ca2+-dependent membrane
interaction site (Fig. 1A), was defective in Ca2+-
independent binding to liposomes but showed
unaltered Ca2+-mediated membrane interactions
(fig. S1). Furthermore, as expected, K326E
bound more effectively to small liposomes (Fig.
1, Bv and C).

To determine if syt1 could induce positive
membrane curvature, we incubated Folch lipo-
somes with syt1 in the presence and absence
of Ca2+. We observed extensive tubulation of
Folch liposomes by syt1 only in the presence of
Ca2+ (Fig. 2, A and B). The average diameter
of tubules was 17.5 ± 3 nm from outer bilayer
to outer bilayer, showing that the interaction of
syt1 with membranes results in the induction
of high positive curvature. For comparison, the
N-BAR module (Bin/amphiphysin/Rvs domain
with an N-terminal amphipathic helix) of
amphiphysin makes lipid tubules of 46 nm
(17). Using the syt1 C2A and C2B crystal
structures (3, 10) and the depth of insertions
determined by electron paramagnetic resonance
spectroscopy (15), we estimated that ~30% of
the tubular surface needs to be covered to
stabilize this curvature.

The tubulation of liposomes required the
C2A and C2B domains to be linked to each
other; the separated C2A and C2B domains did
not tubulate Folch liposomes in the presence of
Ca2+ (Fig. 2C). The 4A mutant failed to induce
tubulation of Folch liposomes; in contrast, the
4W mutant caused tubulation and fragmenta-
tion of the liposomes, indicating further desta-
bilization of the membrane (Fig. 2, D and E,
and fig. S2). This destabilization is likely to
have resulted from the greater volume occu-
pied by the bulkier residues within the mono-
layer. The K326E mutant showed tubulation to
an extent similar to that shown by the wild-
type C2AB fragment (Fig. 2F). A C2AB frag-
ment with mutations in the Ca2+-binding site
of the C2A domain (D230N, D232N) tubulated
Folch liposomes (Fig. 2G), whereas a C2AB
fragment with mutations in the Ca2+-binding site
of the C2B domain (D363N, D365N) did not
induce membrane curvature (Fig. 2H). These

results correlate with the ability of the former and
inability of the latter mutant to promote syn-
aptic vesicle exocytosis in vivo (18, 19). We next
investigated whether the tubulation of liposomes
required the specific presence of the C2A and
the C2B domains by fusing two C2A domains
(C2AA) and two C2B domains (C2BB) and
incubating them with liposomes in the presence
of Ca2+. Both fragments tubulated liposomes
(Fig. 2, I and J), suggesting that the requirement
for the induction of positive membrane curva-
ture is the presence of two tethered C2 domains
and their penetration of the lipid monolayer.

Next, we examined whether the Ca2+-
dependent induction of membrane curvature by
syt1 is required for the promotion of SNARE-
mediated membrane fusion in an in vitro assay
(11, 20, 21). SNAREs alone were inefficient in
promoting fusion of liposomes (Fig. 3A). Full-
length syt1 had no effect in this assay but, as
expected (21), we observed accelerated fusion by
the addition of syt1 C2AB domain only in the
presence of Ca2+ (Fig. 3A). This effect depended
absolutely on the presence of SNAP-25 and
syntaxin-1 in the target liposomes (Fig. 3A). The
C2A and C2B domains had to be linked in order
to promote membrane fusion (fig. S3) (21). The
4A mutant was unable to promote membrane
fusion, whereas the 4Wmutant showed increased

promotion of membrane fusion compared with
the wild-type C2AB fragment (Fig. 3B). Indeed,
the expression in hippocampal neurons of a mu-
tant syt1 carrying tryptophans in the membrane-
binding loops results in an increased probability
of synaptic vesicle release (6). The inability of
the 4A mutant to promote membrane fusion
was not due to its lower affinity for membranes,
because increasing the concentration of the 4A
mutant in the membrane fusion assay did not
lead to increased fusion but rather led to a slight
inhibition, perhaps due to masking of phospho-
lipids (fig. S3). The K326E mutant, which could
induce membrane curvature (Fig. 2), promoted
membrane fusion to an extent similar to that
shown by the wild-type protein, suggesting that
the polybasic stretch was not required for the
promotion of fusion in vitro (Fig. 3B). These
results correlate well with the ability of wild-type
syt1 and the syt1 mutants to induce tubulation of
liposomes (Fig. 2).

Next, we tested the syt1 C2AA and C2BB
domains for their ability to promote SNARE-
dependent membrane fusion (Fig. 3C). Both
proteins were indeed able to tubulate liposomes
(Fig. 2). In our fusion assay, however, the C2AA
domain was unable to promote fusion, whereas
the C2BB domain was even more active than the
syt1 C2AB domain, indicating that the induction

Fig. 1. Curvature preference of liposome binding by wild-
type and mutant syt1. (A) Domain structure of syt1 (TM:
transmembrane domain) and structures of the cytoplas-
mic C2A and C2B domains [Protein Data Bank accession
numbers: 1BYN (27), 1UOW (28)]. Residues mutated in
this study are highlighted. Ca2+ ions are shown as yellow
spheres. The membrane into which the C2 domains insert
is indicated by the yellow box. The depth of membrane

insertion is shown according to (15). (B) Lipid cosedimentation assay. The indicated proteins
were incubated with liposomes of different sizes (0.8 to 0.05 mm) in the absence (1 mM EDTA) or
presence of 1 mM Ca2+. P, pellet formed by centrifuging; S, supernatant. Representative gels
from one of three independent experiments are shown. (C) Quantification of lipid cosed-
imentation experiments presented in (B). The P/S ratio for the 0.8-mm liposomes was set to 1. The
numbers indicate the size of the liposomes (in micrometers). (D) The curvature preference of syt1
for smaller liposomes is largely lost when the PtdSer content is increased to 25%, as determined
by liposome cosedimentation. The numbers indicate the size of the liposomes used for
cosedimentation.
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of membrane curvature alone is not sufficient to
promote fusion. We attribute the lack of fusion-
promoting activity by the C2AA domain to its
inability to correctly interact with the SNARE
complex, whereas the C2BB domain might be
better positioned in respect to the SNARE
complex. The C2B domain interacts more
strongly with the SNARE complex (22).

We further tested the syt4 C2AB domain in
our fusion assay. Syt4 lacks Ca2+-dependent
phospholipid-binding activity and did not tubu-
late Folch liposomes (fig. S1), but it displays
SNARE binding to an extent similar to that
shown by the syt1 C2AB domain (23). The syt4
C2AB domain failed to promote fusion (Fig. 3C),
indicating that membrane binding and defor-

mation by synaptotagmins are essential for the
promotion of membrane fusion.

We further tested three synaptotagmin-related
proteins—syt3, syt9, and synaptotagmin-like
protein 2 (slp2)—for the induction of membrane
curvature (Fig. 3). Syt3 and syt9 showed sub-
stantial Ca2+-independent binding to liposomes,
which increased upon the addition of Ca2+, where-
as the binding of slp2 to Folch liposomes was
not affected by Ca2+ (Fig. 3D). Syt3 and syt9 both
tubulated Folch liposomes in a Ca2+-dependent
manner, whereas slp2 tubulation did not require
Ca2+ (Fig. 3E). The induction of positive curva-
ture in the target membrane thus appears to be a
property shared by many double C2 domain–
containing proteins.

We propose the following model for the action
of syt1 during Ca2+-dependent synaptic vesicle re-
lease (fig. S4). Because of its Ca2+-independent
interaction with the tSNAREs and/or PtdIns(4,5)P2
in the plasma membrane (13, 24), syt1 in the syn-
aptic vesicle is closely associated with the trans-
SNARE complexes, which have been suggested
to be ordered ringwise around the future fusion
site (20). Upon Ca2+ influx and subsequent Ca2+

binding by syt1, the C2A and C2B domains pene-
trate the plasma membrane, resulting in the local
induction of positive membrane curvature under
the SNARE complex ring. This causes buckling
toward the synaptic vesicle of the plasma mem-
brane within the SNARE ring, reducing the dis-
tance between the two membranes. Furthermore,
the buckled membrane is under curvature stress,
which reduces the energy barrier the membrane
has to overcome at the intermediate stage of fusion
and, hence, accelerates the fusion reaction. An
estimate of the energy released on going from
buckle to stalk formation is 20 kBT. This reduces
the overall energy of stalk formation from ~40 kBT
(9) to about 20 kBT (11). The remaining energy
can be overcome by the membrane spontaneous-
ly (9, 25). According to our model, syt1 has to
bind the SNARE complex in order to target the
membrane buckle under the vesicle. Indeed, the
failure of syt1 to promote yeast SNARE-mediated
membrane fusion correlates with its inability to
bind the yeast SNAREs (26).

We have shown that, for syt1, the multiple C2
domain (MC2D) module promotes membrane
fusion by the Ca2+-dependent induction of
membrane curvature, explaining how syt1
couples Ca2+ entry into a synapse to vesicle
fusion. MC2D-containing proteins are found
throughout the eukaryotic kingdom and consti-
tute a large protein superfamily that includes
molecules such as synaptotagmin-like pro-
teins, ferlins, rabphilin, Rim, and DOC2. The
promotion of membrane fusion by local induc-
tion of membrane curvature stress by MC2D-
containing proteins may thus be a widespread
phenomenon.
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Myosin V Walks by Lever Action
and Brownian Motion
Katsuyuki Shiroguchi and Kazuhiko Kinosita Jr.*
Myosin V is a molecular motor that moves cargo along actin filaments. Its two heads, each attached
to a long and relatively stiff neck, move alternately forward in a “hand-over-hand” fashion. To
observe under a microscope how the necks move, we attached a micrometer-sized rod to one of the
necks. The leading neck swings unidirectionally forward, whereas the trailing neck, once lifted,
undergoes extensive Brownian rotation in all directions before landing on a site ahead of the
leading head. The neck-neck joint is essentially free, and the neck motion supports a mechanism
where the active swing of the leading neck biases the random motion of the lifted head to let it
eventually land on a forward site.

Linear molecular motors such as myosin,
kinesin, or dynein are often Y-shaped,
with two identical arms of Y each ending

in a globular motor domain that binds to a track
in an adenosine triphosphate (ATP)–dependent

manner. Traditionally the motor domain has been
called a “head” and the rest of the arm a “neck”
(Fig. 1A). How the heads and necks cooperate to
propel the motor is best understood in those
motors that take many discrete steps without

falling off a filamentous track (1–7): The two
heads move forward alternately in a “hand-over-
hand” fashion, as in human walking (8–11).
However, themechanism for bringing the lagging
head onto a forward landing site is not yet firmly
established. Here we focus on myosin V (12, 13)
that walks on an actin filament with ~35-nm steps
(14, 15). The necks of this motor are stiff relative
to those of other motors such as kinesin, and they
are called “lever arms” because they would serve
as a lever. In electron micrographs (16), myosin
V’s long necks form a V-shape when both heads
are attached to actin. Every step would thus result
in leaning of a neck alternately forward and back-
ward, as indeed was shown when a fluorophore

Fig. 3. Reconstitution of membrane fusion in vitro and
liposome-binding and tubulation by synaptotagmin-
related proteins. (A) Fusion of tSNARE and vSNARE
liposomes was monitored by dequenching of NBD [N-(7-
nitro-2-1, 3-benzoxadiazol-4-yl] upon lipid mixing. Syt1
was added at a concentration of 7.5 mM and Ca2+ was
added to a final concentration of 500 mM. The maximal
fluorescence (Fmax) was determined by the addition of
1% Triton X-100. (B) Same fusion assay as in (A),
showing the indicated syt1 mutants used at a concentra-
tion of 7.5 mM. (C) Fusion assay as in (A) with the C2AB,
C2AA, C2BB, and syt4 C2AB domains at a concentration
of 7.5 mM. (D) Co-sedimentation assay using Folch
liposomes and the indicated proteins. (E) Electron micrographs of Folch liposomes incubated with the
indicated proteins. Ca2+ was added to a final concentration of 1 mM in (D) and (E). Scale bar: 100 nm.
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was attached to a neck (17, 18). Our aim here was
to resolve the neck motion during the transition
between the two static orientations, and to infer
the force behind the motion. Translational motion
of a neck during the transients was recently re-
ported (19). To examine rotational motion, we at-
tached a micrometer-sized, fluorescently labeled
microtubule to one of the necks of myosin V.

We replaced calmodulin light chains that
wrap around the necks (Fig. 1A) with an
engineered fusion protein in which calmodulin
was connected to a motor domain of a mutated
kinesin (20) that irreversibly binds to a micro-
tubule (Fig. 1B). Then we added fluorescently
labeled microtubules, hoping that in some myo-
sin molecules only one of the two necks would
bind a microtubule at multiple points. An actin
filament was suspended in solution by holding
two polystyrene beads attached to the filament
ends with dual optical tweezers (21). By moving
the microscope stage, we manipulated a floating
microtubule, typically 2 to 3 mm long and binding
at most eight myosin V molecules per mm, onto
the actin filament. On rare occasions, the microtu-
bule bound to actin, presumably through myosin
V, and swung to and fro several times, primarily
in the image plane (Fig. 1; see also fig. S1 and
movies S1 and S2). We think the swings reflect
the myosin neck motion because (i) the two
relatively stationary angles (blue and red hori-
zontal bars in Fig. 1D and fig. S1) were separated
by ~100° (±20° SD for 17 swings), consistent

with the angles between the V-shaped necks in
the electron micrographs (16); (ii) dwell times on
the stationary angles averaged 3 to 4 s, as
expected for ATP-initiated swings at 0.2 to 0.3
mMATP with a rate of ATP binding (22) of 0.9 ×
106 M−1 s−1; and (iii) the swings accompanied
microtubule translocation. Swings in one direc-
tion (from blue to red bars) were always uni-
directional, indicative of a power stroke. The
other direction often involved extensive fluctua-
tions, as in Fig. 1D at 15 to 17 s, suggesting
Brownian search of a lifted neck for a next
binding site. The micrometer-sized microtubule
probe thus allowed us to visualize neck motion
and confirm the expected behavior, but we were
unable to obtain sufficient data to study details of
the stepping dynamics.

We thus tried a reverse scheme (Fig. 2A):
Instead of fixing an actin filament in space, we
fixed a microtubule carrying myosin V (0.3 to
1 molecule mm−1) on a glass surface and waited
for a short (~1 mm) actin filament to land on it and
move. For myosin V on the top surface of a
microtubule 25 nm in diameter, movement of the
actin filament in a horizontal plane would not be
hindered by the glass surface. Note that the
bound neck of myosin V is not necessarily par-
allel to the thick microtubule consisting of 13
tubulin protofilaments (Fig. 2A). In this reverse
configuration, the actin filament would swing
between two stationary angles where both heads
of myosin V bind the filament. In between, the

filament would be carried by one neck and would
report the orientation of the actin-binding surface
of the head. The actin filament would be
translocated, with respect to the neck immobi-
lized on the microtubule, by ~70 nm in the swing
3 → 5 in Fig. 2A; no translocation would ac-
company the swing 1 → 3. If a free joint(s)
existed between two necks, the actin filament
would undergo rotational Brownian fluctuation
during swings accompanying the ~70-nm trans-
location, whereas the opposite swings would be
unidirectional.

We observed the expected motions, and we
analyzed 11 actin filaments that met the criteria of
four or more swings between two stationary
angles and translocation per swing of >25 nm
(Figs. 2 and 3, fig. S5, and movies S3 and S4). A
prominent feature was the asymmetry of swings
(Fig. 2C and fig. S5), clearly noticeable because
of the fast motions of short actin relative to longer
microtubules above. Actin swings in one direc-
tion (39 swings, shown as anticlockwise and
positive-going angular transitions in all figures)
were accompanied by little translocation (–9 ± 23
nm, Fig. 3A), ended within ~50 ms (fig. S2), and
were always unidirectional (Fig. 3B). Opposite,
clockwise swings (38 swings) were accompanied
by a large translocation averaging 73 ± 28 nm
(Fig. 3A) except for three irregularities possibly
due to backstepping (green arrow in Fig. 2C).
Most of the clockwise swings involved fluctua-
tions in either direction (Fig. 3C), continuing for

Fig. 1. Observation of neck motion in myosin V. (A) Postulated walking
scheme for myosin V. Myosin V has two long necks (blue and green) reinforced
with six calmodulin light chains (small ellipsoids) and catalytic heads (large
ellipsoids) that hydrolyze ATP. Walking (toward left) on an actin filament (ma-
genta) begins with binding of ATP to the trailing head to dissociate it from actin.
The leading neck (blue) then leans forward (lever action: red arrow), powered by
ATP hydrolysis (presumably phosphate release) in the leading head. The lifted
neck (green) fluctuates around the neck-neck junction until the head binds to a
site ~35 nm ahead of the blue head. (B) Observation of neck motion through a
microtubule (light green cylinder) attached to a neck by linking calmodulins to a
mutated kinesin (small gray circles) that irreversibly binds to a microtubule.
Necks of myosin and thicknesses of the actin filament and microtubule are
approximately to scale. The actin filament was bound to beads coated with a-
actinin (dark gray) and held by dual-beam optical tweezers. The images of
actin (and beads) stained with Alexa 488 and of a microtubule stained with

tetramethylrhodamine were captured simultaneously. (C) Sequential images
at 33-ms intervals of a microtubule, carrying fewer than four myosin V
molecules per mm, apparently walking toward the left at 0.2 mM ATP.
Magenta, yellow, and blue frames show two relatively stable angles; white
solid frames, a unidirectional swing; white dotted frames, fluctuations; dark
gray image, omission of 166 frames. Part of movie S1. (D) Upper panel:
Swing angle anticlockwise from 0 o’clock; stationary angles are colored as in
(C), and bars show the average. Swings are shown in gray. Omissions indicate
orientations nearly vertical to the image plane. Lower panel: Movement of
the centroid of the microtubule image calculated within a horizontal band of
height 600 nm along the actin filament. Bars indicate averages over solid
dots where the microtubule remained within 15° from the average stationary
angle (open dots, orientations beyond 15°). Only comparisons among blue
bars, or among red bars, are meaningful, because the centroids depended on
the microtubule orientation to some extent.
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0.6 s on average. The fluctuation period was
distributed roughly exponentially, accounting for
the apparent absence of fluctuations in some
swings (fig. S3). Net translocation per swing pair
was 62 ± 21 nm (Fig. 3D), somewhat smaller
than the 70 nm obtained in experiments where
beaded myosin V was allowed to spiral around
actin (15). Here, actin displacement estimated
from the centroid of the whole actin image is
intrinsically imprecise, and the actin filamentmay
have rotated around its axis to allow shorter steps.
Dwells on the two stationary angles both aver-
aged 7 to 8 s (fig. S4), consistent with the ex-
pected (22) ATP-waiting dwell of 5.6 s at 0.2 mM
ATP. In the stationary phases, we sometimes
noticed small angular steps (e.g., at ~52 s and
several other places in Fig. 2C) that might
indicate the existence of two V-shaped postures
in the two-head bound state, such as bending of a
neck(s) or shift of a head onto a neighboring actin
monomer. Such substeps were not always
observed and the direction was variable (fig.
S5); thus, steric hindrance (e.g., between actin

and microtubule surfaces) can also account for
this phenomenon.

In the fluctuation phase, the mean square
angle increased linearly with time (Fig. 3E). The
slope gives a rotational diffusion constant of 11
rad2 s−1. This value is close to 17 rad2 s−1

calculated for a rod of diameter 10 nm and length
0.6 mm (average actin length between the myosin
attachment and farther end) rotating around one
end in water. The fluctuation angle eventually
spreads over >600° (Fig. 3C). Thus, the fluctu-
ation represents basically unhindered rotational
diffusion in water, although actin occasionally
gets stuck for a while. The free diffusion is con-
sistent with the presence of a free joint at the
neck-neck junction, as indicated earlier for
myosin II (23) and myosin V (16). Two-headed
motors with necks in basic twofold symmetry
cannot walk without flexible joints (24, 25). Our
study further indicates that the joint is almost
completely free, in that thermal agitation suffices
to let an unattached neck assume all orientations
in space (see below for three-dimensional fluc-

tuations). Dunn and Spudich (19) attached a
40-nm gold particle to a neck of walking myosin
V and showed that the particle undergoes rapid
translational diffusion between two stationary
phases where, presumably, both heads are bound
to actin. Our results are consistent with their find-
ing and further indicate that the diffusion is
primarily of rotational nature.

Anticlockwise swings, in contrast, were al-
ways unidirectional, without a significant sign of
reversal (at the video resolution of 33 ms), indi-
cating that they are driven by active force. These
swings without translocation are made by re-
orientation of the head on the neck immobilized
on a microtubule (Fig. 2A). Our observation
clearly shows that this reorientation, if viewed on
actin, results in leaning of the neck forward (lever
action), toward the direction in which myosin V
would move, because actin is translocated by
~70 nm rearward at the completion of the next,
fluctuating clockwise swing. The final phase of
the anticlockwise swing may be assisted by
binding of the free head, leading to the next
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Fig. 2. Actin motion in the actin moving assay on a surface. (A) Expected
movement of an actin filament (magenta) driven by myosin V with one
neck (green) attached to a microtubule (light green cylinder) lying on a
glass surface. One swing (blue arrow), mainly by lever action, is quick and
unidirectional, whereas the other swing (yellow arrow) goes through
Brownian fluctuation before final attachment. At the completion of the
return swing, the actin filament proceeds by ~70 nm. Red arrowheads
indicate the pointed end toward which the actin filament moves. The
thick microtubule and myosin neck (approximately to scale) are not

necessarily parallel, and the configuration here applies to (B) to (D)
below. (B) Sequential images at 33-ms intervals of a moving actin
filament at 0.2 mM ATP. Colors are as in (C). Part of movie S3. (C) Time
courses of angular [anticlockwise from 1 in (A), unrestricted in the
fluctuation phase] and positional changes. Displacements were estimated
from (D). Blue and red bars, average of the stationary angles; green
arrow, possible backstepping. (D) Frame-by-frame plot of the centroid of
the actin filament image while it was in two stationary angles. Circles and
triangles denote averaged positions; colors are as in (C).
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stationary angle. Veigel et al. (26) showed that a
one-neck construct of myosin V forces actin to
move for ~25 nm by hydrolyzing one ATP
molecule and that the movement can oppose a
backward force of a few piconewtons. They pro-
posed that the movement represents ATP-
powered lever action of the neck and that, during
36-nm step walking of two-headed myosin V, the
difference between the step size of 36 nm and the
lever action of ~25 nm would be covered by
diffusion of the lifted head. Similar results have
been reported by Moore et al. (27). Our
observations confirm the rotational nature of the
lever action and its expected direction, as well as
the presence of a diffusive phase. Nucleotide-
dependent conformational changes correspond-

ing to a lever action have been seen in crystal
structures (28), although so far only in the
absence of actin.

The swing angle, the difference between the
two stationary angles, averaged 92° ± 21° (Fig.
3F), whereas single-fluorophore assays (17, 18)
have reported 70° to 75°. Presumably, the swing
angle equals the angle between necks when
myosin V stands on actin with both heads at-
tached. In electron micrographs (16), the leading
neck was often curved forward as in the telemark
stance. Our swing angle is close to the average
angle between whole necks. Fluorophores prob-
ably bound to a lower part of a neck.

To find the 11 actin filaments that satisfied the
criteria for analysis, we observed >1000 fila-

ments that apparently bound to a microtubule,
but most did not move. The low success rate was
anticipated, because binding of only one of the
two necks to a microtubule through multiple
points, in an orientation that does not hinder actin
binding and subsequent lever action, must be a
rare circumstance; furthermore, bound actin must
be precisely parallel to the glass surface to swing
freely. Also, because myosin density on a micro-
tubule could not be too low, actin swing often
ceasedwhen the actin filament became parallel to
the microtubule, presumably by binding to a sec-
ond myosin.

One could argue that the asymmetric behav-
ior described above may have resulted from
surface obstructions. We therefore performed the
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Fig. 3. Analyses of the swings in the actin moving assay on a surface. (A)
Translocation during an anticlockwise (green) or clockwise (red) swing:
displacement from blue to red bars and from red to blue, respectively, in Fig.
2C and fig. S5. Apparent backsteps (light colors) are excluded from the mean.
(B and C) Angle histograms at indicated frames (33 ms per frame) during
anticlockwise unidirectional (B) and clockwise fluctuating (C) swings of 11
actin filaments in Fig. 2C and fig. S5. Time and angle immediately before a

swing are taken as frame 0 and 0°. Swings terminate, on average, at the
dashed line showing the next stationary angle. Magenta in (C), average over
frames 5 to 44. (D) Steps per swing pair: blue to blue and red to red in Fig. 2C
and fig. S5. Apparent backsteps (light gray) are excluded from mean. (E)
Average angular evolution in the clockwise, fluctuating swings. Slope of the
red line, twice the rotational diffusion constant, is 22 rad2 s−1. (F) Amplitudes
of all 77 swings. Light gray, apparent backstep.
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for (B) and (C). (B) Sequential images at 33-ms intervals of an actin filament
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represents unbinding of a head followed by rebinding to the same (or nearby)
actin site.
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actin moving assay on a microtubule bridge (21),
a modification of the actin-bridge assay (15), by
suspending a microtubule between two large
beads immobilized on a glass surface to let the
actin filament freely rotate in any direction. We
found three swinging actin filaments that stayed
primarily in the image plane and that were
simultaneously translocated. All showed asym-
metric swings (Fig. 4, fig. S6, and movies S5 and
S6). When these filaments fluctuated, we saw
moments when the filament became perpendic-
ular to the image plane, appearing as a bright dot
(red dotted frames in Fig. 4B; also Fig. 1C).
Apparently the free neck could assume all orien-
tations in space.

By attaching a micrometer-sized rod to a neck
of the nanometer-sized molecular motor, we have
been able to infer the neck motion continuously in
real time. Viscous friction on the rod must slow
down the motion, but essential features are likely
preserved, as shown for the rotation of F1-ATPase
(29). The two necks ofmyosinVare connected via
a free joint. Thus, the sole mechanism that can
move a lifted head is Brownian rotation of the
neck, but this is purely random, carrying the head
in either direction with an equal probability. En-
suring forward landing thus requires a biasing
mechanism(s). ATP-powered lever action of the
landed neck, originally proposed for myosin II
(30), moves forward the pivot of the Brownian
rotation, producing the required bias, as has been
suggested in electron microscopy and single-
molecule studies (16, 19, 26, 27). The rotational
diffusion observed here implies that the lifted head
stays off the actin surface for most of the time, as
opposed to diffusional sliding of the myosin head
along the actin surface (31). The rotational
diffusion plus lever action, however, may not be

sufficient. We have proposed that, to ensure
forward landing of a lifted head in the presence
of backward load, the track-binding surface of
the head must be properly oriented such that
forward swing of the neck makes the surface
parallel with the track surface (24, 25, 32). One
way to prove this orientational biasing exper-
imentally is to attach a micrometer-sized rod. A
rod that directly reports molecular orientations
will be useful in studies where a conformational
change in a protein machine, necessarily accom-
panying reorientation, is to be visualized during
function.
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Hardwiring theBrain: Endocannabinoids
Shape Neuronal Connectivity
Paul Berghuis,1* Ann M. Rajnicek,2* Yury M. Morozov,3* Ruth A. Ross,2 Jan Mulder,4
Gabriella M. Urbán,5 Krisztina Monory,6 Giovanni Marsicano,6† Michela Matteoli,7
Alison Canty,4 Andrew J. Irving,8 István Katona,5 Yuchio Yanagawa,9 Pasko Rakic,3
Beat Lutz,6 Ken Mackie,10‡ Tibor Harkany1§
The roles of endocannabinoid signaling during central nervous system development are unknown.
We report that CB1 cannabinoid receptors (CB1Rs) are enriched in the axonal growth cones of
g-aminobutyric acid–containing (GABAergic) interneurons in the rodent cortex during late
gestation. Endocannabinoids trigger CB1R internalization and elimination from filopodia and
induce chemorepulsion and collapse of axonal growth cones of these GABAergic interneurons by
activating RhoA. Similarly, endocannabinoids diminish the galvanotropism of Xenopus laevis spinal
neurons. These findings, together with the impaired target selection of cortical GABAergic
interneurons lacking CB1Rs, identify endocannabinoids as axon guidance cues and demonstrate
that endocannabinoid signaling regulates synaptogenesis and target selection in vivo.

In the cerebral cortex, information processing
requires the precise temporal and spatial coordi-
nation of synaptic communication among ex-

citatory pyramidal cells, inhibitory g-aminobutyric
acid–containing (GABAergic) interneurons, and

subcortical afferents (1). Cortical neurons are
born in progenitor zones that are distant from
their final positions, and their layer-specific pat-
terning is achieved through extensive migration
in the developing cerebrum (1, 2). En route to

their destination, cortical neurons establish their
synaptic connectivity patterns (3), thus providing
the blueprint for their functional diversification.

In the adult central nervous system (CNS),
presynaptic Gi/o protein–coupled CB1 cannabi-
noid receptors (CB1Rs) (4) are the targets of
marijuana (Cannabis spp.)–derived psychoactive
phytocannabinoids and of the endocannabinoids
anandamide (AEA) and 2-arachidonoylglycerol
(2-AG). Endocannabinoids released from post-
synaptic neurons serve as retrograde messengers
that suppress neurotransmitter release at mature
cortical synapses (4). During brain development,
CB1Rs are first expressed in early neural pro-
genitors (5), with receptor levels increasing
throughout neuronal specification and synapto-
genesis (6). Although functionally active CB1Rs
are localized to developing axonal projections
(6, 7), it remains unknown whether endocanna-
binoids function as diffusible axon guidance fac-
tors before the growth cone differentiates into a
presynaptic nerve terminal.

We defined the precise cellular distribution of
CB1Rs on neuronal precursors during cortical cell
migration, axonal navigation, and synaptogenesis
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by high-resolution laser-scanning microscopy of
genetically tagged neurons, in situ hybridization,
and electron microscopy (3, 8). From embryonic

day 13.5 (E13.5) until birth, CB1Rs were present
on pyramidal cells (Fig. 1, A to C) with their
axons coursing in the intermediate zone of the
developing cerebral cortex (9) (Fig. 1, D and E)
and establishing the fornix pathway in the
hippocampus (figs. S1 and S2). These projections
primarily contained CB1Rs associated with the
surface of distal axon segments, with CB1Rs
being largely absent from their growth cones (Fig.
1F). In contrast, CB1Rs were expressed in
GABAergic interneurons during late gestation
as they were undergoing intracortical tangential
or radial migration (Fig. 1G). Here, CB1Rs were
preferentially found on axons and axonal growth
cones (Fig. 1, H to J) coincident with establish-
ing target-specific synaptic connectivity patterns
(3, 10).

CB1R expression is spatially and temporally
coordinated with endocannabinoid synthesis
during brain development: sn-1-diacylglycerol
lipases a and b (DAGLa/b), which synthesize
2-AG, predominated in elongating long-range
telencephalic axons at around E14.5 (fig. S2) (11).
By E18.5, however, DAGLa/b expression was lo-
calized to postsynaptic dendrites of glutamatergic
pyramidal cells (Fig. 1, K to N), so that focal 2-AG
release could control axonal growth cone steer-
ing and the formation of CB1R

+ terminals (Fig.
1O). Postsynaptic DAGLa expression exceeded
that of DAGLb in the perinatal neocortex, in

agreement with previous observations estab-
lishing DAGLa as the major postnatal DAGL
isoform (11). Unexpectedly, the expression of
N-acyl-phosphatidyl-ethanolamine-selective phos-
pholipase D (NAPE-PLD), an enzyme participat-
ing in AEA synthesis (4), was delayed until E18.5,
at which age NAPE-PLD was strongly asso-
ciated with cortical pyramidal cells (Fig. 1, P and
Q). GABAergic interneurons did not possess
these endocannabinoid synthetic enzymes until
their engagement in radial intracortical migration,
coincident with the onset of postsynaptic target
selection (Fig. 1R) (3).

To identify the functions of endocannabi-
noid signaling in axonal growth and guidance,
we established GABAergic interneuron cultures
with high CB1R expression (12). Early growth
cones of quiescent axons contained CB1Rs lo-
calized to their leading filopodial tips (Fig. 2A).
Morphological growth cone differentiation was
associated with a gradual enrichment in CB1Rs
that were invariably present in motile filopodial
tips at the leading edge of the growth cones
(Fig. 2, B and C, and movie S1), which are
critical for sensing guidance cues (13). Appli-
cation of AEA for 15 to 30 min induced CB1R
translocation from filopodial tips to the central
growth cone domain of GABAergic interneurons
(Fig. 2, D and D′) and triggered receptor in-
ternalization and retrograde transport in hippo-

Fig. 1. The temporal and spatial coincidence of CB1R
localization with endocannabinoid availability during cortico-
genesis. (A) Schemes of the telencephalon at the embryonic
days indicated. Colored symbols refer to particular structures
in adjoining photomicrographs. At E14.5 to 16.5 (fig. S2B),
CB1R mRNA is preferentially expressed in pyramidal cells of
the hippocampus (B) and cerebral cortex (C), with CB1R
immunoreactivity localized to developing long-range axons,
coexpressing growth-associated protein 43 (GAP43), in the
intermediate zone (9) (D and E). (F) CB1R

+ processes, axons
emitted by pyramidal neurons, in the fimbria. A three-
dimensional reconstruction of a process is depicted in a
semitransparent manner. A dotted line encircles the
individual profile (1) shown to the right. (2) Adjacent CB1R

+

processes (dotted line) with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB)–Ni
reaction end products (black) precipitating on the inner
plasmalemmal surface (arrows) after the use of an antibody
recognizing the C terminus of CB1R. (G) Hippocampal
interneurons (arrows) express CB1R mRNA at E18.5. (H) At
birth, CB1Rs are spatially associated with GABAergic axons
(arrows) navigating locally in the hippocampus. (I) Recip-
rocally perpendicular projections of a single CB1R

+ growth
cone from the hilus of newborn rat hippocampus. Numbers
indicate the positions of planar images. Arrowheads indicate
the truncated axon. DAB precipitation fills the cytoplasm,
which also contains numerous vesicles (arrows). (J) CB1Rs
concentrate in growth cone particles (GCPs) relative to total
cortical lysates, as shown by Western analysis. (K) DAGLa
predominates in the neocortex at birth and (L) is expressed by
pyramidal cells. Arrows point to gold particles indicating the
precise subcellular localization of DAGLa. (M) Similarly,
DAGLb is expressed by pyramidal cells in the neonatal cortex.
(N) A putative GABAergic presynaptic bouton on a DAGLb+ dendrite is marked by
arrows. (O) A CB1R

+ GABAergic axon (arrows) is targeted toward a DAGLb–

interneuron (*) in the hippocampus at E18.5. (P andQ) NAPE-PLD is first expressed
at E18.5 and is preferentially targeted to dendritic spines (arrows) in neocortical

pyramids. (R) Some verticallymigratingGABAergic interneurons possessNAPE-PLD
expression. Arrows denote NAPE-PLD in the leading process. Abbreviations are
defined in SOM text. Scale bars, 6 mm in (H), (K), (M) to (O), (Q), and (R); 50 mm in
(E); 100 mm in (B) to (D), (G), and (P); and 500 nm in (F), (I), and (L).
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campal neurons and PC12 pheochromocytoma
cells recombinantly expressing CB1Rs (fig. S3).
Agonist-induced activation and trafficking of
CB1Rs translated into downstream signaling
in cultured interneurons, because AEA (100 nM),
like brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
(14), induced significant phosphorylation of
Erk1 and Erk2 (Erk1/2) (15) in the central growth
cone domain within 10 min (Fig. 2, E and E′).
Studies in the growth cone particulate fraction
isolated from embryonic rat cortices corroborated
our in vitro findings by showing significant Erk2
phosphorylation that peaked 5 to 10 min after
AEA (2 mM) application (Fig. 2F).

Direct involvement of chemotropic (endo)
cannabinoid signaling in growth cone guidance
was tested by assaying the growth cone turning
responses of GABAergic interneurons induced
by the synthetic CB1R agonist WIN55,212-2
(16–18). A microgradient of BDNF, an estab-
lished chemoattractive factor for GABAergic
interneurons (12), induced attractive turning
(16), whereas WIN55,212-2 at a concentration
of 20 mM in the micropipette and ~200 nM at the
growth cone (16) elicited growth cone repul-
sion (Fig. 3, A and B, and table S1). In n = 13 out
of 20 motile growth cones (65%), WIN55,212-2
induced growth cone collapse and neurite re-
traction within the 60 min of recording (Fig. 3, A
and B, and table S1). The lack of directional
growth cone turning or neurite retraction in a
control [dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)] gradient
excluded recording artefacts produced by posi-
tive ejection pressure or the vehicle solution itself.

Coapplication of the CB1R antagonist AM251
(1 mM simultaneously in the pipette and bath
solution) converted WIN55,212-2-induced
chemorepulsion to attractive growth cone
turning without significantly affecting the rate
of neurite extension (Fig. 3B and table S1).
Together with the lack of detectable CB2 can-
nabinoid receptor expression in cultured
GABAergic interneurons (12), these findings
indicate that WIN55,212-2-induced chemo-
repulsion is mediated by CB1Rs.

Next, we analyzed whether AEA and
WIN55,212-2 modify directional growth cone
steering of Xenopus laevis spinal neurons, which
also express CB1Rs (Fig. 3C). Growth cones
steadily turned toward the cathode of a direct
current (DC) electric field (EF) of 150 mV/mm
(Fig. 3, D and E), a gradient that mimics the ~400
mV/mm DC-EF present naturally in the de-
veloping Xenopus neural tube (19) [supporting
online material (SOM) text and fig. S4]. Bath
application of either AEA or WIN55,212-2,
but not its inactive stereoisomer WIN55,212-3,
diminished both the mean angle turned toward
the cathode and the frequency of cathodal turn-
ing in a dose-dependent fashion (Fig. 3, E and
F, and table S1). Reminiscent of the ability of
WIN55,212-2 to induce chemorepulsion (Fig. 3A),
AEA or WIN55,212-2, but not WIN55,212-3, in-
creased the frequency of EF-induced cathodal
repulsion (anodal attraction) relative to vehicle
controls (Fig. 3F).

Dynamic polarization of the growth cone
cytoskeleton underlies chemotropism and galvano-

tropism: Extending microfilaments predominate
on the side of the growth cone nearest to a
chemoattractant source, whereas localized col-
lapse of the actin cytoskeleton occurs near a re-
pellent stimulus (18, 19). Cytoskeletal integrity
in axonal growth cones is controlled by mem-
bers of the Rho family of small guanosine tri-
phosphatases (GTPases) (19, 20), which act as
molecular switches that transduce extracellular
stimuli to the actin cytoskeleton (18). Accord-
ingly, WIN55,212-2 (2 mM) treatment selec-
tively increased the GTP-bound active state of
RhoA but not cumulative RhoA, -B, and -C
activity (20) in primary cortical cultures after
5 min of stimulation (Fig. 4A). The involvement
of CB1Rs in this process was confirmed by the
lack of RhoA activation in the presence of
AM251 (2 mM; Fig. 4B). AEA (2 mM) induced
RhoA activation in a manner similar to that of
WIN55,212-2 (Fig. 4B). Spatially restricted ac-
tivation of RhoA in the collapsing growth cone is
associated with filopodial retraction and growth
cone repulsion in response to chemical and elec-
trical extracellular cues (18, 19) through activa-
tion of the serine-threonine kinase Rho kinase
(ROCK) and subsequent phosphorylation of myo-
sin light chains (19, 21) (fig. S5). Pretreating inter-
neuron cultures with the ROCK-selective inhibitor
Y-27632 (50 mM) (18) abolished WIN55,212-2-
induced neurite retraction and converted CB1R-
mediated neurite repulsion into chemoattraction
without significantly affecting the rate of neurite
extension (Fig. 3, A and B, and table S1). The
agonist-induced coupling of CB1Rs to RhoA is

Fig. 2. Agonist stimulation induces CB1R
removal from filopodia and Erk1/2 phospho-
rylation in the central growth cone domain.
(A to C) CB1Rs are present in axonal growth
cones of GABAergic interneurons in vitro.
CB1Rs are transported from the initial neurite
segment through the neurite stem (arrow-
heads) to the growth cone, where they
concentrate in filopodial tips (arrows) (movie
S1). The structural classification of growth
cones was based on whether microtubules in
the central domain were bundled, spread, or
looped (29). (D and D′) AEA (100 nM)
induces CB1R removal from filopodia. *P <
0.05, n = 13 to 15 filopodia per group from
two independent experiments. Numbers indi-
cate the periods of AEA exposure, in minutes.
(E) CB1R activation induces Erk1/2 phospho-
rylation (pERK) in the central growth cone
domain. (E′) Quantitative analysis of Erk1/2
phosphorylation 10 min after stimulation.
oP < 0.01, *P < 0.05 (n = 10 growth
cones per group). BDNF (100 ng/ml) was
used as a positive control (14). (F) AEA
induces Erk1/2 phosphorylation in growth
cones isolated from embryonic rat cortices.
b-III tubulin served as a loading control.
Error bars represent SEM. Scale bars, 3 mm
in (A) to (C), 2.5 mm in (E), and 1 mm in (D).
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consistent with the concept that Rho family
GTPases control growth cone integrity by stimu-
lating contraction of the actin cytoskeleton on the
side facing the repellent gradient, thus leading
to growth cone collapse (19, 22). The conversion
of growth cone steering decisions upon ROCK
inhibition suggests that CB1Rs also activate the
Cdc42 or Rac pathways, primary transducers of
BDNF-induced chemoattraction (18, 20), whose
spatial and temporal antagonism with RhoA may
be sufficient to switch (endo)cannabinoid-induced
chemorepulsion to attractive turning (18).

We addressed the in vivo significance of the
above findings in adult mice (4.5 to 6 months of
age) lacking endocannabinoid-mediated retro-
grade signaling at cortical inhibitory synapses
(23) because of conditional CB1R deletion in
GABAergic neurons by Cre-mediated recombi-

nation redirected by intergenic regulatory sequences
of the genes Dlx5 and Dlx6 (CB1R

f/f;Dlx5/6-Cre

mice) (24). We identified perisomatic GABAergic
terminals that would otherwise have expressed
CB1Rs in the neocortex and hippocampus of
CB1R

f/f;Dlx5/6-Cre mice by their coexpression
of the vesicular GABA (VGAT) and vesicular
glutamate 3 (VGLUT3) transporters (25, 26)
(Fig. 4C and fig. S6). Analysis of the distribution
of VGAT+/VGLUT3+ boutons in layer 2/3 of
the neocortex revealed a significant increase in
the probability of pyramidal cells receiving
VGAT+/VGLUT3+ inputs (Fig. 4, D to E′), in-
dicating impaired postsynaptic target selection
of cortical interneurons lacking CB1R-mediated
endocannabinoid signals. These changes occurred
in the absence of altered interneuron migration or
neurochemical specification (fig. S7).

Our findings outline an essential develop-
mental role for endocannabinoid signaling in
growth cone steering decisions, identifying endo-
cannabinoids as a class of signaling molecules
that regulate axon guidance. This function is evi-
dent in diverse CB1R-expressing neuron pop-
ulations as demonstrated in vitro by growth cone
turning assays on CB1R-expressing GABAergic
interneurons in rodents and Xenopus spinal cord
neurons. Our evidence that CB1R-mediated
endocannabinoid signals underpin growth cone
steering by chemical and electrical extracellular
directional cues, both of which are present in the
embryonic CNS, suggests that endocannabinoid
signals play an unexpectedly fundamental role in
axonal pathfinding and neuritogenesis. The co-
incidence of intrinsic endocannabinoid synthesis
in elongating long-range and GABAergic axons

Fig. 3. CB1R activation induces ROCK-dependent growth cone repulsion. (A)
Neurites of cultured rodent GABAergic interneurons before and after 60 min
of drug application. The microgradient direction is indicated by arrows.
Arrowheads identify the neurites studied. Scatter plots show individual
growth cone turning responses. Negative values represent neurite retraction.
(B) Histograms of averaged growth cone turning responses in control and
after drug treatments. Bath concentrations of the CB1R antagonist AM251
and the ROCK-selective inhibitor Y-27632 were 1 mM and 50 mM,
respectively (18). (C) Growth cones of X. laevis spinal neurons contain
CB1Rs. (D) Composite drawings of individual neurons at 3 hours were made
by superimposing cell bodies at the colored dot, and the path of each

neurite was traced. AEA inhibits growth cone turning toward the cathode in
the DC-EF. (E) Time course of EF-induced growth cone turning. WIN55,212-2
(50 nM, solid blue circles) and AEA (100 nM, solid red circles) significantly
inhibit cathodal growth cone steering over 5 hours in a continuous DC-EF,
whereas growth cones in corresponding vehicle control cultures (open blue
and red circles) turn increasingly toward the cathode. (F) The angle and
frequency of cathodal growth cone turning (>10°) are each inhibited by both
WIN55,212-2 and AEA but not by WIN55,212-3 after 3 hours. Negative
angles indicate steering toward the cathode. Data represent means ± SEM.
Sample sizes are indicated in parentheses. The statistical analysis is referred
to in table S1. Scale bars, 4 mm in (A), 10 mm in (C), and 100 mm in (D).
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demonstrates that autocrine endocannabinoid
signaling (11) contributes to the initial growth
of axons, whereas target-derived endocannabi-
noid signals control axonal navigation and po-
sitioning. Our conclusion is also supported by
neuroanatomical findings showing endocan-
nabinoid synthetic enzymes in cortical neurons
coincident with the enrichment of CB1Rs in
neuronal growth cones during the critical period
of postsynaptic target selection. Genetic evi-
dence in CB1R

f/f;Dlx5/6-Cre mice (24) reveals that
interneuron-specific deletion of CB1R-mediated
endocannabinoid signaling is sufficient to relieve
the restriction of axonal elongation and branching
(12), synaptogenesis (27), and target innervation
mediated by endocannabinoid signals in neuro-
chemically identified cortical interneurons. The
present study also expands our understanding of
how prenatal exposure to the CB1R agonist D9-
tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), the major psycho-

active constituent in cannabis, could affect CNS
development and induce cognitive and behavior-
al deficits enduring into adolescence of THC-
exposed offspring (28). Thus, our data, together
with THC-induced impairment of synapse for-
mation (27), imply that maternal marijuana con-
sumption may affect neurodevelopment through
sustained CB1R activation and disrupt the proper
positioning, postsynaptic target selectivity, and
functional differentiation of developing axons.
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Fig. 4. The physiological importance of CB1R-mediated growth cone repulsion. (A) Time course of
WIN55,212-2 (2 mM)–induced Rho GTPase activation (n = 3 cortical cultures per data point from a
representative experiment; mean ± SEM). (B) Both AEA and WIN55,212-2 activate RhoA through
CB1Rs, because this response is inhibited by pretreatment with AM251, a CB1R antagonist. Sample sizes
are given in parentheses (four independent experiments; mean ± SEM). **P = 0.008, *P = 0.023, oP =
0.014. (C) In layer (L) 2/3 of the mouse somatosensory cortex, VGLUT3 labels inhibitory terminals of
GABAergic basket cells (25) coexpressing CB1Rs and VGAT (arrows). Asterisk denotes the pyramidal cell
soma. (D) In CB1R

f/f;Dlx5/6-Cre mice (23), the lack of CB1Rs in GABAergic interneurons is accompanied by
the redistribution of VGLUT3-containing inhibitory afferents in L2/3. (E and E′) Cre recombinase–
mediated CB1R knockout leads to impaired postsynaptic target selection in CB1R

f/f;Dlx5/6-Cre mice, as
indicated by the altered distribution and density of VGLUT3+/VGAT+-labeled perisomatic terminals on
L2/3 pyramidal cells. Data are means ± SEM, **P = 0.024, *P = 0.030 (n = 5 mice per genotype, ≥32
cells per animal). Scale bars, 16 mm in (C) and 35 mm in (D).
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NEWPRODUCTS

Literature
The “Gold Standard” Tools for Hematopoietic
Stem Cell Research is a product guide with a vari-
ety of reagents and services. Examples of products
include MethoCult, a methylcellulose-based
medium for hematopoietic colony assays. Specific
formulations are available for human, mouse, and
rat hematopoietic cells. RoboSep is a fully auto-
mated cell separator based on the column-free
EasySep system. It can label and separate up to
four different samples at one time. It allows for
positive or negative selection of virtually any cell
type from any species and sample type, including
whole blood. 
StemCell Technologies For information 

800-667-0322 www.stemcell.com

Coated Roller Bottles
The NUNC InVitro PDL Coated PETG Roller Bottles
come coated with poly-d-lysine (PDL) through a
proprietary process. PDL is a synthetic mimic of
the extracellular matrix that has been shown to
enhance cell attachment, growth, and differentia-
tion in serum-free and serum-containing media of
select cell lines such as HEK-293 cells. The bottles
are constructed of shatter-resistant, optically clear
polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETC). The bot-
tles have a shelf-life of two years at temperatures
from 4 to 25 ºC. 
Thermo Fischer Scientific For information 

800-446-2543 www.nuncbrand.com

Microplate Handler
The R-Series BenchCel Microplate Handling System
features enhanced positional accuracy, increased
payload, reduced installation time, and simple
user adjustment. A new quick-swap robot module
allows for fast exchange of one of the most critical
and complex mechanical assemblies in a plate
handler. The R-Series features a unique high-
speed plate shuttle that accesses the integrated

microplate stacks and peripheral instruments.
Even the smallest system in the series can support
three peripheral instruments, allowing customers
to create highly configurable workstations that
combine a broad range of functionality, including
barcode labeling, microplate sealing, plate read-
ing, and centrifugation. Users can choose from
two-stack, four-stack, and six-stack configurations
and from four sizes of removable racks. A delidding
function removes and replaces microplate lids. 
Velocity11 For information +44 1763 269115

www.velocity11.com

Spectroscopy and Chemical 
Information Software
Version 3.0 of KnowItAll Enterprise Server and
KnowItAll AnyWare 1.0, a new browser-based client,
have been released. KnowItAll Enterprise  Server
version 3.0 allows a database to be built on a server
and viewed worldwide at all sites of an organization
via the KnowItAll Informatics System Windows
client or the KnowItAll AnyWare browser client. The
same server technology that was first introduced in
2003 to deliver Bio-Rad’s Sadtler infrared and
nuclear magnetic resonance reference spectral
database to users via the Internet can now be used
behind an organization’s firewall to store and
search proprietary structural, spectral, chromato-
graphic, and other textual data from chemical, bio-
logical, or process environments. KnowItAll Any-
Ware is a platform-independent, browser-based,
and device-independent client that permits the
searching and browsing of data stored on a Know-
ItAll Enterprise Server. KnowItAll AnyWare extends
the reach of the KnowItAll platform client through-
out organizations so any user, using any hardware
platform, any operating system, or any web
browser, can access spectral, structural, or chro-
matographic data anywhere in the world. 
Bio-Rad Laboratories For information 

267-322-6948 www.bio-rad.com

Premade Western Blots
Human cell line premade western blots are pre-
pared with various cellular lysates from epithelial,
endothelial, skin cells, muscle cells, and cancer cell
lines. The epithelial cell blot includes mammary,
renal cortical, renal proximal tubule, bronchial, and
prostate epithelial cells. The endothelial cell blot
includes pulmonary artery, coronary artery, iliac
artery, aortic artery, lung microvascular, umbilical
vein, umbilical artery, and dermal microvascular
endothelial cells. The skin cell blot includes epider-
mal keratinocytes adult, epidermal keratinocytes
neo, dermal fibroblasts adult and fibroblasts neo,
microvascular endothelial adult, and microvascular
endothelials neo cells. 
G-Biosciences/Genotech For information

314-991-6034 www.GBiosciences.com

Infrared Spectrometer
The Spectrum 400 is an advanced tool combining
optimized near-infrared (NIR) and mid-infrared
(MIR) spectroscopy in a single, research-grade
instrument. The Spectrum 400 features the ability
to automatically switch between NIR and MIR
measurement modes and dual sampling posi-
tions, enabling the user to rapidly change
between applications. It includes an extensive
software suite to guide and trouble-shoot method
development and validation. It can be used in
conjunction with the Spotlight 400 Fourier trans-
form-infrared imaging system. 
Perkin-Elmer For information 781-663-6900

www.perkinelmer.com/spectrum400

Newly offered instrumentation, apparatus, and laboratory
materials of interest to researchers in all disciplines in academic,
industrial, and government organizations are featured in this
space. Emphasis is given to purpose, chief characteristics, and
availability of products and materials. Endorsement by Science
or AAAS of any products or materials mentioned is not implied.
Additional information may be obtained from the manufacturer
or supplier.

NALDI Chips
New nanotechnology-enabled matrix-free target plates are available for use
primarily with Bruker’s FLEX-series of matrix-assisted laser desorption ioniza-
tion (MALDI) time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometers. These Nanosys plates are
known as Capture and Analyze NALDI chips. NALDI chips provide significant
sensitivity, throughput, and ease-of-use benefits for the analysis of small mol-
ecules such as drug compounds, small peptides, natural products, pesticides,
and many other low-mass molecules that previously were difficult to analyze.
These molecules typically have to be analyzed through liquid chromatography-
mass spectrometry, which is time-consuming, is less robust, and requires more
operator training. Potential applications of NALDI chips combined with TOF
mass spectrometers include chemistry and molecular biology research, molec-
ular diagnostics and molecular imaging research, pharmaceuticals, biotechnol-
ogy, and other research and analysis. 
Nanosys/Bruker Daltonics For information 978-667-9580 www.bdal.com

www.sciencemag.org/products
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